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FOREWORD 

. The. W<?rk described in th.i s r:eport" was done :by _Westi.nghouse and 
its subcontractors under. ERDA Contract E(ll-1)2744. This program is 

• ' • " • • ' ~ I . •: ~ " ' " • ·.' • ' 

part of the ;Nation a 1 P~otovo 1 ta i c Program managed by E:RDA through ~h~ 
Division of Solar Energy, Dr. Morton B. Prince, Actil')g Assistari't .Director,· 

{ • • • ••• • • " • ~ • • 0 • 

Photovnltaic, and The Silicon Technology Br:-anch, Dr. __ Leonard ~· Magid, 
Acting Chief . 

. . 
. Resp~nsibility for the management of t~e Sys~ems Definiti_on 

. . 
Project of the National Photovoltaic Program, under which this contract 
fell, was delegated by ERDA to the Sandia Laboratories.· The' Program 
Manag~r at Sandia with responsibility for this contract was Dr. Donald Schueler, 
who was assisted by Dr. Billy W. Marshall who was the Task ~eader for 
the Systems Definition and Analysis Task .. 
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PREFACE 

... ;, .. 
This ~olume contain~ the first pa~t ~f -~ de~cription of the 

in-depth studi~s of the technologies which .. underli_e.tne·systein designs 
performed. on the ·contract entitled, 11 C~nceptual· Design· and System Analysis 
of Soiar Photovoltaic Power Systems 11

, -~po.nsored by 'the Energy , . -
Research and Development Administratio~.·; . '.': i' . . ... 

This is the first part of Volume III of the final report ·.. . . 
which contains five volumes in all. The other volumes are as follows: 

Volume I - Execu~ive Summary 

Volume II Syste~s 
. . 

Volume IV Nontechnical Issues 

Volume V - Additional Studies 
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ABSTRACT 

. ~ .. ~(,':j~...,~.. ~r" •. . • , ,_ 

.Conceptual 'd·esi'gris were made and analyses were perfonned on 
three,.types of sola:r·'p~Bi=ovoltaic power systems. Included were·. 

·~ =- .--<( .. . 

Residential {l - ·To kW) ,1 Intermediate {0.1 - ·1o MW), and Central {50 -

1000 MW) Power Systems. :to be installed i_n the· 1985 to 2000 time p'er1od. 
In the .residence, a total energy system where the waste heat from_the array 
is used to heat the'dwe·lfing appe·ars optimum. If a suitabl_e government 
incentive is forthcoming, Residential Systems begin to become economically 
viable in selected areas ·in the 1985 to 1990 period, while Intermediate 
and Central Power Systems begin to become viable in the 1990 to 2000 

period. 

X 



SUMMARY 

,. .J~is vol~me .conta.ins a number of :i.ndep:i~~·~?-~~}t di~.~)us_sipns of 
separate a r~as of techno 1 ogy a 11 of which ~r~ n~.~qfb?it.for the conce,ptua 1 
design and systems anaiysis of' the solar photovoltaid power systems 
consi<;tered in this program. 
~ontained, and describes an . ~ . . 

Each major section is ~separate and self-
. ' " . . . 

in-depth investigation .. of. the tech.nological 
area.as it relates to solar photovoltaic power syst~m de,ign and 

. . . . . '-''·'· ' . •. 

analysis. 

Included are discussions of all subsystem·:technologies 
needed for solar photovoltaic power system construction. The·results 
of these investigations show that all of the· basic technology needed. 
to construct the types of subsystems required exists, but much design 
and development is yet to be done. No technology voids were uncovered 
which would preclude the successful construction of the solar 
photovoltaic power systems studied. 
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INTRODUCTION 

During the 1960's solar photovoltaic electric power systems 
were of interest primarily for use 
of weather need not be considered. 
levels less than lOOW in the early 

in space vehicles where the variability 
Spacecraft systems started at power 

1960's and increased in size to levels 
of several kilowatts in the early 1970's. 

Until the advent of the oil embargo several years ago, 
terrestrial applications were limited to small, special purpose in
stallations where the advantages of a totally isolated power supply 
made it possible to justify the high cost of the solar photovoltaic 
power system. Since the embargo, however, a great deal of thought 
and effort has been devoted to the use of solar power in general and 
solar photovoltaic power in particular as an alternative source of energy 
for terrestrial applications. 

The National Photovoltaic Conversion Program, managed by ERDA, 
is oriented toward developing photovoltaic conversion of solar energy 
as an economically viable energy source. The effort of this contract is 
oriented toward the conceptual design and system analysis subtask of 
the Systems Definition Project which is one of the many facets of the 
National Photovoltaic Conversion Program. The principal objective of 
this contract is to provide conceptual designs and system analyses of 
three types of solar photovoltaic electric power systems. Included are: 

- Residential Power System {1 - 10 ·kw). 

- Intenned·iate PoWtH' System (0.1 - 10 MW). 

-Central Station Power System (50- 1000 MW). 

3 



The Residential Power System (RPS} considered provides a 
substantial fraction ·af the 'electrical and thermal needs of a residence. 
Two options were considered as means to obtain .the supplemental 

. . 
energy needed. O~e assumed that the energy" required would be supplied· 
by a utility. For thiS. case,· the billing rate used by the utilfty for 
the small amount of ehergy''used. becomes ·a cr'itical ·parameter.' T"he 
other option assumes that the residence can be autonomous and require 
no utility connection :a~fall. In this case, the supplemental electrical 
energy is furnished by a small engine/generator, ·and the thermal · 
energy either from.the same engine/generator or from a. fossil fueled 

heater. For the systems utilizing utility energy to supplement the 
RPS output, the .r:e.~ur:.n·. ~qf excess solar generated electrical energy 
to the utility grid was not considered. 

· · In the Intermediate Power Sys tern (IPS}', power may flow either 
from the solar array or from the battery into the utility system. The 
battery .may be charged from .the solar array ·or ·from the utility 1 ine, 
depe.ndi n.g upon the strategy used, and waul d be used primarily for 1 oad 

' 1 ·." 

leveling. The IPS would most likely be located at an industrial or 
commercial substation. 

The Qentral Power, System (CPS} is assumed to be tied into a 
large utility grid .which would contain pumped hydro or other stor_age. 
Energy storage within the CPS itself was not i~cluded. Ene~gy from the 
CPS w_ould be dispatched di_rectly into the utility grid whenever available. 
The operation of storage would be a separate utility system consideration. 

. . . 
The analysis of the performance of. the RPS was -accomplished . . . 

with the aid of a mathematical model of the system analyzed by means of 
. .. . ' 

a computer.program. Inputs to the computer model included weather and 
load data for the location selected. An additional input was operating 
strategy relating to _power flow and timing within the system.· .The out
put was a description of system-performance over a one year period to 
be used to verify the suitability of the parametric values chosen. 

4 



The performances o.f the I nterm~di ate and Centra 1 Power Sys ~ems 
were determined using a compute~ program which contained an analytical 
model of the solar cell. The annual energy and peak power outputs_ of 

. ' ~· ; 

the cell were then determined on a per unitarea basis. for arrays . . .... ' . . . . ; 

operated in variqus tr.acki ng and no~_-tracki ng. modes y~i ng hourly 
·, "' . . . • ,. ·,JI•· . , 

wea th.er data. _ 
,- _i J ,::,.;(' .. -' . ' : : 

·After the performance of each sys tern wasJ·;detenni ned, an 
appropriate.economic analysis was made to determine the economic 
viability of each system installed during the 1985 to 2000 time · 
period. 

The final report on this program is div-i-ded into five volumes. 
This· is the first part of Volume III entitled, "Technology", which 

- -

contains in~depth descriptions of the investi9ations into the required 
subsystem technologies. Volume I entitled, "Executive Summary", 
contains a brief descripti6n ~f the eniire program. Volume JI entitled, 

- -
11 Systems"-, contains. a· detailed description of the conceptual designs and 
analyses ·a~ all three systems ·as well as ·a summary of the nontechnical 
issues task.- -The in-depth studies of the nontechnical issues are 
. -

reported in Volume IV entitled, 11 Nont~chnical Issues ... The results 
, . I . 

of the· follow:..on efforts are not ihcluded in Volumes II, III or IV 
but are reported in Vo)ume V entitled, "Additional Studies." 

- . 
During discussions regarding subsystem ana)ysis, a continuing 

problem was. encountered with varying definitions of the terms 11 a ~ray" , 
11 module 11

, and 11 field 11 ·used in relation to the solar cell arrays. The 
following definitions are used throughout this report. 

Module- A.module consists of solar cells and backplates, as 
well as concentrators, cover plate, and heat ·transfer means if used. 

Array.- An array consists of one or more ~odules mounted in a 
rigid supporting structure whic~ may move as a unit if tracking is 

provided ... The_ modules comprising the array are replaceable. 

5 



Field - A field comprises one or more arrays providing power 
for a solar photovoltaic power system. 

Throughout this report, values of electrical power quoted 
are always peak and n·ot average or rated. In addition, all economic· 
analyses performed used con~tant dollars with the year .1975 as :·the 
base. 

. f '• 

. :· .. 
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1. SUBSYSTEM TECHNOLOGY 

1.1 Insolation 
-':. 

'" . 
. '· 

Ins6lafion·~ata was bbtained for· at least one year for the 

following seven sites: 

Atlanta, Ga. 

Cleveland, Ohio 

Madison, Wise. 

Mobile, Ala. 

Phoenix,. Ariz. 

Santa Maria, Calif. 

Wilmington, Del. 

Summaries of the insol~tion data .obtained ~nd discussib~s of its ~tigins 

are contained in Section 2.1 entitled, .11 RPS Computer Simulation 11
, ·of 

Volume III (2) of .this report. 

•, 
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1.2 Concentration 

1.2.1 Solar Concentrator Fortran Subroutines for Photovoltaic Systems 

1.2.1.1 Introduction 

For photovoltaic systems, the purpose of concentration is to 

reduce the amount of photovoltaic material required for energy collection. 

Photovoltaic cells can be replaced by reflectors, lenses; and/or tracking 
~' 

mechanisms. Trade-offs arise due to the relative costs of these items. 

With the projected decrease of solar cell cost to$500/kW by 

1985, low concentration systems would appear to be the most desirable. 

Such systems have the advpntages of having less expensive optics and 

cooling systems, and requiring less accurate tracking mechanisms. Also, 

solar cell irradiance is more likely to be more uniform than for higher 

concentration systems. In addition,. solar cells are more efficient under 

uniform illumination. 

Many concentrating systems have been invented for solar energy. 1 

Some of the most promising for relatively low cost photovoltaic material 

ar~ the Fresnel lens, the solar truss, the v-trough, and the compound 

parabolic collector (CPC). 

Computer subroutines, contained in Appendix A of this report, 

evaluate the·concent~ations of these selected concentrators for arbitrary 

solar incidence angles. These·subroutines wer.e designed as inputs to a 

computer program which determines the photovoltaic efficiency for the 

various configurations under different tracking and insolation conditions. 

Certain simplifications are assumed in the calculation of con-

centration. · For one, only average irradiances are evaluated; non-uniformities 

and selective absorption for different angles of incidence on the sol_ar 

9 



cells have not been considered. Also, the trough-type concentrators 

are assumed to be sufficiently long that their end-effects may be 

neglected. 

Reflectivities of the reflecting concentrators are taken as 

81% as in Ref. 2. Future improvements in reflective materials and 

coatings could increase this value and together with it the· concentration 

ratios. 

1.2.1.2 The Concentrators 

Fresnel lenses 

We considered three different Fresnel concentrators, each with 

two different geometric concentrations. See Fig. 1.2.1. The linear 

lenses of geometric concentration of 3 and 10 were designed to be 

essentially similar to those discussed in Ref. 3. The cross-sections of 

the circular lenses are identical to the linear ones. To obtain a higher 

acceptance angle, a movable absorber is analyzed for the linear lenses. 

The absorber is rotated on a radial path on a fixed arm to a position 

of highest ·irradiance for each given solar angle of incidence. 

Losi of efficiency of these lenses occ~rs because of blbckage . ' ' 

of light by the facet edges, and by Fresnel reflection losses4 .at surface 

interfaces (the index of refraction is assumed to be that of acrylic, 

1.49). These losses are higher at higher angles of incidence. No anti

reflection coatings have been assumed .. It is difficult to maintain such 

a coating on the outer surface, but a coating could be designed for the 

inner fac~tted surface which would improve the light collection efficiency. 

Because of the higher concentration ratios, the circular lenses 

have smaller acceptance angles~ These lenses are assumed to be tracked 

nonna 11 y to the sun. 

10 
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Fig. 1.2.1-Cross-sectional schema of the Fre.snel.lenses. 
The concentration 3 Fresnel has a relative aperture of 1.12 
with· a focal length of 3.0 and an aperture.of width 3.0. The 
concentration 10 Fresnel has a relative aperture of 0. 94 with 
a focal length of 8.0 and an aperture of width 10.0. ,All numbers 
are relative to.unit solar cell width. 
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Solar Truss 

Better collection can be achieved from flat panels by tilting 

them toward the south~: The placement of ·reflectors on the back side 

of the support structut;e for the panels further increases the solar 

absorption. See Fig. 1.2.~. 

The angles of tilt of a~sorber and reflector were optimized 

to obtai-n maximum yearly collection at Phoenix using the ASHRAE 11 SUn 11 

solar insolation computer program. 5 This optimization, presented in 

Section 1.2.2, showed ~hat there should be no separation on the ground 
.. 

between the mirror and the solar panel. 

V-Trough 

The maximum possible concentration from a v~trough is 3. Such 

a unit would have infinite sides. To obtain a compact collector, a geometric 

concentration of 2 was chosen. The reflector sides have the same width . 

as 'the abso:ber (Fi~_. 1:_2 .. 3). 
+ 

If the angle $ between the normal to the 

COllector and the projectio"n Of the SUn IS rays in the cross-sectional· 
' 

plane of the collecto~ is between.30° and 60°,only direct light is accepted. 

The absorber receive~ ~oth direct,~nd reflected light if$ is less than 

30°. No direct light reaches the abs6rber if$ is greater than 60°. 

Compound Parabolic Col~ector (CPC) 
·. l . 

The CPC was :invented by Winston7 as a concentrator requ.iring 
' \ minimal tracking. See Fig. 1.2.4. It collects all the radiation with 

$' s (defined above) fa.ll i ng _.within its acceptance angle. Of course, 

some of the 1 ight is· absorbed due to the non-unity reflectivity of the . . 

The angle$ is essentially similar to the East-West Viewing angle defined by 

Tabor.6 
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mirrors. The geometric concentration ratio is the reciprocal of the 

sine of the acceptance angle. And we see that the lower the concentra~ 

tion, the)ess tracking is required. 

Geometrit concentrations of 3 and 10 were chosen. The CPC 

of concentration 10 was 'truncated to reduce its height in half from 55 

times the absorber width. Multiple.reflection losses and direct light 

shading wete evaluated to give effective concentration ratios. The. 

actual photovoltaic efficiency·will be reduc~d from that expected from 

these values because of the strong non~linearity of irradiance on the 

cells, especially at angles of incidence near the acceptance angle. 

1.2.1.3 Calling Sequence for the Concentrator Subroutines: 
. FRENE[, TRUSS, VTRGH, WINSTN 

The user of the concentrator subroutines must pass ten variables 

to the subroutines via COMMON. These variables are described below. 

ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA have similar meanings in each of the sub• 

routines. They are the direction cosines of the sun•s rays relative to 

the collector being evaluated. ALPHA is the cosine of the angle between 

the sun and the upward normal to the collector. BETA is the cosine of 

the angle between the sun and the lengthwise axis of the collector. GAMMA 

is the cosine of the angle between the sun and the crosswise axis of the 

collector. These angles are pictured in Fig. 1.2.5 with the x-axis 

as the upward normal, they-axis as the lengthw·ise axis and z-axis 

as the crosswise axis to the collector. DNR is the input that scales the 

resulting flux on the absorber to the desired units and represents the 

normal ·radiation of the sun in units of flux per unit area. 

~ is the width of the absorber in arbitrary but consistent units. 

It is input to all the. subroutines except 11 TRUSS 11
• In 11 TRUSS 11 the solar 

panel has a. fixed width of 243.84 em. 
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EL is the length of the absorber. 

subroutines. 

It is input to all .the 
: . : .~"" 

CON, which refers to geometric concentration, is used by 

11 FRENEL 11 and 11 WINSTN" and can be set to either .3.0 or 10.0.. In , ... 

11 FR~NEL:', iJ deter~ines .~he ratio ofthe width, ofthe len.s.;,t~ .. th.e_.!\"id,t.~~ ... 
v' ~ '• ···'·~· ' 0 ~ o 0 0 I ; O ~ • ' o' o " , 

of the absorqer, and also in 11 WINSTN 11 for CON = 3.0 ... Setting CON = 1~.0 

in ~'WINSTN 11 giyes a. geometric concentration ~f 9.-08 since this ~P.C ; 

~oll~ctor is truncated in.half .. 

LIN )s an integer variable used only in 11 FRENEL 11 
••. 

LIN = 0 evalu~tes ~ linear Fresnel lens~ . · 

LIN = 1 evaluates a circular Fresnel lens with a circular 

absorber of diameter W. 

LIN = -1 evaluates a linear Fresne1 lens with an ab~orb~r · 

tracking on a fixed radius. 

· TDF is the output· of each subroutine. It is the total'di'rect 

(~s distinguished from diffuse} flux on the absorber as a result of the 

collectot's concentration • 

. f is output from 11 TRUSS II. It is the i rrad'i ance on the so 1 ar 

panel in flux per unit area. 

1.2.1.4 Sample Program 

·· ·Appe.ndix A contains a sample program design~d.for the'pu~pose'' 

6f comparing the effective con~entration ratios of. the various collectors 

for different angles of i~cidence. The ~ngle ~ varies in steps of 5d. 
; .. 

The angle w between the collector's normal and ·projection ·of the sun's 

rays in the. lengthwise.·p.lane varies in steps of 15°. The an.gles ~and w 

are illustrated in. Fig. 1.2.5. 
,,· 
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The effective co~centration is defined as the ratio of 

i rrad i ance on the absorber to i rrad i ance on the aperture of the co 11 ect.or. 

For the 11 TRUSS 11 subroutine·, the irradiance on the absorber is given· 

directly by the variable 11 E11
• For the other subroutines, this irradiance 

is obtained from 11 TDF 11
, by setting W = EL = 1.0. Exceptions are the· 

circular Fresnel lenses. Their absorbers would have an area of n/4 and 

this is divided from TDF to obtain the irradiance. 
··,. r. 

From the geometry of Fig. 1.2.5, it can be seen that 

tan w = BETA/ALPHA 

tan ~ = .GAMMA/ALP~A . 

Since ALPHA, BETA, and GAMMA are direction cosines, the above 

equations imply that 

.ALPHA = (1 + tan2w + tan 2~)- 1 / 2 

BETA = tanw x ALPHA 

GAMMA= tanljJ.x ALPHA 

Since A~PHA is the cosine of the incidence angle, the direct 

irradiance on the aperture is DNR x ALPHA. Since concentration is the 

ratio of the two irradiances and DNR is simply a scaling factor, the con-

centration may be found directly from 11 TDF 11 or. 11 E11 by setting DNR = 

1. 0/ ALPIIA. 
. . 
If the c6llector~ are not tilted with respect to the horizon, 

the direction cosines can be converted to solar altitude and azimuth. 

See Fig. 1.2.5. If the azimuth is measured from the z-axis {pointing 

across the collector), the relationships may be expressed as 

ALT =altitude.= arcsin (ALPHA) 

AZI = azimuth = arctan (BETA/GAMMA) 
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The direction cosines, altitudes, azimuths, and concentrations 

are printed out for each collector. A sample of this output is shown. 

The remaining data .is plotted in graphical form (Figs. 1.2.6-1 .2.11 ). 

1.2.1.5 Conclusion 

The effective concentrations of the reflective collectors are 

plotted in Figs. 1.2.6 and 1.2.7 as functions of angle~. Indeed, the 

computer output shows that these concentrations are independent of the 

angle w. Therefore, although two-axis tracking would improve iight 

collection, one-axis tracking is sufficient for maintaining optimum 

concentrations. 

The CPC's have nearly constant concentrations within their 

acceptance angles (except for some multiple reflection loss at normal 

incidence), but these drop sharply to zero for larger ~· Consequently, 

if a CPC is fixed in a north-south orientation, direct energy would reach 

the absorber only for a short time each day. If it is fixed in a east

west position, no direct energy wou1d be absorbed for some days in the 

year since the solar noon altitude varies nearly 50° from summer. to 

winter, whereas the acceptance angles are 39° for the concentration 3 

CPC and 11-1/2° for the concentration 10 CPC. Some tracking would be 

desirable for these CPC's. 

Th~ V-trough experiences 1 inear variations of its con.centration 

from 1.8 to 0 as~ varies from 0 to ±60°. The V-trough could be fixed 

either in a north-south position Ot:' an east-west position. In the former 

position, there waul~ be ~all~off of energy collection 1n the spr1ng and 

autumn when the sun has wide variations in the east~west direction. In 

the latter position,-.the collector should be titled toward the south· 

in order to collect any' light· in'the winter sinc·e the sun does not rise 
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~uch above 30° altitude. With such a tilt,·light collection in the 

summer would ·bees$ened since:the sun stays in the northern half of the 

sky for a good par.t of the morning and afternoon. 

The solar truss is designed to be fixed horizontally in an 

east-west position. Its best concentration can be expected in the. winter 

when the sun is in the southern half of the sky. · Since insolation is 

higher in the summer, energy collection should be fairly uniform throughout·' 

the year. 

The concentrations·of the linear Fresnel lenses are shown graphi

cally in Figs. 1.2.8-1.2.11. The periodic wiggles in the graphs are due . 

to the relatively large sized facets of th~se designs. Their concentra- · ·· 

tions fall-off not only with increasing ~ but also with increasing w. ·.~... '.1 

3 . 
Nelson, Evans, and Bansal found that the concentration 3 Fresnel lens 

lost its effectiveness beyond two hours either side of solar noon for a 

one-axis tracked. east-west oriented lens. The concentration 10 Fresnel 

lens loses its concentration even more quickly. 

If the absorber is tracked on.a fixed radius arm instead of the 

lens itself, the same effect occurs. For large values of~' however, the 

concentration remains nearly constant in w. 

Since the concentrations of 'the movable absorber Fresnel lens, 

do not decrease monotonically in ~ ~nd· w~ it is evidence that this tracking 

scheme is not optimum~ Fixed arm tracking was c~osen purely for con

venience and cannot ttack t~e best line ·b¥ focus: A redesign of· the 

. Fresnel lens itself and/or the tra·ckirig mechanism wquld produc.e a more 

· effitient concentrator·for·nne~a~is·tracking: · 
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1.2.2 Collector/Reflector (Solar Truss) Tilt Optimization 

1. 2. 2.1 Introduction 

The use af.a reflective surface in ·the ... dead space ... between 

adjacent rows of fixed-orientation collectors has been proposed for 

photovoltaic applications~ This approach has been used with success 

in several solar heating applitatio~s, mbst not~ble among them bei~~ 

the George A. Towns Elementary School in Atlanta,· Georgia.· 

The performance characteristics of ·the collector/reflector 

combination are very sens.itive to the particular desfgn used. Changes 

in the inclination angles of the active and reflective surfaces affect 

not only the annual energy incident on the collector, but also the 

seasonal variations in daily energy collection as well. To investigate 

these effects more fully, a ser.ies of 'computer simulations were made 

in which the inclination of both the collector and reflector were 

varied parametrically. 

The analysis employed a combination of the ASHRAE 11 Suri 11 

routine and the 11 TRUSS 11 subroutine described previously to model the 

performance of the collector/reflector arrangement for any given set 

of angles. 

1.2.2.2 Description of Analysis 

Figure 1.2.12 shows a sketch of the configuration used and 

identifies the parameters. The l~ngth nf the collector surface was 

specified to be 2.44 m (96 11
) in order to be consistent with the 

reference module design which was estabiished. Having specified the 

angles of both sides of the collector/reflector grouping, the remainder 
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of the design is established. It should be noted that the results 

reported here will not be changed if a different collector length 

is used. The geometries would be the sam~ (i.~., simil•r triangles) 

and, unless no.ted otherwise, values are specifieq in units per square 

meter of call ector area . 

. The direct, diffuse, and reflected componet'J'ts of the sunlight 

which irradiates the absorber panel were determ1ned ii')dividually and 

the total solar flux was arrived at by adding these three together. 

Thi·s was done for hourly increments of the twenty-first day of each 
,· 

m~rith, and the ~ourly insblation values were then sufum~d tb obtain the 

energy incident·on the absorber for each of the 12 days considered. 

A summation of the energy recei'ved.on each of the 12 days yields a 

value representative_ of the annual energy collected. For the purposes 

of this investigation, which compares alternatives, the use of only 12 

days was deemed ad~quate. This facilitated the analysis by minimizing 

the amount of data handled. 

1.2.2.3 Description of Results 

The study involved var:-ying the angle of inclination of the 

reflector (62) from 10° to 50° in 10 degree steps for collector panel 

orientations (e1) r·anging from.23.43° to 73.43° (also in ]0° increments). 

The results of the computer simulations. for total and refl~cted energy 
' ' 

are plotted parametrically in Figure 1.2.13, and the output summary 

sheets are included in Appendix B. 

If total energy were the only criterion used for selection 

of the. two angles, then a THETA l/THETA 2 (collector angle/reflector angle) 
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combination of 63/20 or 73/20 would be optimal for a Phoenix latitude 
( 

site. However, a number of other considerations enter into the problem 

and force a more subjective selection of design variables. Among 

the items which should be considered are the area required, annual 

energy collection, peak insolation, and the evenness of the isolation 

profile. Factors related to these consideratiQ.ns.,.,~nd pertinent 
' ... ,. ''"''·:.· . 

to the selection of an 11 optimum11 design are listed ·in,'fable 1.2.1 ., 

' 
The base area requ1red for a particular·geometrymay or may 

' > 

· .. 
not be important; depending on the relative values of the collector · 

and the mounting areas. Where roof mounting is required the available 

area may limit the ultimate size of the system, and effective area 

utilization may be of primary concern. 

A high peak value of solar flux is desirable to reduce the 

specific cost (in dollars per kilowatt) of the system. 
i 

However, the 

ratio of the total incident energy to the peak flux, a measure somewhat 

analogous to the capacity factor, decreases as this peak level is 
·' 

increased; indicating a lower utilization of the other .. ;omponents 

of the system if they are sized for the peak output ... 

The seasonal derating factor gives the ·range (in per ·.cent of 

peak) within which·the daily peaks will vary over. the. course of the year. 

Perhaps even more significant 1s the ability to select the. ref,.ector 

angle to augment either the summer or winter· per.fofmance or· varying 

proportions of each. This is bes~ illustrated by the p~rametric 

plots of Figure. 1.2 •. 1.4, which show the way in which variations _in the 

reflector tilt angle affect the reflected compon,en-t, and thus the tota 1 
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w 
. ..f:o 

Base 
Collector/ Area 2 Reflector Per m 

Angle Collector 

33!20 2.35 
33!30 l. 79 
33/40 1.49 

43/20 2.62 
43/30 1.92 
43/40 1.55 

53/20 2.80 
53/30 1.99 
53/40 1.55 

63/20 2:90 
63/30 2.00 
63/40 1 . 51. 

73/20 .2. 92 
73/30 1.95 

1Per m2of Collector. 

2Based on 12 days/year 

TABLE 1. 2.1 

Summary of Performance Characteristics for a 
Collector/Reflector System 

Total 1' 2 Peak 1 Minimum Seasonal 
lnci dent Solar Daily Peak Total Energy De-Rating 

. Ener2) Flux Flux Peak Flu>: Min. Peak 
( kHh/m { kW/m2) { kW}Tl2 ) .. . , ~rs. } Max. Peak 

'• 

'102.9 1. 50 1.00 
'·~,, . 68.'6 0.67 

104.4 1.54 1. 03· . . 67.8 0.67 
102.2 1.42 0.88 ''72.0 0.67 

108.8 1.66 0.96. 65.5 0.58 
109.7 1.63 1.10 67.3 0.67 
104.9 1.45 0.92 72.3 0.63 

113.6 1. 76 0.99 64.5 0.56 
112.4 1.68 1.15 66.9 0.68 
104.9 1. 44 0.93 72.8 0.65 

115.9 1.82 1.00 63.7 0.55 
112.2 1.68 1.16 66.8 0.69 
102.3 1.40 0.92 73.1 0.65 

115.5 1.82 0.98 . 6~.5 0.54 
109.1 1.64 1.14 66.5 0.70 
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\ 

energy of the absorber panel. Shallow angles serve to augment the 

winter collection whereas a steeper angle will enhance the summer 

performance. A steeper angle also requires less mounting area, but 

collects slightly less energy and has a lower peak value of insolation. 

For a summer-peaking utility owner, the ability to generate at higher 

levels in the summer would offset the lower annual collection. Therefore, . ,. 

the actual design used will be determined by specific application. 

Plots of the daily energy collection for four col.lector/ 
(-"_ ... "' .. ·' 

reflector combinationsAoJh{ch had a high value of total incident energy 
" are. sh,own. in FigUl'e .1.2.15~. the 63/20 and 73/20 arrangements exhibit 

slightly higher energy coliection capabilities than the 53/30, and 

63/30 cases, but the daily values vary over a wider range with the 

minimumoccurring in June. The 63/20 and 73/20 cases also require about 

50% more-·area. Because the Phoenix area utilities are summer peaking· 

arid the land utilization is better with the 53/30 and 63/30 cases, these 

were preferred. Although there is a minor reduction in the energy 

collection for the cases selecte~ {about 3%), .it is .expectei th~t the 

higher 'summertime production .. (30% greater) will.·more than offset, this. 

The 53/30 sy~tem ha~ a slight edge relative to 63/30 in regard to most 

· bf the performance indices listed in Table 1.2.1, and therefore it 
' ' 

was chosen as the co 11 ector I reflector s.vs tern to be used in the sys tern 

analyses of this program. 

·. 

The incident insolation profile has the same ~asically sinusoidal 

shape from day to day .throughout the year, a$ shown···in Figu~e 1.2.16. 

Only the magnitude. ·(and some time of operation) varies between the best 
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and worst case. A duration curve, which .shows the amount of time the 

solar irradiation.of the collector plate is above a given lev.el, is 

plotted in Figure 1.2.17. For a constant conver~ion efficiency, a 

53/30 system delivers in excess of 50% .ot its peak capacity for 

5 hours in December and 8 hours in March. As is the case with the 

hourly profi1e, the shape of the duration curve does not change 

appreciably. The energy' collected by the absorber is represented bY:'·· 

the area within the duration curve, so the effects of seasonal v~riation 

on energy collection can be seen as the area between two curves. The 

impact of system requirements which allow operation only to some level 

below peak capacity can also be quickly assessed with these curves. 

An 11 annual 11 duration curve has also been plotted (Figure 1.2.18) to 

show the way in which. the varyiny levels of inc.ident radiation affect 

performance. In contrast to the daily duration curve, which has a 
gradual roll-off from the peak, the annual curve shows a pronounced 

peak which only begins to taper off at about 80% of peak.· The amount 

of this peak is indicative of the amount of system capacity needed to 

handle only a small percentage of the total ener:gy, buf·r·equiring an 

equal expenditure in power conditioning equipment. It ·is particuarly 

interesting to compare this curve with that for two-axis tracking. The 

comparison serves td highlight the highly variable nature of·the outptit 

which can be expected from a collector/reflector sys tern when used 

for photovoltaic applications. 
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001'17. 
001!".0 
001!".1 
OOI!i2 
001!".3 
001!".'1 
001.!>!". 
OUI!".I> 
OOIU 
00160 
00161 
oo1u·. 
00 11>3 
00 .... 
0011>!". 
0011>1> 
0011>7 
00170 
00171 
0017~ 
0017!". 
00171> 
00117 
00200 
00201 
00202 
00203 
0020'1 
00207 
00210 
00211 
00212 
00213 
0021~ 
00211> 
00217 
00220 
00221 
00222 
00223 
0022!". 
00221> 
00227 
00230 
00231 
00231 
002ll 
00Zl3 
002H 
00236 
00237 
002~0 
002'11 
002~2 
002'13 
ooz~~ 
002'16 
002!".0 
002!".1 
00152 
002!>3 
0025'1 
00251> 
002!>7 

'll• 
~ ... 
'If>• .... 
'17• .... 
'19• 
!".0• 
51• 
512• 
!ill• 
!;~· 
!".Se 
516• 
!>7• 
58• 
!>9• 
1>0• 
1>1• 
1>2• 
63• .... 
1>!".• 
1>6• 
1>1• 
68• 
69• 
70• 
71• 
72• 
73• 
7'1• 
7!>• 
11>• 
11• 
78• 
79• 
10• 
81• 
82• 
83• 
8~· 
8!".• 
86• 
87• 
81• 
89• 
90• 
91• 
92• 
93• 
9~· 
95• 
96o' 
97• 
91• 
99• 

lODe 
101• 
102• 
103• 
10'1• 
10!".• 
106• 
107• 
108• 
109• 
110• ..... 
112• 
Ill• 
II~· 
1151• 
Ill>• 
117• 
118• 

DU · 2 I• I oN 

····~ ~····••••1 2 Zlll• lllloll ••1 
100 lO 5o· l 11• B·•• 
... 20 
ZMAI• S••• 
DU «t I• leN 
ICII• .liCJ.21••~ 

'I llll• lZiloZioM~ 
!". COMTI "UE 

OTHET• ATANI*2/(TI 
...... -:t. 
cu·~o. 
IU•· .0. 
ZO• ••z 
Zk·• 0• 
II• IT· 
EN• l•'t9 
[NM• 1./[N 
EN2• [Nee2 
ALPHA!• SURTI£N2+ALPH&ee2•lol e[NN 
8ET&I• 8ETAe£NM 
GAMMAI• GAMMAe(NM 
TPENI• 'l,o[NeAL~Ha••LPH&I 
TP&RI• TPE~I/IEN•ALPN&+&LPHAII••2 
TPERI• TPEMI/IAlPHA+[NeALPH&IIee2 
liD• I& 
AN6• Oe 

.TR• o. 
DO 500 K•loN 
Zll• Zlll 
ll2•llt0 
AK• ZKl•llt 
CK• 2••11&•1TI 
DEN~ .lo/SwRTIAioe1,£1ee21 
AI• .AioO[N . 
Cl• 'CKeOEM . 
lltl • 2e•AT•IK 
DO '100 'I• lo2 
TRANS• o·, 
T• 6AMMal•AK•CK•AI ~-AI 
8ETAI2• BETAI••Z 
8ET&2a lo•EN2eiRFTA 2•T••21 
&C• ALPH&IOAK+GaMMA.e(K 
IF 18£TA2 oL(, Oo ••R• AC •LFoOol 100 TO 399 
8ET&2• S~HTIBETAZI 
ALPHA2• 8(TA2oAK•CK•TeEN 
GAMM&Z• RETAZoCC+&K•ToEN 
IIETA2• f:NeBETAI 
ACZ• ALPH&2•&K+G&HM~2eCK 
IF IALPHA2 •LEo o •• QNo &l2 oLEo Dol 60 Tu l9Y 
TP.EA2• ... eEN•AC•AC2 , \, t 
TP&R2• TPER21.AC+EN~AC21•~2 
TPENZ• TPER2/I£NeAC•AC21••2 
CTZ• BETAIZ•·CKee2 
IF 18ETA12 oN£, 0.1 

ltiZ• CJZ/1CT2+1~a~NIIoT+&k•NFT&I21oeZI 
10 TRANS• ,SoiCT2~1TPA•I•TP[N2+TPAR2•TP[Nll•llo•C121o 

I ITPAQioTPA~2+TPENlolPEM211 
IF IL lN oLEo .01 50 fO II 
TDF• TOF+IZKI••Z•ZK••21•TNANS 
GO TO ~01 

II OEM• IOANNA2e(U+&LPHA2•AD 
AK12• IIC•AKU 
12• IK 
Z2• z~ 
If 11112 .,T. Ue eA~D• 'A"Maz· e&Te n~t •2• AKU 
If' (lK12 .~E. Oe eOife G-AMPIAI e&£• Oet t.O Ju 2U 
12• 16AHMAI•CKelKU+aL~H&l•AKeiKIIA( . 
ll• lK +6ANN~I•AK•lC12JAC 

20 TD•I&IHMA2.11D•11l+&LrH&2•1Z2•lOII/n(N 
lKI2• IKI•lK2 
IF CIKJ2 •LT. Ue eA~D. 6A"MA·I eGT~ Q.t &U lO JU 
12• 1K I 
ll• Zkl 

UAT[ 1111>76 

ououu 
ouoou 
OUOUl'l 
ouOU'IO 
OuOU'IZ 
0\IOU'I'I 
OUOO'II> 
·ouour.r. 
.ouour.s 
ouour.7 
OUOU6'1 
OUOU6'1 
01101171 
uuou.7J· 
OIIOu7'1 
ouou7r. 
DIIOU17 
·auolOO 
OuOIOZ 
DUOIO'I 
OUOIOI> 
OUOIIO 
OUOUI 
OU012'1 
UUOI27 
ouo ll!i 
0\JOI~l 
OUOIU 
OUDIU 
DUOI!i'l 
0U0206 
0\1021'1 
ouo.tll> 
DU0220 
OUOl22 
Ou0226 
0UD2l1 
ou02'11 
ou02'1'1 
D\10262 
0110300 
OuO.lOI 
UuO.lO!"o 
ouol07 
ouoll'l 
0U0320 
OU03l2 
ouOllr. 
0UOl'13 
ouOl!".2 
OUOl!i'l 
OU0l60 
OU0l7l 
ouoln 
OUO'IOf> 
OUO'Il'l 
0U0'117 
OUO'Il7 
·ouo'lll 
OIIO'Ill 
ouo'IS'I 
0UO'I!io6 
OUO'II>l 
0U0'16l 
0110'170 
OU0'172 
0UO'I7'1 
UUO'I76 
0\10!>1'1 
OuO!olO 
OUO!>ll> 
o .. u,'l!io 
OUD!>!iofo 
0U0!>!>7 
DU0!>71 
OliO!> 7'1 



SOLAR CUNC£~TNAIURS 

OOloO 
OU2o7. 
002ol' 
002o~ 
002oS 
OU2oo 
002o7 
00270 
00272 
00273 
0027~ 
0027!> 
0027o. 
00277 
00300 
00301. 
00302 
OUJUJ 
OOJOS 
OOJOo 
00307 
·oaJ 1 o 
·oolll 
00313 
0031'1 
DOllS 
OOllo 
00ll7 
00320 
00l22 
00l2l 
0032'1 
OOJ2o 
00l27 
DOllO 
DOll I 
00Jl2 
OOllJ 
DOllS 
OOllo 
00ll7 
OOl'IO 
OOl'll 
00l'l2 
OOl'l'l 
DOl 'IS 
003'10 
00l'l7 
OOl!>l 
DOlS2 
OOlSl 
OOlS'I 
OOlSS 
OOl!io 

. OOlS 7 
DOlo I 
00l62 
00l6l 
0036~ 
00l6!i 
003o7 
00l72 
00373 
0Dl7l 
0037!> 
0037!i 
00377 
·aa~uo 

00~01 
00~02 
OU~Ul 
00'10'1 
OO~U!i 
00'110 
OU~Il 
00'11 ~. 

.I 19• 
12U• 
121• 
122• 
123• 
12~· 
12!;• 
126• 
127• 
128• 
129• 
llU• 
Ill• 
ll2• 
Ill• 
IJ'Io 

-·1 l!io 
136• 
I lh 
ll8• 
ll9• 

'I '10• 
I 'II • 
I '12• 
I'll• ........ 
1'15• 
1'16• 
1'17• 
1'18• 
1'19• 
l!iO• 
ISle 
IS2• 
l!il• 
1!>'1• 
l!i!i• 
IS6• 
IS7• 
l!i8• 
IS9• 
loDe 
161• 
162• 
16l• 
16'1•. 
16!io 
lo6o 
167e 
168• 
169• 
170• 
171• 
172• 
17l• 
17'1• 
17!i• 
17o• 
177• 
.I 78• 
179• 
.180• 
J 81. 
182• 
IHl• 
,l H'te 
J8S• 
:186• 
ttt7• 
JH8• 
·189• 
J YO• 
:191• 
l YZ• 
lYle 
J 9'1• 

IF IGAf"'HAl •ll• O •• &NO. A~IZ ,c;T. 0.1 12• liC2 
GO TO '10 • . . .. 

30 Xlc' IGAHHAl•CK•IK7+AlPH&I•AKeXKII/&C 
Z2a ZKI+b•MHAJ•AK•IKI2/A( 

'tO Tic tG&HHa2efiU-l21+ALPHAZ•IZ2•Z01J/O[N 
ZOT I• LO•T I 
ZUTOo ZO•TO 
If' H oEW• II C.O TO !.U 
fa iU 
TU• -T I 
Tl• •T 
GAHPlA2c; •bAHHA2 
ZUTD• •/O+TU 
zur •• -zo•n 

!iO CONTINUF. . 
ZETOik;l.l= ·TO 
Z t: T I l"k • 11 I c T f 
IF tll~ ebE• U .o~. Tl ell• TOI bO TO HO 
PSI• ATANIGAHHA2/ALPHA21 
AU• 5YNTCALPHA2ee2+GAHHA2••21 
SPT• I~AM"A2+ALPH&2eCZUTU )/ITI/AG 
SPT2• SPT••Z . 
If' ISPT2 •LT •. 1.1 f,O TO oO 
THE TOo .SIGNIPI•.!;.SPTI 
GU TO oS 

oil PTo ATANISI'T/SWRTII.-SPTlll 
THETO• PI-PSI 
THETT• SlbNIPioPTI-PT-PSI . 
If' ICOSITHlTTI .c.r .• CUSITHETOIJTHF'TOo THEfT 

6!i SI'T• IC.AHHA2•ALPHA2oiZOTI 1/XTI/Ab 
SPT2• SPT .. 2 
If' ISPT2 oLT. 1.1 GO TO 70 
THEll= SIGNIPI•.S.SPTI 
GU 10 '/':> . 

70 PI•' AT.ANISPT/S~RTII.-SPT211 
THETI.• PT-PSI 
THE)T• SIGNIPioPTI-PT-PSI 
If' ICOSITHlTTI .GT. COSITHETIII TH[TI•THETT 

7!i THETA• I THETO•THF'T IJo.S 
THHIN• AHINIITHF'TOoTHHINI 
THHAI• AHAXICTH~Tt,THHAXI 
ANG= lH[TA•TRAN~+AN~ 
TN• THANS+ TH 

80 If C Tl .LE• TO eON. TO ebT. W .ow. Tl ·L~• Oel Go To lY9 
TU• AHAll COe.Ti.JI 
Tl• AHIN'ti,.,TII 
TOF~ lOF+tTl-TOieOEN•TRANS 

399 If' ILIN ouT• 01 GO TO '101 
"GAI1HA l = -bAHHA.l 
zu• -zo 
cu• -cu 
FCK.II• OEN•THAN~ 
GAHMCK.fl= GAMHAl 
ALIK.ll= ALPHA2 

'100 CONTINUE 
'lUI CUNTINU£ 

XKa XK2 
lKOa lk 1 
ZK• ZKI 

SUCI CUNTINU£ 
IF ILINI ooo •. 7nn.Hno 

600 ANus: ·ANG/TH 
IF (Ah~-THHIN .LT• OT~FT eANI). THHAX-AN6 .GTe UTHlfl 

lANG~ THMIN+OTHET 
If CTHMAl-ANG •LT. OTHET .ANOe ANh-THHIN .GT. llTH~l) 

lANG• THMAA-OTHtT 
AU= COSIA~bl 
CUo -SINIA,..Gl 
lO= xr·•c t.-AOJ+rn•n2 
lll= -XT•C0-AO•t~o2 
Xl= O. 
TUF= U. 
OU oSU l=lo2 
DO 6.3U K=I.N 
l2= -*Z•ZiTOIKoll 
GAHH.A2= 6AHH(K,II 

UATE -l.llo7b 

OUO!>lo 
OuOol'l 
DUOolb 
UUOo2l 
Ou06l2 
Ou06'12 
OUOo'l'l 
0006'17 
OUOo!i2 
0U06S'I 
0U06So 
ouoo!i7 
OU0661 
ouo6ol 
0U0666. 
0UOo6o 
OU0o67 
0UOo71 
DU0 70S 
0UQ71 l 
0U0'12'1 
0U07l2 
OU07l'l 
OU07l7 
OU07'1J 
0U07'1S 
0U07!i7 
0U0761 
OU0767 
OUIOD2 
OUIU07 
OUIUII 
OUIUI'I 
OUIUZO 
UUIU22 
OUIUl'l 
OU1Ul6 
OUIU~'I 
OUIUS7 
OUIU62 
0UI070 
OUIU76 
ou 1101 
OUII O!i 
OUIIlU 
OU Ill~> 
DUll 'I 'I 
OUII!i2 
ou ll!i'l 
OUIIS6 
0UII60 
OUII62 
0UII6!i· 
OUII67 
OUII7'1 
0UII7'1 
Ou II 7 'I 
Ou 117S 
ou 1177 
UUilOJ 
UUilOJ 
0UilU6 
0Ui211 
0UI211 
0UI2l'l 
0Uill'1 
UUllS7 
Oul2o2 
OU126S 
UUil73 
OuJJCJI 
lh,I.H..i? 
Uu l..!ll 
Uu I~ II' 
Ou I J II 
OUIJIJ 

PAut 



SOLAR CONC[NTRATORS 

OO'II!i 
00'116 
00'117 
00'120 
00'121 
OO'IU 
00'12'1 
OO'Ili 
OO'IZ6 
00'127 
00'131 
DO 'Ill 
OO'Il'l 
OO'Il!i 
00'136 
00'137 

19!t• 
196• 
197• 
1·ta• 
199• 
200• 
ZO&e 
2'.12• 
lOl• 
20'1• 
Z·OS.e 
206• 
2·Dh 
Zll&• 
Zllte 
ZIO• 

ALPHAZ• AL CK ,II 
DEN• &ANNAZeCn•ALPHA2eAO 
TU•I6ANNAlei10•17~•ALPHAZ•IZ1•Z011/D(N 
Zl• ZETIU,JI··•l 
Tl• 16AMMA2•110•171~AlPNAZ•IlZ•ZDII/OEN 
If ITO oGTo I oOR. Tl ol[o Dol 60 TO 630 
Tl• AMINIIIoTII 
TO• AIIAIIIOooTDI 
lOf• TDF• ITI•TOI•fiKoll 

6l0 CUNTINU£ 
6!10 CDNTINU£ 
700 TOf• TDF•UNMe[L 

RETURN \ 
100 TOF• TOF•DNMe3ol'l~!i9 

RETURN 
[NO 

,[NO OF (OMPILATinN: NO DIACNOSTICSo 

DfORoiS TRUSS 
fOR OT•3•11/16/76•11J!i'IIIU loUI 

SU6RO~TIN~ TRUSS ENTRY POINT OOOISA 

STORA~[ USEOI C00£111 0001'1'11 OATAIDI Q000361 BLANK CDIIMONIZI OOUOIZ 

. STORA6E ASSIGNMENT II LOCI, TU•[. 11nu1VE LOCATION, NAM£1 

0001 ooooso IUL .. OOUI 1100115 IDOL oouz II 000000 ALPHA 
oooz 000006 CON oouo M 00000~ 0 oouz II 000003 OHM 
0000 M oooooz oz ouoz M ooooal [ 0000 M 000007 ED IN 
oooz II OODDDZ GAMMA ·oooo N 00000'1 H 0002 0011007 LIN 
OODD R DDDDDO REf.L ODDO M DDOOOS R2 DODO N OODOil s 
0000 " 000003 II 

SUBROUTINE TRUSS . 

ouuu It uooo•" ILPHAI 
OIIUU OOUOI!i. DYNS 
uuoz II ~ggg~t-="· ouou R 
uuoz II UODDIO 1Df 

00101 
00101 
00101 
00101 
00101 
00101 
00101 
00101 
00101 
00101 
00101 

i: C IAlPHAoiETA,GAMMAI IRE THE DIRECTION COSINES Of lHE SUN NELATIV£ TO TkE 

.00103 
0010'1 
OOIDS. 
00106 
00107 
DOII.O 
00111 
OOIIZ 
OOH3 
0011'1 
DOll!> 
00116 

. DOll' 

SSiz~ 
DO I U 
ODIZS 
OOIZ6 · 
00127 
aoua 
DOll I 
001l2 

3• ... 
Se 
6• 
1• •• ,. 

10• 
II'• 
IZ• 
U• 
I 'I• 
IS• 
16• 
17• 
II• 
It• 
ZOe 
Zl• 
zz• 
23• 
Z'l• 
ZS• 
z6• 
27• 
21• 
Zt• · 
30• 
31• 
32• 
33• 

C HORIZON IN A RI6Hl HANDED COORDINATE SYSTtMI l•AIIS POINTING UPIAIIOS AND 
C NORMAL TO THE AISORIIf.M, Y•AIIS ALONG TNE.AIIS Uf THE THUU6Ho Z•AAI5 ACROSS 
C· TN£ TROUGH. 
C ONR IS DIRECT NORMAL RADIATION 1111 flUA PER UNIT AICEAo 
C II IS IIDlH Of ARSORRERo 
C EL IS LENGTH Of IBSOMBEIIo 
C TDF IS TOTAL OIRFCT FLUl UN ABSOIIREIIo· 
C E IS AVERAGE DIRECT AND REFLECTED IRRADIANCE UN CULL£CTON 
C END EffECTS IRE NFGLECTf.Oo 

COMMON ALPNAoRETA.GAMMAoDNRoloELoCDiiloLINoTOFoE 
REfL• oil . 
0·1• I'ISolll 
OZ• 339oZ 
II•Z'IloR'I 
N• 19!iol'l 
RZ• 153'11loZ2 
O• DI•DZ 
EOIII• u. 
EIIEF• Oo 
P• ALPHAeH•DZeGANMA 
8• ALPHAe02•H•GAIMA 
S• ALPHI•UI•H•GAIMA 
If IS olE• Dol Gl TO 10 
EDIR• ALPHA•D•AMAI11Uoo81 

10 If IP ol£• Oo .oe. 8 oLEo Dol GO TO 100 
ALPHAI• IH•P•8•DZI/112 
ERE£• REFL•AIAAIIOooAMINIIALPHAeOoWI•AMINliALPHAI•OoUoll 

IUD TOF• £0lii•EREF 
TOF• TUFeUNR 
E• TOF/•1 
tOF• TOF•EL 

UAJ[ lllf>76 '"' OU.Ill!i 
0Uill7 
OUIU3 
OUilU 
ouuu 
DUll 'I 'I 
OUilU 
00136!1 
0Uil7l 
DUI'IO'I 
OUI'IOIJ 
OUI'IO'I 
001'107 
OUI'III 
OUI'II'I 
Dill 'I'll 

ouoz 000001 BETA 
ooou H 000001 ·01 
ooou N 000010. EN[F 
ooou II OOOUIZ 
oooz ODOOO'I 

ououoo 
ooouoo 
ouoooo 
OilOOOO 
DUOUDD 
ouoooo 
ououoo 
OLIQUOO 
Oo.IQUDQ 
ouoooo 
ououoo 
ouauuo· 
o.uouoo· 
ououoa 
OUOUU3 
OUOUU§ 
ououoJ 
OUOUII 
ououu 
OUOOI!i 
QUOOlA 

·ouou11 
OUOUZl 
OUQUll 
Oo.IOUlA 
OUOU'ID 
OUOU!>O 
OUQUilol 
OU007l 
OUOII!i 
OUQII7 
UUOIZI 
0UOI23 

I • 

7 



.~ 
\0 

NEIURN 
[NO 

.ENO OF CDHP'LATinN: NIJ urar.NOSTICSe 

QFORoiS VTHGH 
FOI> OT-3-llllt./7o- ~:!>~; 19 loU I 

SU!IRUUTINE VTR.GII ENTRY POINT OUUOS7 

STON~GE USED: CDDEIIJ U00Ub2: OATAIUI 000012: ~LANK (0HHONI21 UUUOil 

• EATENNAL R[FER£MCES IKLOCKo NAHE~ 

OOUl SQRT 

STOIUC.E ASSIGNHrNT I BLOCK. TYI'Eo NF.L AT I VE LOCaTJOH, NU•FI 
r> ·:·r ·:· .......... 

00.0! 000021 IJL 0001 ooou~1 20L 0001< ooous, JIJL 
OU02 OllOODt. C:UN 0002 H 000003 ONH 0000 OOOUOJ UYN~ 
0002 H 000002 ~AHMA 0002 OOOU07 LIN OOLIO .. OOIJUOI kEFL 
0002 w ODOO I 0 ,.OF .0002 N uoooo~ • 

00101 •• SURHOUTIN~ VTRC.H 

IJUOl " uouono ALPHA 
(lUU2 IJUUOJI £ 
ouuu " uuuooo <;Y3 

00101 2o 
00101 l• 
00101 ~· 00101 So 

c: 
c: 
t: 
c: 

IALPHAoBET •• uAHHAI AN~ THE Olk£CTION tOSINES Ot IHE SUN KELATI•F TO TH£ 
COLLECTOH IN A RluHT HANOEO (00ROINATE SYSTEH: A-AXIS PulNTIN~ Uf'•AROS AND 
NORHAL TO THE ABSORRFW. T-AXIS ALONG THE AXIS OF THE THOUuHo L-AAI<; ACI<OSS 
TH£ TROUGH .. 

00101 too t: 
00101 7• a· 
00101 Bo· ,. 
00101 9• ,. 
00101 10• a: 
00103 II• 
0010~ 12• 
OOIDS Jl• 
00101> ~~· 00107 IS• 
00110 Ito• 
00112 17• 
0011 ~ 1'8o 
DOllS 19• 
00117 20• 
00120 21• 
00121 22• 
00122 23• 
00123 z~· 

·ONR IS OIWECT NORMAl RAOIATJON IN FLUX PEi< UNIT AK[Ao 
• IS •10TH OF A8SONMER• 
EL IS L~NuTH OF' AKSORMERo 
TUF IS TOTAL OIKFCT FLUX ON AHSONMEN• 
END EFFECTS ARE N£GLECTEO• 
COMMON ALPHA,RFTA.~~MHA,ONRe•eEleCON,LIN.TOF,E 
Sill• SllfHilol 
REFL• -e81 
TAE•v= ARSCGAHHA/ALPHAI 
TDF• Q, 
.JF I ALPHA' ~·LFe n.l· (<iQ TO JU 
IF CTAE•V oLT. SQ31 GO TO 10 
GO TO 30 

10 .IF CTA·E•V oLTo .. l.o/S9.31 GO TO 20 
TOFa DNN• ALPHA •ll•-S~J•TAE*VIe.SeweEL 
GO TO 30 

20 tO~• DNA• ALPHA •II•+REFL•fi•-SYl•TAE*VI••••~L 
30•,(UNTJNUt: 

END 

Q~OR.IS . WINSTN 
FOR DT-l-llll6/j6-:B:S~:3J ·c·.o1 ........ 

£NTRY POINT 0ouin1 

EXTER~AL HEFENFMCES IHLUCKr~~KEI 

oml·3. SQRT 

OA IE I II 1>76 

0UOI26 
0U01~3 

OUOl OOOuDI 
OuOl " ooouos 
uuou w OOOU02 

ououoo 
ououoo 
ououuo 
ououoo 
ouoooo 
ououoo 
ououoo 
uuouoo 
ououuo 
ououoo 
ououoo 
ououoo 
ououo2 
ououo~ 
OuQUID 
OuOUII 
OuOUI~ 
OUOUI7 
OUOU21 
ouou2r, 
000037 
OUOU~I 
OUOU61 
OLIOU61 

PAGE 8 
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(J"' 
0 

SOLAR (ONCENTRATORS 

STOHAC.E &551GNPIF:NT I BLOCK, TYt'l, REI AT lYE' LOCATION, NAPIFI 

ullOI UOL 31 7 
UUOI 00l5.!>0 
uouo R OUCU II 
0000 ~ OOCU21l 
llllUU .. OOC0~3 
0002 H ootoos 
0000 N IIOC0~2 
0000 I OOC032 
0000 M OUCOU't 
ouoo H OOtU'tl> 
0000 N OOtO!iol 
0000 M OOC030 
uooo H OOCO't't 

00101 I• 
00101 2• 
00103 3• 
00103 ... 
00103 S• 
00103 I>• 
00103 7• 
00103 8• 
00103 ,. 
001"03 10• 
00103 II• 
00103 12• 
00103 13• 
0010'1 I 'to 
OOIO!io IS• 
00106 II>• 
00107 L7• 
00110 18• 
00111 19• 
OOIIZ 20• 
00113 210 
00"11'1 22• 
001-15 23• 
00117 2'10 
00120 25.• 
00121 u •• 
00123 27• 
OOIZ'I 28• 
00125 29• 
00126 . 30• 
00127 31• 
00130 32• 
00131 33• 
00132 3'1• 
0013'1 35• 
00137 36• 
001~1 37• 
001'12 38• 
001'13 39• 
001'1'1 '10• 
OOI't!io 'II• 
001'16 '12• 

- 001'17 '13• 
00150 ..... 
OOISI 'l!i• 
00152 'II>• 
0015'1 '17• 
OOI!io!io '18• 
OOI!iol> .. ,. 
00157 !ioO• 
00160 ~~· 00161 !>2• 
00162 !io3• 
00163 !io'l• 
00166 !oS• 
00166 !iol>• 
00167 !io7• 

IUL 01.11.11 UUUI~~ 135oc; OUUI 00026U lb~b UUUI UOU~ll> lUL 
30L UUOI OOOoUI ~OL 0001 OOU62J ~UL UUUI UOUI>l't I>LIL 
A 0000 " 00UUC7 AL P>l 1)002 M oouuou ALPhA uuuo M llUU021 ALP"A2 
KET uonz UOOOOI RfTA ouoo M OOUIJOS cu uuul H UOUOOI> CON 
OlN OOill .. OOOLIOJ UNH 0000 N OOUUI!io ONNf ouuo UOU0S2 OYN~ 
rL oouo H 000010 r· 0000 H OU0037 C.AMM ouu2 I< UUU002 (;AM" A 
c.s oouo .. OOIJU~7 GT ouoo I OOUOJI> IF LAC. uuuu I UUU02't IFLA61 
L OU02 OOOU07 Llr. 0000 k ouuuul .P. ouuu N UOU0112 P2 
REFL oouo .. OUOillS wr 0000 ~ OOul.l2b Nf I uuou M I.IOUO'tS RHO 
oiH02 ouou M ouousn HHC3 ouuo H 00002l MN uuuo N uuuono su 
TN 0002 M 000010 TRF OOU2 H OOUIJO't • uuuo I< UOIJ0.\1 l J 
Ill 00011 H .000023.11'1 oouo I< 000012 llO ouuu N IIOU013 xu 
yp ooou R 000006 YYC 0000 I< OOOill't Yu uouo H UOUOJ't Y2 

SUhNOUTINE •INSTN 
c 

COMMON ALPHA,K£TA,GAMMA,ONR,.,[L,(QN,LlN,TQf,E 
c IAI PHA,BETA,bAPIPIAI ARE T<HE DIRECTION COSINES OF THE SUh I<ELAT 1•£ Tn THE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1: 

COl LECTOR IN A RIGHT HA~OEO COORDINATE SYSTEPil X-AAIS POINTIN6 U~6ARDS AND 
NOP.MAL TO THt ARSON~FM, Y-AAIS ALUNG THl AXI~ ur IHE T"UUC.H, L-AAI~ lC~OSS 

.THF TROUGH, 
ONN IS OINECT NUHMAL NAOIATION IN FLUX PEK UNIT AMlAo 
• IS •IDTH OF A8SOI<KFI<o 
EL IS L£N.b TH or AIISOj;R[R, 
TDF IS TOTAL DIR£CI FLUX UN A8SOI<A£Ro 
CON IS CONCENTHATIUN OF 3 OR 10 
ENU EFFF.CIS ARE NFGLECTF:U• 
EWUIVALENCEITHF,TOFI 
SU• le/CO~ ' 
P• «SO+l•J•W•eS 
P2• 2••P 
P'f• 'fe•P 
NEFL• .81 
CO• SQHTIC0No•2-lol 
YYO• ••CI••CONieCO~.~ 
CLI• CD/CON 
IF CCO~ .uT. l•l YYO a 27•S•• 
B• Oe 
TRF• u. 
IF !ALPHA oLF.o Dol GC TO 7U 
F• SQRTf&LPHA••2+6AM~a••21. 
A• ABS I GAMMA 1/F 
8• A851ALPHAI/F . 

XIUa C2e•S~RTCPetYYC•Cn+~IJ•SO•IYYOeCD+P2»)1lO••l 
10• YYOeSO+IIO•co 
YO• TYUoCO-XXO•SO 
ONRF• o, 
IF IA•CO o&Eo lloSOI GO TO 70 
00 60 Ita lol 
If IK e[0.2J Ia •A 
ALPH a AoCD+B•SO 
IIET • lloCD-AoSO 
ALPHA2• ALPH ••2 

- R~• le/fALPH12+8FT••;·I 
ALPHA2• ALPPIA·2•RN 
RN• .Siii<Tt HN I 
ALPHa ALPHORN 

.BE T• 8£ T a1<N 
XI~• 8ET oCXO-• o(OJ-ALPH •t• •SO+YOI 
IF Cll'f .LE• Oel ~0 iO 60 
ONHF• ONNF+ONR•RFFle ll'f•F 
IFLA61• 0 
RrtOl~ Oe 
RFI• NEFL 
110• u. 
lll• o. 
II• o. 
00 ~0 L• loiOI . 
12• ~~~-~~[lelU•Iti•~LPH•AOee2J/tP2eM£1+SwMTI~'feAL~heA(+ 

I CAt P"•a:U•P.Z•tt£-T) ••2 I I 
Y2• xzeeZ/P'I•P 

IJA TE I llt171> 

UUIJI nnu~7!io 
IJUOI OOIJ636 
ouou H OIJU007 
OLIOU N IIUOU'IU 
OUOl nODUli 
ouou N IIOOU'tl 
ouou I OOUUII> 
ouou .. OOUU03 
UUOU H OOOU2!o 
uuu~ UOUUIO 
ouou I< 000027 
ouou I< OOOOll 

ououoo 
OuOOOO 
ououoo 
·ououoo 
ououun 
ououoo 
ououuo 
ouoooo 
ououoo 
ouoooo 
ououoo 
ououoo 
ououoo 
ououoo 
ououoo 
OUOU02 
OUOUOI> 
OUOUIO 
OUOUI3 
OUOIII!i 
00002'1 
OUOU32 
ouoU3s 
OLIOLI'I't 
OLIII0'15o 
OUOU'II> 
OUOU53 
01101165 
000070 
0UOU7J 
DUOII2 
Ou0117 
000123 
OUOI2'1 
OUOI33 
0001'1'1 
OUOISI 
OUOI!ioS 
OuOII>I 
.OuOI63 
0UOI70 
0UOI71 
0UOI75 
OUOI77 
Ou0202 
OU021'1 
ouoll6 
0U022'1 
Ou022!io 
o·uoz2• 
000230 
OU0231 
OuOll2 
OuOli>O 
UuQjlbU 
OuOli>O 
Du027S 

PAG~ 9 

2"L 
7uL 
B 
DELTA 
E 
6t 
~ 

P'l 
RHO I 
TuF 
liD 
ll 



(.7'1 _, 

SOLAR CD~CE.,TiiATORS 

00170 SBe IF Ill ·LE• .. •rnt c.n TO ~0 
00172 5~• RFa IIE~L 
00173 f>)e I FLAG• I 
0017~ 61e GAMM a ALPH 
00175 6Ze DEL.TA• At T 
00171> 6)e 10 CiC• GAI1M •CD+OEL TA•SD 
00177 6·~· CiS• GA"M •SD•DELTA•CD 
00200 65• liN• le.ISQ~TCGC••2•GS••2t 
00201 6~· CiC• GC•RN 
00202 6·~· GS• CiS+RN 
00203 6<1• DEN• lo/I&2•GC•T2•CiSI 
0020~ 69• TP• T2+P2 
00205 70• IIHO• 6.lMM•DENeYP••2 
00206 7t• IF I RHO ebE • Dol GO TO 20 
00210 72• IF I IFlAGI •GT• 0 I TIIF•TkF+RFiellkHD•XII•kHOI•XII/INHO•kHOII•XIDI 
00212 7l• X li•X I 
00213 ·7•• HHOl• IIHO 
0021~ 75• I FLAG I• _, 
00215 76• GO TU 50 
00216 77• 20 If I I FlAG I •EQ• -II XID•IkHDe&II-~HDI•XII/IRHU•NHOII 
00220 78.• IF I IFILAG .EQ, II RH02• MHO 
00222 79• IF IIIHO •LE• ., GO TO JO 
0022~ 80• IFLACi• I FLAG+ I 
00225 81• IF I I FLAG eEQ • · I 0 I GO TO ~0 
00227 a;:. IF fiFLAG .Lr. IFLAGII GO ro 25 
00231. 82--• X II• IJ.I•I••RHOII+XII•IRHO•Ii'II/IIIHO•IIHOII 
00232 tilt• TRF• H'F . IXII•llllleRFI 
00233 85• llO• X II 
0023'1 8~ .• 25 !IF• RF•REFL 
00235 Ble IIH02• RHO 
00236 BE• GT• GA~M 
00237 B~• GAMM . IOELTA•l1·~T•T21/TP 
002~0 9C• DELTA• I GT•X2+DFI TAeJ21/JP 
002'11 9D• RN• leiSORTCGA"H•e2+0ELTA••2J 
002'12 92• GAMMa GAMHeRN 
002'13 93• DELTA• OELTAellN 
002~'1 9'1• X2• P'laDELTA/GAMM -l2 
002'15 95• Y2• X2••21'P't•P 
002~6 96• GO TO 1·0 
002~7 97• 30 IF IIFLAG eCi[. IFI AGII c.o TO '10 
002!'>1 98• X I I• IXL•I~•IIH031+XII•IIIHO••II/IRHO•IIH031 
00252 99• IF I I FLAG .NE • I 0 I TNF• TkF.+ IXII•liOI•NFI 
0025'1 tOO• .tJO• X II 
00255 101·• '10 !IF I• RF 
00256 102• X II• X I 
00257 IO:l-e RHO I• R .. O 
00260 10'1• RHOJ• II'H02 
00261 IDS. I FLAG I•• I FLAG 
00262 10~ IF IL ,£Q, 10 II TRfa TRF+ IXI'I·XIUteRF 
0021>'1 107• f>D AI• li~•IFLOATILI••OI•I.E•bl 
00266 I DB• 6U CONTI NU£ 
00270 109• 70 Tlh DNR•TRF•EL eF 
00271 110• TNF• TR+ONR•F•EL eAM IN II AMAX II D • o8eXXO•A85 I A tenO I .8••1 
00272 Ill• END 

END OF rOMPILATinN: NO UIAC.NOSTICSo 

I;IMA·P,SiX 
MAP28Ri RL71•3 11'16/76 18:5~:~~ 

lo ~IR MONITON•FONo· 

ADDRESS LIMITS OUJODn DD571~ 
O'IOOOD 0~617~ 

STARTI~G ADDWE~S 005~23 

5£GMf·H SMA INs 

NTAIIS/.NL 
NRECAS,FON•TJ 
NERCDMS/FUR•oE3 5C II 

2!otD IRANK ·•OHDS OECJMAL 
31 '9.7 DRANK •UROS DEC I IOAL 

DOIDDO OO!o7J!io 

DUIDDD DDtD57 

5121 
sc 21 
5121 

D~ouuo u~,.,, .. 
U'IDUUD U~UDl~ 
0~0036. U~U 1.!10 
U'IDISI O~Uio~ 

UA fE Ill 1>76 PACiE 10 

ooo30I 
000306 
000310 
000312 
00031~ 
000317 
00032~ 
000332 
0003~3 
0003'15 
000350 
000356 
000361 
000365 
000367 
OUO~OI> 
000~10 
000~12 
000~1~ 
UuO~I6 
000~31 
000~36 
000~'12 
OUO~'I!i 
000~'17 
000~53 
OU0~66 
ouo~72 
000~75 
000~77 
000501 
OoOSU3 
0U0511 
0110520 
000&31 
000533 
000536 
000&~2 
0005'16 
ouo&5o 
OUOS5J 
000!166 
OUO!t76 
0Lo0601 
000602. 
001)1>0~ 
000606 
OLIOI>IO 
0001>12 
OU01>2J 
0001>36 
0001>36 
0006'12 
D00711 

r. 



U'1-
N 

SOLAN CD~CtNTRaTONS 

)CON CINlULAN FNfSN[L 
IOCON CIH(ULAR FNESNlL 

ALPHA•IoUUU BETA• oUUU.6AMNA• oUUO 
ALTITUU[a. ¥0.000 AZIMUTH• oOUU 

lCON NOVE~KLl FOCUS LINEAR FN~SNEL 
IOCON MOVEABLF FOCUS LINEA~ FNES~lL 
lCON LINEAR fNESNEL 
IOCON LINEAR fNESNll 
SOLAR TNUSS -
ZCON V•TN•)UGH 
lCON •INSION -
IOCOh •IN>TON 

ALPHA• o996 BETA• oOUU GAHNA• .OB?. 
ALTITUDE• 8~.000 AZIMUTH• oOUU 

lCON NOVlARLE FOCUS LlhEAN FRFSNEL 
IOCON MOVEABLE FOCUS L:INEA.II FNESNEL 
lCON LIN[AR fRESNEl . 
IOCON LINEAR FRESNlL 
SOLAN TRUSS 
2CON V•THOUGH 
lCON •INSTON 
IOCON. •INSTON 

ALPHA• ·e¥'·8!:t 8FT&a •OUO CiAfiiMA• el1'4 
A(TITUOE• 80.000 AZIMUTH• oOUO 

lCON NOVLARLE FOCUS L[ll[l'f; FNFSNEL 
IOCON MO~(ABLf FOCUS L:NEIR FRESNEL 
lCON LINEAN fRESNEL . 
IOCON LINEAN FRESNEL 
SOLAN TRUSS 

- ZCON V•TNOUGH 
lCON eiNSTON 
IOCON IIINSTON 

ALPHA• .~~6 BETA• •000 GAMMA• .2~9 
AL Tl TU.DE• 7foo000 AZ I"''JlH• oOUO 

lCON NOVtABL( fOCU~ LI•EAI FN~SNLL 
IDCON NO~EA8Lf FOCUS ~INEAN FRFSNEL 
lCON LINEAR fRESN[L 
IOCON LIHEAN FRESNEL 
SOLAN TRUSS 
2CON V•THOUGH 
lCOh .IN~TON 
IUCON *IHSTUN 

ALPHA•· .~~0 BfTAa oOUO GA~NA• ol~2 
ALTITUDE• 7Uo000 AZIMUTH• oOUU 

lCON NDVEAILF FOCUS LINEAR fRESNEL 
IOCON N01[ABLF FOCUS ~INEAR fN[SN[L 
lCON LINlA~ fk[SNEL 
IOCON LINlAR FRESNEL 
SOLAN lRoJSS 
ZCON V•T.COUbH 
lCOh RIN~TOh 
IOC.ON *I ~STUN 

AlPHA• e90b ~flA• •OUU 6AMMA•·.~~l 
ALlllUOl• ~S.UUO AZI~UTH• oDUU 

CUNCPII Na fl o•S 

lloll 
"1 .12 

2.211 
o.stt 
2o28 
Oe86 

.92 
•• 81 
2.~0 
6.99 

2o2l 
~.SA 
2.07 

.ou 
1.os 
lo69 
2.57 
7oSO 

2.12 
lo27 

ol7 
.uo 

lo 19 
I.S6 
lo62 

.19 

a •• , 
loS I 

.oo 

.oo 
loll 
lo'tl 
2.52 

.oo 

·I.IU 
lo07 

.uu 

.oo 
lo'IB 

·I olD 
.oo 
.. QU 
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U1 . -'='" 

lHIS !S CASE l Of' 30 FO~ 12 o·AYS 
SOUTH fACl~G A~RAY AT flXtU liLT 
T~0SS "llH R4C~ RE~LtCll~G SUH~~CE 
C f ~ l S U ~ ~ A C ~ T ll. 1 : 2 l , 4 J HE r-· L : C l 0 R T ll-. T ;: 1 0 , (l 0 SPA C E R. E T WE f N T RUSS f S :· 11'1., b 1 

DAll v JNSfltATJil!'oi PJ "ioi!-1(~12 ArlD PtAK TUTAL I NSOL AT J·ON FIJR 12. o·•vs 

t>A Y DIRFCT DIFFUS~ TOTAL Pf'A!( wfflfCTEO 
21, ~. ~,84b~b , 4bil.l 'S.bS 7,CUt.143 1,04b20b ,98212.3. 
51 • .' 6 1 ~.HOOl ,Sbt\80 7 •. 292b74.:. l,OtH057 • l 9'18941 . 
b l •.. 7,1}hq83 • '756.530 7,8Ql~1.S 1,\0J2U4 o,oooooo 

112 •. 7,lo77o7 1,012529 8ilR029o t,09907t o,oooooo 
i 42 •. n,<~.SiJbb5 1,22~k51 8,t5QI)17 t,0701t4 0 • (I (I 0:0 0 0 
171, 6, 7U . .S018 1,lS.UB03 8,097821 1,04739& o,oooooo 
203, ·1-1, 7"l,b73i::J 1,3J.ol21 8,0b28S7 1. 056b07 o·, oooooo 
.23u, 6, 7'HOl4 l,tbCiotJ8 7,9b,b8tl 1,07:S229 ('1,000000 
2&~. 6,704014 ,897210 7,b01?.2l.l 1,072561 o,oooooo 
295, t-,C:!5054b ,bl+b728 7,0b389J t,02S3Qb ,l&b&20 . 
·J~b. 5,4K.H2t ,491b3'5 o,Q2tJ08l. l.0:\3bb2 ,quQl2'5 
:S5b, '; 1 Ub74~8 1 U]7441 b,7tbl71 1,03iUQ7 1,211481 

' 
TOTlll lNSULATT.IIN 11'1 1\ioi!H/!'!2 At-..D PEAK Pll K~/~2 FUR THE 12 (lAYS CONSli)~~~O 

O~~t-:CT 
17.1229~Q 

DlF'f-UH .. 
10,3S70U2 

. lOT AL 
Q0 1 Q8Q473 

Pt.AK 
1,103244 

RfFL.tCTtD 
-3,S0944Z 



TH]S JS LASE 2 UF 30 fOR 12 PAYS 
Soal~ ~~tiNG AHNAY AI ~~X~D TILT 
T~USS Wtl~ BACk ~EfltCTING 8U~F-C~ 
C~Ll S~NfACE TILT : i3,4J _kf.~LECTOR TILT : lO,OU SPACE H~T•E~N TRUSSES : uqo,tl 

!JAILY 

DAY 
. 21, 
st. 
81 1 

1. 12. 
142, 

. 1 7 5. 
. 203, 

234, 
26~. 
295,· 
l2b, ,. 
.SSb, 

HJT/1 L 

lNSIJLATJUN IN !(ioOjH/ t~j? A"JI) PEAK 

OIP.~.Cl Olff-·USE 
~.S4056':) ,l.l~t.13b~ 
6,5287~6. ,5611~0 
7, 13t,<HH 
7,1b"l7b7 
b. Q3(fbb5 
,,74.S018 
6,12.b736 
b, 7'HU34 
n. 7 o" •J 1" 
n,2ijbf:t7o 
'S, iJorJ7~o 
t;,L<Bl't 

JtJSnLATIUN !N 

OlPECl 
-77,0lbll~ 

,7SbSlO. 
1,1)12~29 

1,228851 
t,:.SS4~lll 

1,33b121 
J,ttl'~t1~8 

,897210 
,&4n728 
,4<11635 
e437441 

1\.lloj!"i/M?. ANI) Pf:AIC 

D I "'HtSf: 
10.157042 

TCH AL I 1\J SOl. AT 1 (JN 

IN 

TUTAL 
7,37&452. 
~,<~8tq~7 

8,54?.156 
B,1802Qb 
o,t5QC)t7 
8,iJ97821 
8,0&2657" 
7,96t:~68il 
8,22;?,~0 
8,t-7Hb8&1 
7,.S35231 
t,,~42922 

l(!.ti/M2 FOR TI"!E 

TUTAL 
96,0'17.?.10 

~OR 12 I)AYS 

Pt A"l< Rf~LECTf.O 
t ~-21 4~~2 1,.17t-r~02 
t,Joqoo.~ t., sq2ocq 
1,191)779 1 &U6b22 
1,099071 o.-oo·oooo 
1,070114 cJ.,oooooo 
t,04739b o,oooooo 
t. 05.660 7 0,000001) 
t,07322q o,oooooo 
t,1b2b'l6 ,o21426 
1,272724 1 ,785218' 
t,21tb60 !,.56281.6 
t.oqcnqo ,9723b3. 

12 !'>AYS ·CONSIDERED 

P~AK-

1,309003 
F<fF'LE.CTED 

B,b7403b 



U1 en 

T~lS IS CASE 3 OF 10 FUR 12 DAYS 
SOUTH FACING A~RAY Al FIXED liLT 
tRUSS ~!TH B~C~ R~fL£tTtNG SURFAtt 
CELL SU~FAC~ TILT : ~3,43 REFLECTOR TILl : 10,00 SPACE ~fT~EEN TMUSSES = 191,67 

£>AllY INSOl.AliUN lN KwH/t-42 AND PEAK TOTAL I~SllLATJilN FUR· 12 DAYS 

. DAY· .DIRECT ClFfUSE TOTAL PEAl< REFLECTED 
21, 5,441742 ,4&43b~ b,l80&71 l_,(lJ7551 ~274So5 
51, b,Slbl3t, ,5&1160 •· 8,0b5815 t,22LI426 ,988499 
81, 1 ~ l]t,CH!) ,7Sb530 10,015187 1,401J4b 2,12107] 

112. 7,lb77t:>7 1,012529 9,3250tt8 t,l0355b 1,1£1477~ 
t£12, &,930bb5 J,2i!6851 8,510373 1,158944 .• 350856 
17l, t-,74301~ 1,554801 8,2193~5 1,068445 ,1215&4 
20..S, o,7267.Sb l,3.S&l21 8,3&lH24 1,11&080 ,3018&1 
23ll~ &,7'17034 1,lb9bll8 '1,048b3b 1,2&&892 1,081954 
ib~. .&.'104014 ,897210 . 9,58&412 l •. '154994 1,9851.81 
~<15, b,232t:\25 ~b4b128 7,657b2b 1. 2000·59 ,<17807Q 
32&, S,3b8b27 ,491615 b,15t438 t • 01 S8 72 ,291\75 
.S5&, . tt,8b0317 .a~74tal 5,.S9!S83b ,921050 ,098071 

• TOT~L. INSOLATION JN I<WHIM2 AND p~ AI', 1~ KIN/t-'!2 FOR THE 12 OAYS.CONSlDEREO 

DIRECT OlFf"USE. TOTAL. PtA~ REF"-_ECTf 0 
7&,b25bt>5 10,3570U2 9&,72\170 t,utH 14&. q., 7 3820.] 



THIS lS CASE ~ OF lO FOR 12 ~AYS 
SOUTH fAtiNG ARRAY AT FIX~D TtlT 
TRUSS ~ITH B·AC~ RE~LECTING SURFACf 
C~ll SURFACf TILT : 23,43 AfFLECTUR 

DA 1 L Y· 1 NSOLA T HJN IN I<111H/M2 AND PE.AI< 

DAY DIRECT DIFFUSE;: 
21. 5.U0753Q , 4biHb~ 
Sl, t),4504~2 ,Sbtl80 
81. 7. 13b9t)l ,756530 

11 c. 7,'lb71b7 1,012529 
142. b,Q306b5 1,228851 
17l, 6,74301~ 1,35U80~ 
205, ~.! 2b 7 :so l,.S3ol2J 
23q, 6,797034 l,l69o4B 
i:?b5, o,7ot.~u14 ,8Q7210 
2<1'3, b. 1 t} uss.o ,oLI6728 
32o. 4,ttotQb8 ,4Qtb35 
35o, 4, .H 51 :S7 ,4374'H 

TILT : 40,00 SPACt afr~EEN TRUSSES: 

T L1T AL JNSOLA'TJON FOR 12 DAYS 

TOTAL PEAK RF.FL~CTF-0 
5,471904 ,905215. o,oooooo 
7,215174. t,09')5b2 ,20.3573 
8 1 95A208 1,2523b9 1 1 0b4b95 
9,9783b9 1,3323&7 1,796073 

10,008803 1,352352 1",84928b 
9,751_1747 t,J401J.3 t,b5292S 
.9, 845o 79 1,3.34801 1,782622 
9,&76787 t,29o270 1,710105 
6,S?ll59S 1,2135b2 ,993371 
7. 04.1 b2 7 1,075232 ,21LJ349 
5,l:'S.H,03 ,905080 o,oooooo 
4,752578 ,815-S~O o,oooooo 

TOTAL· IN~OLATIUN IN KWHIM2 ANO PEAK I·N Kw/M2 FOR JHE 12 DAYS tONSlDt~fO 

l '·. 

1)1 RE-C T 
75,12Jt3.S4 

[J IF FUSE. 
10,5!)70."2 

. . ·, 

Ti.JTAL 
q 0 1 7 lJ 8 0. 7 4. 

PEA·K. 
1. 352152. 

Rtf'LEClEO 
11,269lti8 



(.71 
co 

THIS 15 CASE S .Uf lO FON 12 DAYS 
SOUTH FACl~G ANRAY AT FIXED liLT 
TRUSS ~lTH ~AC~ R~~LECTING SURFACE 
C[LL SUNfAC~ TJLT = 2l,4l REFLECTOR TILT c So,·oo SPAC~ BETWfEN TRUSSES : 305 1 0~ 

DAILY INSOLATION IN I\..-H/M2 AND PEAK TOTAL JNSOLATION FOR 12 DAYS 

f)AV DJ.Rt-CT DIFF-USE TOTAL PfAi< Pf:FLECltD 
21, !J,.,026~8 ,4&1.l3b~ a,9b72':>2 ,820787 0,000000 
St, b,iJi!b5~5 ,!;&1180 ~,587535 t,OOltOt 0,000000 
81. 7~1lo98.s ,75&530 8,2b!H14 1,155131 ,174801 

112, 7,1b7767 l,OI25Z9 9,H9&l1 t,22~13b t,tl93l5 
1Q2, &,~loob5 1,228651 9,719092 ·t,2U8253 1,55957b 
17 ~. f.:, 1 7U.S018 1,!5"803 9,758btl 1,242104 l,M,0792 
lO.S, &,l2.o7.S& 1., 3.Sb 121 9,oOtJ833 1e23J25S i,5L.&1975 
234. & • '1970 lL.& l,t,Qo48 q, OLI<n59 1,197817 1,082&77 
2&5, b,70L.&01~ ,897210 7,9472ll 1,12121J8 ,3l.lb008 
295, . 5. 7q51JL.&4 ,&4&728 b,Ll42371' ,CJ6b335 0,000000 
.S2&, q, a& 1 qv.q ,l.l9Jbl5 u,9s_sc;au ,821125 o,oooooo 
35.&., 3,H6ll2bU ,L.&J7LII.l\ 4,317705 • 7-]98:15 o,oooooo 

TOTAL lNSOLATJI)N lN ~WI-i/M2 ANQ P.EAK IN I<"-1/M2 F'f\R TH~ 12 OAVS CCtNSIDt.RED 

OI~CECT 01 FfUSE. TOlA~ PEAl< RE~'LE.C TEO 
12.~nJi!rT lO,_.l57oq2 q0,9lSt683 t.2t~825l 1,-705164 



THIS IS CASE b Of :SO FUR 12 DAYS 
SOUl~ FACING AR~~V AT fiXtD ~JLT 

TRUSS ~iTH ij~CK ~EFLEC~ING SURfACE 
CELL SUH~ACE Tllf: lJ.~J R~FLECTOR TILT: 10,00 SPACt BETWEEN TRUSSES: 9b5,3b 

OAILY PjSIJLATJllr~ !N !OIH/1'12 At~() Pf.:AK l01.4L lNSOLAllON F-OR 12 DAYS 

OA'Y OlPFCT DIFFUSE TUTAL PEAt< REFLECTED 
21. f:t,lo~q3J .~250U8 A,5bb90b 1,271\90 1,875925 
51. 6,945.~61 ,6~5835. 8,69~)302 1,22bOIJ7 l,12tl107 
B 1, 7~2j5805 ,818839 8,05LibLIIJ t,12bl20 o,oooooo 

1 1 2. ;_,,Q10':151 t,05d073 7,968624 1,0849C12 0,000000 
142, to~ 1 143\J;!q5 l.~St:S31J 7,b8tb29 1,030679 o,oooooo 
173, ~.15lt)44 1,363337 7,Sl4qHO ,997950 o,oooooo 
203, t:;.,22b7~l J,.S5197U 7,S7tH31 t,Otboqs o,oooooo 
234, h,~5?Qf./.r, 1,210034 7,7b3032 I,05q21J6 o,oooooo 
2o~. 6,7Q9LJ5U ,Q59050 7,75A5UO t,Oq5204 o,oooooo 
29':), ~,oJl.HLI .'7l:StJ2t ~.:H733~ .1,19?.?85 1,02bb0l 
32b, t.,u:S9558 ,5Sl~~2 8,4278"" 1,2'54663 1,8.3"734 
356, 15,bbttti~3· ,a<IS8iJ4 8,20b271 t,?.S8088 2,010773 

rofAL~ Jt-:SOLATtt.lk IN K~h/M2 .A ~.r) Pt AK IN KIAI/"'2 ~OR THE: 12 DAYS ·cONSl{)fRf:D 

OTRE.CT IJ!FF-USF TOTAL PEAK REFLfCTEO 
77,76231'7 10,92b..S41 9o,59.3ROO t,27ttqo 7,905142 

- ;. : 
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THIS JS CASE 7 OF 10 POR 12 OAYS 
SOUtH fAtiNG AR~AY AT flX~D fiLT 
T~USS ~ITH ~ACK REFLtCTl~G SURFACf 
CtLL SURfACE TILT : 33,~3 Rf~LECTOR TILT : 20,00 S~Att BET~E~N TRUSSES : 572,58. 

DAILY INSOLATION I~ K.lliH!M2 ANO PEAK TOTAL INSOLATION FOR 12 DAYS 

DAY DIRECT Dl fF' LISE TOTAL Pf AK REF.LE C TtD 
21, b,1UiJ87l ,525048 8,~301~0 I ,'W.H 06 1,900229 
51, ,,'i14;?2~0. ,b258l5 10,11~214 1,50/JUSb 2,7&5139 
81, 7 .. 23~805 ,&1P.Bl9 9,104&952 t,lb1190 1,~50309 

112, ~.91()'.)51 1,0580"71 8,254143 1,153599 ,28551C, 
14«:!, ~.~30295 1,251]34 7,o8tc29 t,O:SOb79 Q,OOOOOO 
173, ·&,t'.)tbLiU 1,3bl:S37 7,51£1980" ,9979t;O 0,()00000 
2.03, &,2i!.a7S7 1,351974 7,578731 1,01&095 0,000000 
234., &,5S29<i8 1,210034 i; 1 02~9U1 1,1233b9 ,2b5909 
2bl), ~.799450 ,91)9050 9,320775 1. ~ 195t-0 t,5b227& 
295, ~.blt9'j') ,713"21 9, 1Ho2JB· t,UbO,i,!bl 2~&24842 
12b, &,OO~bl2 • s~:\552 8,478069 "1,399197 1,915904 
JSb, 5,&19087 1 1!95&Ui! 7,Ub2150 t,27te29 1. 3£17 2_18 

TOTAL lNSOLATTUN IN K\IIH/t-12 AND PEAK IN Kitl/11'12 FO.~ lHF 12. (lAYS ·CONSIOtREO 

DIRf.tl 01 F F"lJSE TOtAL PEAK REFLECTED 
77,blU2bb 10,926341 102,857951 1,~04li.t;b tu,:St7344 



I 
I 
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THIS 18 CASE 8 0~ 30 fOH 
SOUTH ~ACING A~~AY AT fiXtO 
TRUSS wJTH BACK REFLECTING 
CELL SURf~Cf TILT ~ Jl,~J 

DA II. Y lNSOLATTLJN IN Kw.H/M2 

12 DAYS 
TILT 

SURFACE 
RfFL~CTOR 

A Nf) PEAK 

D.A V DlPECT DIFF!JSE· 
-21, r:,,9679i!J ,52!:;048 
51 •. f:o,"i247o6 , oC:?SIH'S 
61' ., ,2315805 ,818839 

112, ~.'HO~St t • 0580 7 .~ 
142, 6,£13(1295 1,.251334 
t•7 3. ~.151644 1,363337 
20.S, ~:t,i!2o7~7 1,55197(1 
214, &,S~c99~ 1,210034 

.2&'>, b,7994~0 ,qsqosu 
29!), l),aJ27o1 ,711421 
:sco, S,88Q92b ,553552 
351:1, s,.H9o7t ,U95H44. 

TUTAL INSOLATtUN IN I<!AIH/1112 AN() PE AI< 

OIRECT Oti"FIJSf: 
77,07:S51J7 t o·,92bl41 

Till : 30,00 SPACE 8~TWEEN TRUSSES: 

TOTAL INSOLATION FOR 12 DAYS 

TOlAL PtAK REF-LECTfD 
&,873384 1,130287 ,580412 

-8,92017'J 1,351031 1,36957/J 
10,994241 1,539343 2,939598 
10,0484&0 1,419140 2,079835 
8,839359 1,249700 1.,157710 
8,323629 1,1&7407 ,808t.49 
8,6~617& 1,222~35 1,077445 
9,7320~8 1,37b5(,5 1,9b902b· 

1.0,50899'> J,48bSt8 2,750495 
8,&81312 1,32tl999 1,.355130 
6,b37Q04 t,l27Q03 ,40342& 
~.011402 1,0~7577 ,!35887 

IN Klo!/M2 FUR THE 12 [lAYS ·CONS!DEREO 

TUlAL PE.AK REFLECTfD 
104,4270q7 1,5393t13 1b,427208 



0\ 
N 

TMIS IS tAS~ 9 OF lO FON ll DAYS 
SOUTM FACJN~ ARRAY AT FIXED T1LT 
TRUSS ~ITH 3ACK· REFLECTING SURFACE 
CELL SURFACE TILT • 33,~1 REFLECTOR 

DAILY IN80LATt0N IN KWH 1M2 AND PfAK 

DAY Dl RE. C T Dir:F'USE 
21, ~.3&e,l3l ,S2504l8 
St, &,631718 1 bi!SK3S 
81, 7,235805 • s·tsAJQ 

112, &,'H0551 1,0514073 
142, &,"30295 t,ZSL\34 
171, & 1 15lb~U t,JbJ3]1 
203, &,22tt757 1,l5t97U 
23~. &,552998 1,210034 
2&5, o 1 799GSO .,9-sqoso 

·. 295• . o, s.~oll4 . ,7!3421 
32&,. 5,llJ~9b ,553552 
35&, "·82,319 1 4Q58U4 

TOTAL. lNSOL.•TtON IN KWH/M2 ·AND PEAl< 

OtPECT D IFFUS.E 
?Q,98fl~98 lO,Q2~34&l 

; . 

Tll.T = ~0,00 SPACE B~T~EfN THUSS~S : 

TLllAl .J N SIJL. A Til 01'.' FUR 1 C? OAYS 

TOTAL. PE.AK ROLECH.IJ 
S,8Q\JS1 ,Q?4blq (J,uouooo 
7,7~tb0S l,tlULJ~q ,2B201"j2 
Q,~2Q7H8 t •. 3 ].2Q 3/J ·J,475t1Ju 

10.~8/J(t<ib 1,4(}~22S · 2 ,·s r ~, 11 1? 
10,401402 \,42'1723 2.,721173 
10,055b'JO 1,4G5033 2,540~71) 

1'0,211~4qq 1 1 4 C·l 53-7 2,a3(Ho~ 

10,15113/J !,lt:~BZ7t 2. ~q 0 1 0 ·~ 
9,13~82/J 1,2Q05~2 ' • ~ 7 b J?IJ 
7,550737' 1,i'?.I20SO ,2Qbq~2 

5,871046 ,«Hu4(l,) () I f) 0 0 ll(') t) 

s.-t2utb3 ,878371 o , I) n o o •> o 

IN IC\'JJM2 J.,IJI' TI'IE 12 OAVS ·CON5ll)fkf0 

TOTAL Pf:•K Rf.flECTfO 
102,154fl27 t,-4217l3 tn,Zl81!'~9 



THIS IS CASE 10 OF 30 FOR 
SOUTH FACING ARRAY AT FlXEU 
TRUSS WITH ~ACK ~EFL~CTJNG 
CELL SU~FACE TtLr • J5~Ul 

12 DAYS 
T lL T 

SLJRF' ACE 
REFLECTOR TILT : 50,00 SPACE BfTWEFN TRUSS~S : 

0 A 1 L Y I N 50 l. 4 T l 0 N 1 N K ~~I M 2 A N 0 P E. A K T 0 T A L I N S C! L A TliJ t-1 f 0 R 1 ;? IH Y S 

DAY 
21, 
51. 
81 • 

112. 
142~ 
175, 
205, 
2]£1, 

2&5, 
2CJ5, 
32&, . 
35b, 

TOTAL 

Ol~ECT . OJFFUSE 
~.&&7133 ,525048 
f>,2t.~~tbCJ ,b25835 
7,235805 .• At883q 
,f>. q 1 05S 1 \~058073 
&,U302CJ5. 1,251j]U 
&,151&4/J 1, .St!33.H 

·to,l2b757 t,35197LJ 
e:,,5S29CJ8 t,21003L.i 
&.7CJCJ"50 , CJ')QC)50 
&,007043 ,713421 
4,&zq&SCJ ,·55 35'52 
tJ ,·02J·~qq ,u95134t.J 

INSOLATYON .IN KW~;'M2 ANI) PEAK. 

DIRECT 
1t ,874l02 

r.>IFFUSE 
10.CJ26l41 

11\i 

TOTAL 
5,1CJ2181 
~.67200" 
8, 57 :s.cuu" 
Q.S~CJb35 
CJ,88706£1 
9,8b7i£2Q 
Cf,7'>&58U 
9,2~3n89 
H,237F,\97. 
b, 7 ~ o a.b a 
5. t ., p..·zt 1 
ij • 5 17 .f,·"] 

!(W/M2 HIR THf. 

TOTAL 
93.&5&731 

p r A K RE.FL~CfEP 

.~":1761:-r; (! • (J 0 !l r) () 0 
1,0i.ill3f'_~ t•,00i)0()t) 
1,198210 ,5!9290 
1,26519(1 l,b0101l 
t,277uqs 2.,20543~ 
1 ,2ft7720 2,352U4Q 
t, 2ot)'~LJ t 2,t77fA.UQ 
1 • 2 31 P.t, 'J 1 ·"20~57 
t,th~l'>t>l , 1-l793qA 

'· ,02~8f\:.S 1• , n o u •J o o 
• ~-5 ti (!7 q L•, I)O(J•Jl)O 
, 7 73TJ.:l o.oooooo 

L2 [) A '(S ·c I ''" 5 rrn;. R E D 

P~bK 
t.2774Q~ 

~n u:.cH t' 
to,a~b08H 



THIS 18 CASE 11 OF 30 FOM 12 OAYS 
.SOUTH- FACING ARRAY AT FIXtO TILT 
TRUSS ~ITH BACK REFL~CTING SUAFA~E 
CELL SURFACE TILT a 43,43 . REFL~CTOR TILT ~ 10,00 SP~CE AET~E~~ T~USSES : 11~7,77 

DAlLY INSOLATION IN KWt-t/M2 AND PEAK tOTAL I NSOLA T Ttl~; FOR 12 OA\'S 

DAY DIRECT OlFFUSf TOTAL PfAK REf' U·.C TEl> 

21, ,,·ss•eot ,5877.54 9,8&0324 1,t.lb0118 ?,7t272q 
51,· 7,148&89 ,&q145b q,lil37172 1,Jq,_72' l?.,uQ502t> 
81, 1 ~ 11477-0 ,8842ql.l 8,b4768b 1,21203b 1 bUf-.#:12i> 

llZ 1 ll,'~4llot 1,101)715 7,5'5007b 1,0u173q I) 1 ft 0 0 0 0 (I 

14i, 5,7141542 1,2778811 7,01242q ,CI~t&tt,Q ll. 0 0 0 () 0 0 

173, 5,171154 1,376~30 b 1 75CJ18a ,ql-2~73 I) e I) C 0 0 (l () 
ZOl, 5,537581 1,170510 b,q06(.tq1 ,qt£qoau t) • 0 ll 0 0 0 ., 

234, &,10985.5 1,25010& 1,35qqsq l,OlbQ~I.I ,, , u (\ o n iJ o 
z•s. ·b,b88Z88 :1., 02Q4 ]Q 8,33i.l.l52 l,·17~ti.1l • b·21 4 2b 
i95 1 tt,8li!411 118102q ~.557345 t,.S57974 . 1. 05Jtll\f, 

32 •• •.•H248o ,blb845 Q .. o9:J72t! t,440l!J~ "l,t-b43Q5 
356, tt,Oq.Jb80 .• -;ssttl8 ~.46ll~U. 1 .447q(n 2.~t.SQbb 

TOTAL INSOLATJON .. IN kWHI~i AND PEAK IN K,.l"'? f"OR l Hf. 12 flAYS :(ON5Ji1E:REO 

1)1 REC T ._ DIFfUSE TOTAL. PE•I\ kf:"flfCTff): 
16,01887& 11,521,.82 101 .• 070426 '•"bOlt~ 1 .S , ~ J.U IJ 7 U 



en 
U1 

THIS lS CASE 12 OF 30 FOH 
SOUTH FACING A~~AV AT FIXED 
TRUSS WJTH AACK REFLECTING 
CELL SURFACf TILl : ~1.~3 

12 DAYS 
TIlT 

SUR~ ACE 
REFLF.CTUR 

DAILY INSOLATION IN ~~H/M2 AND PEA~ TOl~L lNSOLAllO~ FUR 12 OAYS 

DAV DIRECT DH'F'LISE.· TOTAL. PE:. Ai<. '"'fFLt:-CTf.O 
21, o,ij8Joo7 ,'.:)87734 Q 1 UU?~18 l ,S')IhP.b i?,.S7Pt~ 

51, 7.1~U79& ,69345b 11,392tl83 1 • 6 c; ., I t I iJ ~. 55•1?.. ~ 1 
81. 7,_11U770 ,884294 1 () t b(II.IQ 16 1,4H7~70 2,6018',2 

112. b,4433bl 1,10&715 ~.o94P.48 t.2 1Jb22LI 1, .IIJ•H12 
142, 5,734542 1,27768b 7,3b328c; } 1 0')2QOt) .• ~ c; (i I; 5 b 

173, s.173354 l,:S7b830 b,871748 ,9h372~ ,l?lt;6<.1 

203, ~. 5 .. S7581 1,370510 7,c09958 l,02HS?o ,3!\lHI)7 
2lQ, b,1098Sl 1,250106 8,~41915 1,2tl)c:;Q6 1,08lQ'iiJ 
2&5, b,b88288 1, 02.04CJQ liJ,lbU383 1,'J.Sq7:SiJ ?.,,~5:;~~7 

i9S, &,815721 ·,78tv29 10,981403 1 • edl 7 '=' c; s -~.3~~""' 
32&, 6,17.5871 ,&16845 9,l8t49U 1 • r; Ll b 8 l)l) 2,390779 
35~. b,01"325 t 555.b'38 ~.2Ttt01 t,i.I078f.ll\ 1 ,1-,fll 1 ~q 

TOTAL. INS()LATIO~ IN I<WHIM2 HID PEAK lt\1 I<W/M2 FUR . T Hf: 12 r .a. v s ·C(' 11.; $ J li F R f [l 

DIRECT Dl FFUSE TOTAL PEAK RH·LH'TED 
7 5 • 8 5 4_1 ~-q 1\,521462 10M,81bt,?9 1,bSll9£.1 '2t-,il41)~3q 

o:' ' ~·~ ... 

. ' ., 
~~ \ ·.:- ···~ 

.-... 
.. \ ~ . "' ..... 



0'1 
0'1 

THIS lS CASE 13 OF 30 FOR 12 DAYS 
SOUTH ,ACING AR~AY AT fJX[O liLT 
TRUSS wiTH RACK REFL~Cll~G· SURFACE 
CELL SURfACE TILT • 43,43 REFLECTOR TILT : 30,00 SPACE RfTWEE\ fRUSSfS : ~b7,43 

DAILY INSOLI.T!lJN IN I(WH/M2 ANI) PEAl< TnTAL 1 N50L A Tl lJN ·FUR 12 .)A y s 

DAY DJRECT DIF'FUS~ TOTAL PEA~ R f. F" t ~- C l f':: 0 

21, b,312774 ,587734 7,3'75~08 t,.21121J6 ,IJ'1470t 
51, 7,122990 ,b9l456 Q,525t483 1,1J4:SU:31 1,7oqo·~~ 

81, 7 11"770 . . ,884291.4 tl,o~7?.o8 1 ,·b338q~ . 3,t:.M~20IJ 
112. •h_,41.1ll61 1,10o715 10,518b3<i 1 • ,IJ q _53_Q 8 2,<1b~St:.3 

142, ., • 73"1.1542 1,27788b 9,0435bb 1,31f~7?.'; 2,0:Ht37 
173,. s,:.Hll54 ·t,37b830 e, 40.H tt1 l,.2153Q{J l,b';2Q25 
ao1, ·s,sJ1S81 1,370510 6,830210 1.,27bt78, 1,9?.2120 
2;54, ·6. 1 0985} 1,250106 10,17!53"~ t,4c.l'32~b 

> (?,H13577 
265. ~,b88288 1,020439 11,1UOQ57 1,571')?30 3,432231 
zqs. 6,791772 ,761029 9,263P.13 t ,tHi?b?.IJ t,b91')12 
326. &,2t453b ,blb~H'':) 7., 33,HHt 0 1,20H2~"S .~031JtQ 

l5o., s,7355o7 ,'555b38 ba/J60773 1.1033?~ ,lf\Q5b., 

TOTAL lNSOLATtiJN.IN Killi-4/M2 4ND PEAK IN kw/M2 FOw THf: 12 0 A Y S . C C' '·l 5 l 0 [ R E" n 

DJ~FCT DIFFUSE lOUL P f. A k.. Rf,..L~CTED 
7'5 ,179188 1-1,'521482 109,7l73b? t.t,~38(fo 23 .. 0"5b'IQ2 



T~JS IS CASE lU OF ]0 FOR 12 DAYS 
SOUTH FACING AHRAY AT FI~tU TILT 

. TRUSS WITH BACK REFLECTIN~ SUR~ACE 
CELL SURFACE. TILT ~ 43.~1 REFL~CTOR TILT : ~O,OU SPAC~ ijETWEE~ Tk•JSSFS = Slb,Ab 

DAlLY I"'SOLAT!DN l"' KW~/~2 At-H) PtAK TUlAL lNSOLATlCIN f.IJk \2 DAY~ 

DAY 
21, 
51, 
81 •. 

112. 
142, 
173, 
201, 
al4, 
2o5, 
29'5, 
32b, 
356, 

OI~f:CT 
S,5b2072 
7,iJOQ17S 
1,'11"770 
,,~433bl 
5,7345~2 
5,37Sl54 
r;,~H7581 
b,10985J 
b,~A8288 
b,701lQ3 
5.51145~ 
a,1Qi9Q3 

DtRE:T 
7?.,.S7CJol7 

D I ~·FUSE 
,58773~ 

,&<1.JLJ5b 
,88LJ2QlJ 

1,tOb7t5 
1,27788;, 
1 1 37b~3U 
1,370510 
1,2~010b 
1,02U'(~Q 

,7H102Q 
,blbbUS 
,555b:SR 

D IfF USf. 
11,5~!4182 

tOTAL PEAt< 
b,ttJQBOn l,Ot7•11q 
~.OS47<i2 t. 22 1ln 3b 
... ~JqHJn t.31f:d27 

l0,75322LI 1.,44C.,opq 
t.o. rs23Q6q 1. ,1Jt:;2t ~7 
10,12?.272 \~ 1.J3\'752 
to,3?.~JSQ7 l,IJ3i1Q2S 
10,~85347 t,!J025S2 

Q,t.&2b1H5 1.S~t7ntJ 
7,6C,301":1 1 • t 9htHH:I 
~.128?-qQ , 'll, ~7 t ~ 
~.~iH\o.H .~t71S~ 

lllTAL .. 
l04.,8~QQQ3 

PEA,. 
. ,·._,4c;i't J7 

' 

Rt Fl.~ C T f D 
(} • !) (1 IJ l I !) 11 

.:~r;tqbl 
1,8(J()773 
~,1R31 1~F< 

~.">t 1':1b0 
~' 3 7 ~ tl t:\ p. 
-~ , u 1 ~ s, !! n 
~. \! 25 .s ~ & 
I • 7 1 7 II 5 q 

• 3 7 ()54 i!. 
d • t.i n o .-, 1111 

() • 0 () ') l.i (i {) 

Rf Fl. f: r lf I) 
? IJ t ., ~ Q IJ 7tJ 



m 
(X) 

THIS 18 CAS! 15 0, 10 ~0~ 
SOUTH FACING ARRAY •r FIXED 
TRUSS wiTH 8AC~ REFLECTING 
CELL SURFACE TILT • ~1,UJ 

OliLV lNSOLATtON lN KIIIH/M2 

12 OAYS 
TtL T 

SU~FACE 
~E:.FLf:C TOR 

AND PEA~ 

DAY DIRECT OlFFUSf: 
21, q,b8CJ570 ,5e773t~ 

51, &,27~t197 ,,<i345b 
81. 7,114770 .~BU2q4 

112, -~·"411&1 1,10b71S 
142, 5,734'it&2 1,277881) 
171, S,.S73l!S4 1,37b830 
203, 5,537581 1,37051\l 
2lU, 6,109853 1,250lllb 
i&S, - b,b88288 1,020439 
295, ~.015921 ,7810?.9 
l2b, 4,f.t4&892 _,blb~US 

35&. 4,0Cl\_1ll -.-ss5b3~ 

TOTAL IN.SOLA,TTON IN .KWHIP112 .A~D P£:. AI<. 

OJ Rt:C T DIFfUSE 
&s·,_t.9 t ",_, t lt,Si\(482 

TILT : ~o.oo SPACt Afl~Ef~ TRuSSfS : 

TOTAL lNSOLAllON Fl_l~ l2 DlaYS 

TOTAL PEAK ~fF LEC fi:.D 
';),277303 ,R71U';.? l.i ,•.>r,ooon 
t~,CJ&Qb5l 1,0;,0777 O,t'OOI!OC) 
6,o4"10b5 t,20R210 .~4~i)!)1 

q.~b411~ 1,C?6Mdl 2,01Uf}iA1 
q,8170f>5 1,272l57 2,1"C£1~3b 

CJ,7b8lt1 t,?r;q.>oA .S,01~1?7 

9,678888 1,2Sl.!t~~5 2",7707QP, 
9,272.Sqt 1,?.32J3b 1,9\~1.!3~ 
8,30b9U7 1.,11?1(11 ,5'Hi221 
b,B1b9I)O 1,043112 0,00(10('() 

5,2oJ73o · ,'371'5bt c).OOOOOO 
"'•~CJ~7H .1Be~~2 (1 • ll (I 0 0 0 I) 

IN I< w 01?. FOR THE 12 nAVS CO:-.iSJI)f:,RED 

TOrAL Pf-:AI< RFF"LEf:TtO 
q_s,q79200 1.i?72tr,7 l-3, 7#,~2'j" 



. m· 
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THIS IS CASE 16 OF 10 FO~ ll DAYS 
SOUTH FACJNG ARAAY AT FIXED TILT 
TRUSS wiTH RACK ~EFLECTJNG SURFACE 
C!LL SURFAC~ TILT ~ 53,43 REFLECTOR 

DAILY JNSOLATfON 11\f KMIH/ ... 2 ANO Pf. A I< 

OAY OIRECT DIFFUSE 
21, •• 754471 ,bt.t9ol5 
51,. 7,134809 9 7&15lG 
81, 6,77755a .951275 

l1l, 5,780391 1,15A589 
lQi, 4,877106 1.1104bCJ 
173, o,4&0653 1,397578 
!03, 4,b9tJ18 1.193692 
ZJ4 1 5,481063 1,!!90~46 

z•s. &,57.5905 1,079951 
z•s, &,800212 ,80~982 
JZ,, b,59q575 ,b78652 
356, J,,33555) ,&13972 

TOTAL INSOLATION IN KWH/M2. AND PEAK 

DIReCT. DIFFUSE 
72,05A014 12,132846 

TILT : to.oo·SPACf 8ET~EE~ T~USSES 

TOTAL lfliSOl.AllON F t)R 12 OAYS 

TOTAL.. PEAK ~EFL~CTEO 
10,871190 1,b01tl6 .s·. t.l, 7 11) 8 
10,896&22 l,~H 7tJ3 3,0022~Q 

9,379140 1, .H4957 ler,50.50C) 
7,2l45do t,03Qil7t.l ,285519 
6,187575 ,872999 0_,0000(\(' 
5,856231 ,82/.ll(?ll o,oooooo 
b,OA5410 ,85793~ 1.',00U0(1(\ 

7,037517 1,011980 ,2&S9QQ 
9,otetl2 1 •. 2 7537 7 1 • 5622.1f!t 

lO,I.lb90l4· 1.1.185278 2,~21it!JO 

10,&82327 1,584525 l • tJ I .Sl (lt). 

l0,44Rt84 1,59bl9& 3. 4Qf3~Cj8· 

IN KW/"12 Ff)R THF. 12 nAYS -Cf!NSli)E~~-!) 

TOTA.L PEAK REf"U-:r:: TE.I) 
104,1S7Rb7 1.607118 lQ,9f)701)7 

. ' 
" 

•! , •• . ' 

,. -~ 
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THIS IS CASe 17 OF 30 FPR 12 DAYS 
SOVT~ FAClN~ AR~AY AT fiXED TILT 
TRUSS wiTH 8AC~ REfLECTING SUHFACE 
CELL SURFACE TILT : 53,41 REFLECTOR 

OAILV INSOLATJON IN KWH/1"12 AN() PE::.Ak 

DAV DIRECT .DJFFUSE 
21, &,bb5458 ,b49bl5 

.51, 7,1102&0 ,7btS2U 
81, &,777550 ,9512'75 
11~. 15,78039] l, lSBS,$39 
142, u,H1110it 1,3104;b9 
17], u ... &0&5J 1, .sq7~·78 
203, G,b91718 1,393&'92 
234, s ... atot.J t.29054b 
265, &,,J7l905 1,079951 
2~5. e.,79l399 ,84&982 
326, b,S4,4et'l ,b78b'i2 
JS~, b,~t:tt\Zt2 ,otlq72 

TOT~L JNSO\.,AT!ON IN KiiiH/MZ AND PEAl<. 

OIRE.CT OIFFUS.t 
7t,6 ... ~1~5 1~.t328t.t& 

TOTAL lNSOtATIUIIi FU~ 12 :n.AVS 

HJTAL F'fA~ Rf.FL_ECTED 
10,065?.31 1 ,b555';1.l C.,770JSCI 
12,127115 1,7o22!J1. ~.2J5'\.~0 
11,203170 ' ,'> 12 r!J;b :S,U7433Q 
9,018817 1,305015~ ? • o 7'Hns:; 
7,l~5~ob 1,092020 J.,l5773(l 
b 1 bhbA8fi ,9Qj7~t ,8Cl~bUCI 

7,1b28~~ t ,Ob~J375 1,077U4~ 

8,740b3S 1,2&517, l,'lbqO?.b 
lll,72~260 t ,sfqc;q~ 3,271.14!?.tJ 
ll,b8l002· 1,708l7b 4,(J4\b20 
10~017125 1,b4Q6i)b 2 1 7 9 3 (I 11 
6~8U~tbl '1.5ll~617 t,(I,,SQ]q 

~~ I<W/M~ FO~ THE 12 fiAVS ·Cti"l N S J I) E R ~:1) 

TOTAL Pt:Ak PtFttC H.r 
113,&20571 t.7b?.2iJ7 29,b~S')U7 



-.J . _, 

THIS IS CASE 18 OF lO FOR 12 DAYS 
SOUTH FACING A~RAV AT FIXED TILT 
TRUSS ~IT~ B~C~ REFLtCTlNG SURFACE 

··CELL SUR~ACE TILT a 51,41 REFLfCTOR TILT: 30,~0 SPACf ~ETw~E~ ·TRUSSES: £18U,a8 

DAILY INSOLATION IN KWH/J\112 AND PfAK TUTAL 1 NSOL. A TI Ur.J j:"f.)~ 12 OAYS 

DAY DIRECT DIFFUSE TOTAL P~A;( 1-l[f l.t C T fD 
21, &,UeS8l.J 1 b4Qb15 7,&&qqqu 1 ,25783~ ,ssa:,;:,n 
51, 7,10478b ,7t>t524 Q,l;b2880 l,Uq28?0 1,<1Clb5~Q 

81, b~7775Sb ,Q51275 12,01£1185 l,b~,?lq£1 4,2~:,~54 

112, 5,7803Q3 t,t585aq t0,7uQauQ 1.~.sn2~-s :~.7704?.~ 
142, _a,877lO&· t,310£1M~ 9,tu422Q 1,328b~3 ~.Qt~b51J 

t7l, £1,4~0&51 lo397578 ~.3Q8Q(J1 1.2~1£1(lh ?.,~~~Ob"!O 

~03, 4,bQ1718 1,}Q:SbQ2 8 1 67tH,':)7 t,2t~';~2l 2,7MQ()IHt 
~34, 5,"'810bl t,2Q(l')~b 1.0 1 ,SUlJ?.48 ! .4~0f)Q9 3,r:,7t?h.SQ 
2&5, &,:S7JQ05 . 1,07QQ51 11,£163530 1 • 6 2' 1!7 q U , (i I) q b lj I) 

~9S, &,1btUUQ .• 8£1bq~2 q, SRb'H lJ 1. 1 41')0(!0!J l ,Q755\3 
lib, b,3i5Ql20 ,678b5i? 7 .. 62b0~8 J,25437' .Sh/3116 
3Sb, '5,~17190 ,btl'H2 b.7t?Q25Q 1,147f:I:H ,1980Qt, 

TOTAL 1 ~I SOL AT Illr-t IN I<WHI~~ AND P~. A!( IN Kw/lit2 FOR 1 HE 1. 2 [JAYS ·cn~.:SjDf;-"REO 

DI~ECT DlFFl.ISE TOTAL PfH ~f.Flf.CTFP 
71. 0'53Q2) 12,.132M/Jb 112,.S8£1101 1.b8i?,IQ4 29 •. 1 q 7 3 ~2 



....... 
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THIS IS CASE 19 OF lO FOR 
SOUTH FACING A~RAY AT ~IXfO 

TRUSS NllH B~CK REFLECTING 
CELL SURFACE TILT • 5l,UJ 

12 OAY'S 
TTL l 

SURFACE. 
~EFLF:"CTOR TILT : ~0,00 SPACE ~ET~fEN TkUSSES : 

DAILY INSOLA~JO~ IN ~~MIM2 AND PEAK TOTAL INSOLAllUN FO~ 12 DAYS 

OAY r.>TRF.CT DIFFUSE ·TOTAL PEAK t:<fFU:CTtD 
21, 15,588811 ,b~Qf:>15 b,23t:IU27 t,OJI'lq34 0,000000 
51, 6,972050 ,7bt52~ ~,tUtJ1~b 1,232SU1 ,IJ!l\7~ 

81, ba77755b ,951275 9,87(no1 1,J812Q0 ?. , t c; 11 a 7 !' 
112,. 15,7.80393 t,l5858Q tO,bQQS27 1 • IJ tJ 2 (1 7 1 5. '1 b u 51~~ 
142. 4,877100 1,310tJbQ t0,413t')J 1 1 cJ 4 3 II ~ !J 4,2?5"'/R 
113, a,4.,0oSl t,3Q7578 Q,Qbt2\1 1,u1q<n.?. iJ ,1 ill''~-':.() 

203, 4,bQ1718 t,lQ3b92 t0,201bQ3 t , <I ! Q B _s.11 lt,\lb?.R2 
234, 5,U810b.5 t,2QQ5U#, t0,.344b52 1. ,SQ!i3r;,i,j j t ':> 7 -~I) cJ IJ 

2o5, 6,3-73905 l,07QQ51 Q,4b0265 1 , S 358 I ~~ 2 , ll 0 1:' II l; q 

295, h,bS81334 ,84&q82 7,Q38758 1,20807·~ .4J29(,j2 
32b, s,ss?qso ,&78c52 b,,2tbb0? 1,03(15()!;) !) • () 0 1) !) () (1 

35b, a,&lb0l5 ,&13q72 5,4!0007 ,930~~ltl \.J 1 0()01J{)fl 

TOTAL INSOLATION IN I< WHIM(' AND ~f AI< IN Kri/Ml FOR TH.f 1?. OAYS .(P.\IS.lDERtD 

DIRECT DIFFLJSE TOTAL p ~.At< RE'Ftft.::HD 
b8,0H,081 tC!.t328"'b 104,q2~3S3 I, 41.J.S0~:>4. ~4.·77q1J?f, 

t . 

•• 'l 
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THIS IS CASE 20 OF 3D FUR 12 DAYS 
SOUTH FACING ARRAY AT Fl~FO TILT 
TRUSS ~[TH SACK ~EFLECfl~G SURFACE 
CELL SURfACE TlLT a 53,43 REFLECTOR T!LT : 50,Qt' SPACE BfT~EEN TRUSSES : 309,hl 

OA I LV. I I'IISOI,.A 'r l :.IN IN KIIIH/M2 AND Pf.AK TOTAL. lNSOLATTUN FOR t 2 nAVS 

OAV DIRE': T DIFFUSE. TOTAL PE:A.~ h'F.TU. (. T E () 
21, 4,'SoQ51o ,o49ttt5 5,21Qt:31 .~~ouoq ll, 0~000() 

51. ~.lt552o ,7b152ll 6,877(150 1,0457P.7 ti,000000 
81. &,7775So ,95127'5 H 1 48'"i~~LI 1,18tJP.HQ ,7'570?3 

112. '5,1B039J t,t'::i85f49 Q,30iJP.~P 1. ,2 .. B57?. ?.,.56':.>1:176 
14.12, t.~,B7710o J,1lOLib9 Q t IJ Q ~ ('12 ~ t ,232804 '3,Jf)~L14~ 

171, "·"b0b53 1,397578 Q, 42eoQt>!l 1,211"qs .~.~~IH,?~ 

203, 4,b91716 1,393b92 Q,355C)Qb 1,214727 3,?.701~h 
234, 5 1 '4810b3 1,2qOS4b q,01770~ t,l 1~QSCO f? 1 2U6tJQQ 

aos, b,l7l905 1,07Q951 8,1'52723 1 ,14Q.3r,-1 ,h98~~7 
295, S,I!BlLIOl ,sao982 b,72~3~3· t,02A524 0 1 (I() 0 I) i,i /) 

lib, .IJ,'!;27q31 ,o78o52 S,20bSH3 .~td\)?~ 
... 

·o,O~OOOil 
lSb, :s. q ::s '7b8 0 ,bl3q72 ~~55lb52 , 7777fl.O ~! 1 U 0 0 ()(I () 

TOTAL I N S U L A T T l1 N 11'11 l(lliloi/M2 ~ ~;o PfAK IN Kvo/M2 FOR THE 12 I:'AYS (:(1\JS t OERt D 

DIRECT OIFHJSf.' TOlAL PEAK f< F.· F L F. C T f f) 

o3,,74e&48 12,132~1.&6 91,822~22 t ,2_qc;,7~ 1.b,P.l522q 



THIS IS CASE Z1 OF 30 ~OR 
SOUT~ fACl~G ARR4V AT FIXED 
TRUSS ~~T~ SAC~ RE~LECTING 
CELL SURFACE TILT a b3,~3 

.OA I L Y INSULATION IN IOH~/p.l2 

12 DAYS 
lILT 

SURfACE 
REFl.E.CTOR 

um J)E:Ai< 

DAY 0 I FlEC T DIFFUSr 
il, 
51, 
81, 

112, 
142, 
173, 
203, 
23~. 
265, 
2~5. 
l2b, 
356, 

6,7418!>0 
t>,~o~tut 
6,234410 
4 1 CU1~0f)3 

3,~22~9b 
l.~H07:3S 
1,759208 
.,,685731 
r:;,8b585S 
EJ,S71392 
e,568at2 
6,)84~2'1 

DlJlECT 
e»~,055717 

,708372 
, ~2~HI55 

l,OlR71Jb 
1,21~304 
t,1519tJ1 
l,a..so?ab 
1,4255,.,1 
1~ll2b9b 
1,l3bq85 

,90QU04 
,7.St:tb55 
,bb8U71 

DlF.FIJSF. 
12,7blU15 

TOTAL IN SOt. A ll ON 

TOTAL. 
11,5bM3b2 
11,5'5052U 
9,85500f' 

. 7,303138 
5. b257'9~( 
5 1 02~5U5 
-:,,~8nh3b 

7,100~82 
9,45AU97 

11 • !1848 31 
tt • .SbJtt:-7 
t\,130441 

Tt.JTAL 
toc,54932? 

FilP '2 iHYS 

Pf A 1'. 

1. 70"767':t 
l,b2110~ 
1,·5BtaA~ 
1,()"79357 
.·,H49;?5? 
,11J1llP>1 
.~~5C:,V\ 

1,tll~1A7 

1,33"fb~O 
1,5711376 
1,b~2785 

1,t>CHHO~ 

PfAI( 
t,707&7b 

. ·' 

PFf.Le:C:l~t) 

lJ.. \ tt:d 4 1 
3,f.\t~S2A 

2,601~52 
1,11~4"172 

, ViOf.\')b 
,1.?15fi1J 
,j0!Ae.7 

l,O~lq5!J 

e • 11 s s, r; 1 
3 • b 01! 0 -~ IJ 

~ • I) I)~\ !) 0 

l4. 0 7 70 ~~ 

RFf.- U r. H:l) 
27,7:\2170 



TMlS JS CASE 22 OF 30 .FOR 12 DAYS 
. SOUTH FACING •RRAV AT FIXED TILT 

TMUSS ~ITH ~ACK REFLECtiNG SURFACE 
CELL SURFACE TILT a ~3,a3 R~FLECTOR 

DAILY 

.OAV 
21, 
51, 
61, 

112, 
14i, 
173, 
203, 

·21'1, 
2b5, 
295, 
l2b, 
lS&, 

TOTAL 

,. ' 

lNSOL.ATtUN IN 

0 I REC T 
h,b44722 
6,899075 
6.~34410 
4,qul.I06.S 
3,'922C:Jc:Jo 
3,470735 
3,7'39208 
4,1&8573"3 
s,8o585S 
6,51&2692 
b,51~17l 
&,507703 

lNSOLATtON JN 

DIRECT 
~S~B1Slb« 

. · 

. : 

~lliH/M2 AND PE"AK 

(JIFFUSE 
,70837c? 
,82AOSS 

1,0187i.Jb 
1,21'130(4 

"1,351.941 
1,t1302t16 
1, 4255td 
t,l32b96 
1, 1 3r.,<H\S 

,90900(1 
,73bbSS 
.~1:1~471 

"-lffHIM2 AND PEA~ 

. ' 

DIFFUSE 
1.~.7bl"3.15 

TILT : 20,00 SPACE ~~TWEEN T~uSSfS : 

TOTAL 11\iSOLATIUN 

TOTAL 
10,43~023 
12,514871 
11,494416 
.. ~.12b9?.Q 
·7~30bOi3 
b,55S90f. 
7,10,8H8 
a, 632o (JfJ 

t0,99o539 
tc,047A82 
lu •. \b~20b 
9.lb331q 

lN i(to;/M2 ffH< THF. 

TOTAL ' 
115,94~05q ... 

FUR 12 DAYS 

~EH wfFL.EC H 0 
1,7tlt;10 3,0A'I'B0 
'•8lb7i.?Q :4,f'd7741 
1,b12t;n~ ?1;2!J1iJ.t,() 
1,~2A':i32 2.~~8':i#.:13 
1,10297A. 2 • (J -~ , 1 .5 1 
,qc~9lt;S l,b52q2r; 

l,0731Qb l,Q?.2.12(l 
t ,2t~5857 l?.,fi,3S77 
1,S':ib9?o · 3,993b9Q 
t,7ono2t ~,5"757H" 
t • 7 O'i2 \ 1 .S,110378 
1.5558AQ ?. • t 8 ., 1 4 .!J 

12 fHYS ((11\1STf'EPEP 

N.A~ 

1 • 81:~:? 2 q 
wEfLtClEP 

n ,·3~q26·o 



...... 
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T~lS IS CASE 23 Or JO FOk 
SOUTM FACI~G AMRAY AT FIKED 
TRUSS ~ITM BACK RE~LtCTING 
C!LL SURFACE TILT : b3,U3 

DAILY INSOLATION IN I<~H/M2 

12 DAYS 
'TIL 1 

SUHr AC:E 
RE.FLtCTUR 

A Nl) PfAK 

OAY DIRECT DIFFUSE 
21, ~,U22l~2 ,708572 
51. (:,,810101 ,828J'55 
81, &~23UIUO t,0187Uo 

112, 4 1 CH440~j 1,21430LI 
. 142, 3. qz.21'1Qb 1,J51~LI1 

17l, 1,470735 1,Lil024b 
20J, "·h 759i!O~ 1,4255bl 
ZlU, U~bl\57ll 1,332bqb 
Z65 1 5,6b5855 t,t3b't~5 

295, 6,5315li! ,qOQ40Q 
3Zb 1 ~.110880 ,73~!!>55 
l5o, 5,1'11C'I023 ,bb61471 

TOTAL INSOLATION IN Kw~/MZ AND PF..AK 

OJR~CT l>IFFUSf:: 
b1J.9J75]3 t2,7ot435 

.. 

TILT : 30,00 SPACE AET~EfN TRUSSES: 

TUTAL Jf'.iSULATJllN F u~ 12 fHVS 

TUTAL PE'AK ~F..FLF.CHI) 

7 1 7LI831.15 t,2o~t.ot ,6175H1 
q,q22?00 t.~qqJ33 2,2?3~.5~ 

12,025452 t,b~2QIJ(I ll,772i>,Qb 
,, 0. b3q783 1 1 522CH19 ~,.:.181/Jlb' 

~,q8RU65 1,~H5.SP.7 .S,7t351JQ 
8,27.1068 1,2l551~ 3,.H2088 
8,7551'198 1,2'H.Sq8 ,3,5'11230 

10, 2bqlHH 1,4.11';02 l.l,?"::10f:,~ 

l1,Lib8137 t,f>?.ll01 Ll,l.l~';2Q7 

9,oiloq25 l • 4 b ~ s IJ f) 2,tqQq8q 
7,702478 t • (?r,cH P-'5 • ~r:;l.lq!J 3 
o,so~too l,tSQttP.~ ,i?20i>Oh 

IN !(W/M2 FflR lHE. 12 DAYS ·CO'·!SJ()£Iolfr; 

TOTAL P[AK 101nu:r.:no 
112 1 24?.U57 11os2~tJ(l ~4,5tU~90 



THIS 15 CAS~ i4 OF lO FO~ 12 DAYS 
SOUTH FACING A~RAY AT fiXED TILT 
TRUSS ~ITM RAC~ REFLECTING SURFACE 
CELL SURFACE TILT = bl.~l REFLECTOR TILl : 40,00 SPACE BEl~EEN T~USSfS : 3b8,qJ 

DAILY IIIISOLATIUN IN l(wh/1'12 AND Pf;AI< TOTAL PJSOLATIOt~ F"(.lk li?. OAVS 

DAY DI~ECT DIFFUSE TOTAL PfAK ~FFLr.r. TEl) 
21, 5,4"5717 ,708172 6,15ll10q t,ntr;qt4 1) I \.1 0 (i I) (J (l 

st. &,?22695 ,828055 ~ 1 0086LI7 t,2o9A7q , il '; 7 8Q I 
81, &,23U4t0 l,0187t!6 ~.647Qf<t? l,3LJ78ti':' 2,391J.j2~ 

112, u,<J4uOo3 1,21U30U 10,380?0b t,Jq4h?.b u,~2l~Jq 

142, 3,Q22QQ6 1,151941 lO,Ob£1036 1.~~952~3 u.,7Aqtqn 
17.5, :S,LI70731) t,aloeub 9,bOR.2bl 1,370tl7P ~.707?~1 
lOl, 3,759l08 1 1 U255bl Q,853719 1 , j 7 t H 1. o lJ~hb~951 

. 234, u,a8!)733 1·.-llZbQb 10,03()5b3 1.3~6210 4,()12t3c; 
l&'5, s.~b585'l 1,1.Jf)Q85 9,23"12lb' I ,.302Q7'5 2,2.~!J39t, 

·295, b,~13Q')Q ·,QOQ404 7,805U9l. 1,1855~'5 ,4~21!17 

32&, 5,3Qb178 ,73bb55 6,132~:S3 t.~>1S57Q t! 1 :.JOOOO(I 
35&, IJ,bq2'1444 . ,o~:~eu7t s,:sot?-15 ,91'74S:.S u • () 0 0 0 !) () 

TOTAL INSOL4TtCN IN I<WHI/to\2 AND PE.AK IN l(j,tj/1'12 F'OW l Hf:. 12 DAYS ·c(lt-iS J fH J.<t.D 

O!RECT I)JF'FUSE TOlAL Pf_AI( -· v.>EFU:CTEii 
bt,S5U503 · 12,7btU3S 102,284500'. 1. l'1_Qb?.6 ? 7,.Q~~5.,2 

•. 



...... 
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THIS IS CAS! ~5 0~ 10 ~OR 1~ DAYS 
SOUTH FACING ARRAY AT fl~EO TILT 
TRUSS ~IT~ RACK REFLECTING SU~FACE 
CELL SUR,.'Att:: TILT • bl,~l ~EFU::rTOR TILT 11 SO,C\0 SPACE BF.Ttlit~EN TRUSSE-S: 2Q2•0" 

DAILY INSOLATION IN I<WH/M2 AND P~AK rut AL INSOLATlON ftlk 12 DAYS 

OAV D·IRECl DIF~USE. TOTAL P·f AK RFF-l~CTfr} 

21, u.lsoe.co ,.708372 5,018QQ2 ,132nOt2 0,(100000 

51, ~.7&9018 ,828055 b,5970~3 1,00190U o,oooooo 
81, 6eZl4410 1. 1'\l 874& 8,09bJQQ l,t~Ql?7 .~tJ30/J3 

1li, "· 9440fi_J 1,214304 8,802350 t,1t)7.:.&2Q (,n'£3Q84 
142, 3,9ZZ9~b t,lStiQt.q ~.9u4q4~· 1.,1&1112 :.s .• b 1 (} 0 0 q 
173, 3,470735 1,4l021Jb 8,13t>4b39 1,t,ij/J397 3,Qf131)SR 
203, 1,7S920B t, U25-Sb 1 s,~;o9n95 1,14339~ 3 1 /:'l?L!Qf?b 

. 2341 4 1 4)8S7ll 1 ,l 12't»9b 8,529q/Jq 1,13U7~0 ? 1 5llc:)~O 
265, r;,8bl5855 1. 13&.'985 7,781119 1,0<i5.BtJ ,77827q 
Z95, 5,548177 ,909~04 b,a57S6l ,91:45~0Q (J 1 (J 0 I) (t (I 0 

326, 1.1 1 271_}9 1 ,1l~b5S -:,,oo~OtJb .~2b73Q (),000000 
356, ] 1 71U58Z ,bbB-471 4,;~830~3 ,747575 0 1 0 0 0 (I f1 {; 

TOTAL. INSOL.~TtUN IN t<vjH/M2 AND PEAK IN ICW/1112 FO~ THE:: 12 I' A Y.S (:(lNStDfwf:l) 

DIR!CT D IFf' USE TOTAL PE.A!< R E.,_ l E. C T f D 
s~.ttCJe,807 12,7b1435 87,29.S~bl t,lf>1U29 1R,0!':>4l9 

'' ~::: ,,. I • 
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\0 

THIS IS CASE 2& OF lO FO~ 12 DAYS 
SO~TH FACI~G 4RRA¥ AT fiXED TILT 
TRUSS ~ITH HACK REFLfCTlNG SuR~ACE. 
CELL. SU~FACE. TILT a 73,43 R~FLECTOR 

DAILY INSOLATION IN KWH/M2 ANO PEAK 

DAY. D.l~ECT OIFFUSE 
21, 1>,528120 ,7&2293 
51. 6,4&jbQ4 ,8Qlb5:S 
81. 5,50161U l,O"blb7 

112,· ,,~87928 1,274bh.U 
142,. 2,~&Q~ij0 1,403lb8 
113, 2,3753&0 1,475b5b 
col, 2,718tJOR t,tJb7529 
234, '\,780569 1,178207 
2&5, 5,l7957l t.t~t,39 

295, f.l,l4290~ ,9&7152 
lio, ~.34fJb71 ,7t4ql(H, 
l5o, 6,~40292 .7171~0 

TOTAL [NSOLATION IN K~H/M2 AND Pf: A K 

DIRECT I)IFFUSF.: 
';A,12b252 fl,UOU905 

TILT = 1.0,00 SPACf HFTW~l~ TiUSSfS : 

TUTAL !NSOLA.TJON FOR 12 rH YS 

TOTAL PEAK I( ~F L f C T E D 
11,93U71~ 1,.7587H.O ~~ 1 !;)/liJ} O':l 

11,1Hl&97 t,b,4224 4-~ I) 1 B V; (' 
10,0tt2340 l,40qfihll 3,a71J:S5Q 

7,3tJ2tJ27 1 , II 91 c J 3 t?,079A~':; 

5,421778 ,13493ql I , 1 57 7 3 ~'.l 
·IJ,b59tt6~ ,742611 ,808.649 
~.i).b33.62 ,823~32 1,117/iJ45 

7,127822 t • o 5 ~, s~1 ?. 1.,9bC#Il2~ 

q, bi..I'SEdb l,.S631.qq 3. 27 1J 1.12~ 

11,3~6778 1.~10839 u,27t)!2?. 
11,7t5bb3 t,732')Hii i.J • 5 JrHQ 7 
11,4Aq225 1 • 75 (Jt.tl ~ _t.!,'ill553 

IN j('ll/~2 FOR THf 1 2 (i.A Y S ·C C! t; S T 0 E k' f 0 

fOTAL Pf: 4K Rf:~U C HJ! 
l07,'HQtl3 t,75~7AU 3~,3~7q7, 
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THIS IS CASE 27 OF 10 ~UR 12 DAVS 
SOUTH ,ACING A~R•Y AT Fl~EO TILT 
TRUSS wiTH SACK REFLECTING SURfACF 
CELL SuRFACE TILT a 73.43 ~fFLEtTOR TILT : 20.00 SPACl RffWEE." T~USSfS : 7tt.hh 

DAlLY INSOLATION IN "~~'~H/M2 AND FIE'. A I< TUTAL !~SOLATION ~OR 12 IHYS 

DAY OIPECT PIFflJSF . lOlAL f.'EAK PEf.UCTED 
21. b.4220fiO .7b2293 111.490350 1.717-~9/J 3,..S0'59h"1 
51, b .. C658~fJ5 1 8Q1e53 te.r;~JJJ'5Q7 1 .RtQ02.1 _t;.1Q~h78 

81, 5.5018.54 1,0Kb1b7· 11 1 4~73\U l.b07"9" 4·"7Q3te 
112. 3.987'128 1,271.41bb4 Q.02Q1,63 1,-.H~U71 ~. 1f:-1(!Q? 

14Z, 2 1 8bOb80 1 1 Cl03olb6 7,160701 1 •''8t>u5LI 2. •n bh5iJ 
17-l, 2.1 J753fJO t.U7Sb5b ~.39lb6"1 .Q6023n i • , 4 I} b ., (J 

203, 2,718408 1 1 Ub7529 ~.q7JJ983 1 • 05'i2H~ 2 1 789nun.· 
2l4t, '3.780589 1,l"1P;l07 8,731435 t. 2721JQ/~ 3.c;7;?1,,SQ 
2.,5 •. 5,179573. 1,tQ\b39 10.9&2640 t,5508Q4 L\ 1 ~Q l ti,?~ 
295, b,lll580 ,9b7152 1i?,o7tttS2 1. 7,13b~ 4,Q7u9tQ 
32et, b 1 29Z832 .• 7~<i119b lV 1 1.1152b7 1,7112.2~ 3,33l23Q 
JS., b,157538 .717380. q~2t8772 1,563109 2,3tJ3~C.,I.I 

TOT At. INSOLATION IN K ... H/~2 AND PE. AK JN Kw/M2 F-"OR THf 12 D A Y S .( n 111 ~ t 0 t R t f' 

0 tr~~ c 1' DIFFUSE TOTAL Pf. 41< ~FJ- LfC. Tfl) 
57,~b8fJ77 1l,40QQo5 l15,47Q2ij1 t.~H90?t IH1, ?OSbqq 
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THIS IS CASE 28 OF lO FOR 12 DAYS 
SOUTH ~ACtNG aRR4Y AT FI~~O TILT 
TRUSS ~tTH ~4CK REFLfCTING SURFACE 
CELL SURFACE TILT e 73,4£.3 ~EFL.F-CTOR flLT: 30,()0 SPAr.E. Bt.ll'iEt_~. n.:uSSE.S:: tJ7~,3£J 

DAILY INSOLATTDN IN K~H/M2 A~ID Pfo"AK TUlAL INSOLAT!dN FtW 12 DAYS 

OAV DIRECT o IF'F us~: TOTAL PEA"' 4 f ~· l f C T f:. r:. 
21. b,18.J830 ,7;.,2293 7,oo·rqsu 1,i?<J3251 ,bhl~!>1 

51, 6,~278&~ ,891b~3 9,7o??.oo J ,uo«OR9 2,3e-21tJQ 
81, s•sot&ltJ 1,0nt:db7 11,702235 l,o3rd7~ '),1141-.S'J 

112, 3,CI87928 t,274bbiJ ll1,3012.J2 t,47!J23t' c;;,o3~,:,~o~o 

·t~2. 2,8&0&80 t,l.l033b8 ti,bb11,58 1,2b775":> '4,1,<J7n10 
173, 2,l75lb0 t,ij75b5b 1,q520b? 1,1.687~(' 4,1010'-'f> 
203, 2,718~08 t,~b752q to~,430A~\Q l,2 .. BQ01; !J • 2 1.1 (j 'HU 
41~. 1•780589 1,578207 9,937030 1 • (J 2 ~ ?-;? (; i.J • '1 7 6 2 ~ !J 

2&5, '5,!79573 t,1q1bl9 tt,1564'50 1. 57~4?~ 1..1,7~52~t:\ 

295, &,l00188 ,9o71~2. 9,42uqsq· 1 1 iJ .3 1 () I) l (>,35761'1 
lZ&, b,070b87 ,7A.qlqb 7,',:,()1753 t,2392~2 ,7011;·70 
lSb, 5,141009 ,717380 6,bQ~H:H)l t,l~85tu • 2 .~b tlt i? 

TOTAL INSOLATION IN KWH/M2 ANO PEAK IN K~/M2 FOR TH~ 12 DAYS ·cn~SlUE~ED 

OIPECT 
5& .. 927949 

OIF.FUSE: 
13,1J04q05 

.. · 

TOTAL 
toq,l:S3i'40 

PtAK · 
1,l)3~37.~ 

f( n 1. E r H r·, 
~k,'f'.003~1:> 
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1.3 Silicon Solar Cell Modules 

1.3.1 Cell Characteristics 

Solar cell performan.ce was. determined for each site. by· 

Professor Martin· Wolf and his assodates at the University of 

Pennsylvania using a proprietary_computer program. His analyses and 

results are described in detail ·in Volume III (2) under Section .2.4 

entitled, 11 Array Comparative Performance .... The analytical model. of 

the silicon solar cell used in his work is describ~d in thefoliowing 

paragraphs. 

The silicon solar cell is represented by the commonly 

used model for the pn-junction device: 

where 

q(V-jR ) AL . _2 j = jo [exp( AkTs) -1] -jl A. [A/em.] 
J 

j = terminal current density 

V = terminal voltage 

j
0 

= diode saturation current .density 

jl = light generated current density 

(1.3.1) 

A = empirical adjustment factor (A = 1 for 1985 and 2000 

silicon solar cells) 

Rs =effective lumped series resistance based on·unit 

junction area 

AL = light exposed area 

A. = junction ~rea 
J 

T = cell temperature 

q,k = physical constants {electronic charge, Boltzman constant) 
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Terminal voltage, maximum power point, open circuit voltage, power 
.. 

under given load conditions, etc. are all derived from this relationship. 

The quantities jl and j are the determining quantities in this 
. 0 

relationship, and they are computed in the program from first 

principles, using the detailed charge balance and the small signal 
I . 

approximations. The latter can eas11y be s~own to be applicable up to 

optical concentration ratios near 1000. Both quantities are computed 

using similar algorithms based on charge carrier transport by both 

diffusion and drift. They permit modeling of both the base and the 

diffused regions of the cell by up to 3 sublayers of differing material 

properties. This sublayer approach has been taken to obtain closed 
. . 

form solutions for the collection efficiency and the saturation current. 

These closed form solutions require constant coefficients. That 

means that the material parameters are assumed to be constant witliin 

each layer of the device, and that the collection efficiency results are 

·assumed valid for a particular value of absorption coefficient, that is, 

a particular wavelength interval. Thus, the spectral collection 

efficiency, a form of spectral response, is ob.tained which is multiplied, 

in wavelength intervals, by the spectral photon distribution of the 

incident light to obtain the light generated current. Where the 

assumptions of the small signal theory hold, that is, the parameters 

are light intensity independent, the approach has full validity. 

·A detailed description of the algorithm used for.the collection 

efficiency _is contained in the published literature,. while the 

algorithm for the saturation current is fully analogous, omitting only 
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the generation term, which means solving the homogeneous differential 

equation rather than thP. inhomogeneous one. All relevant material 

and dimensional parameters, including the thickness of each layer 

and the recombination velocities at all surfaces, are used as 
. . . 

variables to permit highly accurate simulation. 

.' ·' ~. 
_One of the. tasks of the project was to model a .silicon solar 

' 
cell which would be in low-cost mass production in the year 1985, and 

another which could be available from such production lines in the 

year 2000. The performance/characteristic and design/material 

parameters of the silicon solar cell to be in production in 1985 were 

assumed to be equal to those of the Comsat Non-Reflective Cell, which 

is a cell that has been fabricated on a laboratory pilot line in 

significan·t quantities and with verified performance of over 15% 

airmass zero conversion efficiency, or near 17% idealized airmass 1 

efficiency. Since the collection efficiency related parameters of this 

cell are, for practical purposes, fully optimized, the predicted im

provements of the 11year 200011 cell consist of an increase in the 

voltages of the cell, such as an open circuit voltage increase from 

0.60 V to 0.68 V. The design/material parameters for the two cells 

are listed in Table 1.3.1. The current-voltage characteristic is 

of the single exponential type, corresponding to equation 1.3.1 , 

and is shown plotted in Figure 1.3.1. While most of the current 

production solar cells exhibit the 11 double exponential type 11 of 

characteristic, which causes a 5 to 10% loss of output power, the 

Cosmat 11 Violet11 anci .. nonreflective .. cells have the saturation current 
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' I 
I 

Table 1.3.1 

Projected Silicon Solar Cell Parameters 

Parameter 1985 2000 Units 

Thickness 300 300 pm 

Junction Depth 0.2 0.2 pm 

Mobility 
cm2v-1s-1 Base (el/hole) 1180/420 760/260 

Diff. Region 40 40 cm2v-1s-1 

Carrier Cone. 
1015 1016 cm-3 Base ( p-type) 4 . 7 . 

.Diff. Region 1019 1019 cm-3 

Surface Recomb. 
Base (Batk Surface 

em s-1 Field) 1 1 
Diff. Region 100 100 . em s-1 

Minority Carrier 
Lifetime 
Base 25 25 \.IS 
Diff. Region 3 3 ns 

Light Exposed 
cm2 Area .·· 0.92 0.92 

Junction Area 1.0 1.0 cm2 

Series Resis~ance 0.34 0.34 ,g cm2 

Reflectance 0.03. ·0. 03 .. 
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Current Density, ·ma/cm2 

Fig. I. 3. !-Projected 1985 silicon solar cell characteristics·: 
.AMI, 25°C -Efficiency.~ 16% 
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of the second exponential term sufficiently reduced to have a current

voltage characteristic.of essentially the single exponential type. 

The temperature de~endences of the perfqrmance parameters are 

partially contain~d in the ·~lge~raic relationships partially .. . 

introduced through the ·temperature dependence of the mater_i a 1 
' . . ., . 

parameters. Accordingly, the absorption coefficients, dependent.on 
. I ' ~ . ' • . 

wavelength, are determined by interpolation and extrapolation from 

empirically ·determined, published. data for a f~w fixed temperatures •. 

The energy g~p, Eg' which dominantly determines the saturation current 

j
0 

based on carrier diffusion is assumed to be: 

.Eg ·= 1.12 - (T - '300) · 2.8 · ·10-4 [eV] . (1.3.2) 

Since the temperature dependences of the mobilities and minority carrier 

lifetimes are. of lesser importa~ce in the temperature ra~ge of .interest, 

these quantities have been kept co~stant. 
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1.3.2 Module ·Ana1ysis 
. ' \ 

1.3.2.1 Basic Photovoltaic ModularitY 
•. ! I ; • ' > ~ .. 

1.3.2.1.1 General Cons{derations 

The flat plate IPS Photovoltaic ·syste~ was irlv~stigated 

to determine the ~ost approp'riate 'reference .or sta~dard 'module arid 
.... ·. .. 

accompanying su·b._modu1es which might be manufactured. to give the. total 
. " 

array system 1ncreas.ed,f1exibility .and closer compatibilit~ wi,th:: · ... ,
7

, •• 

existing bu1lding practi~es. The material mo~ule conside~at~ons oi 
photovoltaic cells' are flexible enough to allow primary consideration 

of sizes and tolerances to be ·determined.by current glazing system 

requirements. The. most.often practiced dimensions for glazing systems 

usually do not reflect aesthetics, but economic considerations. Therefore, 

i ilose.adherence to 2urrent glazing modu~~: sizes should in fact give 

the phritovolta~c system t~e mo~t widespread ·~~plication as well ~~-th~ 

best economic profile. In addition to these reasons, consideration wa·s 

. given to the fact that watertight glazing systems are already manufactured 

that adhere to current glazing module sizes. Labor unions and contractors 

already have the sk ·ills requ1 red to ins ta 1'1 these sys terns and building 

designers are experienced in incorporating these module systems into 

their building design. 

On large building projects, the horizontal wall module is most 

often 2.5' with the vertical module relating floor to ceiling spacing 

at 8' intervals. Consider the 2.5' x 8' dimension to be the standard 

module. If flexibility is desired to allow for maximum utlization of 
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existing roof areas, a series of panels could be designed to generate 

a modular array system which could be assembled in one foot increments. 

11 Architectur.a 1 Planning often demands the fl exi bil i ty to 

vary spaces by a module of one foot. lf it is not possible to achieve 

,._flexibility by combining components of dissimilar sizes, it wouid 

be necessary to manufacture components of every modular s1ze. It is 

clear that components Of almost an .i'nf'irlite number of sizes exist on 

the present market. The problem exists when the dimensioning does not 

relate to the. standa_rd module which we suggest is the most suitable11
• 

11 Because the sma 11 est number of components make generally for 

the least expensive and fastest method of construction, certain critical 

dimensions become most obvious and prevalent in design, especially 

if one is attempting to create plan and building type flexibility 

with good architectural design 11
• 

11 It does not make much sense to have the simplistic noti.on 

of one module with incremental growth of 1 • and 1• and 1•. It is 

infinitely more logical to work an increase based on something like the 

famed Fibonnaci series of 11 + 21 + 31 + s• + a• + 13 1
•

11 

11 Choosing particular numerically related sizes, as for example 3 1 

and s•, works. Using two widths of 3• only gives the designer 3 1 

flexibility. Usually, a manufacturer will double and triple h1s basic 

sizes as in panels-- a width of-3 1 will have a second size of 61 

offered. This is common practice for manufacturers, but we lost 

flexibility because two 3• panels will give 61 already and 12• with four 

threes, etc. A common factor between two sizes is self~defeating 

and not worthwhile as a modul~ system11
• 
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11 To avoid this 'factor effect' one can choose 5' as a second· 

size.· Two widths of·3' and 5' will fill every modular space from 8'. · 

That is to say that, with only two components in addition to the standard 

module, we have 11 flexibility from 8' onwards. 111 

Therefore, if both compatability with existing building systems 

and flexibility are required, three modules-- 2.5' x 8', 2.5' x 5', 

2.5' x 3' -- would satisfy these requirements. These basic dimensions 

would be center line related. Actual dimensions of components would be 

slightly smaller. Therefore, the- dimensions defintng a module would 

include a shared support and watertight glazing gasket with adjoining 

coll~ctor panels. 

Once basic dimensions are set, the.physical characteristics 

of the system are investigated to determine whether the size chosen 

cannot be met with existing materials or is not cost effective. The 

primary limiter in this system is the actual glazing, which :can initially 

be s peci fi ed as 1 /811 daub 1 e strength PPG Pennvernon Sheet Glass. 

However, when checking the ability of the glass to meet the dimension 

required (see Figure 1.3.2}, we find that the maximum standard size 

available is only 6011 X 8011 . Therefore, single strength 3/16 11 glass 

sheet was chosen. The· cost difference between l/811 and 3/1611 was 

only $.02/sq. ft., or $.40 per standard collector module. This is not 

excessive and perfectly acceptable. 

1cutler, L~ and Cutler, S, Hahdbook of Housing System for Designers 
and Developers, Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 450 West 33rd Street, 
New York, New York, 10001, p. 128 
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AVAIU\BILITY TABLE 

~ 
THICKNESS WEIGHT MAXIMUM SIZE1 . 

·" Nominal I Tolerance Approx. Standard 
PRODUCT Inches Inches lb./sq. ft. Inches 

PENNVERNON Clear : 

Photo Xs 0.058 to 0.068 0.81 36 X 50 
PicturP %c 0.070 to 0.080 1.01 36 X 50 
Single Strength 3 7)2 0.085 to 0.101 1.22 40 X 50 
Double Strength~ ,• Ye 6. 115 to 0.134 1.65 60 X 80 
3!16 Sheet 3 ,• :Y1s 0.182 to 0.200 2.45 . 120 X 84 
7/32 Sheet• VJ2 0.212 to 0.230 2.88 120 X 84 
1/4 Sheet.• y. 0.240 to 0.260 3.24 120 X 84 
3/S Sheet ·% 0.357 to 0.384 4.86 60 X 84 
7/16 Sheet y;, n 400 to 0.43.0 5.67 60 X 84 
Greenhouse~ Ye 0. 115 to 0.134 1.65 20 X 20 

PENNVERNON GRAYLITE Tinted 

GRAYLITE 553.• 
GRAYLITE 453, 4 

GRAYLITE 313,6 
GRAYLITE 143.£ 

~ JQ 

... 
a: .. 

Ya 0.115 to 0.134 1.65 60x 84 

"'6 ' 0.182 to 0.200 2.45 120 X 84 
Ya'"' 0.115 to 0.134. 1.65 60x84 

VJ2 0.212 to 0.230 2.88 100 X 84 

FIGURE 1 .3 .2. 

PPG FLOAT GLASS 

To Meet Wind load Requirements 

·--"~;~-,--+----..!--+ SPECIFIED -1-----+---t------1 
PRU!:IA!:IILIIYUHAILUHt =BI)er IUUU 

lsee Table 2. pg. 121· 

6 10 ._---'--+--
"' I 
~1~1---~--+-~,L,-jt-~-t~~-~~~,_~i-~~ .. 
il1 

"' .. 
~10~--~--=----L--~~L_L_~~~~~--~--~ 

10 1~ :o 30 •o ~o 60 eo 100 1~0 200 300 
SP£Cifo!D 1·•·•~UH \'llt;O LOAD- POUNDS PEA SQUARE FOOT 

Figure L3.3 
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We can also see by Figure 1.3.3, a 3/1611 single strength glass 

will resist approximately 38 lb/ft2 of wind load which exceeds all 

national building code requirements. 

Another item which now must be considered due to the change 

in glass thickness is the reduction in so.lar· energy trensmittance. Using 

ordinary clear lime glass· {float) as a replacement {see Figure 1.-3.4) 

shows a reduction in solar transmission from 87% to 85%. This is not a 

severe penalty to pay. However, by using water white crystal g~ass 

which has the same physical properties as ordinary clear lime glass 

(float) as shown by Figures.l.3.5 through 1.3.8,an increase in solar 

transmittance occurs. Therefore, it can be a direct replacement. 

The collector absorber plate shall be copper Roll Bond which 

has 2211 as its largest currently available horizontal dimension. Larger 

sizes can be fabricated by combining two pieces. If by the projected 

project date of 1985, a significant market can be generated for the 

chosen standard module, machinery could possibly be made to fabricate 

a single piece of Roll-Bond plate to fit the st~ndard module. 

Tolerance- Until recently,tolerance presented no great 

problem to the building industry, except in certain specialized fields 

such as mechanical and structural engineering. For the .past 40 years, 

an increasing number of components have been. prefabricated away from the 

building site, but hitherto these have been built into dimensionally 

adjustable work on-site and problems·of fit have been solved automatically. 

For example,_ when factory-made windows are set in masonary wall 

construction,inaccuracies in the size, shape,or position of the windows 
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. ·.· ' . PER:riNENT PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF TRANSPARENT GLI\ZING ~tEDIA ,. ' 
I :; 

~•*SOLI\R ENERGY 
INDEX. 

**SOLAR ENERGY LOSSES PER SHEET ***MAXUM1 ·' GLAZING Y.EDIA 

J 
::u:FRACTIVE TRANSHISSION . 

(2 SURFACE. REFLECTION OPERATING TEHP . (PER SHEET) 
PLUS ABSORPTION) 

i 
.. ORDINARY CLEAR LIME L/8"(3.2 nun) - 857. 157. (8.2%R + 6. 87./\) 

GLASS (FLOAT) 
1.52 3/16" (4. 8 mm) - 81'7. 19'7. ( 8 • 0%R + 11. O'i'.A) 400° F (204°C) 

(IRON OXIDE CONTENT . 1/4"(6.0 mm) - 78'7. 227. (7 .9%R + 14. D;A) 
0 .107. TO 0 .137.) I 

SHEET LIME GLASS • 
(LOW IRON OXIDE DS(3.2 mm) - 87% 13% (8.17.R + 4.9'Y.A) 

400° F (204°C) CONTENr 1.51 

0.05% TO 0 .06'7.) -· ::/16"(4.8 mm) - 857. 15% (8.0%R + 7. 07.A) 

WATER-WHITE CRYSTAL !·/32"(4.0 mm) - 91'7. 9% ( 8 • O"I.R + 1.07.A) 
GLASS {) 76 1.50 3/16"(4.7 mm) - 90 .5" 9.5%(8.0%R + 1.57.A) 400° F (204°C) 

(0.01% IROM OXIDE) "! /32" (5 .5 mm) - 907. 107. (8. 07.R + 2.07.A) 

i 
*METHYL METIU\CRYLA TE 

1/8" {3. 2 mm) - ll9'7. 117. (7. 6%R + 3 .47.A) 
180° TO 190° F {100'7. ACRYLIC 1.49 

3(16"(4.7 mm) -· 877. 137. (7 .57.R + 5 • 57.JI.) 0 I COLORLESS CAST SHEET) 
0../4"(6.2 mm) - 857. 157. (7.42R + 7. 67.A) (82 TO 93°C) 

* POLYCARi30NATE 1/8" {3. 2 nun) - 817. 197. {9 .87.R + 9.2'7.A) 
250° TO 270° F CLEAR SHEET 1.586 3./16" (4. 7 mm) - 78% 22% {9. 67.R + 12 .47.A) 

(121 °C TO 132°C) (LICHT STABLE TYPE) 1/4"(6.2 mm) ·- 74% 26% (9.47..R +16.67.A) I 

I 
*Dntn obtnined· from manufacturers' Literatur~ ard/or Photometric Tcr:tinr, .. 

**Soln1.· Jt:uliotion. Cnlculotions bns.cd on "Standard Solar Radiation Curve for En~ineering Calculations", by .. 
Porry Moon, Journal of Franklin Institute,-'1947. 

~hh'•Nnximum Operatin& Temperature for <;:o~i:iC".uous Operation. For Ann,..,,,, r.la .... .,. .... ____ , 
Op~p"dt>n~ R- .,.•--·--•··-· -•PP 

Figure 1.3.4 



PERTINENT .PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THAtiSPI\RENT GLAzu:c IIEDIA .. 

NOHIML HAXU:Ul1 E:\PM:s ro:; 
•:;lJ\ZING MEDIA NOMINAL THICKNESS WEI GilT 

,.. . -· ' ~ 
SIZES RECOi-U·IENDED · (LRS, /SQ .FT.). COEFFICI£1;'£ 

--------- ··-·--

ORDINARY CLEAR LIME 1/8" 34" X 76" . 1.63 48 X 10- 7 
CLASS (FLOAT) 3/16" '36" X 96" 2.51 o F PER 

(IRON OXIDE CONTENT l/4" 48" X 120" 3.02 .. 
0 .107. TO 0 .137.)·· 

SHEET LIME GLASS 
X '76" .50 )( 10_7. 

DS (1/8") 34" 1. 63 
·(LOW IRON OXIDE 

COI\'TENT 3/16" . 36" Y. 96" 2.51 PER ° F 
.0.057. TO 0.067..) 

WATER-WI!ITE CRYSTAL 5/3211 34" X 76" 2.03 47 X 10- 7 

GLASS /176 3/16" 36" X 96'' 2.41 

(0.017. IRON OXIDE) 7/3211 48" X 96" 2.80 PER ° F 

*METHYL METilACRYLATE 1/8,., *'~24" Short Dimcn. 0.15 -4,10 X 10'- 7 

(1007. ACRYLIC . 3/.16" **36" Short Dimcn. 1.10 :PER. o F 

COLORLESS CAST SHEEI) 1/4"· **48" Short Dimcn. .1SO 

* 
POLYCARBONAT~ 1/8" **24" Short Dimcn. 0.78 375 X 10- 7 

CLEAR SHEET 3/16n **36"- Short Dimen. 1.17 
0 

(LICHT STABLE 'I'YPE) l/4" . **48" Short Dimcn. 1.56 PER F 

,*Ontn nl;l:n ln•••l-.(r.nul n~:;nu(ncturcr:: 1. J.it,..rnl:llf.'l" :~nrl/nr. Phnl·nlill"l:ri r:. Tl"!:l:~ 111~ · 

**A Ccnc:ra 1 Guide 1 ~nc foJ: 1~ :.n.t .. S.hcc ts ·.mdcr Modcr;H c Wind lo.1d nntl 1>c.1u lo:nl. 
Spcci.1l Dc::icns should be submitted .to the Pl.1stic N.1nuL1cturcr for clc(lection :~nu th,..rm:al :-~n:al"!'li'•· 
Thc·rrnofo~i~~- to flanged clish shape r.u~y be n~cessnry to provide· required rigidity and •nechoni.c<~i st:~uilit)'· 

Figure 1.3.5 
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G'U\ZING MEDIA 

ORDINARY CLEAR LIME 

CLASS (FLOAT) 

(IRON OXIDE CONTENt 
Ool07. TO Ool3'7.) 

SHEET LIME CLASS 

(LOW IRON OXIDE 
CONTENT 

0.057. TO 0.06'7.) · 

WATER-WHITE CRYSTAL 

GLASS 1176 

(0.01'7. IRON OXIDE) 

*MEnlYL METHACRYLATE 

(100'7. ACRYLIC 

COLORLESS CAST SHEET) 

* POLYCARBOMTE 

CLEAR SHEET 

(LICUT STABLE TYPE) 

PERTINENT PHYSICAL PROPER':U:S. OF TRANSPARENT GLAZING HEDIA 

NOMINAL nncxm;ss 

3.2 mm 

4o8 mm 

6.0 mm 

3.2 mm 

4. 8 11111\ , 

4.o am 
4.7 mm 

5.5 mm 

3.2 mm 

4.7mm· 

6 .2, mm 

3.2 mm 

4.7 mm 

6.2 lllll 

NOHINAL HAXIHUM 
SIZES RECOHMENDED-

86o4 em x 193 em 

91o4 em x 244 em 

122 em x 305 em 

86o4 em x 193 em 

91.4 em x 244 em 

86.4 em x 193 em 

~1o4 em x 244 em 

.1£2 em x 244 em 

E 1.0 em Short Dimen 

9lo4 em Short Dimen 
1:1.2 em Short Dimen 

61.0 em Short Dimcn 
S1.4 em Short Ditnen 

122 em Short Dimcn 

WEIGHT 
(LBS o /SQ oFT o) 

7o96 
12o25 

l4o74 

7.96 

9.91 

11.77 

13.67 

3o66 

5 o37- -

7.32 

3.81 
5.71 

·7.62 

'~~~Dntn _obtnlncd from manufncturers' L:Lternturc nndlor Photomr.trie Tc~tinP,o 
*"'A Ccncrul Guideline for Flat Sheets under Moderate Windload nnd Dcndlondo 

• 

; 

EXPANSION 
COEFFICIENT 

87·x-lo·7 

PER.° C 

' < -7 
90 X 10- .. 

t ' .. ~ f :/ ... : 

85 X 10•7 

PER 0 c· 

738 X 10·7 · 

PER 0 .c· 

675 X 10-7 

. PER ° C 

. Specific Designs should. be submitted to the Plastic Manufacturer for Deflection and therm:~:l ana1y'sis. · 
__ ThcprioforminJLt.e»_~langed. disb.shape may_ be necessary to provide required rigid_ity and '""'·l-~ .. t~lll stability o 

Figure 1o3o6 
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PERTINENT PHYSICAL PROP.ERTIES, OF TRANSPARENT GLAZING MEDIA 

' ~ ... 
GlAZING MEDIA 

DESIGN TENSILE HEAT DEFLECTION ELASTIC MODULUS . .STRENGTH TEMPERATURE . ' . IMPACT RESISTANCE 

I ~teel ball impact per 
ORDINARY CLEAR LIME f*•'rAnnea led: ~NSI Z26.l-1966 re-

GLASS (FLOAT) 
ui6 1600 psi huires testing 12" x 

10.5 X psi 
'**Tempered: 

In Excess of 1100° F. ll.2" samples. Fully 
(IRON OXIDE CONTENT fempered glass must 

0.10% TO 0 .13'7.) 6400 psi ~ithstan.d 10' drop of 
... ' ~~ ~ 

I h /2 lb. steel ball 
! 

HcAnnealed: (5 ft.lbs. impact). I SHEET LIME GLASS 
~lso, it must with-! 1600 psi (LOW IRON OXIDE 

10° 
I 

of ll00° F. !stand soft body im-
CONTENT 10.5 X psi 

'd<Tempered: 
In Excess 

pact of 11 lb. shot ; 
0. 05'7. TO 0 . 06%) pag dropped 8'. (88 6400 psi 

IFt.lbs. impact). 1/8" 
~ully Tempered glass 
~nd thicker ~ill with 

WATER-WHITE CRYSTAL **Annealed: stand these tests, 
' 1600 psi temperature level 

GLASS 1176 
X 10

6 
In Excess ·of 1100° F. ~aving little effect ·10.5 psi 

(0.017. IRON OXIDE) **Tempered: ~n thi~ performance. 
6400 psi 

' ~er ANSI Z26.l-1966 *METIWL METilACRYLATE 10,500 psi I - . 

106 
') 

i pas_ses impact from 
(1007. .ACRYLI~ average 

215° F " 0.45 ·x psi ultimate at 264 psi ' steel ball: 
COLORLESS CAST SHEET) 

., t l/811 - 3 ·ft .lbs. tensile ' ' 

strength 3/16" - 5.25 ft.1bs. 
. ·- . . .. . 1/411 - 9 ft. lbs . 

.. 
Polycarbonate data ·• 9,500 psi . ·POLYCARBONATE per Z26.1 basis not 

6 ..1verage 
270° F available but with-. CLEAR SHEET 0.345 X 1•) psi ultimate at 264 psi stands much hi.gher 

(LIGHT STABLE TYPE:) tensile impact than acrylic 
strength ... and over greater 

temperature ran~e. 
*Data. obtained. £r.om manufacturers 1 Lit~ature _and/or Photometric Testing. 

**JcHign Tcnsilo vnlucs for glasses are for a safety factor of 2.5 and probability of 0.8% failure under 
onc-mim1te windloading. ~ . ~ 

Figure 1.3.7 
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1.0 
co 

GlAZING MEDIA 

ORDINARY CLEAR LUtE 

GLASS (FLOAT) 

(IRON OXID~ CONTENT 
0 .107. TO 0 .13i'.) 

PER-TINENT PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF lPJ\NSPi\IU::NT Gl.AZ1IIG l·H:JJJ.A 

ELASTIC MODULUS 

0.738 X 106 

kgs/sq. em. 

DESIGt\ TEt\SILE 
STREtlGTI\ 

*"'A nne a led: 

112.5 kr,~/~q.cm. 
,·,..,·,Tempered: 

450 kr.s/sq.cm. 

llf./\T DI::FLECTIOrl 
TEHPERJ\TURE 

In Excess of 600° C 

~tccl b~ll i~p~ct per; 
t\SI Z26.1-19~G r~- ' 

'luires test in~ 3:1. )r:;-.: 
1,)0.5cm s~:rpl~s. I 
•ully Tempered gl~~~ I 
nust withstnnd 3.0) ~ 
lrop of. 0.227 kg 

l------------!l----------l!----------!·----------1,teel bn 11 (0. 6'J .·.;~-:-.· 
SHEET LIME 'GLASS **Anne~ led: imp~c t ) . 1\1 r.o it 

(LOW IRCN OXIDE 0.738 x 106 112.5 kr,s/sq.cm. ' nust wi~hstand soft 
CONTENT k 1 In Excess of 600° C Joqy impnct of 4 .I)O 

gs sq • em· ,..,~Tempered: · 1 b d d 
0.057. TO 0.06/'.) c <g ·Slot ag rojlpe 

450 kgs/sq.cm. ' 0.44m (12.2 kg-m 

~-----------------------fr-------------------~L--------------------+--------------------~impaet). 3.2 nm Fully 1 [cmpered glar.s nnd 

WATER-WHITE CRYSTAL 

GLASS #76 

(0.01% IRON OXIDE) 

*METilYL ME:"H.ACRYI.ATE 

(1007. ACRYLIC 

COLORLESS CAST SHEET) 

* POLYCA::tBONATE 

CLEAR SHEET 

(LICHT SD\BLE TYPE) 

I 

I 

I 

6 
0.738 X 10 
kgs/sq. em. 

0.032 X 106 

kgs/sq·. em. 

0.024 X 106 

kgs/sq. em. 

:,*Annealed: 

112.5 kgs/sq.cm. 

"'*Tempered: 
450 kgs/sq.cm. 

738 kgs/sq.cm. 
average 

ultimate 
tensile 

l strength 
• 

668 kgs/sq.cm. 
average 

ultimate 
tensile 

strength 

In Excess of 600° C 

119° Cat 18.6 
kgs/sq.em. 

].30° C at 18.6 
kgs/sq.em. 

"'Ontn obtninccl from m'lnuf:~cturcrs' Litcr:~turc and/or Photometric Tcr.ti.nr,. 

thicker wi 11 ...,i til
stand these tests, 
temperature level 
1aving little effect 
pn this performance 

Per ANSI Z26 1-1966 
passes im?act fro~ 
steel ball: 
3.2 mm - 1.36 kg-m 
4.7 mm - 2.38 kg-m 
6.2 mm - 4.08 kg-m 

Polycarbonate ciatn 
per Z26.l basi~ not 
available but with
atandn much high~r 
impact than acryiic 
and over greater 
temperature ranhe. 

*"'Design Tensile values for glasses are for a safety factor of 2.5 and probability of 0.8%. failure under 
nne-minute windloading. 

Figure 1.3.8 



are taken up by the masonary and only inaccuracies in the masonary 

units themselves are adjusted by the mortar joints. 
11 When, however,. a complete functional· element, such as a 

photoyoltaic collecto~neoprene gasket lattice,. is to be composed 

of factory-made or prefabricated components,:· the :question of . 

tolerance, that is to say the degree of inaccuracy that can be 
I 

tolerated, becomes acute, if the fu.nctional element is to be 

satisfactorily assembled ... 

1.3.2.1.2 Width Tolerance 0 

The first to 1 erance to be determined w.i ll be the width 
.. 

variances in the glazing itself. This glass module is established 

and the amounts are specified for each aspect of the tolerance shown 

below. The square root of the sum of the squares gives the overall 

tolerance for the width of the panel. Tolerance limits which were 

used for glazing with neoprene gaskets can be found in Figure 1.3.9. 

tpw = total overall tolerance of the width of the panel 

tsi = size tolerance . = + .0937511 

-

tsq = square tolerance = + .0937511 

tpl = plumbness tolerance - . .0937511 

tpo = position tolerance = .32812511 

For the total overall tolerance (tpw), squareness and plumbness · 

are, because of the interaction that occurs between them within the 

array, arbitrarily reduced to .75 of the amounts shown in Figure 1.3. 10. 
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1-Pi'LICA 110~4 Or 1 HE SYSTEM OF 10LEI\ANC£S 10 A MODULAR COMPm4ENT 

M.:.dular planes 
/ __ 

I. Modu1ar space (basic size) (J 

2. Modulc..r size 

r .,' ~ 1/-1. 
··'~ ~ 

.-. )! 3. Minimum ~aps 

,•.:- .. 

<4. Pcsili9t1 tolerance p 

5. Minimum deduc1ion -21 + p 

6. Maximum size 

7. Manufacturing tolerance T --+-----------~ 

8. Minimum size 

9. Maximum deduc1ion 

Source: OEEC, Hodular Co-ordination: Second Report of EPA Project~ 
op·. cit.; P• 175· 

Figure 1.3.9 
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Therefore, the total overall tolerance of the width of the 

panel according to 11·Modular Coordination of Low Cost Housing .. is: 

tpw = (tsi) 2 + (.75 + sq} 2 + (.75 + pl) 2 = (tpo} 2 

= . .'03511 +. ~ 0197 11 + . 0049 11
. + • 107611 

= • 167211 

A typical case is shown when 3 ·sta·ndard modules .are pla.ced 

side by. side to form an array. In doing so, we are requiring the 

modules· to keep within their total modular width of 90 11 but not 

insisting that each COIT!ponent should remain within its own modular 
.. 

space. Based on this assumption, their tolerances may be combined 

to give the overall tolerance in width when they are placed next to 

each other: 

tpwd = 3(.167211
)
2 = • 2895 11 

+ • 14511 

Finally, this means that·the work size for the width of th~ glass is 
. ' 

the· specified glazing size less a deduction· for minimum joint less 

.167211 for tolerance~ 
. ' 

; 
11 The work:size of components should be as large a5 possible, 

after making a statistical analysis as indicated here. There is no 

virtue in making a large m.inimuin.deduction from the modular size to · 

cover· al.1 possib'le ~rrors. This can result in over-large joints.•.2 

··'1.3.2.1.3 Height Tolerance 

The height tolerance considerations are exactly the same a~ 

the width tolerances in this case because all interfaces are between 

identical modules. Therefore, .the· total overall tolerance of the 

height of the panel is: 

2ibid, p. 134, 135, 136 
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tph = (tsi) 2 + (.75 + sq) 2 + (.75 ~ pl) 2 ~ (tpo) 2 

= .3511 + .0197 11 + .0049 11 + .1076 11 

= . 167211 

The overall 3 module height tolerance is:· 

tphd = i( ~ l67211
) 
2 -· . 289511 

+ . 14511 
... 
... 

1.3.2. 1.4 Joint Tolerance 

Practical tolerances must be considered in order to insure 

performance of the_ system. Both H-type and spline-type neoprene glazing 

gaskets are designed to accept metal banded glass. They provide an 

adequate bite on the glass in the normal manufacturing toleranc~. range, 

which is +1/811
, -l/1611 under 4811 ,and +3/16 11

, -l/16" over 4811
• However, 

the frame tolerances must be held to + l/811
• Since the glass is factOl·y

cut and fabricated, sizes are generally uniform, whereas field variations 

may o~cur in the frame. It is therefore essential that the frame 

ope~ings be.within the specified tolerances because they,~r~ the basis 

from which the gaskets and glass are made to fit the frame properJy. 

For example: if the frames are on the minus side and the glass on the 

plus side, difficulty with installing the glass and gasket will occur. 

Far more serious problems will occur if s'ufficient clearance 

is not provided for edge movement, since stresses may occur which wi11 

cause fracturing of t~e glazing units .. The res.ilient structural 

gasket will accommodate limited thermal movement, shock, and 

misalignment, thus redu~ing the possibility of glass breakage .. 

lOi 



, ."1,-3.2.1.5 System Dimension 

The system dimensions can be determined by the process 

referred to in Figure 1.3.9. The modular size in this case is the 

given standard module or 2.s• x a•. The minimum gap or join.t is half. 

the center web of the glazing gasket (see Figure 1.3.10) plus th~ 

allowable joint tolerance. The web is .1719 11 thick, half of that 
. . . 

is .0859 11
• The allowable joint tolerance-for the entire width or 

length is':!:_ :12511 or .25 11 total. Therefore, the maximum size as shown 

in Figure 1.3.9 is equivalent to the glazing size or the modular size 

(2 x the gap). 

Max.1mum. width = 3011 
-: 2( .085911 + .125 11

) 

= 29.5782 11 

Maximum length = . 96 11 
- 2(.085911 + .125 11

) 

= 95.5782 11 

These maximum dimensions are further reduced by subtracting the manufacturing 

tolerance which is ·.1.67211 in both the width and length directions. This 

would then correspond to the minimum glazing size. 

Minfmum width 29.4062" .1672 11 
Ill 29.411 11 

Minimum length = 95.406211 = .1672 11 = 95.411 11 

See Figure 1.3.9 whith combines these relatidnships. 

Further justification of the standard module si.ze beyond its 

relation to current bu-ilding d1mensions and array size options, can be 

seen in a comparison with a 4• x 41 panel. Although the single gl_azing 

system proposed (see Figure 1.3.11) will be as cost effective as the 

4• x 4• module, it will exhibit all of the following bene~its: 
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'!j·;-~-illi Jj "11 . . 
"'([P J 

'1 
- /.J-_-7' 
-----

SL-1616-M4 

•.. Nom. Dim. -1 ~l- ---;-1 
I~ 1'\om. Dim. -·l.J:"•' 
rr-::-·. ---·-··· -::.::= .:.·;~l T . 
jllc:rr.r:<~hle N~m·l .:J~m. 
!Jight of glass Do~~l·iD'~.; 
~·vhen tolerance-~l !1-1 J-lJ 
_ii~_-=_.;~-.. -.. --,_;_·.;__··-·-'-_jJ .L. 

DETAIL OF GASKET_ SECTION 
FOR SUPPORTED LADDER
TYPE SYSTEMS 

Muntin (or Mullion) Section Sl-1616·M4 is 
designed to fit into a matching aluminum 
ratchet·fac.ed, splined extrusion. Use or this 
Section provides improvf'd resistance to 
blowout and deflection as compared with 
unsupported ladder or grid systems. 

FIGURE 1. 3. 10 
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Standard Module 4 x 4 Module 

20 sq. ft. of glass vs 16 sq. ft. of glass 
21 liheal ft. of gasket 16 lineal ft. of glazing 

• packing and shading of the photovoltaic cells is reduced 

• ~~~s labor required on site 

• less edge joining over the entire array, therefore fewer 
breaks can occur in the weather seal ., 

• better-material usage - glass is utilized to its structural. 
limft 

• fewer horizontal joints - these are the hardest to seal 

• fewer electrical and fluid connections between collectors 

The larger standard module exhibits some problems however: 

• cracking during shipping and handling. 

• expansion difficulties in the absorber plate because of its 
non-rectilinear shape 

• less array size flexibility unless the 2.5' x 5' and the 
2.5' x 3' modules are also produced 

• assumes Roll-Bond plates could be made large enough to 
satisfy standard module condition 

l.l.2.1.6 Residential Module 

All of the tolerance specifications established in the 2.5' 

x 8' standard module will also apply here. However, because of ex1sting 

residential building systems,a.module 32 11 w1de by 9611 long on·centerline 

dimensions is preferred. This allows for the following additional 

benefits: 

o if trusses are 32 11 on center, the collector could be nested 
between them, allowing for easier detaili-ng. 
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• plywood sheathing of the 4' x 8' variety could still be used 
on roof are.a not covered by the collector system · 

• minimum additional structural costs would be incurred 
due to. the increase of truss spacing from 24'i to 32" . 

• co.llector waterproof joints would be mi.nimi.zed., . 

• glazing wou.ld be non-tempered 3/16" white water,.crys1;al .· 
which has a significant cost benefit over tempered 
glazing ·· 

. . . ' : : . .· . ·-~· : 

• installation of the system could be handled by 2 men 
. . . . . 

• maximizes square footage installed in relation to labor 
steps involved 

• all benefits relating to the 2.5' x 8' standard module 
also apply here , :. · .. 

. . ':,: 
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1.3.2.2 ·Module Voltage and Shadowing Analyses 

· f. 3. 2. 2.1 Description of Program 

The.desi~n· df pho~ovoltaic modules will most likely proceed 

from specific.a:tions of size~s and shapes compatible with existing 

construction ·modules~ and they will be chosen to provide reasonable ease 

of handling~ array asse.mbly~ and maintenance. Furthermore~ the 

same considerations are equally likely to be starting points for 

concentrator ~yst~ms, ~lthbugh the precise nature of the optical 

systems fmpose' some added constraints on the cell and module designs. 

Once size and''the concentration ratio are chosen, the power 

output·of the module depends only on· the cell and module efficiencies. 

For example, a module 32 by 96 inches, appropriate for residential con

struction, would sup'ply about 300 watts peak assuming a 15% overall 

efficiency. At this point, the power conditioning system requirements 

must be considered. Efficient, low cost inverters must operate at 

relatively 'high v6ltages: Since th~ cell provides only about 

0.5V, ·achieving, for ·example, a lOOOV module output would 

require about 2000·.s·eries connected cells assuming a single string. 

For the residential 32 by 96 inch module, this would require cells 10 ~m2 

in area if 100% module area utilization is assumed. 

There are obvious trade-Offs between module voltaye and 

assembly costs. The approach to module design Optimization is based 

on creating a computer model with which the relationships between 

module voltage, cost and performance can be examined. The input 

parameters consist of projected cell performance functions, mo'dule 
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dimensions and voltage rating, interconnect and bus resistances, protection 

diode factors, and assembly area margins. Also required are estimated 

assembly costs per cell including attachment, interconnect bonding, 

handling and t~sting. There may also be an overhead cost a.ssociated 

with fabricating cells for high voltage strings since single large area 

cells will probab)y. be, simpler to produce than a mu.ltiplicity of small 

cells or a larger integrated high voltage device. 

The performance analysis combines the.projected cell 

characteristicswith the module interconnect parameters and det~rmines 

the module vol ta.ge/ct.:rrent behavior as a function o~ 1 ight in~ensi ty 

and temperature. In addition, provisions are included to examine the 

effects of non-uniform temperature and illumination distributions.· 

The computer model developed permits the examination of the 

inter-relationships between module design, costs,and performance. Given 

module dimensions, nominal operation temperature, light intensity, and · 

required voltage, the program designs a module, determines its cost, 

and calculates its characteristics~. The cell dimensions and characteristics 

are determ1ned by the nominal operation conditions, tempe,r;~ture and 

light intensity, and a design voltage.· Additional .required input 

specifications include the cell width, module dimensions~ assembly 

clearances, and the interconnect and protective diode arr~ngements . 

. . 
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The cells are assumed to be rectangular, sheet, ribbo~or thin

film,with energy conversion behavior shown in this single exponential 

expression: 

where 

I = ll - 1
0 

exp ( [V + IR]/kT) 

I = output current in amperes 

V output voltage 

IL = K5A1 (K1 + K2T) U 

I
0 

= A
1
K3T3 exp (-Eg/kT) 

Eg = K6 + (T - 300) K7 
R = K4JA1 

A1 = cell junction area ( cm2) 

U = light intensity (watts/cm2) 

T = temperature (OK) 

k = Boltzman constant (ev/OK.). 

The form of the analytical model used to represent the 

silicon solar cell in this analysis is not quite the same as.,that 

(1.3.3) 

used by Professor Martin Wolf for his calculation of array performance. 

They are sufficiently similar, however, that their results are 

compatible. As explained in Section 1~3.1, Professor Wolf's double 

exponential model reduces to one using only a single exponential for the 

higher efficiency cells projected for the 1985 to 2000 era. For the purposes 

of these calculations, then, the minor differences between these models 

can be assumed to be negligible. 

The remaining parameters, K., depend on the type of cell and its 
1 

proje.cted characteristics. The va 1 ues used in the present ana lyses are 

given in Table 1.3.2. 



, 1 -~f 

Year 

Kl 

I K2 

I K3 

K4 

K5 

K6 

K7 

co 

cl 

c 2 

c3 

c4 

c5 
•.. 

c6 
.. 

... 

T~ble 1.3.2 

Projected Solar Cell Parameters 

S i 1 icon Ce 11 s 
1985 2000 

.0347371 

7.1972 X 10-6 

.652 

.34 

.92 

1.12 

2.8 X 10-4 

.002 

.0002 

.001 

. Oi 

.00875 

.005 

.0005 

'; . 

.0344318 

7.4348 X 10-6 

.0308 

.34 

.92 

1.12 

.0001 
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Units 

Electrical Parameters 

Amp/watt cm2 

Amp/watt OK cm2 

Amp/OK cm2 

.34 ohm cm2 

Contact area coverage factor 

· eV 

Cost Parameters 

Cell cost ($/cm2) 

Covering ($/crn2) 

Substrate {$/cm2) 

Protection Diode ($/diode) 

Assembly/attachment ($/cell) 

Interconnects ($/interconnect) 

Bonding ($/bond) 



The formulations of the module.voltage-current equations and 

maximum-powe~ ca,-culatio'ns are constructed 'to permit the divi:sion of 

the module arbitrarily into two regions·with differing temperatures 

and illumination intensities. To accomplish this, it is necessary 

to include the behavior of the protective diodes and their arrangement. 

For example; in a series-string provided with d·iodes bridging each twenty 

ce 11 s, a shadow· ~covering rrom one to twenty ce 11 s of a diode-substring, 

causes the voltage contribution of that substring to be replaced by 

negative voltage ·equal to the p·rotective diode forward drop. 

This two-region capability permits the examination of important 

design relationships involving the thermal design of heat-exc~ange 

systems, the effects of component failure and the design trade-offs 

influencing illumination uniformity in concentration systems. 

An analysis for four- and six-region modules has been 

carried out which permits series-parallel module designs. However 

these formulations are not presently implemented in the computer model, 

principally because the series-parallel designs impl~ und~sirably 

small cells for modules of reasonable size and voltaqe. 

This program includes a highly simplified cost analysis which 

provides the capability of an examination of the relative influence 

of various design choices on module cost. A sufficiently broad set 

of factors was chosen in order to cover all anticipated'methods of 

module fabrication. The list of module cos_t parameters and 

their values is shown also in Table 1.3.2. The values c~osen for the 

cost parameters used in the analysis represent. one-approach to a $501m2 
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module. The breakdown assumed is shown in Table 1 .3.3 .. Shown also in 

the table are the per kW costs of the parameters if module efficiency 

were 10%. The derivation of. the $101m2 aluminum substr~te figure 

assumption is presented in the following paragraphs. 

Tab 1 e ·1 . 3. 3 

·. .;'r .·. ~Assumed Module Cost Breakdown. .-... _... . ...... . 
2 Parameter. . · ·$/m· . $/kW @ 10% 

Cell 

Cover 

Substrate (Alum.)· 

Prot. Diode. ($.01/diode) 

Handling and Assy. 

Interconnects 

Bonds 

-·· 
20, 

-2 

. 10 

4 

6 

4 

4 

$501m2 , . 

,,: 20Q ·-
20 

100 

40 

60 

40 

40 
$500/kW 

' . ' 

A roll formed aluminum structure was·'designed fo' withstand'. 

a wind 1 oadi ng of 146 Kg/m2 ( 30 1 b/ft2· -with· a 25% safety margin). 

Module size was assumed to be .813 x 2.44 meters (32 in. ·x 96 ·in.). 

The limiting structure cost can be found by determining the cost of raw 

material used. Assuming that aluminum costs $0.86/pound, the module 

substrate costs $9.70/m2 ·in 1975 dollars. If the solar cell 

efficiency is assumed to be 14% at the operating temperature, then 

array electrical losses and less than 100% cell'packing 'factor wou·ld 

reduce overall array ~olar conversi6n efficiency to approximat~ly ld%:

At 10% arraY: efficiency and 100 mW/cm2 insolation, the required ·module·.· 
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area is 10 m2/kWe. For this case, the total module ~ost must be 

$501m2. Since the aluminum substrate costs $9.70/m2, there is .· .. 

$40.30 left for cells, insulation, interconnects, fabrication, and 

celJ and ~nterconnect protection~ The $500/kW cost goal is based 

on ~odule ~utput at 100 mW/cm2 insolation with the cells operating at 

600C. If a desert site in the Phoenix area which reaches a 
··j ~ : . ) . ,• • ; • I,.,_.: 

noontime temperatur~ 6f 45°C is assumed giving an aluminum fin backed 

panel a AT above ambient of about 15oc (this assumes a wind of 

approximately 3misec.), then the cell temperature wou·ld be approximately . . . 

60°C. If we assumed, however, that the panel is mounted to a wood backing 

such_ as a roof, the rear side cooling is minimal and the panel temperature 

can exceed loooc.· For our studies we will assume the reference 

$500/kW module has cooling on both the front and back module faces. 

We must make such an assumption since cell efficiency is strongly 

affected by cell temperature and the required cell area per rated kW 

is inversely proportional to cell efficiency. 

It is emphasized that, while these calculations were intended 

to provide reasonably plausible projected costs, a detailed economic model 

was not warrented and the numbers should be interpreted with this in 

mind. 

This program, in addition to various tabular o11tputs, includes 

a simple terminal plotting routine to provide quick graphical 

presentations showing parameter relationships. 

A listing of the program is included as Appendix A .. 
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1.3.2.2.2 Presentation of Result·s 

The module size chosen for use in the analysis was 32 11 X 96 11
• 

' Rectangular solar cells were assumed, and each edge ~f each cell was 

assumed to be spaced from that of its adjacent neighbor by a specified cell 
. . . . * 

margin. In addition, a distance specified as the module {or panel) 
.. 

margin must exist between the edge of the module and the edge of the 

nearest cell. Parametric data were obtained for modules with nominal 

voltages of 200, 400, 600 and 800V. 

Effect of Solar Cell Siie 

The first module analysis included a determination of cell 

sizes for the given module dimension and the various values of nominal 

module voltage assumed. Copies of cell and module output data for 

the four nominal input voltage cases chosen are shown in Table 1.3.4. 

For the data shown in the table, cell width was held constant at 5 em 

while cell length was allowed to vary as necessary to make possible 

incorporation of the proper number of cells to obtain the required 

nominal module voltage. 

The results of this study are summarized in.Table 1.3.5. 

Note that as nominal module voltage increases, individual cell size 

decreases while module cost per kilowatt of output increases. The 

increased cost per kilowatt of the module will have to be traded 

off against the decreased cost per kilowatt of pow~r condition1ng 

equipment as voltage increases. In addition, the series connection· 

* The word panel is used interchangeably with moduie in this analysis. 
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.,, .. ~ 

: ..... s. .. ~; '• # 

CELL DATA~ YEAR 1985 SILICON CELLS 
TENP=325DEG-K ILLUl>IINATION= elOOW/CM2 
AREA= 38•34CM2 ~IDTH= 5·08CM LENGTH= 7•55CM 
VOC=•5412VOLTS ISC = 1•3078AMPS 
VP= •4511VOLTS. IP = l•2292AMPS ?OWER= ·5545WATTS 
EFFICIENCY=14·46% FILL=•7834 RS= ·00890HMS 

PANEL DATA~ YEAH 1985 SILICON CELLS 
LENGTH=243•84CM WIDTH=.81·28CM AREA= 1•98M2 
DESIGN. VOLTAGE= 200VOLTS NO• OF STRINGS= l 
MARGJ i\JS; PANEL= h OOCM CELL= • 01 OCM 
CELLS/STRING= 480 . CELLS/PANEL= 480 CELLS/DIODE~. 5 

15 ACROSS BY 32 DOWN PACKING FACTOR=·929 
8•510HMS 

. ·~ .., ... . . 

R/CELL=•00890HMS R/1NTERCONNECT=•0089 H TOTAL= 
REGION 1 1=325DEG K INTENSITY= •100WATT~/CM2 
REGION 2 T=325DEG K INTENSITY= •OOOWATTS/CM2 

NO.OF CELLS= 480 
NO • OF CELLS= 0 

VOC= 259·76VOLTS ISC= l•308AMPS 
VP = 205•56VOLTS IP = 1•226Af1PS 
EFFICIENCY=12·71% FILL=•7416 
PANEL COST= $80·16 $318·18/KW 

CELL DATA~ YEAR 1985 SILICON CELLS 
TEMP=325DEG-K ILLUMINATION= •100W/CM2 

POWER= 251·94WATTS' 

AREA= 19•45CM2 WIDTH= 5•08CM LENGTH= 3·63CM 
VOC=•5412VOLTS ISC = •6634AMPS 
VP= •4511VULTS IP .l.i •Ge35/\MPS POWF.H= •2813WATTS 
EFFICIENC¥=14•46% FILL=•'/834 RS= •01750HMS 

PANEL DATA, YEAR 1985 SILICON CELLS 
LENGTH=243•84CM WIDTH= 8le28CM AREA= l•98M2 
DESIGN VOLTAGE= 400VOLTS NO• OF STRINGS= 1 
MARGINS: PANEL= 1·00CM CELL= ·010CM 
CELLS/STRING= 945 CELLS/PANEL= 945 CELLS/DIODE= 5 

15 ACROSS BY 63 DOWN PACKING FACTOR=e927 
R..ICEt.L=.01750HMS R/INTEHCONNECT=·0175 R TOTAL=33•040HMS 
REGION 1 T=325DEG K INTENSitY= •lUOWATTS/CM2 NO.OF CELLS= 945 
HEGION 2 T=325DEG 1{ INTENSITY= •OOOWATTS/CM2 NOeOF CELLS= 0 
VOC= 511 • 40 VOLTS I SC= • 663AMPS 
VP : 404•70VOLTS IP = e622AMPS POWER= 251•61WATTS 
EFFICIENC¥""12•70% FJLL=•7416 
PANEL COST= $89·61 $356•15/Kw 

Table 1.3.4(a) 

Computations for 200 and 400V Modules 
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CELL DATA, YEAH 1985 SILICON CELLS 
TEMP=325DEG-K ILLUMINATION= •l00W/CM2 
AREA= l2•86CM2 WIUTH= 5•08CM LENGTH= 2•54CM 
VOC=•5412VOLTS I!:iC. = •4394Al'1PS 
VP= •4511VOLTS IP = •4130At1P!:i POwE:.-,= ·1863WATTS 
EFFICIENC'i=l4•46% FILL=•7834 RS= ·02640HMS 

PANEL DATA, YEAR 1985 SILICON CELLS 
LENGTH=243•84CM WIDTH~ 81•28CM AREA= 1•98M2 
DESIGN VOL'fAGE= 600VOLTS NO• OF STRINGS= 1 
MARGINS: .PANEL= l·OOCM CELL= e010CM 

'. 

CELLS/STHING= 1425 CELLS/PANEL= 14.25 . CELLS/DIODE= S • , ,., .. : .... 
15 ACROSS B'i 95 DOWN PACKING FACTOR=•926 

R/CELL=·02640HMS R/INTERCONNECT=•0264 R TOTAL=75•230HMS 
REGION 1 T=325DEG K INTENSITY= •lOOWATTS/CM2 NO.OF CELLS=1425 
REGION 2 T=325DEG K INTENSITY= eOOOWATTSjCM2 NO.OF CELLS= 0 
VOC= 771•16VOLTS ISC= •439AMPS 
VP = 610•27VOLTS IP = e412AMPS POWER= 251•28WATTS 
EFFICIENCY=12•68% FILL=•7416 
PANEL COST= $97•20 $386·82/KW 

CELL DATA, 'tEAR 1985 SILICON CELLS 
TEMP=32SDEG-K ILLUMINATION= •lOOW/CM2 
AREA= 9 • 70CM2 \o/1 DTH= S• 08CM LENGTH= 1•91CM 
VOC=•5412VOLTS ISC = ·3309AMPS 
VP= •4511VOLTS IP = ·3110AMPS POWER= •1403WATTS 
EFFICIENCY=14•46% FILL=•7834 RS= ·035101U1S 

PANEL DATA, 'tEAR 1985 SILICON CELLS 
LENGTH=243•84CM WIDTH= 81·28CM AREA= 1·98M2 
DESIGN VOLTAGE= 800VOLTS NO• OF STRINGS= 1 
MARGINS: PANEL= 1·00CM CELL= ·OlOCM 
CELLS/STRING=1890 CELLS/PANEL=1890 CELLS/DIODE=. 5 

15 AChOSS BY 126 DOWN PACKING FACTOR=·925 
B/CELL=•03510HMS R/INTERCONNECT=e0351 H TOTAL~ 0 ~** 1 0HMS 
REGION l T=32~UEG K INTENSITY= e100wATTS/CM2 NO.OF CELLS=1890 
REGION 2 T=325DEG K INTENSIT'f= ·OOOW.ATTS/CM2 NO.OF CELLSc 0 
VOC=1022·80VOLTS ISC= •331AMPS 
VP = 809e41VOLTS IP = •310~~PS POWER= 250•96W.ATTS 
F.FFICIENCY•l2•~6% FILL=•7416 
PANEL COST= $109•13 $434•84/KW 

Table l. 3. 4(b) 

Computations for 600 an~ BOOV r1odules 
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of iower voltage modules to obtain a higher voltage for the power 

obhdit.loning system appe~rs to offer a cost performance advantage. 

A ld~~r limit to series connected modules would be. associated with 

system reliability in the event of an open circuit in a singl~ series 

string of celJs and modules. 

Table 1.3.5 

Summary of Cell Size Analyst~S 

Nominal Voltage 
Parameter Units 200V 400V 600V 800V 

. · .. 
Cell Width em 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 

Cel1 Length em 7.5 3.8 2.5 1.9 

Cell Area cm2 38.4 19.4 12.9 9.7 

Cell Efficiency % 14.4 . 

Panel Size in · 32 X 96 

Panel Power w .. 252 

Panel ~fficiency % . 12.7 

Panel Cost (CM = . 01 em) $/kW 318 356 387 435 

Panel Cost (eM·= 0.1 em) $/kW 313 350 381 A30 

Shown also in Table 1.3.5 are costs for modules with cell 

~argins of 0.01 em, used for all other calculations, and 0.1 em. 

The difference in cost per kilowatt is negligible indicating that 

either value is satisfactory. 

The perfonnance of the modules ~dmulated as cell temperature 

was varied is shown in Figure 1.3.12. Shown in the figure are the 
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variations of the module power and efficiency with temperature. The 
• : •• ··.... • • • • • : ,1 • 

p·erformance is the same for all four cases analyzed. 

An additional investigation was made to determine the 
'. •. r . 

effect of varying cell width ab~~t the value of ·s em used for the 

pr~vious.analy~is. A series of calculations was made for an 

.intermediate voltage module of 500V using cells with widths 

ranging from 2 to 10 em. Cell length was then calculated to make 

possible the proper number of cells to obtain the. require module 

voltage. . ... 

The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 1.3.6. 

"The effects are not dramatic, but the data does show a tendancy toward 

increased cost as cell widths approach 8 em. 

.. 
Table 1.3.6 

Effect on Module Cost of Varying Cell Width 

Cell Width (cml 
Parameter Units ~ 4 ~ B ]Q 

Panel Voltage v 500 

Panel Power w 252 

Panel Cost $/kW 375 375 375 385 395 

Effect of Different Temperatures 

For this calculation, the cells of a module were divided into 
. . . ', . . . 

two groups . of. equal size, and while the temperuture of one group was 

held at approximately 500C,·that' of the other group'was varied from 

500C by a 6T. The,. resulting effect on :module. power .and efficien~Y·. 
~ . ~ . . . . :. . . . 

of a variation jn 6T is shown i'n Figure·· 1 .. 3~ 13~. •_1he data can be used 
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to determine the degree of non-uniformity that can be tolerated in a 

module heat transfer sys~em. 

A similar calculation was made where one group of cells 

· w~s increased above sooc by t. T whi 1 e the other was dropped be 1 ow sooc 

.by t.T also. The net result was that. neither module power or efficiency 

changed. The effects were compensating. 

Effect ot Shadowing 

Calculations were made of the effect on module power of 

percentage 6f illumtnation {1-percentage of shadowing) for various values 

of numbers of cells per shunting diode. The results of the calculations .. 

are shown plotted-in Figure 1.3.14. For small numbers of cells/diode, 

the variations in the curves were too small to be picked up by the plotting 

routine used. However, for 100 cells/diode, the steps are obviously 

large enough to be seen. · 

The results of the cost calculations for the same arrays 

are presented in Table 1.3.7. From the standpoint·of cost,_ the number 

of cells/diode should be large, but if it becomes too large, the power 

variation becomes excessive. There is clearly room here for further , 

cost/performance analysis. 

Table 1.3.7 

Summary of Module Shadow1ng R~sults 

Solar Cells Per Diode 

2 
5 

25 
50 

100 
300 

Total number of cells/panel - 945 
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Panel Cost ($/kW) 

367 
356 
350 
349 
349 
349 
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The effects of uneven illumination or shadowing are quite 

sensitive to the geometric relationship between the shadowed area and 

the physical arrangement of individual substrings defined by the 

bridging diodes. 

For the calculated data shown irt Fig. 1.3.14, it was assumed 

that the shadow progresses across the panel from string to string, 

covering each string before advancing to the next. ln a more realistic 

case where the shadow region advances into several substrings at the 

source, the-power degradation effect changes more rapidly with 

illumination ratio. In the worst case shadowing one cell in each 

substring red~ces the panel output to zero. 
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1.3.3 Heat Transfer 

1.3.3.1 Forced Cooling 

One of the major consi~erations that must govern the cooling 
~ •. ·. -, ' 

system design is the fact that the quantity of thermal energy to be 

dissipated is approximately one order of magnitude greate~ than the 

electrical ener9y produced. Thus an improperly designed cooling 

system could easily consume more energy than could be credited to it by 

reduced cell temperatures. 

We have attempted to examine forced cooling in as general a 

manner as possible ~ recognizing the necessity of being able to choose 

size and shape parameters to optimize structural properties, cost, 

and manufacturing ease as well as cooling. 

The actual geometry analyzed is that formed by continuous 

fins attached to the back sides of a solar panel in such a ~ay as to 

form rectangular cooling passages. (See Figure 1.3.15) By varying 

the values of friction factor and heat transfer coefficient, the 

same analysis may be made by proper interpretation, to apply to 

'• 

other geometries including short fins aligned with the coolant flow direction. 

Referring to this geometry, the cell temperature at any 

point, Z, along the channel is 

~ x·z ~ x· 
T = T + a + a 

a pVACP ~ 
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The electrical power output per unit panel surface ar~a is. 

The·co~ling system will consume power at tne rate 

The channel dimensions X', X, y and L, and the axial 

coordinate Z are defined in Figure 1.3.15. In addition we define 

A = channel flow area 

b = channel "wetted" perimeter 

C = fluid specific heat p 

De = channel equivalent diameter where De = ~ 
e = fin effecttveness applied to trie c~annel perimeter 

f = Darch-Weisbach friction factor 

g = gravitational a·cceleration 

h.= heat transfer coefficient 

K = fluid thermal conductivity 

P = cell electrical pow~r output per unit area e 
Pp = coolant pumping power per untt cell area 

P net.= P e - P p 
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r0 = reference temperature on which cell characteristics 

are based 

'~· T _·;·coolant._;'nlet temperature a - .. 
T = cell temperature 

.. ..,.-- .-... ;; .. ·: 

V = fluid veloc~ty 

Re = Reynold's number 

R _ PVDe. , ; .. 
e :-·-.-.. ·.•.--. 

. \l 

P = Pran·dtl nllmber r 
' . c \l 

P = L r .K 

.. 

a = cell temperature coefficient 

n0 = cell conversion efficiency at referenc-e temperature 

n =cell efficiency at temperature T, it is assumed that 

,, = n O fl - 6 ( T - TO ) ] 

p = coolant density 

J.J =coolant vi·scosity 

. ~s incident solar energy flux per unit cell area 

~a = heat flux to be dissipated per unit cell area 

We will .also mak~ the following approximations appli~able 

to rectangular channel of_ high aspec~ ratio 

'b = 2y 

"' and assume that X= X'. 
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The net power delivered to the inverter by the solar panel 

and cooling system is · 

where the cell temperature has been averaged over the pan~l surface. 
' • I, <• -~ • • : :-~ ' 

We wish to choose the geometric and flow parameters that 
t ~ 1_ • . . ~. 

L- ' 

maximize Pnet within certain practical restraints. It was found that 
i ' 

forced air cooling generally leads to an optimizatlb'n point in the 

turbulent flow regime while liquid cooling wiJl be ;,n, the. laminar 
• •• .J •' • ' 

range. Thus both forms of Equation 1.3.6 must be examined. 

For low Reynolds number turbulent flow, the friction factor 

may be correlated by 

f = F(R)-· 2 

and the heat transfer coefficient by 

~ = H(R) ·8(Pr) l/J: 

lienee F am.l H are dimensionless empirically derived constants. We 

have taken F = .22 and H = .023 as base case values. However, in the 

course of parametric analysis, F and H were varied together while 

holding t~eir rat~b constant~ This kind of va~i~tion, based ~n the 

heat transfer-friction factor analogy would be expected with short 

thin fins aligned in the flow direction - that is where most of the 

pressure drop is caused by skin losses as opposed to form losses. 
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If we define 

then 

T = yV 
t 

x = xl. 2 
t 

(1.3. 7) 

where Wt is the relative loss in power per unit area with reference 

to the idealized case with no temperature coefficient. The subscript 

t· merely indicates applicability to turbulent flow. 

We wish to minim1ze Wt. It is seen that no minimum exis-ts 

with respect to L andy, but that Wt will be greater the smaller L, 

and the larger y. 
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By letting 

and 

the minima with respect to • and X are given by 

Aly 1/2 -1/4 and. 
'tt = {-2-] [BtCt] ' (1.3.8} 

[j:.J 1/2 
Atly 9 1 X = [- ]' t t 21B"C y·8 

t t 

(1.3.9} 

Substituting the values ofTt and xt from Equations (L3.8} 

and (1.3.9} into Equation (1.3.7}, then 

W = .?_~ 2AL \BCJ l/4 
t n

0 
y 

/'~(~;2K ~~~ (no~,J'4 ~~.] l/2t(2~,a~'4 (1.3.10) 
In Equation (1.3.10}, the parameters have been grouped. 

into the (1) fin geometry characteristics, (2) the fluid properti~s. 

(3} the solar cell properties, (4) the solar flux level, and (5} the 

flow characteristics respectively. The values of$ an~_n0 have b~~n 

varied from the base case .above to show their effect on power 

degradation as plotted in Figure 1.3.16. 
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For laminar flow in a rectangular channel with constant 

. surface heat flux 

~nd 

Then 

··where 

tR. = vy 

- ···x2< .. ·x = . 
R. 

The optimization point is at 

h = 140 K . 
17 X 

6P =~ 
X 

'• I ~ o 

~ '•. ·. ', . . ... 

'' 

't = t!~YJ/l~ll/4 
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A computer program was written, with both a turbulent 

and a laminar flow version, to calculate optimum fin spacing and fluid 

flow velocity with the other parameters specified. Parametric studies 

were then performed for various channel lengths, fin widths, and incident 

solar fluxes. These were Ciohe with both ·air and water properties and 

under the assumptions of both laminar and turbulent flow. The results 

of these studies are sunvnarized i'n Tablel.3.8. It should be kept 

in mind that the laminar flow results·are valid only for Reynolds numbers. 
. . . 

below about 2,200 while the turbulent flow results app·ly only for 

Reynolds numbers larger than that number. 

It should be understood that these results are for preliminary 

design evaluations only. Exact channel shapes should be evaluated 

in detail design calculations. 

These results make quantitative the following more or 

less obvious points: 

1) While the incident solar energy may be concentrated onto 

a smaller cell area,. the heat transfer area for dissipating 

most of that energy cannot be reduced without a penalty 

in efficiency. 

2) Short parallel channels are superior in terms of cooling 

the one long or series connectP.d coolant channels. 

3) Water is much superior to air as a coolant but this 

advantage may be offset by the need for purchasing heat 

transfer equipment to cool the water. 
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~~ . . ... . . . .. ~ ·-
' . Table 1.3.8 . .. (: ·.. ~. 

:Equivalent Temperature Excess (T- Ja) 

..... Thermal Flux.= 0.1 W/cm2 

(Laminar Flow) 
Fin Width· Channel Length Temperature 

(Turbulent Flow) 
Temperature 

f2r~~Q~~ir_gQQl1~s 

1 .0 in. . .. 2 .. 75_ ft. 
. ' 

2.0 2.75 
3.0 2.75 
·l.o ' 8.0 
2.0 .8~o 

3.0 8.0 

~!!~LgQQ}1~g 

1.0 in. 2.75 ft. 
2.0 2.75 
3.0 2.75 
1.0 8.0 
2.0 8.0 
3.0 8.0 
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12.6 oc 
8.9 
7.2 

21.1 
15.2 
12.4 

0.22 oc 
0.15 
0.12 
0.32 
0.26 
0. 21 

. · •'. 

14.7 oc 
10.3 
8.5 

25.1 
~ 17.8 

14.5 

. 0.38 oc 

0.27 
0.22 

'·· . 



1.3.3.2 Passive Cooling 

Passive cooling is feasible for modest concentration ratios 

and can lead to lower equipment and maintenance costs. Passive 

cooling relies on radiation.heat transfer, natural convection to the 

atmosphere and/or the wind. Using standard heat transfer correlation:s, 

cell temperature has been calculated versus surface heat flux for 

several cases as plotted in Figure 1.3.17. 

Curve I assumes both sides of the panel exposed for heat 

transfer to calm air by radiation and natural convection. Curve IV 

represents the front surface only exposed~ Curve II assumes the addition 

of l/2 in. wide fins one inch apart on the back· surface while Curve 1II 

superposes the effect of a 5 kt. wind on the front surface only. 
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Fig. I. 3. 17 -Variation of solar cell temperature with heat flux 
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1.3.4 Module Design 

1.3.4.1 RPS Module 

The design of the RPS module follows the dimensioning procedures 

set forth in Section 1.3.2.1 -Basic Photovoltaic Modularity. For ease 

of discussion, the module dimensions referred to will always. be center-

line dimens·ions -- 3211 x 96 11 
-- rather than the actual physical dimension 

or the module. 

1.3.4.1.1 Background 

Design studies for the RPS module centered primarily on 

structurally and visually integrating the. module into the residential 

roof structure (see Fi9ure 1.3.18). Structural integration allowed 

for the module to replace conventional building materials such as 

plywood and roofing membrances, and therefore, could give a cost credit 

to the rooftop portion of the photovoltaic system of about $1 per 

square foot of roof surface replaced. 

1.3.4.1.2 Flat Plate _$_yste111 

The design of the RPS flat plate module, that part of the 

rooftop unit which includes the glass, the desiccant spacer, the 

photovoltaic cells and the thermal absorber plate, follows the 

dimensioning procedures set forth in Section 1.3.2 ,.. Module Analysis. 

For ease in discussion, the module dimensions referr.ed to will always 

be center-line dimension (32 11 x 96 11
) rather than the actual physica.l. 

dimensions of the module. Because a total system design was set forth 

with a life-cycle cost or pay-back period of 30 years, the system that 

was to be designed would have to be reasonably inexpensive to build under 
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volume conditions as well as inexpensive to maintain. Therefore, a 

closed integral glass and absorber plate system was used (see 

Figures 1~3.18 and 1.3.19). 

The glazing or cover plate, a single piece of glass, is 

3/16 11 water-white crystal as mentioned in Section 1.3.2- Module Analysis. 

Double glazing was avo i ded because the transmission loss through both 

pieces of glass would decrease the electricai productivity of the 

module by approximately 15 percent. Although double glazing acting 

as an insulating space would increase the thermal production of the 

module especially in areas of the country where daytime winter 

temperatures are significantly lower than the collector body, we are in 

this case optimizing for electrical production (see Figure 1.3.20). 

The spacer between the glass and the absorber plate is a metal 

channel with an encased desiccant to absorb moisture which might leak 

into the sealed air space and condense on the cover glass or the 

photovoltaic cells, thus causing reduced electrical production or 

damage to the module. 

The absorber is a 11 Roll-bond 11 R type copper panel which has a 

flat top surface to receive the photovoltaic cells. The cells are in turn 

bonded to the absorber panel with a thin layer of silicone sealant 

which will accommodate thermal expansion. This panel would then be 

bonded, along with the desiccant spacer and the glazing into an integral 

airtight unit which would be received on the rooftop by a neoprene 

lattice glazing system. 

R Roll-Bond is an Olin-Brass Corporation Trademark 
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Figure 1.3.18- Artists sketch of a residence suitable for the region represented by 
Cleveland, Madison and Wilmington 



t i! ' 

. . .. . . ! I II ' .. figure 1.3.19 -Artist's sketch of a residence suitab1e for the region re?resented bY At1anta 
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The photovoltaic array is kept within its.optimum thermal 

operating range by circulating water through channels in the absorber 

panel (see Figure 1.3.21). A more detailed discussion will b~ given to 

the piping and module interconnection problems in Section 1.5.1 -

RPS Array Structure. 

1.3.4.1.3 RPS Air Cooled Photovoltaic Array 
Module 

The residential silicon SC module is in this case identical 

to the modu 1 e ·design deve 1 oped for the CPS sys terns (see Section 

1.3.4.2). 

·'.:. ... 
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1.3.4.2 IPS and CPS Modules. 

A large number of module designs were made for the, CPS owing 

to the great flexibility available there for use of tracking and 

concentrating arrays. Selected results from these designs were then 

used for th.e IPS. 

Following development of five types of CPS Modules, a 

structural analysis was performed on each design. The purpose of the 

analysis was to insure that all modules were designed to the sam~ 

operational parameters as the CPS Arrays, and that all modules were 

designed to one set of criteria allowing direct cross-comparison. ;The 

factors of module weight and concentration ratio are the most significant 

features which must be considered in the choice of the most efficient . 

module design to be used. 

Parametric variations of size and wind loading were not 

performed for the modules as they .were for the CPS Arrays. But, 

several dimensional parameters (e.g., width, sheet thickness, fin depth 

.and fin quantity) were varied to arrive at the optimUm structural 

design of the Flat Plate and the Vee-Trough Modules. 

In performing thP. structural analysis of each of the modules, 

it was assumed that current fabrication technology .and materials would 
. . 

be employed in their construction because little change in these areas 

is expected in the next ten years. The types of fabri cati·on used were 

roll formed panels, welded construction using structural extrusions and 

epoxy _bonded roll formed components. 

The structural materials chosen for construction.were Type 1100 

Aluminum·for all major load bearing components· and polycarbonate plastic 
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or soda-lime-silica glass for glazing of the module in two of the 

designs developed. These materials were chosen for their low cost. 

resistance to environmental deterioration and availability. 

For those applications where the module is exposed to strong 

winds, the substrate .must be adequate to withstand the same wind lo~dings 

as those experienced by the array without suffering damage. This is 

particularly important where large-area cells are being used. If the 

module is not properly designed, the deflection of the substrate under 

wind loading can be enough to shatter the cells. Also, the heat 

transfer eleme~t adds depth to the module, whether by fins or channel 

walls, which adds to the structural rigidity. 

In order to properly account for the structural limitations 

on module design, criteria have been established for the development 

of the cross-sectional properties of all of the modules. These are: 

•.' 

1. . T~e maxi111u1ii bending strc~~ in the modulE> must be less 
;·. \', '• 

than .or equal to 75% of the yield stress when the 

module is subjected to a uniform 146 kG/m2 (30lb/ft2) 

1 oads. 

2. The minimum radius of curvature allowable for the 

silicon cell must be 61 em (?4 in) to preclude cell 

fracture under the 146 kG/m2 (30 11J/rt2) load. The 

deflection of th~ module must be small enough to 

accommodate this requirement. 

3. · The module will be loaded to no more than 75% of the 

critical buckling load that will cause elastic 

instability in the module cross-section. 
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Consider a 81 em x 244 c~ (32 in x 96 in) module. The wind load, 

uniformly distributed on the.module, is 

W = 146 kG/m2 X (81 X 244] 
t 104 

= 288 kG (640 lb) 

.... _~;:;' • . • ..,: j • 

The maximum moment for a simply supported beam (supported at each end) 

with a span of length L carrying the distributed load W, is 

M = 1/8 W L 

The minimum section modulus (ratio of moment of inertia and distance 

from section neutral axis to outermost edge) required to meet 

the stress criteria is related to the maximum moment by 

M Zs = -=--=,;:.-....,-0.75 sy 

where z5 is the section modulus and SY is the yield stress .of the 

material used. 

The radius of curvature of the elastic curve line (maximum 

1 imi.t for elastic deformation) for a deflected simple beam is defined 

as 

so that 

E I 
- r P--M-

I = pM 
r E 
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where 

where 

p = radius of curvature 

E = elastic modulus 

I. = minimum moment of inertia required to meet the r . ~. 
curvature criterion 

·The.critical buckling load is 

9n~ 18 
Wcritical = L2 

C = torsional' rigidity (ratio of angle of twist to twisting· 

torque) 

I8 = minimum moment .of inertia required to meet the 

buckling criterion 

Based on the design specification that the wind load will be no more 

than 75% of the critical load 

Solving·for I8, 

= _w_ 
wcritica1 0.75 

''\. 

For the cases considered, I8 has been larger than Ir' and it represents 
. . . . 

the constraining moment of inertia. Th~tefore, to be consistent 

with the design criteria which have been adopted, a module design 

must have a moment of inertia greater than I8. 
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The first step in the eva1uation of the Flat Plate and Vee-Trough 

Modules was to develop a catalogue of section properties based on . . . . -· 

various cross-sectional parameters. In the case of the Fresnel and 

Compound Parabolic Collector Modules,_ a partfcular design configuration 

for each one was picked to suit the optical performance criteria. 

Those configurations were then used to develop the section properties 

of each design. 

The·next step in the analysis is to calculate thel.imiting 

'Values of the section properties as explained in the previous section, 

i.e., z5, Ir and I 8 ~. These values assure that the module designs will 

meet the design criteria developed earlier. 

The values of z5, Ir and I8 are all dependent-on the way the 

module is supported. Two cases have been considered. In Case I, shown· 

in Figure 1.3.22) the module is supported along its lateral edges with 

fins parallel to the longitudinal axis, while in Case II, the module 

is supported along the· longitudinal edges with the fins parallel to 

the lateral axis. The span in Case I is three times greater than that 

in Case II, therefore the section modules and moment of inertia 

will have to be greater for the Case I module. This requirement for 

added. rigidity implies the use of thicker material, so the Case I 

mddule will be heavier tha~ that of Case II. 
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The final step in the analysis is to compare the limiting 

va 1 ues of ·zS, I r and f B to the values of Z and I ca 1 cul a ted for· the 

module sections. The most economical module design from the standpdint· 

of structural integrity, ·was then picked f.rom the available configurations. 

It corresponded to the lightest weight section whose valyes of Z and r·: 

exceeded the limiting values of z5 , Ir and 18 . 

An area recommended for further analysis is the structural 

design of the modules which would be water cooled. The calculations 

performed for this analysis -consider only wind loading and neglect the 

weight of the module and any cooling water than might be assqciated 

with it. 

l' 

A total.of twenty two module designs were developed during, 

this ·program;. :one of each of five design .configurations was carried . 

through all phases of the project. These designs are the Flat Plate, 

the Vee-Trough, the Fresnel,and two types (3X and. lOX concentration) 

of Compound Parabolic Collector·modules, as shown in Fig~re 1.3.23· 

A brief description of each module design appears in Tables 1.3.9 

through 1.3.13. 

Two methods of incorporating the fin geometry into the 

substrate for the passive cdoling of the sol@r cells have bee~ in

vestigated. The first method involves roll forming, a process in which 

an aluminum sheet is essentially folded into the desired shape. ·The 

two sides of a fin a~e then' held together by tabs periodically not~hed 

in the fin and folded· back, or by an occasional spot weld. 
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TABLE 1.3.9 

Flat Plate Module 

. ( pi g ure 1. 3 . 2.3 ) 

lX concentration ratio.· · · 

32 11 wide X 96 11 long ... 

95 cooling· fins; 0.012 11 thick x 1 in. · · 

deep x 30 11 1 ong .. · 

1100-0 Aluminum x 0.006 in. thick roll 
' . , 

formed construction. 

5.09 lbs. total weight, · 

- 21.33 ft2 projected module front s~rface .·area. 

21~33 ft~ cell area. 
2 . . . . . 

0. 24 1 b/ft weight/unit are~ 

;, 

. . . ~ ' 

. ' . . ~ 

i 53 

'•·'!c• 



TABLE 1.3.10 

Vee-Trough Module 

(Figure 1 . 3-. 23) 

- 2X concentration ratio. 

- ·32 11 wide x 96 11 long 

- 24 cooling/reflector troughs; 2 in. 

on a Slde all angles 60° X 32 11 long. 

- 1100-0 Aluminum x 0.008 in. thick 

roll formed construction. 

- 4.55 lbs. total weight 
I') 

- 0.21 lb/ft' weight/unit area 
'l 

21.33 ft'" projected modul t:! front surface area. 

- 9.58 ft2 cell area. 
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TABLE 1. 3. 11 

Fresnel Module 

{Figure 1.3.23) 

- lOX concentration ratio. 

- 32 in. wide x 96 in. long. 

- 11 linear or circular fresnel 

lenses 7.87 in. wide x 32 in. 

long· .. 

- 1100-0 and 1100~18 Aluminum, welded 

extrusions and roll formed construction. 

- 120.2·lbs. total weight 
') 

- 5.64 lb/ft~ weight/unit area 

- 21 . 33 ft2 projected modu 1 e front s.urface area. 

- 1.80 ft2 cell area. 

- Glass or plastic fresnel lens. 
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TABLE 1. 3.12 

3X CPC Module. 

(Figure 1.3.23) 

3X concentration ratio. 

- 32 in. wide x 96 in. long. 

~ .40 Compound Parabolic Collector 

lenses, 2.37 in. wide x.4.45 in. 

deep x 30 in. long. 

- ·1100-0 and 1100-18 Aluminum roll 

formed and epoxy .bonded construction. 

- 57.27lbs. total weight 

- .2. G.a ll.J/Ft2 weight/unit area 
n 

21.·33 ft" projected module front surface ar·ea. 

6.12·ft2 cell area. 

- .,Glass or plastic cover glazing. 
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TABLE 1.3.lj 

lOX CPC Module 

(Figure 1.3.23) 

- lOX concentration ~atio. 

- 32 in: wid~ x 96 in: long. · 

13 Compound Pa~~bolic Collectof 

lenses, 7.16 in. wide x 21:65 in. 

deep x 30 in. long . 

. - )100-0-and 1100-18 Aluminum roll 

formed·and epoxy bonded construction. 

- 76.30 lbs. total ·weight 

- 3.58 lb/ft2 weight/unit ·a:rea 

- 21.~3 ~~2 projected modUle front surface area. 

1.99 ft2 cell area 

- Glass or ·plastic cover glazing: 
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The other process considered is extrusion. Based on present 

technology, the minimum section thickness for an extrusion is 0.1 em . 

(0.~4 in), and the ratio bf overall section width to the thickness 

of the thinnest element should not exceed 70:1. These constraints 

are·both violated for the thicknesses of 0.015 em to 0.08 em (.006 in 

to .:032 in) and overall dimensions 81 em x 244 em (32 in x 96 in) bei.ng 

·cons.idered for the optimjzed module. An attempt to conform to these· 

limitations would result in a module which is much heavier and more 

costly than the same module made by the roll-forming process. 

From this discussion, it appears that a module can be 

manufactured, using roll formed construction, with sufficient rigidity 

to withstand 146 kG/m2 (30 lb/ft2) loading without consequent damage 

to the cells. The unit can be very light, as low as 2.2 kG (5 lb), 

and because it is made from aluminum,it has the added advantage of 

good heat transfer to the ambient. In addition, ways to integrate 

either for~eq air or liquid cooling channels into the substrate have 

been conceived. These should afford the greatest advantage in both 

heat transfer and structural support. 

Figure 1.3.24 shows a plot of the module weight ·factor (module 

weight/unit surface area) versus cell area. It was made from the data 

contained in Table 1.3.14, Module Weight and Area Parameters. From 

it the relationship between the factors influencing the cost of the 

modules can be visualized. Since the weight/unit area of the module 

and the cell area contained {~ th~ module are both directly proportional 
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TABLE 1 . 3. 14 
~-.v ~ 

Module Weight and Area Parameters 
.... ~ .6~,./1···~ 1 ·:. · .. ·.. . -

-·:n i c' 

Module Module Weight 
Module No. Sutface At·ea Per Unit 

(Concentration Module Wgt.- Cell Area (Projected) Surface/ ~rea 
Ratio} ( l.b} (ft2) ' ' ( ft2) (lb/ft ) 

I 
(lX) ' 5. 09 'i~\- 21.3 ,. 21.3 0.24 

II 
(2X) 4.55 9.58 21.3 0.21 

III 
(lOX) 120·~ 2 1.80 21.3 . 5.64 ' 

IV 
( 3X)' 57.3 6.12 21.3 2.68 

IV 
( 1 OX) 76.3 1.99 21.3 3.58 . 

'.~ .. . 
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to the cost of these components, the relative proportions of cell cost 

to structural mat~rial cost can be obtained from Figure 1.3.24. 

Selection of a single preferred Module design, as in the 
' · -, ::·.·· :·bfrV 

case of array structures, will·not be as straightforward as picking 

the li.gh~est weight design. The two major factors involved in the 

choice of~he most economical o~erall design are cell;cost .and . 
. "' ' ~ 

' 'l .. .··': · .. J: 
struttural .. material cost. Depending on· the magnitudes .. ·of each of 

these cost~ the most economical module design will vary_.~ith 

time. 

As the long term cost of silicon cells is reduced,the 

module with the largest cell area and leist structural material will 

be most cost effective. This can be seen in Figure 1.3.24where the 

Flat Plate and the Vee-Trough modules are shown having the highest 

cell area and a very low structural material content. 

However, in the short run, with the cost of silicon cells being 

very high in relation to the cost of the structural material~ the 

Fresnel and the CPC modules w1th lOX concentration ratios will be the most 

cost effective. 

Finally, incorporation of any of the module designs into 

a Central Power Station system· will introduce many other general 

economic factors and trade-offs which have an indirect but none-the-less 

strong influence on the choice of the.final design to be chosen. 

Areas for further analysis include: deta1led design of the 

·modules to reduce the material content and construction complexity 
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to .minimize the cost of the structural components; analysis of the 

modules to provide structural integrity for water cooled versions; 

development of operat1ng and maintenance costs for all modules; 

and construction of 1:4 scale operational prototypes of the most cost 

effective des 1 gn in today • s economy. 
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1.3.5 Cost Estimates 

1.3.5.1 RPS 
·. :' 

Cost estimates for the RPS module~ are d~fficult ~o present . , 

in simplified form because seven different sit~s throughout the country 

were considered, and t~e costs of material and labor vary with each 
. . ' .. ~ . ~~.OiJ . . 

site. Complete lists of material and labor required for installation 

are provided for each site in Section 1.5.1 of this volume, which will 

not be repeated here. However, array costs averaged over all seven 

sites are presented in the following table. 

Two types of silicon modules were used for the RPS designs. 

One included removal of array excess thermal energy using water as a 

heat transfer mechanism to make possible the use of the thermal 

energy to satisfy a portion of the heating load of the residence. The 

second type of module made no use of the array excess thenna 1 energy, 

and dissipated it using air cooling fins. 

Average costs for both water and air-cooled silicon arrays 

are presented in Table 1.3.15. The solar cell costs per unit area 

are the same for both types of modules, but the more costly thennal 

portion of the water cooled array reflects the necessity to form 

water channels in the substrate material as opposed to simple fins 

needed for air cooling. 
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. Tab 1 e 1 . 3 . 1 5 · ' ~ ., 

Average RPS Module Cost~.· · 

Item Units 1985 1990 2000 
.lnrr-· 

Water Cooled s·; 
-1!!'~------------

Thermal $/~2· 85 
., 

65 45 

$Jm2 
. ' . 

' · So 1 ar Ce 11 · · ·· 50 40 20. 

·. TOTAL·· 2 .. $/m. 135 105 •65' 

Air Cooled Si -------------
Thennal $/m 

2 
25 20 20 

Solar Cell $1m2 50 40 20 

TOTAL $1m2 75 60 40 
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1 • 3. 5. 2 IPS 

The modules considered for use in IPS designs are the 

same as those considered for the CPS . .- The :cost estimates for these 

modules are included in the next section;·' ··· ' 

1. 3. 5. 3 CPS . -
. ... . ... 

Cost estimates for the five types of modules considered 

for the design of CPS ~ystems ar.e shown:,i.n .. Table 1.3.16. These are based 

on detailed designs which were used to obtain estimate.s of !J1aterial 
. ' ' .. 

and labor for high volume manufacture of each one. Mat~rial cost 

estimates are based on ~eight. 



Tab 1 e 1 . 3. 16 

Cost Estimates. for 3211 x 9611 Modul.es 

Geometric 
Concentration Module Cost (Less Cells) P(lcking 

Module Type Ratio· , Weight [KG] ( 1975 $) Factor 

Flat Plate lX 2.3 2.30 1.0 

V-Trough 2~ 2.1 2.04 0.9 

Fresnel lens lOX 54.6 51.06 jl.84 

Compound Parabolic 3X 26.0 13.40 0.86 

Compound Parabolic lOX 34.6 27.66 0.93 
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LIS-P 
PAI\I~L 

Fl~ES PLOTl~DUMMi 
DIM A$(198J,B$(198J 
PHI NT 12, U 0 
HEAD #2.oliVO 

LET VO=V0+200 
PRINT 12~ 1;VO 
IF VO>lOOO THEN 1440 

20 
40 
60 
80 
100 
120 
140 
160 
180 
200· 
220 
2·40 
260 
280 
100 
320 
340 
360 
380 
400 
440 
460 
480 
500 
520 
540 
560 
600 

LET A$=•PANEL ~OwErt<P>.oVOLTAGE<V> AND EFFICIENC~CE> VERSUS TEMPEHAB 

620 
640 
660 
681) 
700 
720 
740 
760 
780 
800 
820 
840 
860 
880 
900 
9~0 
940 
960 
980 
1000 
~020 
1040 
1060 
1080 
1100 
1120 
1140 

PHINT ll,lJA$ . 
LET A$=•DIFFEhENTIAL<D>DESIGN VOLTAGE, VO=• 
LET A$CLENCA$)+1l=CONVCVO> 
LET A$CLENCAS>+ll=aT1=TO+DELTA T, T2=to• 
P.kiNT #l;A$ 
LET As:::•nPVE" 
PHI NT It; A$ 
kEM 10=1985 DATA 
DATA "tEAR 19H5 SILICON CELLS" 
DATA 3•47371E-02~7·1972E-06,•652.o•34.o•92,1·12.o•0001 
DATA ·002~·0002.o·OOl,•Ol,•00875.o•005~·0005 
DATA "tEAk 2000 SILICON CELLS" 
DATA 3·44318E-02~7·4348E-06.o•0308.o•34.o•92~1·12,•0001 
DATA "tEAh 1985 CADMIUM-SULPHIDE CELLs• 
DATA ·0275.o0~·0015~1.o•95~·9~0 
DATA .oo1~o .. o,.ot~o .. o~o 

.RESTORE 460 
HEAD H$ 
READ Kl~K2.oK3.oK4.oK5.oK6.oK7 

READ CO.oCl.oC2.oC3.oC4.oCS.oC6 
HEM DATA BLOCK 
LET Wl=2*2•54 
LF.T Ml=·1 
LET L2:::9~*2•54· 

.LET \¥2=32*2•54 
LET M2=1 
LET S2=1 
LET D2:z4Q 
LET E3=·97 
LET UO=l 
LET Ul=UO 
LET U2= 1· 
LET T0=325 
FOR T1=TO TO T0+40 STEP 2 
LET T2=TO 
LET H0=·5 
HEM PANEL GEOMETh¥ 
LET Al=1 
GOSUB 2660 

LET R=Hl 
GOSUB 3200 
LET IJ1 =V 
LET NO=VO/CE3*E3°V> 
LET N1=INTCCW2-?. 0 M2>1CW1+Ml>> 
LET N2=INTCN0°S2)Nl+l> 
LET Ll=CL2-2°M2>1N2-M.l 
LET Al=w1*L1 
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1160 LET N3=INTCRO*CNI*N2>> 
1180 LET N4=N1*N2-N3 
1200 REM EXECUTE 
1220 IF T11TO THEN 1260 
1240 GOSUB 1460 
1260 LET R=1•5*K4/Al 
1280 GOSUB 36?.0 
1300 GOSUB 4600 
1320 IF T11TO THEN 1360 
1.~40 GO SUB 168 0 
1~60' .. PRINT 11J2*CT1-TO>~P~V~100~E 
1380 NEXT T1 
1400 ·PRINT U1;"END• 
1420 CHAIN JRPLOT 
1440 STOP 
1460 REM CELL DATA PRINT SUB 
1480 GOSUB 2680 
1500 LET R=R1 
1520 GOSUB 2360. 
1540 IF Tl=TO THEN 1600 
1560 GOSUB 2760 
1580 GOSUB 2360 
1600 IF T2=T1 THEN 1660 
1620 GOSUB 2840 
1640 GOSUB 2360 
1660 RETURN 
1680 REM PRINT PANEL DATA SUB 
1700 PRINT ••; 
1720 PRINT "PANEL DATA1 •;B$ 
1740 :LENGTH=##Ie##CM WIDTH=~I#•I#CM AREA=IIeiiM2 
1760 :MARGINS: PANEL=##· ##CM. CELL=## • ###CM 
1780 :DESIGN VOLTAGE=I#H#VOLTS NO• OF STRINGS=## 
1800 :cELLS/STRING=#### CELLS/PANEL=#### CELLS/DIODE=### 
1820 '1111 ACROSS BY 1#11 DOWN PACKING FACTOR=•### 
1840 IREGION-1 T=I##DEG K 1NTENSITY=I#•##IWATTS/CM2 NO.OF CELLS=#### 
1860 IVOC=I#I#·#IVOLTS ISC=#I##•#I#AMPS 
1880 IVP =llfiii•IIIVOLTS . IP =#lllfl•lllfiAMPS POWER=#I1##e##WATTS 
1900 IEFFICIENCV=##el#% FILL=•#### 
1920 :R/CELL=•II##OHMS R/INTERCONNECT=·#### R TOTAL=#Iei#OHMS 
1940 :PANEL COST=$##~#·## $##fl#•fiii1KW 
1Y60 .~HINT USlN~ 17401L2~W21L2*~2/10000 

1980 PRINT USING 17801VO~S2 

2000 PRINT USING 17601M21Ml 
2020 PRINT USING 18001Nl*N2/S~~Nl*N21D2 

2040 PRINT USING 1820~Nt~N21Nl*N2*Al/CW2*L2> 

~060 PRlNT USING 19201Rl~R-Rl~CN3+N4>*R/S2 
2080 .PRI~T USING 18401l1T11U1*•11N3· 
2100 PRINT USING 1840~2~T2~U2*•11N4 

.2120 PRINT USING l8601V31I3 
2140 PRINT USING 1880~V~I~P 

2160 PRINT USING 1900,100*E,F 
2180 PRINT USING 19401ZOIZ0*1000/P 
2200' PRINT ••; I 

2220 RETURN 
2240 REM PRINT PANEL TABLE SUB 
2260 PRINT ••J 
2280 . PRINT USING 2~00~· vo·~· VP·~· . IP·~·POWER·~· EFF·~·$"1"$/KW" 
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2300 
2320 
2340 
2360 
2380 
2400 
2420 
2440 
2460 
2480 
2500 
2520 
2540 
2560 
2580 
2600 
2620 
2640 
2660 
2680 
2700 
2720 
2740 
2760 
2780 
2800 
2820 
2840 
2860 
2880 
2900 
2920 
2940 
2960 
29~0 
3000 
3020 
3040 
3060 
3080 
3100 
3120 
3140 
3160 
3180 
3200 
3220 
3240 
3260 
3280 
3300 
3320 
3340 
3360 
3380 
3400 
3420 

:1111•1# 1111·11 IH#HeUI ##l#ell lll#el# lll#el# 1111•11 
PRINT USING 230o~vo,v,I~P,100*E,ZO~Z0~1000/P 
RETURN 
REM CELL DATA BLOCK 
GOSUB 3200 
PRINT .... ; 
PRINT •cELL DATA, •;B$ 
:TEMP=HODDEG-K ILLUMINATION=ID#•#HIW/CM2 
:AREA=i#I•OOCM2 WIDTH=##·#OCM LENGT~=UI#e##CM 

:vOC=·U###VOLTS ISC. =##•###DAMPS. 
ZVP= •#II#HVOLTS IP =IJI.'•II###AMPS PO\oJER=(IIJI•t'IIIIWATTS 
:EFFICIENCt=#UoC#% FILL=·#### RS=I·###IOHMS 
PRINT USING 2440~T,•l*U 
PRINT USING 246Q,Al,Wl~Ll 

PRINT USING 2~80~FNVCO>,I3 
PRINT USING 25QQ,v,I,P 
PRINT USING 2520,100*E,F,Rl 
RETURN 
HEM CELL PARAMETER SUB IN=T,U,Al OUT=FNLCT>,Rl 
LET U=UO 
LET T=TO 
GOSUB 2920 
RETURN 
LET U::-Ul 
LET T=Tl 
GOSUB 2920 
RETURN 
LET U=U2 
LET T=T2 
GOSUB 2920 
RETURN 
DEF FNLCT>=<Kl+K2*T>*Al*K5*U 
LET EO=K6-<T-300>*2·8*K7 
LET IO=Al*K3*T-3*EXPC-E0*300/C.026*T>> 
LET Rl=K41Al 
RETURN 
REM CELL IV SUB IN=At,R,T,U,V OUT=I<V> 
DEF FNV<I>=<•026*T/300>*LOGCCFNL<T>-I>IIO+l>-l*R 
DEF FNI<V>=FNLCT>-IO*EXPCCV+I*R>*300/Ce026*T>> 
LET I =0 
LET I 8=FNI C V> 
IF ABS<I8-I><.Q0001 THF.N 3180 
LET 1=18 
GOTO 3100 
RETURN 
REM PMAX SUB IN=IL,Io,R~Al'U'T OUT~I~u,p,E,F 

.LET V=O 
GOSUB 3020 
LET I3=I 
DEF FNP<I>=C·026*T/300>*Cl..OGCCFNLCT>~I>IIO+l>-FNQCI>>-2*1°R 
DEF FNQCI>=I/CFNL<T>-I+IO> 
LEt 18=FNL< T> I 5 
LET 19=5*18 
LET I=CI8+19>/2 
IF ABSCFNPCI>><eOOOOl THEN .3500 
IF SGNCFNPCI>>=l THEN 3460 
LET 19=1 
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3440 
3460 
3480 
3500 
3520 
3540 
3560 
3580 
3600 
3620 
3640 
3660 
3680 
3700 
3720 
3740 
3760 
3780 
3800 
3820 
3840 
3860 
3880 
3900 
3920 
3940 
3960 
3980 
4000 
4020 
4040 
4060 
4080 
4100 
4120 
4140 
4160 
4180 
4200 
4220 
4240 
4260 
4280 
4300 
4320 
4340 
4360 

\ 4380 
.4400 
4420 
4440 
4460 
4480 
4500 
4520 
·4540 
4560 

GOTO 3360 
LET. I8=t 
GOTO 3360 
LET V=FNV<I> 
LET P=I~V 
LET E=P/C•1§U~Al> 
LET F=P/CFNVCO>~I3> 
RETURN 
LET P9=P9+V9 
REl"l STRING Pt-IA;.'( SUB IN=R•Tl•T2~Ul•U2 
LET N8=;N3 
LET N9=N14 
GOSUB 2760 
LET I3=FNLCT> 
LET V3=N3~FNVCO> 
LET J8=IO 
GOSUB 2840 
LET 13=13 MAX FNLCT> 
LET V3=V3+N~*FNVCO> 
LET J9=IO 
LET I9=I3 
LET I6=I9/5 
LET I=CIR+I9>/2 
LET U=Ul 
LET T=Tl 
LET I O=JB 
IF FNLCTl>-I>-IO THEN 4080 
LET N8=D2*!NTCN3/D?+.999> 
LET N9=N t·::·N?.-i'!~ 
LET P9=-NSv•6/D2 
LET V8=P9 
GOTO 4120 
LET P9=N8UFNPCI> 
LET V8=N8*E3~FNV<I> 
LET U=U2 
LET T=T2 
LET IO=J9 
IF FNLCT2>-I>-IO THEN 4300 
LET N9=D2*INTCN4/D2~·999> 
LET NB=NI-~tN2-N9 

LET V9=-N9*•6/D2 
LET P9=P9+V9 
GOTO 4340 
LET P9=P9+N4*FNP<I> 
LET V9=N4°E3*FNVC!) 
IF ABSCP9><•01 THEN 4460 
IF SGNCP9>=1 THEN 4420 
LET I9=I 
GOTO 3880 
LET I8::I 
GOTO 3880 
LET V=V8+V9 
LET P=I*V 
LET E=CP/•1>1CL2*W2~CRO*Ul+Cl-RO>*U2>> 
LET F::P/CV3*I3> 
RETUH.N 
REM PARALLEL. STRING PC1AX SUB 
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RETURN 
REM COST SUB 
LET ZO=Nl~N2~A1°CO 
LET ZO=ZO+W2*L2*Cl 
LET ZO=ZO+W2*L2•C2 
LET ZO=ZO+INT< N 1 *N2/D2+ 1> ~c·3 
LET ZO=ZO+Nl*N2*C4 

4580 
4600 
4620 
4640 
4660 
4680 
4700 
4720 
4740 
4760 
4780 

LET ZO=ZO+INTCI/.25+l>*Nl 0 N2*C5 
LET ZO=ZO+INT<li·25+1>*2°Nl*N2*C6 
RETURN 
END 

LEN 
02464 WORDS 
DATE 
??? 

GET-4DATE 
NO SUCH PROGRAM 
GET-$DATE 
RUN 
DATE 1751 

4/ 5/76 

DONE AT 1751 
BYE 
0203 MINUTES OF TERMINAL TIME 

OFF AT 17ZS1 
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GET-~RPLOT 

LIS-P 
-.IRPLOT 

5000 
5020 
5030 
5040 

·5060 
5070 
5080 
5100 
5120 
5140 
5200 
5220 
5240 
5250 
5260 
5280 
5300 
5320 
5340 
5360 
5380 
5400 

.5420 
5440 
5460 
5480 
5500 
5520 
5540 
5560 
5580 
5600 
5620 
5640 
5660 
5660 
5700 
5720 
5740 
5760· 
5760 
SHOO 
~I:S20 

5640 
5860 
5H80 
5900 
5920 
5?40 
5960 
5980. 
6000 
6020 
6040 
6060 
6060 
6100 

REM00000 ~LOT HOUTINE 
FILES PLOT1 
DIM A$[75J,8$[75J,C$[198JIDS[198J 
DIM S$[72J,T$[72l,M$[72l 
DIM XC1QJ,UC10J,LC10l~K[10l 
HEM TITLE/COMMENT~SYMBOL STRING 
READ ,,,,;cs,Ds~ss 
LET NO=LENCS$> 
PRINT ••;C$iD$;•• 
LET T$=·-sixA-y-· 
HEM SCALING 
MAT U=ZER 
MAT L=CON 
MAT L=Cl·E+2S>*L 
MAT K=ZER 
FOR 1=1 TO NO 
GOTO TYPCl> OF 53801532016720 
HEAD #liM$ 
IF M$=•END" THEN 5460 
STOP 
HEAD 11iXUJ 
LET UCIJ=UCil MAX XCil 
LET LCil~L[IJ MIN X(Il 
NEXT I 
GOTO 5280 
LET K(1J=CU(1J-L(1J)/71 
FO.k I=2 TO NO 
LET nCIJ=CUCIJ-LCIJ>/99 
NEXT I 
HEM PHINT PLOT 
FOR Jc60 TO 0 STEP -1 
HEAD #J,1iC$~D$,S$ 
FOR I=O TO 72 
IF l/lO+J/6-INTCI/(O>~INTCJ/6>=0 T~tN 5700 
LET 8$(1+1,1+11=" • 
GOTO 5720 
LET 8$[1+1,I+1J=••• 
NEXT I 
IF J>7 THEN 5800 
LET B$(1~1l=TSCJ+1,J+1l 
GOTO 5800 
IF J THEN 5860 
L!T B$(1il0)=~ ·~u-~~\I~~ 

. LET 8~(4,4J=S~(1,1l 
FOk K"' 1 TO NO 
GOTO TY~C1> OF 5960•5900•6720 
HEAD IJ;N$ 
IF Ms=·END• THEN 6220 
STOP 
READ IUXCKJ 
IF n> 1 THEN 6060 
LET XC1J=INTCCX[1l-L(1l>1~[1l+•5>+1 
IF XC1l>72 THEN 6.160 
GOTO 6160 
LET XCKl=INTCCXCKl-LCKl>ICKCKl/•6>+•5>+1 
IF XCKl>60 THEN 6160 
IF XCKJIJ+1 THEN 6160 
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6140 
6160 
6180 
6220 
6240 
6260 
6280 
6300 
6320 
6340 
6360 
6380 
6400. 
6420 
6440 
6460 
6480 
6500 
6520 
6540 
6560 
6720 

LET 8$CXC1J,XC1ll=S$CK,Kl 
NEXT K 
GOTO 5860 
FOR I=72 TO 1 STEP -1 
IF 8$(I,IJf• • THEN 6300 
LET B$CIJ=•• 
NEXT I 
PRINT B$ 
NEXT J 
HEM FOOTING 
LET A$=•( l ' 'SCALE FACTOR=•
FOR K= 1 TO NO 
LET A$C8,8l=S$CK,KJ 
LET A$(2,4l='"VEH'" 
LET ~$=CONVCKCKl> 
LET A~C2~J=MU~T(M$~·1o•,2> 
IF K> 1 THEN 6520 
LET AS[2,4)=•Hok• 
PRINT A$i 
PRINT • OHIGIN c•;-L(KJ;•>•. 
NEXT K 
END 
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1.4 CdS Solar Cell Module 

1.4.1 Cell Characteristics 

Thin film solar cells of the cu2S/CdS system are p-n hetero

junction semiconductor devices. They are analogous el~ctrically to 

other p-n junction solar cells differing onl~ in the magnitude of some 

of the output parameters. Figure 1 .4.1 shows the c~rrent voltage char

acteristic curve of a unit area cu2S/CdS thin film solar cell at full 

sunlight (AMl) illumination at 25°C as projected for the 1985 to 1990 

time period. 

As the light intensity decreases, the cell output decreases 

; ' 

as shown in Figure 1.4.2. The short circuit current varies in direct 

proportion to the incident light intensity, but the open circuit voltage 

remains about the same. As the cell temperature changes, the open circuit 

voltage changes inversely with the temperature as shown in Figure 1 .4.3, 

but the short circuit current remains about the same. 

Over wide ranges of sunlight,illumination intensities, and panel 

operating temperatures, the shape of the current-voltage curve remains 

the same. The curve translates in the X direction about -1.5 mV per 0c 

temperature chanqe, and translates in the Y direction in direct ptoportion 

to the illumination level. Illumination intensity can change due to the 

angle of the sun with the norma 1 to the p 1 ane of the ce.ll s ( fo 11 owi nq the 

cosine law), or due to partial cloud cover . 

. At 25°C the open circuit voltage wiil average 0.53 volts, and 

the short circuit current will average about 26 mA per cm2 of cell area 

at full sunlight intensity. Under these conditions the thin film solar 

cells are 10.0% efficient. The system performance characteristics 
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predicted for the 1985+ time period for thin film arrays are based on 

these parameters. This is thought to be conservative and the actual 

parameters achieved at that time are likely to be higher. 

Array performance using CdS solar cells was simulated by 
. . 

Professor Martin Wolf using a proprietary computer program. His simu-

lations included as input one year of weather data, and provided as 

output the annual energy output in kilowatt-hours and peak power output. 

in kilowatts· per unit area of cell. Simulations were performed using 

Phoenix weather and several types of array designs. The simulations 

of the CdS solar cell arrays ·are described in Section 2.4 of Volume 111{2). 

The analytical model used is described in the following paragraphs. 

Similar to the predictive modeling of the silicon solar cells, 

the Cu 2S/CdS thin film solar cell modeled is the one expected to be 

available in mass produc~ion in the year 1985. While the modeling 

of the silicon solar cells was done entirely by the University of 

Pennsylvania team, the predicted perform~nce data for the tu2S/CdS cell 

were supplied by Fred Shirland of the Westinghouse Research Laboratory. 

The silicon solar cell is represented in the program by its 

commonly used model for the pn-junction device: 

q{V-jRs) . AL 2 
j = jo [exp{- -AkT ) -1] -JL A. [A em..; ] 

J 
{1.4.1) 
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where j = terminal current. 
, . 

v = terminal Voltage • ~- •• -,, j-..., • : 

' r~ ~ 

jo = diode saturation current density •• •• .. '\ ~~ ... < • : 

- . jl = 1 i ght generated current dens i.ty r (>:I> 

A = empirical adjustment factor (A = 1 for 1985 ·and 

2000 silicon solar cells). 

Rs = effective lumped series resistance based on unit 

junction area 

AL .- light exposed area 

A. 
J 

= junction area 

T = cell temperature 

q,k = physical cons·tants (electronic charge, Boltzman constant) 

Terminal voltage, maximum power point, open circuit voltage, power under 

given load conditions, etc. are all derived from this relationship. ·The· 

quantities jl and j
0 

are the determining quantities in this relationship. 

The applicability of the mathematical model represen·ted by 

Equation (1.4.1) to the cu2S/CdS thin film solar cell has not. been determined 

for: the complete range of light intensity and temperature cove~ed in the 

present simulated output runs. For the purposes of this program, however,. 

the cu2S/CdS cell was modelled in conformance with Equation (1.4.1), with 

an empirical light generated ~urrent value ·of 25 mA/cm2 for idealized Air 

Mass 1 conditions. This light generated current was scaled linearly with . . 
available light intensity disr:egarding any effects of changing spectral. 

distribution due to. varying atmospheric attentuation. 
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To closely approximate the current-voltage characteristic at 

298°K, a saturation current value j
0 

= 3 x lo- 11 A cm-2 was chosen, 

together with an A-value (adjustment factor in exponent) of 1.0. These 

values provide an open circuit voltage of 0.528 V, and a maximum power 

point of 23.2.mA cm-2 at· 0.43 V, for an output of 10 mW cm-2 at an 

irradiance of 100 mW cm-2. 

The temperature dependence has been represented by a decrease 

of the open circuit voltage by 1.6 mV per degree Celsius. This temp

erature dependence is simulated through a temperature dependence of the 

saturation current 

Eact 
j

0 
(T) = j Tae (- """'"f<"T) 

00 

with a= 0 for the cu2S/CdS cell. 

(1.4.2) 

Using this form together with Equation (1.4.1) yields: 

dVo~ Ak . . Ta 
01 = q. [ln JL - ln J00 ·- a]; . (1.4.3) 

Equation (1.4.3) provides the j
00 

value (2.899 ~ 106 A cm-2}, with wh1ch 

the appropriate value for the activation energy Eact~l.004 eV is obtained 

from Equation (1.4.2) by use of the given value for the saturation 

current j
0 

at 298K. 

While the modeling for the cu2S/CdS cell for all runs except 
. . 

run K was done on a 11 predi cted performance 11 basis using 1 i ght generated 

current, open circuit voltage, and 11 fill factor 11 (for maximum power 

point)', run K contained a model which was more ·based on 11 predicted cell 

characteristics 11
• Thus, the A-factor was set equal to 1, and the 
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saturation was to be l·lo-10 A cm-2. Since this would have resulted in 

ah open circuit voltage under standard conditions below 0.5 V, the 

~~turati~n current was decreased to 3·10-ll A ~m- 2 . To compensate for 

th~ s~gnificantly highet fill factor even with the series resistance 

value of 1 n cm2 (0.35 n cm2 in the other runs), the light generated 

current was reduced to 25 mA cm- 2 to maintain an efficiency of approxi-

mately 10% under standard conditions. To maintain the temperature 

dependence of the open circuit voltage at 1.6 mV/ 0c at the changed 

saturation current and A-factor.values, a _j
00 

o~ 2.899·106 A cm-2 and 

an activation energy of'l.004 eV were used. 

1.4.~ Module Analysis 

·A module analysis similar to that conducted for the silico~ 

cell module was not performed for the CdS module. The purpose of per

forming the analysis on the silicon cell module was to determine optimum 

cell size and module cost as functions of module voltage. The integrated 

module concept devised for the CdS solar cell module obviates the need 

for such an analysis. This concepti~ described in Section 1.4.4. 

1.4;3 Heat Transfer 

The thin.film solar cell planned for mass production is very 

thin, thus minimizing material cOntent and cost. .It:is expected that 

cells made in the 1985 to 1990 time period will have· active cu2s and 

CdS semiconductor layers and positive and negative electrode layers each 

.a few.m~cro~s or less.in thickness. The bulk of the cell will be composed 

~f th~ i D?.ul.ati ng ·substrate and the integral glass cover, and these wi 11 

b~ ~w~t-thick_enough to pr~vid~ physical i-ntegrity to the array and 

p~otection from the environment. 
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It is expected that the substrate will be on the order of 10 

to 15 microns thick while the encapsulating cover layer will be on the 

order of 5 to 10 microns thick. Thus, the entire array structure will 
, 

be 25 t~ 30 microns thick or just over .001''. This will have a profound 

affect·on. the heat transfer properties of these arrays. 

Thus, the temperatures which the arrays will reach in equili-
.·· 

brjum in use will be determined by the structures to which they are 

attached and by the convective air flow across the surfac~·.of the arrays. 

Temperature gradients in the arrays should be very low and the rate of 

heat transfer very high. 

'.:: ..... 'f'<d 

Desi.gn approaches to handle thermal energy transfer are discussed 

in more detail in the sections concerned with each power system. Residen-

tial power systems will usually have the arrays attached like shingles to 

a wooden roof. In this c~se, because of the poor thermal conduction 

propertfes of the roof,- the array temperature rise will be appreciable 

and heat 1osses will be principally by convection to the air. For those 

systems where the solar arrays are bonded to a heat sink, the temperature 

rise will be minimal and heat losses will be principally by r.nnnuction 

to the heat sink. 
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1.4:4 Module Desiqn And Application 

1.4.4.1 Module Design . 

The thin film solar cell modules will most advantageously be 

fabricated as integrated array structures with cells interconnected 

electricall~ in ~~ri~s during original manufacture. ·The conducting base 

electrode, CdS fjlm, cu2s layer, grid pat~ern, cell interconnects ·and 

glass cover layer will all be vacuum deposited in successive steps onto 
- . 

an insulating substrate. This will combine very low original cost with 

minimal fiel.d wiring and dep-loyment costs and yield reliable array con

structions that will need little or no maintenance. 

·A simple pattern with all of the cells connected in a single 

series string is likely to be suitable for a variety of applications. 

Figure 1.4.4 shows the pattern contemplate.d. The arrays will be fabri

cated in co~tinuous ribbon form with a fixed width, but of endless length. 

·The individual cells will be arranged in rows across the width of the: 

ribbon with successi~e rows making up the length. It is likely that just 

a few widths will be made, such as 1 foot, 2 feet, 4 feet,and 8 feet with 

just a few standardized cell sizes. 

It has been discovered that if the individual cell lengths are 

kept short, about 2 to 3 em, it becomes feasible to use vacuum deposited 

base electrodes, grid. lines and cell interconnects, and that such vacuum 

_deposited wires are·able.:to carry the generated cell currents over the 

short distance to the adjacent cell without recourse to busbars or massive 

._; . 
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electrodes. The total cell area, and thus the desired current rating 

from a modular array, is obtained then by increasing the width of the 

individual cells as required. Spacing between cells and between rows of 

cells can be kept small since the voltage gradients in these devices 

are very. ~ow. How~ver, the total voltage of a modular array can be very 

high, in the tens of kV's since the high potential difference will appear 

only over long distances. This design concept is very favorable since 

cell currents, and hence internal I2R losses, are kept low. 

Packing factors, i.e. active to total array areas, are ex-

pected to be 85 to 90% initially, and.gradually climb to the 90 to 95% 

range as closer tolerances are made possible by more sophisticated 

production technology. 

These highly desirable array designs are possible with the 

cu2S/CdS thin film solar cell construction because o~ the very high 

yields which .are a feature of the simplified design cell with the half

dozen or so production steps. Once a cont.inuous all-vacuum process .of 

this nature. is brought on stream,it operates for long periods with 

virtually no scrap or reject cells. (Overall yields much less than 100% 

result from start-up operations, or from some parameter of the process 

going out of control so that the line has to shut down and restart). 

With the designs planned, the very occasional cell failures will almost 

invariably be due to short circuits, so that just the single cell will 

be involved and the series .string of cells will be only minimally affected. 

The chances of an open circuited cell are virtually nil. 

Two examples ofi.ntegrated array module designs are illustrative 

of the above concepts. The first might be a modular unit for mounting 
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on the roof of a residence. The second might b~ a larger_modular unit 

for use at a central power station. The dimensions and electrical para

meters selected are illustrative only and not limiting for any part·icular 

design unit. 

A possibly attractive roof-top modular array might have ·an 

array width of 1 foot and an array length of 25 feet. The modules would 

be mounted in courses, like shingles. Thus ·the total array width could 

be wider, say 2 to 3 feet, with the lower edge consisting of active cells ·' 

and the upper edge without cells so that the courses would overlap on · 

the roof without blocking active cell areas. Such a module might be rated 

at 250 volts which it could produce with about 580 cells in series 

(250f0.43). The area of each cell could be 34.5 cm2 and the cells would 

be arranged in 58 rows of 10 cells each. Individual cell size in this 

arrangement would be 2.85 em long by 12.1 em wide and there would be 0.1 

em spacing between cells and 5 mm margins at the edges.· For the 1 foot 

11 line 11 area, the packing factor of this array would be 86%. The positive 

and negative terminals would be at opposite ends of the 25 foot lengths, 

thus facilitating the wiring of a number of ~uch modular units in parallel.· 

One such unit would produce 0.8 amperes at 250 volts, or 200 watts, in 

full sunlight at 25°C. 

An example of a larger modular array design for a central station 
': • • t • 

photovoltaic power system might be rated at 4800 volts and be 4 feet wide 

by 100 feet long. This panel could have 223 rows of cells with 50 cells 

in each row and each cell could be 2.3 em long by 13.4 em wide for an 
2 .· 

active cell area of 30.82 em each. The panel might have 0.1 em spacing 
.. ;. 
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between cells in each row, as in the smaller array example above, but 
. : ,.· : ·.• . '. 

might have a larger spacing of 0.25 em between rows because of the 
. . . . 

number of cells iD the rows. With 2.0 em margins at the edges, the 

packing factor would be 92.4%. A single module would produce 0.715 · 

amperes _at 4800 volts for a ~ower of 3.432 kW in full sun at 25°C. 

1.4-.4.2 Module Application CMside_r_a.ttons_ 

Specific applications for CdS thin film solar array modules in 

residentialt intermediate and central photovoltaic power systems are 

discussed in more detail in the sections dealing with each system in 

Volume II. The design of the thin film solar cell modules can be flexible 

enough to accommodate a wide variety of end uses. The modules can be 

mounted in many ways. They can be nailed down or cemented down to a 

rigid surface, they can be stretched on an open frame, they can be built 

into an inflatable structure and they can be built on rolls and furled 

and unfurled as desired. _The arrays ~re flexible and ~hould be_capable 

of being bent on a relatively small radius with little or no 
" . 

degradation. In this report just a few of the possibilities for .. . . . 
deploying thin film modules are discussed. An attempt is made to 

capitalize on th_e unique features of the thin film construction . 

. Measurements_ of the lifetime of cu 2S/CdS thin film solar cells 
. " ' . . 

have recently shown that the major intrinsic factor affecting cell life 

time is the solid state diffusion of copper from the cu 2s layer into the 
;I 
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CdS layer. This mechanism is temperature and time dependent so th'at the 

lifetime will depend on the temperature-time profile. Latest data. 

indicate that with average operating temperatures of 40 to 50°C, useful 

cell lifetimes on the 'order of 50 to 70 years are to be expected. 
. . ~ . :··: •• •' '? 

Thus, it is of more concern that extrinsic factors that can 

affect cell lifetime are understood and provided for. Among possible 

extrinsic causes of cell degradation are: chemical reaction of the cu2s 
layer with OXYgen and/or water vapor from the atm~s~here; deterioration of 

the cover glass layer or the insulating substrate from the action of 

ultraviolet; corrosion of the leads; physical damage to the cell structure 

or cell interconnects due to wear, impact of dust particles, flexing in. 

the wind, etc; and loss of light transmission due to dirt, stains or 

organic matter accumulating on the upper surface of the arrays. Data 

accumulated so far on thin film arr~ys in actual outdoor deployment is 

encouraging in these respects, and the major concern for extrinsic 

degradation is that of moisture and OXYgen reacting with the cu2s. 
The answer to this problem is the degree of impermeability by 

the encapsulating glass layer. Data have not yet been obtained on the 

degree of impermeability afforded by various thicknesses of various 

dielectric glassy coatings applied by various means. Present concepts 

are that about 10 microns of vacuum deposited 7059 glass or Si 3N4 will 
' ' . 

be adequate to provide hermetic and physical protection of CdS cells for 

several decades of normal exposure. However, laboratory and accelerated 

lifetime. tests· are needed to verify these assumptions. 
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Similar considerations of course apply to other types of 

single crystal and thin film solar cells. It is likely that the thin 

film arrays will be easier to protect from the weather than arrays of 

single crystal solar cells because of the essentially planarsurface 

over large areas. 

Similarly, thin ·film arrays will also need diode protection for 

individual strings of series arrays so that an array will not drain the 
. . . 

storage system in dark periods or so that faults in one panel will not 

result in circulating currents in others. Alsb, the considerations of 

partial shading of large arrays apply equally to thin film CdS and si.ngle · 

crystal silicon cell arrays. 

1 .4.5 Cost Estimates 

A detailed study of the materials needed for a 1985 to 1990 

design CdS thin film solar array has been made and was published in the . \,' 

Conference Proceedings of the NSF Symposium on t~e Materials Aspects of 

Thin Film Systems for Solar Energy Conversion at Tucson, Arizona i.n 

May 1974. This study assumed a 10 micron thick copper substrate, 5 

microns of CdS and 5 microns of the glass cover. A production process 

to fabricate 500 MW of 9% thin film solar cells per year was considered 

using a continuous all vacuum process. With conservative yields and 

contingency provisions, cell costs for Cu,S/CdS cells of $.15 per KW of 
. . '-. . . 

peak generating capacity were obtained. This was a factory cost figure 

which included depreciation and engineering, but not profit and sales 

costs. 
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The integrated modular arrays as described in the above 
•• 1 ' 

sections should cost no more than the costs that were predicted for the 

solar cells alone, since the materials used would be nearly identical and 

the processes very similar. Since the originetl stl!dY was made, there 

have been additional inputs. First, the projected. ~fficiency of the · 

cells has been increased from 9% to.lO% based on the results o~ basic 

investigations at a number of laboratories. ·Also, sensitivity analyses 

of the materials and processes predicated for th.e initi~l cost study 

indicate that there is room for considerable lowerir1~ of the original 

cost elements. However, it is doubtful that the 1ower cost ranges can 

be achieved until annual production rates are well in excess of 1000 MW 

of peak generating capacity which would put it beyond the 1985 time 

period. Thus, cost pr6jection~ of CdS thin film solar cell modular 

arrays of $10 to $15 per KW of·peak capacity are likely to be the best 

that can be obtained ih the next 10 to 15 years~ 
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1.5 Array Structure 

1.5.1 RPS Array Structure 

1.5.1.1 Silicon Water Cooled Array Structure 

The residential water cooled modules, as mentioned in 

Section 1.3.4- RPS Design, are based on centerline dimensions of 32 11 

x 96 11
• Because we have identified the residential system -as being 

structurally integrated or nested, this implies that building roof 

structures with centerline dimensions which coincide with the centerline 

dimensions of the collector must be constructed. Therefore, the roof 

framing members of joists will be 3i' on center and within the tolerance 

limits set by Section 1.3.2- Module Analysis. A Stanlock aluminum 

extrusion is connected to each joist with 211 pan head wood screws. This 

provides the vertical structure to receive the Stanlock glazing 

gasket (see Figure 1.5.1). The horizontal support for the extrusion 

and glazing is provided by supplementary wood framing 96 11 on center 

and fastened at right angles to the main structural joists. The 

aluminum extrusions then receive a glazing gasket lattice which also 

conforms to module sizes. 

The outside perimeter of the collector array will be waterproofed 

with 28 gauge aluminum flashing (see Figures 1.5.2 and 1.5.3). The 

top edge of the collector is ·flashed continuously from the . glazing 

gasket over the house ridge and attached to the opposing roof pitch 

(see Figure 1.5.4). The water cooled modules are then placed ~nto the 

glazing lattict and locked in place with a glazing spline. 

Fluid connections from the supply and return headers (see 

Figure 1.8.43 and 1.8.44) and between each collector module (see 
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Figure 1.5.5) are made in vertical series with silicon rubber hoses 

and clamps (see Figure 1.5.6). All of these connections are made without 

kinks in the hoses which would impede the gravity drain-down system 

or form air locks. Once all fluid connections are made and the system 

'is tested for water leaks, 2-l/211 of fiberglass insulation is added below 

the collector to provide a thermal barrier to cut heat losses from 

the absorber plate. The insulation also doubles as the conventional 

residential roof insulation. This array is now structurally integrated 

and produces a waterproof roofing membrane for the residence, therefore, 

a cost credit can be obtained of $1/ft2 for the replacement 

of conventional roofing materials. 

1.5.1.2 Air Cooled Array 

1.5.1.2.1 Silicon Air Cooled Array 

The residential air cooled array was developed as an alternative 

to the residential water cooled array. In this option. the IPS 3211 x 9611 

module with the silicon cells attached was utilized (see Section 1.~.4.2). 

Because this module provides for environmental isolation and protection 

of the silicon cells and no heat recovery was anticipated, no glazing 

cover was required. In order for the module to be properly cooled, 

it was necessary for it to be elevated approximately 511 above the roof 

surface. This was achieved by placing the array on elevated plasti~ 

(PVC) support towers. Each tower (see Figure 1.5.7) is made up of two 

PVC components. A threaded PVC flashing collar supporting two 

modules is attached directly to the roof surface every 64 11 on 

center in the horizontal direction (supporting two modules) and 

every 9611 on center in the vertical or pitched direction. A support 
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2?::CIFICATIOi~2 

F C2.G2 S i I icone !-: ea·lc r i-: c :-:.: 
. -

P3rt Hose 
Number I.U. (tnch~') 

FC252-10 .63 

FC252 -12 .75 

FC252-16 1.00 

co;:!;TRUCTIO~J : 

Aeroquip FC252 Silicone Heater Hose is constructed with 

a specially compounded green silicone rubber tube, one 

braid of fiber glass reinforcement and green silicone 

rubber cover. 

:..F'rliCt.. Tl0: :~ : 

Ideal lor use in heater hose applications on all diesel and 

gas engines. 

It . . :' I i : : .Ill I.E L IIi: G E : 

-65"F. to +350"F. (-54"C. to +177"C.) 

Ct ; : ·.:·: : 

Extended tang hose clamps or 

clamps with • shot are rel.uttt· 

mended for securing to formed 

and beaded male tube ends. 

C. "'" ' ": Do not use wire type' 
clamps for securing silicone hose . 

. ~TI" i.'Pt. ~D rt ... CI ~ I. GU~G : 

50 feet of hose per dispenser canon. 

Hose Working Mi,)imum 
0 .0 . (inches) Pressure (PSI) Burst (PSI) 

-
, .02 50 200 

1.14 50 200 

1.39 50 200 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

FC252 Silicone Heeter Hoae 

__ ... "'::"'-

- l · ~ . ~ -.......... ~t!:_~ --.._ ~ . --· -~~ 
ll ~-::Y 

Step 1. 

.Cut hos'e square to 

length required with a 
knife. Slide extended 

tang hose clamp over 
hose cover. 

Step 2. 
Push hose over beat2ed 

tube. 

StepJ. 
Locate eJttended teng 

hose clamp ne1r the end 

of hose and tighten the 

clamp. 

Figure 1.5.6- Specifications for hoses and hose clamps 
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Figure 1.5.7- Non-thermal residential array edge detail 
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tower is then threaded onto the flashinq co·llar and leveled with 

all the other supports thus allowing the array to exist in one plane. 

Horizontal module extrusions are fastened to the support towers with 

snap fittings and are adjusted by virtue of the enlarged adjusting 

hole provided, to be on the proper module center line dimension. The 

3211 x 96 11 photovoltaic modules are then set in place, front edge first, 

to form the array. Wiring will then be run through the center of the 

flashing collar and the roof sheathing, penetrating the roof sheathing 

by way of a neoprene plug. This roof sheathing penetration will be sealed 

with a silicon gel. This array will not gain any dollar roof credit 

because it is placed above the waterproof membrane of the residence. 

1.5.1.2.2 Cadmium Sulfide (CdS) Array Structure 

The CdS Array, upon its further development, being manufactured 

in 4' wide rolls would be used in residential designs as a waterproofed 

rolled roofing membrane. No support structure would be required and the 

array could be attached to the roof sheathing (see Figure 1.5.8). 

This design detail was not set up to provide for array cooling because of 

the relatively low projected cost of the cadmium sulfide cells. Therefore, 

the electrical output of the cell will be allowed to drop off as the 

temperature of the array builds. The projected roof top temperature 

average for the Atlanta region in the summer time would be approximately 

130°F or very close to conventional roofing surfaces. The cadmium 

sulfide array would appear · as illustrated in Figure 1.8.55. 
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Figure 1.5.8- Residential cadmium sulfide array connection detail 
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1.5.2 IPS Array Structure 

1.5.2.1 Silicon Array Options 

This modified space truss system was developed to entirely 

replace a conventional roof system with an appropriate agglomeration 

of components that combines to provide a waterproof structura ·l root 

system while also supporting the photovoltaic array at the appropriate 

tilt. The surface opposing the photovoltaic array will be a reflector 

to augment the production of the silicon array (see Figure 1.5.9). The 

finned silicon module described in Section 1.3.4.2 will be modified 

with the addition of a back surface so that the module can be force 

air cooled. Water cooling was not chosen as an option because at the 

IPS system level, there is very little use for a 130°F reject heat. A 

remodification of the space truss referred to above was the elimination 

of the top strut. At right angles to this eliminated strut is a 

continuous top aluminum extrusion (see Figure 1.5.10). The resulting 

forces created by this modification in structure were resolved by 

increasing the sizes of the connector hubs and adjoining struts. 

The lower extrusion is mounted on an adjustable support to 

accommodate slight variations between connector hubs. This extrusion 

will also incorporate a lined gutter system to carry rain water run-off 

from the roof system (see Figure 1.5.11). The collector and reflector 

modules are incorporated into the roofing system by placing them into 

neoprene glazing gaskets which in turn are incorporated into the top 

and bottom aluminum extrusions. Air cooling is achieved by passing 
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air through the ducts (see Figure 1.5.11) and then into the array 

structure and exhausted at the top of each individual module. 

Because this structural system's angular intersections can 

be modified,it has the ability to accommodate any collector/reflector 

tilt combination. 

1.5.2.1.2 Molded Polyurethane Cylindrical 
Concentrator · 

A photovoltaic thermal system was proposed here as a rooftop 

replacement for conventional roof membranes. In this case, the system 

will be placed over an open web steel joist. Within this system a 

device was required that could be used as an insulation barrier as well 

as a reflective surface. Materials and processes were investigated to 

determine the most cost effective way of solving the problem. A 

molded high density polyurethane plastic was chosen. The polymer system 

and the molding process were developed at Cincinnati Malacron and are 

subject to several U.S. and foreign patents. The cylindrical 

concentrator (see Figure 1.5.12) takes the form shown aru.J 'it has a 

highly reflective surface bonded as a top layer and is part of the 

chemical molding process. 

The concentrator and thermal receiver are contained under a 

semi-circular 3/16" plexiglass cover. This gives the entire system a 

waterproof profile. The connection of the cylimh·ical concentrator 

to the open web steel joist is achieved with an extrusion as shown and 

a small thumb clip (see Figure 1.5.13). The semi-circular plexiglass 

cover is connected to the truss with either a neoprene glazing gasket 

(see Figure 1.5.13) or with a more conventional aluminum glazing 

extrusion (see Figure 1.5.14). 
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Figure 1.5. 13- IPS cylindrical concentrator connection details - 1 
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1.5.2.1.3 Non-Waterproof Non-Thermal IPS 
Photovoltaic Array 

A low cost non-thermal silicon array system either as an 

add on or new component was developed for use above already existing 

roof surfaces. Long span trusses could be placed above a roof with the 

dimension between each truss representing the base of the array triangle 

in cross section. Thus, ir the array sides were kept to the same length 

and the spacing between the joists increased, the angle between them 

must change. This allows for variation in reflector/collector tilt 

relationships. The system was also designed to be packaged with the reflector 

and photovoltaic surfaces protected. To be attached to the trusses, the 

panel would be unfolded and pinned on the ends and sides thus producing 

a rigid array system (see Figure 1.5 . 15). 

1.5.2.1.4 Fresnel Type Lens 

In this section as in Section 1.5.2.1.2 entitled, "Molded 

Polyurethane Cylindrical Concentrator", a photovoltaic-thermal building 

system was proposed to be a rooftop replacement for conventional roof 

membranes. Again, the system was to be placed on top of a steel open 

web joist. The tempered glass Fresnel lens is allowed to rest upon 

continuous neoprene cushions which are captured by curbs on an aluminum 

extru~ion. This ~~sembly is then held in a watertight manner by 

conventional aluminum glaLi11g extrusion~ (see rigure 1.5.16). Paper 

strippable butyl rope sealant is used as a water-proofing barrjer. 

Since the thermal, electrical receiver is below the Fresnel lens and 

inside the structure, some dust protection is required. Therefore, 

a metal dust cover, fastened by thumb clips to an aluminum extrusion, 

was provided. 
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1.5.2.2 Cadmium Sulfide Array Options 

1.5.2.2.1 Flexible-. Non~Thermal -IPS 
Photovoltaic Array 

This sys te~ was deve 1 oped to be 1 ow cost and easy to ins ta 11 

for large on~site electrical production arrays. CdS cell sheets or 

membrane with ad9ed reinforcing, if required,along with a _reflec~iye 
' 

:,!!:':, 
_.. 

. :· p 

type membrane material were combined to form a skin or tehsionable material 

tha~when place~ on a semi-rigid frame or when internally tensioned, . 

. becomes an array with a triangular cross section. This .array would be 

connected to sand-filled ·bags to weigh it down to the 'roof surface. 
. . 

No physical connections would be needed to the actual building roof 
'•' 

structure, allowing complete flexibility in array orientation and 

minimizing leakage problems associated with ordinary physical connections 

or flat built-up roofs. Each'of these arrays would be placed on the roof so 

as to create a series of parallel triangular arrays thus allowing the 

back reflective surfaces to augment the CdS array surface directly 

behind it (see Figure 1.5.17). 
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Figure 1.5. 17 - Flexible non-thermal IPS photovoltaic array-
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1.5.3 CPS Array Structure 

1.5.3.1 Task Definition 

Following development of six types of CPS array' systems,·a' 

structural analysis was performed on each array. The purpose of the 

analysis was to insure that all arrays were designed_to the same 

operational _parameters thereby permitting direct comparison of each 

~·system on the basis of a common factor. That ·factor was ·ident1fied as 

the total weight of the structural steel used in the fabrication of the 

array. 

The array concepts were then modified by performing parametric 

variations on those concepts which initial calculations showed to be 

most efficient in the utilization of material. These parametric analyses 

were carried out by introducing two significant reductions in the 

w·ind loads on the array and also by two significant reductions in the 

area of the array. 

The tracking drive mechanisms were not included in the,. array 

weights since they a~e genP.rir.ally quite different, and their costs, 

which will be dP.veloped later, arc more labor intensive requiring a· 

different app.roach during estimating. Parametric variations .were not-

performed on the tracking mechanisms .since they did not represent a . . . ' 

significant factor in .the overall material used" in an array system. 

1.5.3.2· Analysis Philosophy and Assumptions 

In performing the structural analysis of each of the arrays, 

it was assumed that current fabrication technology and materials would 

be employed in their construction. The two types of construction 
. ' 
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employed were fabrication of the entire array using rolled structural 

shapes conforming to the current specifications of the American· 

Institute of Steel Construction, Inc., and-fabrication of ~ost of the 

array from bar joists (also known as open web joists) with a few 

rolled structural shapes being used where necessary.· The construction 

· material was assumed to be ASTM A36 Structural Steel. No attempt was 

made .at materia 1 reductions by the use of hi gh-stren.gth steels, nor was 

any consideration given to a change in material to reduce the weathering 

effects anticipated on the structures. These possible savings in 

initial cost and ·maintenance costs were considered to be of a second 

order nature. 

The operational parameters used in the initial analysis of 

the arrays are as follows: 

1. 30 lb/ft2 wind load (this corresponds to a wind velocitv 

of approximately lOB mi/hr) 0 ib/ft2 snow load. 

2. Maximum bending stress less than 75% ut the JG,OOO 

psi in yield stress of ASTM A36 Structural 

Steel. 

3. Nominal array size of 10 m by 10 m to yield a 

nominal array area of 100m2• 

4. 2700 horizontal tracking with the goo sector 

. centered on North being excluded. 

5. 7QO vertical tracking, i.e., angle of the array 

collector plane with the horizontal terrestial 

plane varies from QO to 700. 
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6. ~20 tracking system accuracy. {Due to the level of 

detail involved in array analysis this parameter 

was not considered pertinent.) 

7. 70 per minute maximum slew rate of array collector 

plane for stowage during high wind conditions .. This 

parameter permits stowage of the array in a 

maximum time of 10 minutes. 

8. 1° per minute maximum tracking rate of array 

collector plane. This rate can be achieved by 

a start/stop motor operation. 

9. Ambient temperature will be 450C {ll30F) maximum and 

-2ooc {-40F) minimum. 

10. Design life of 30 years for the CPS. 

11. Array assembly will be performed in an assembly 

shop located at the CPS site and the completed 

unit will be carried from the shop to the 

mounting location by a.mobile crane. 

12. Nominal collector module size is 32 tn.by 

96 in. 

The above parameters were chosen on the basis of general applicability 

for construction of equipment of this type. 

A detailed parametric analysis was conducted to determine 

the sensitivity of cost {$/m2) to differences in.such variahles 

as grid size and wind loading criteria. For instance, the structural 

members of the grid can be made smaller as the grid area is reduced. 
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Ultimately, the cost of additional support columns and tracking mechanisms 
. ~ . 

will overco~e the incremental advantages gained by the smaller grid 
0 . . 

size. Also, the 30 lb/ft~ loading criterion is typical of buildings over 

50 feet tall built in the Phoenix area (and much of the rest of the 
- . 

country). ·where there is no inherent safety hazard (as will be the 

case for the CPS array), this design specification can be relaxed. ··rh·e 
.; .... · .... 

structure can then be ma.de lighter and less ·expensive. However, th1s 

inc~e'ases the probability of st~ucture failure .. An assessment must. 

be made ~f.the possi~le gai~s which can be realized with lighter 

structures ag~in.~t.whichth~ risk of losses.cari.be weighed. 

The operational parameters used in the parametric variations 

portion of this analysis are as follows: 

1. Initial array loadin~ of 30 lb/ft2 (108 mi/hr) .reduced 

to 20 lb/ft2 (88 mi/hr) while keeping all other 

parameters constant. 

2·~" Initial, ~·rray loading Of .30 lb/ft? (109 ml/tw) r·el.!uced· · 

to 10 lb/ft~ (60 mi/hr) while keeping all other 

parameters constant. 

3. Initial array area of 100 m2 reduced to ·sa m2 while 

keeping all other parameters constant (i.e., 30 lb/ft2 

wind load, etc.)~ 

· 4. Initial array area of 100 m2 reduced to 25 m2 shile 

keeping all other parameters constant (i.e., 

30 lb/ft2 wind load, etc.). 
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During the structural analysis, the design of the concrete system 

components was not considered. 

1.5.3.3 Array Evaluation Techniques 

Two methods were used for the structural analysis of the 

arrays. 

One method used was the classical strength of materials 

approach in which the geometrical section properties (moment of inertia 
. ~ . . ' 

and section modu1us) of each array member were found by 1~pos1ng 

the above operational parameters on the app~opriat~ stress analys1s 

rel.ationships. In this method the determination of the minimum section 

properties also resulted in the determi.nation of the minimum weight 

of each component analyzed,thereby maximizing the efficiency of 

material utilization in the structure. 

The second method used to analyze the arrays consists of 

using the design tables contained in the commercial open web joist 

catalogues to size the array components. This method is similar to 
. '. 

the first in that a minimum weight section is determined that is 

consistent with the operat1onal parameters. A differenc~ in the 

two exists from the standpoint that the safe design loads for the 

open web joists taken from the commercial ca~alogues intrOduces a 

safety factor which is slightly higher that is required to meet the 

operational parameters. This safety factor is notrequired in the 

CPS application since the system is not bound by, the usual requirements 

of the codes and specifications written for the construction of 

buildings, bridges and other similar public structures. 
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The differences noted above in the analysis of the arrays 

would indicate that further attempts at refinement of the analysis 

data should include a review of .the two ,methods used to develop it. In 

additio~ the design of the tracking.system~ could be optimized since 

they are a highly labor intensive item a~ .they now exist and therefore 

more costly per unit weight than the other array components. 

1.5.3.4 Description of Arrays Analyzed 

A brief description of each of the two-axis trackable arrays 

appears in Tables 1.5. 1 through 1.5.4. Also, orthographic 

illustrations of each of the concepts are shown in Figures 1.5.18 

through 1 . 5. 21 . 

In addition to the two-axis arrays, three single-axis arrays 

have been analyzed to the same level of detail ·as· concepts Mark "A" 

thru "D". Tables 1.5.5 through 1.5.7 and Fi~j'ures 1.5.22 through 

1.5.24 present a brief description of each single-axis trackable. 

array concept. 

Finally a non-trackable'array was analyzed as above. 

Table 1.5.8 and Figure 1.5.25 describe the array. 
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TABLE 1.5.1 

MARK 11A11 ARRAY 

· (Figure t.S.l8) 

Two axis trackable. 

Bar joist array collectpr grid. 

Vertical axis tracking qriven by 

double reduction chain driye and 

·1/4 horsepower gearmotor. Pivot 

bearings at the edges of grid on 

the horizontal bisector. 

Horizontal. axis tracking driven 

by spur gear and pinion directl~ 

from l/4 horsepower gearmotor. 

Pivot bearing at the ba~e of the 

array support near the foundption. 

Gross weight of array is 31,120 lbs. 

Weight of tracking drive is 23,970 lbs. 
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CPS ARRAY 
MARK "A" 

Ow~. 6383A36 

Fig. 1. 5. 18 - Two axis trackable array 
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TABLE 1.5.2 

MARK II B II ARRAy .".·~ ''{ . 
.. · .,._. 

(Figure 1.5.19)' 

Two axis trackable. 
.... 

Rb ll ed s tructura 1 shape a rr.~~::> >" 

·collector grid. 

Veriical axis tracking driven by 

single reduction chain drive and 

1/4 horsepower gearmotor. Pivot 

bearings in the center of the 

array grid. 

Horizontal axis tracking driven 

by spur gear and pinion directly 

from 1/4 horsepower gearmotor.. 

Pivot bearing located at the top 

of the array support column near· 

the vertical pivot. 

Structural steel support column. 

Gross weight of array is 16,270 lbs. 

Weight of tracking drive is 4540 lbs. 
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CPS ARRAY 
MARK "B" 

I 
I 

il 

... 

r----::. --. ---· 

o~''r. 6383!'.35 

Fig. 1. 5.19- Two axis trackable array 
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TABLE 1.5.3 

MARK 11 C11 ARRAY 

(Figure 1. 5. 20) 

Two axis trackable. 

Bar joist array collector 

grid with wire rope reinforcing. 

Vertical and horizontal axis 

tracking achieved by rocking 

array grid on a two-axis gimbal 

with an electric winch connected 

to each corner of the grid. The 

pivot gimbal is located at the top 

of the array support column. 

Structural steel support column. 

Gross weight of array is ll,U9U lbs. 

Weight of tracking drive is 1800 lbs.· 
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CPS ARRAY 
MARK 11C11 

Dl·19.. 6383A32 . 

Fig. 1. 5. 20- Two axis t rackable ~rray 
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TABLE 1.5.4 

MARK non ARRAY 

(Figure 1. 5. 21 ) 
,, ., 

Two-axis trackable. " . . 
·, •• • • ..)l'" • • 

·Bar joist array collector 'grte:l.=··" 
. . ~ . 

' ··"'' 
Vertical axis trac~ing driven by a 

triple reduction.chain ~rive and 

gearmbtor. Pivot bearing in the 

cent~r of the ·grid array. 

Horizontal axis tracking driven by 

spur gear and pinion directly from 

gearmotor. Pivot bearing located 

at thl top of the array ~upport 

column. , 

Gross weight of array is 21,140 lbs. 

Weight of tracking drive is 15,280 lbs. 
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CPS ARRAY 
MARK 11011 

----· 

01•1(1. 6383Jl.34 

1

Fig. 1. 5. 21- Two axis trackable array · 
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TABLE 1.5.5 

MARK 11 E11 ARRAY 
(Figure 1. 5. 22) 

~ Single-axis trackable. 

Bar joist array collector grid. 

Vertical axis pivot tracking.driven 

by wire rope capstan powered by a 

1/4 horsepower motor. 

Structural steel support column. 

Gross weight of array is 10,050 lbs. 

Weight of tracking drive is 2150 lbs. 
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CPS ARRAY 
MARK "E" 

II 

'ifi 

Dl•!f>. 1683829 

Fig. 1. 5. 22- Vertical axis tracking array 
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TABLE 1.5.6 

MARK "F" ARRAY 
(Figure 1.5.23) 

Single-axis· trackable. · · 

Bar joist array collector grid 

with wire rope reinforcing; 

(Similar to Mark "C"). 

Horizontal axis pivot tracking 

achieved by single reduction chain 

drive and 1/4 horsepower ge·armotor. 

Pivot bearings at the edges ~f the 

grid on the horizontal bisector. 

Concrete support structure. · 

Gross weight of array is 9385 lbs. 

Weight of tracking drive is 450 lbs. 
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-CPS ARRAY 
MARK ''F'' 

DIA/(1. 6 3831'.33 

Fig. 1. 5. 23 -- Horizontal axis tracking array 
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TABLE 1.5.7 

MARK 11 G11 ARRAY 
(Figure 1.5.24) 

Single-axis trackable. 

Stationary reflector with moveable 

collector module which tracks the 

reflected, concentrated ima~e of 

the sun. 

Water cooled collector module. 

Horizontal axis pivot tracking 

achieved by a single reduction chain 

drive and 1/4 horsepowe~ gearmotor 

per array unit. 

Gross weight of array unit is 

4085 lbs. NOTE: This wet~ht 

is not directly comparable to the 

others since this concept is a 

concentrator type and the power 
. , 

output is not equa 1 to a 100 m5o 

flat plate array. Further wor·k wpl· 

determine the relationship of thi~' 

concept to the others. 
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CPS ARRAY 
MARK "G" 

(}..JC1. 6383A37 

···---- -· .. ..} 

Fig. 1. 5. 24 - Segmented trough array 
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TABLE 1.5.8. 

MARK 11 H" Array 
(Figure 1.5.25) 

Non-trackable. 

Bar joist array collector and 

reflector grids. 

Gross weight of array is lo~·,ooo·lbs . 

. . ·,· 
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CPS ARRAY 
MARK "H" 

[)wn.. 6383A38 

Fig. 1. 5. 25- Fixed flat plate a~ray 
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The array collector grid was studied using three different 

. designs. Marks 11A11 and 11 011 were designed using commercially available 

bar joist girders. These members consist of upper and lower members 

made of rolled angles placed back to back and joined with a round bar 

bent in a zig-zag shape. This construction provides a very deep 

. ~ , 

but light weight beam. The bar joist design is illuitrated in 

Figure 1 • 5. 26. 

The array collector grid for Mark 11 8 11 used standard rolled 

structural steel shapes. This construction was employed as a b~se

line case for the cost of the grid. 
. . 

The array collector grid for Mark 11 C11 incorporated custom 

.. 
J" /. • ~.~· ,; ) 

designed bar joists and a simple wire rope guy wire reinforcing system. 

This.was done to minimize stress and deflection in the grid.members 

.when going to lighter bar joist members. 

The support columns for Mark 11 8 11 and 11 C11 arrays are standard 

rolled structural ste-el shapes which use a conventional lattice trussed 

construction with four main members. 

The support column for Mark 11 011 used steel reinforced concrete. 

Making a cost comparison of the two types of construction using data 

from 11 8uilding Construction Cost Data 11
, 1975, Robert Snow Means Company, 

Inc. we have the following: 

(a) Mark 11 C11 Steel Tower-16ft. high 

Weight = 3430 lbs. 

Cost/lb. = $0.62/lb. (Material & Labor) 

Total Cost = $2126.00 
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(b) Mark 11 011 Concrete Tower 16 ft. high X 3 ft. dia. 

Volume= 4 yd. 3 

Cost;yd. 3 = $329/yd. 3 (Materjal and Labor) 

Total Cost = $1316.00 

The above costs are based on on-site erection/construction costs 

for power plant type construction .. This would indicate that the 

concrete support tower is the most economical way to proceed under 

the given conditions·. Howev~r, considering mass production techniques 

and their inherent cost savings, the cost of the Mark 11 C11 Steel Tower 

could approach the cost of material. 

(~)Mark 11 C11 Steel Tower-16ft. high 

Weight= 3430 lbs. 

Cost/lbs. = $0.22/lb. (Material & Labor) 

. Tot~l Cost = $754.00 

Since the cost of the Mark 11 011 concrete, tower c:annot be 
. . 

reduced due ·to the necessity of maintaining the o.n-site ~qnstruction 

inherent in that design, the true cost of the tower. designs now 

favors the structural steel column design used in Mark 11 C". The 
.· . ~~ 

' 
support column is not a major feature of any particular design, 

however. Therefore, the approach which leads to minimum cost would 

be used in actual installations. 

The .array tracking systems were studied using two basic 

designs. One of these was driven by a .commercially available 

gearmotor with additional external reduction to achieve the low 

rotational speeds required. This was used on array marks 11 A11
, 

11 811
, 
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11 011
, 

11 F11,and "G 11
• The other used a commercially avai"lable wire rope 

winch package. This was used on array marks 11 C11 and 11 E11
• The 

winch-driven tracking array was pivoted at a gimbal arrangement 

located at the top of the support column. The array concepts which 

were driven by gearmotors, on the other hand, employed various 

combinations of pivot bearings and ·spurgear and pinion arrangements. 

Because of its simplicity and very l~ghtwe1ght construction, the 

winching appr.oach has significant advantages over the gearmotor 

approach. 

Discussing the difference in the array designs .and the cost 

benefits of one versus the other, it should be kept in mind that the 

overall array system cost is the most important criteria in the choice 

of the preferred array design. 

Each of the concepts considered was initially casted using. 

present prices of conventional equipment. For the purpose of selection, 

however, the different concepts were compared solely on the basis 

of raw material costs. This assumption reflects the philosophy that 

the cost of mass produced equipment in high volumes approaches the cost 

of the raw material used. Since the Mark 11 C11 array is the lightest it 

nas been chosen as representing the most economical two-axis trackable 

an-ay structure. 

1.5.3.5 Discussion of Results 

Table 1.5.9 is a matrix of the-weights of all arrays 

analyzed including the parametric variations. These are gross weights 

which include the weight of the tracking drives, the array grids and 

the support towers if they are of steel construction. 
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TABLE 1.5.9 

Array Weight Matrix 

Load (lbs/ft2) . 
Arra~ Gross Wei~ht and Gro~s Weight~Unit Area 

Array. Number of -+ 30 0 lO 0 30 
Mark Tracking Area (m2) -+ 100 100 100. 50 . .25 
Number Axes Wfnd Vel. (mi/hr} -+ 108 88 60 108 108 

A 2 31120 1 b 
311 1b/m2 

B 2 15310 
N 148 . -!==> 
w 

c 2 11090 .9495 7420 6790 4310 
107 92 72 127 167 

D 2 21140 
211 

E 1 10045 8858 7554 6569 3152 
100 88 . 76 131 126 

. F 1 . 9385 
91 

. G . 1 NOTE: THIS DESIGN IS NOT DIRECTLY COMPARABLE .. 

. H 0 1000 3055 1000 
100 73 48 



Comparing the gross weights of the arrays as shown in 

Table ].5.9, it was decided that the minimum weight array for a given 

loading or size would also be the lowest. in cost since the type 

of construction, level of complexity, and size are similar and the cost 

of materials is. directly proportional to its weight. A plot of the 
.I 

array weight pe~ unit area versus wind lciad, shown in Figure 1.5.27 

indicates that arrays marks 11 C11
, 

11 E11 and I:Fu are the most efficient 

designs for wi.nd .loads .of 10, 20 and 30 lb/ft2. The arrays which are 

not plotted in Figure 1.5.27 were orfscale and therefore less 

efficient than the others. 

Figure 1.5.28 plots array weight per unit area versus 

array area for a 30 lb/ft2 (108 mi/hr) constant wind load. The variation 

of the parameter, 11 array area 11 gives an indication of the most efficient 

size of array to build. This graph is not conclusive from the stand

point that only three points have been calculated for each of the most 

efficient trackable arrays, and the shapes of the curves thru these 

points cannot be rigorously defended. But in the absence of more data 

the results show·that the large~ array~ tend to be a more efficient 

utilization of material. 

Table 1.5.10 is a matrix of the weights of the arrays 

which were selected as the most eff1cient in their· utilization of mater1a1 

due to their low weight to area ratios. The significant difference 

·between this matrix and Table 1.5.9 lies in the fact that the tracking 

drive weights have been subtracted from the· gross weights. This matrix. 
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was made to facilitate cost estimating since the structural components 

and the tratki~g components have different cost factors. 

1.5.3.6 .. Conclusions 

Three types of array construction were analyzed; guyed ·bar 

joists, standard rolled structural shapes,_ and .. unguyed bar .joist.,~. 
' '.. • ,, ·.· '• .. •1•. · ... ..._ 

The guyed bar joist construction used the fabrication material most 

efficiently and should be most cost effectiye. 

Three wind loading parametric variatibns were analyzed 
2 . ' ' 

for s~lected arrays; '30 lb/ft (108 mi/hr), 20 lb/ft2 (88 mi/hr), and 

1.0 lb/ft2 (60 mi/hr). The analysis indicated that the configurations that 

the arrays would take ·if the reduced safety factors for wi.nd are 

acceptable. 

Three variations of the size (area) of the collection 

surface of selected arrays were analyzed under a constant 30 lb/ft2 

(108 mi/hr) wind lo~df 100 m2, sb m2 and 25 m2. The analysis indicated 

that the largest area of the three (100 m2) 'was most material efficient 

and therefore should be most cost effective. 

Selection of a sin~le preferred array structure for the CPS 

system will not be as straightfprward as choosing a preferred concept 

for each of the tracking schemes. This is because of the significant 

differences in~performance obta~ned with ~ach of tMe tracking modes 

and the range of values which can be assiQned to these differences 

based on varying assumptions of module cost, net conversion efficiency 

and energy value. For example., the amounts of energy incident on 
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two-axis tracked designs will be significantly higher than those of 

fixed arrays. Likewise, arrays with two-axis tracking are compatible 

with all of the modules which incorporate concentrators, and may 

therefore allow the use of a less expansive module. These advantages 

must be weighed against the added structural cost for each of the 

different tracking schemes at the system ievel to determine their 

relative values. 

Areas for further analysjs include: t_racki~g system design 

for high volume production; analysis· of cable type tracking system 

versus direct drive tracking system from standpoints of cost and 

controllability; additional parametric variations of array area to 

determine optimum array size;. reduction of array material by the use 

of high-strength steels; development of operating and maintenance 

costs for all arr~ys; construction of a 1:10 scale operational prototype 

of the most cost effective design . 
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1.6 Battery Enerqy Storage 

1.6. 1 Battery Storage Technoloay 

One of the tasks of this pro9ram 1·1as to survey the present state of 

battery techno·l ogyand, based on the results, proje.ct the technology which 

will be available for the manufacture of batteries to be used in solar 

photovoltaic power systems installed in the 1985-2000 time period. The 

results of this work are presented in the following paragraphs. 

Electrical Storage in Lead Acid Cells 

The lead-acid battery has been used as a means of storing electricity 

for nearly 100 years. The electrodes used consist of a negative electrode 

which is an electronically conducting sponge lead supported by a lead cur

rent collector. The positive electrode is an electronically conducting porous 

Pb02 paste which is also supported by a lead current collector. The elec

trolyte is an ionic conducting solution of sulfuric acid (H2so4) in water. 

The cell discharaes according to a reaction which converts lead and lead . ~ 

oxide (Pb02) to Pbso4. The indiviJual electrode reactions are: 

Positive Plate 
- + Pb02 + so4 + 4H ~ Pbso4 + 2H 2o@ 1.685 volts-vs-Ref. 

Negat1 ve P·l ate 

Pb + so4- ~ PbS04 + 2e @ -0.356 volts-vs-Ref. 

Overall Cell Reaction 
- + PbD2 + 2S04 + 4H + Ph ~ 2PbS04 + 2H 20 @ 2.041 vclts 

(1.6.1) 

(1.6.2) 

(1.6.3) 

The electrolyte provides the ionic mass transfer necessar.v to 

carry out the overall reaction while electrons pass through the external 

·load. During discharge of the lead-acid cell, the electrolyte concentration 
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of sulfuric acid decreases as discharge proceeds. On complete dis-

charge, the sponqe lead and the porous lead dioxide active mr~tP.ri~lc: 

are exhausted. ·This situation would occur in a system wherein the elec-. . 

trades with their individual coulombic capacities are the capacity limit

ing components. Another mode of capacity limitation is the sulfate ion 

concentration, which. can also limit the coulombic capacity of t.he system. 

Considering the overall reactions wh1ch occur in the lead acid 

cell, the theoretical energy density of the electrochemical couple is 

about 80 watt~hours per pound. Upon coupling the electrodes in a suitable 
: . 

container with the necessary current collectors and electrolyte, the 

energy storage density of a lead-acid cell becomes 10-15 watt-ho.urs per 

pound, depending on the specific design as well as the particular dis-

charge rate. 

There are presently three distinct categories of lead-acid batteries. 

E~th 0f th~ b~tterie~ incorporates special features which are critical 

to the typical type of service each is used for. The first type of 

lead-acid. battery uses a Standby Design. These cells are used in telephone 

installations. In use,they furnish the current for transmitt1ng, signaling 

and switching. Motor Generators (MG's) keep these batteries constantly 

at full charge. The batteries seldom deliver a deep discharge except on an 

emergency basis. These batteries, because of their limited use and the 

special lead alloys used in the positive grid, .commonly have lifetimes o·f 

20 years. The alloys used as the positive grid (current collector) are more 

resistant in the charge mode to corrosion, and are all antimony-free. 

The second type of lead-acid cell::. ·~esign is that used in ~he 

familiar~utomotive design, for Starting, Lighting and Ignition (SLI). 
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These batteries are used to deliver substantial amounts of energy in a 

short period of time at high power. Their short.time discharge at high'· 

rates results in a discharge to an. intermediate level. The desi'gn 

feature characteristic of these batteries is very thin plates and.grid. 

alloys which contain high antimony (~·s Wt %) content plus.additions of 

tin and arsenic which may a·dd strength and castabfiity to the grids. In 

practi~al use, these batteries commonly suffer severe overcharge, which 

results in substantial overcharge corros1on. As· a· result of their basic 

design and use factors, SLI automotive batteries are generally limited 

to about 4 years service life. In general, because these batteries are 

manufactured as low-cost, energy storage devices, their materials selection 

and use, subject to vibration and electrical overcharge, are the life 

limiting aspects. 

The motive power design which presently provides maximum depth-
.. 

of-discharge in the lead-acid system is provided by heavy duty industrial 

lead-acid batteries in lift truck applications. In the typical lift truck 

duty cycle, the batterfes survive for approximately 7 years in a work 

routine which incorporates mechanical shor.k. as well as deep discharge 

(90% of designed capacity at the 6 hour drain rate). The design aspects 

which contribute to this stability under these severe use conditions are 

basically geometrical. The motive power design inco.rporates a massive 

positive electrode current collector, about 40% of the electrod~. This 

added positive electrode current collector permits 7 ·year service life 

in spite of the use of high antimony.grid alloys, (~ 5 Wt.% )~ 

One of the failure mechanisms of the lead-acid. battery is 

associated with the basic volume changes which.occur in the chemical 
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change of metallic lead to lead sulfate and fr9m. lead dioxide .to lead 

sulfate and vice versa. The volume changes are accompanied by in.ternal 

stresses which cannot always be accommodated by strains~ The result of 

this stress relationship is that the active material may flake, shed,. 

or: crac.k away from the grid (current collector). As the process proceeds1 

the cell tends to lose capacity with an increase _in internal resistance. 

Both of these result 1n decreased energy density and power carry·ing 

capability. ·The process of degradation is enhanced and increased with 

the depth-of-discharge since this involves the maximum utilization of an 

active material within the battery plates. The process of failure is. 

self- perpetuating . 

. Another significant mechanism in the failure of the 

lead-acid battery is the corrosion of the positive grid (current collector). 

The corrosion of the positive current collector is also a function of the 

depth-of ... discharge. The corrosion, which occurs pred9minantly in the 

posi~iN~ grid, results in a decrea~e in the current cOllector's crQSS~· 

section, eventually resulting in disintegration of _the structure .. The 

two mechanisms, loss of active material or electrochemical activity for 

energy storage and positive g·rid corrosion, are the primaryfailure 

.mechanisms of lead-acid cells. Both processes are related directly to 

the s~ecific design ~nd intended application of the uattery. 
·' 

In the case of the SLI, the battery is .mJss produced by .automated 

techniques and its performance is intended to deliver high power for short 

periods of time. The typical selling price of the SLI battery is about. 

$30/kWh. The industrial type lead-acid bat.~ery has an oversized positive 

grid (current collector) Jnd is more of a customized batterv from a 
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-(llanufacturing point of view in that it is not mass produced by automated 

techniques. In comparison, an industrial type lead-acid battery sells 

for about $60/kWh·. ln use~ the industrial type lead-acid will deliver 

about 90% of its ·designed capacity at a 6 hour qrai11 rate, but ·contains 

approximately·'4o Wf% of the positive electro~e (a~ current collector.) .. 

Advances in the techno logy of the 1 ead-aCiq battery will result 

when better utilization of the active material is ac~ieved, as well a~ 

increased stability of the positive grid (curr~rt collector). Studies 

related to the active material will define and control the morphology 

of the material such that sulfate ion accessibility will be maximized · 

while maintaining structural integrity between the active material, and 

the current collector. Studies related to the effect of electrolyte 

·and active materia 1 utilization for stationary applications may result 

in increased life without loss of capacity or increases in the sulfate 

ion concentration in··the electrolyte. This could be accomplished by 

providing ·an auxiliary system which would properly maintain the elec

trolyte concentrati.on to maximize Ti fe ·and performance. 

Studies related to· the lead alloy u!ied in the positive grid as 

well as its fabrication and subsequent treatment may result in extended 

life of. the grid. Contin~ing the advances in the tec~rology related tc 

the active material an·d· the grid network as wen as the interrelation 

hetween both corriponents and depth-of-discharge could result in enhanced 

performance and stab11ity of the lead-acid battery for stationary 

applications for residential-and intermedfate site energy storage. 

Assuming that these technological accomplishments.will be 

forthcoming. we can assume a· reasonab 1 e 1 i fe ex·pectancy of the· lead-acid 
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battery of 15 years at .70% depth-of-discharge with an assumed sell1 ng 

price of $30/kWh. As a minimum condition, we would project that lead-acid 

cell~ will be available in 1985 which will last 5 years at 90% of designed 

capacity at a price of $20/kWh ( 1). At the end of our projection, we 

would predict that lead-acid batteries with 30 years life will be available 

1n the 1985-2000 era which will deliver 60% of design capacity at $30/kWh. 
!"·· ·• ~.' : ·:' ~ 

For the 5 and 15 year batteries,we will assume a designed energy density of 

12 watt-hours per·· pound. In the case of the 30 year battery, we will 

assume a designed capacity of 10 watt-hours per pound. Table 1.6.l shows 

the assumptions made related to the designs of the lead-acid system for 

residential and intermediate. site energy storage.· Figure 1.6.1 shows the. 
··. 

typical, state of.the art life of lead-acid cells as· a function of d_epth 

of discharge( 2). Figure 1.6.2 shows the relationship -between the 

pe.rcent of the 20 hour capacity of a lead-acid battery, and the dhcharge ._,. 

time in hours( 3) .· 
.,.1<'• 

?• ....... . 

1J. T B J H C . • B 1 - t f P k. P . . rown, . . romn, atter es :;ys ems or ea 1ng ower 

Generation, 9th IECEC, San Francisco, Calif., August, 1974. · 

2Private communication, N. J. Maskalich·, W Research Laboratories - . 

· 3c. J. Mantel, "Batteries and Energy System~·, McGraw-Hill Company, 

New York, 1970, p. 145 .. 
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Table 1.6. 1 

Lead-Acid Batteries 

* Energy * Selling 
Density Price Life 

1985 Minimum 12 Wh/1b $20/kWh 5 years 

1985 Improved 12 Wh/lb $30/kWh 15 years 
- . 

1985-2000 Improved 10 Wh/lb $30/kWh 30 years 

* Based on 100% :depth-of-discharge 

Electricity Storage in Molten Salt Electrolyte Batteries 

% Discharge 
Capacity 

90 

70 

6.0 

There are presently several molten salt, high temperature 

batteries under investigation at various research laboratories. These 

batteries are potentially high energy density systems wherein the 

electrolyte is typically an ionized melt of alkali metal ions and halogen 

ions. The most common electrolyte is the eutectic mixture of LiCl-KCl 

(mp 352°C). 

The' electrolyte in the molten state ha~ a'.resistivity of a·bout 

.lc-cm and a decomposition potential of 3.65 volts. At this potential, 

the decomposition products are metallic lithium and gaseous chlorine. 

The proposed anodes for use in this electrolyte are either liquid lithium 

or an alloy of lithium and aluminum. Presently the al'loy electrode is 

preferred as the anode in the molten salt because it overcomes many of 

the problems inherent with the liquid lithium anode; mainly, severe 

corrosion, SQlubility in the electrolyte, and containment problems. The 

alloy whi.ch operates as a solid electrode at a reduced activity 
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(~ 10-3, -.300 volts) is less corrosive than pure lithium to cell separator 

materials and easier to handle from a design and engineering point of view. 
. . . 

The alloy anode operates by ~eleaiing lithi~m ions to the electrolyte dur-

ing discharge and accepting lithium during the recharge-. The electrodes can 
~ .: ': 

operate between about 3 and 20 Wt% lithium in the lithium-aluminum alloy. 
·. ~ . . ·. ··~' 

This electrode has demonstrated cyclic stability during extended cycling 
. ' 

for greater than lOUO cycles. 

One of the cathodes for use with the lithium-aluminum alloy and 
" . ,' :<.< 

m6st widely studied is a composite of iron sulfide as a curre~t collector. 
. . . ' 

In the discharge mode, lithium reacts with the irori sulfide to-form lithium 

sulfide and iron. The open circuit voltage of the cell is about 2.0 volts 

with an average discharge voltage of about 1.2~1.5 volts, depending upon 

the depth of.discharge. 

Anode Reaction 

I i/Al-e--+- Li+ · -3.35 volts~vs-'-Cl 2 ref. 

Cathode Reactions 
+ . . 

FeS + 2 Li + ·e- + Li 2S + Fe 
. . . 

Fes2 + 2 Li+ t~- + Li2S + Fe$ 

The theoretical energy density for the LiFeS reaction is 

(1.6.4) 

(1~6.5) 

(1.6.6) 

about 250 W-hr/ 1 b. Besides. the iron sulfide cathodes, a vari e.ty of 

alternate metal ~ulfides has been ~onsidercd separ~tel~, and in com-

bi nation with the iron sulfide. The purpose of making the additions to · 

the iron sulfide has been to increase the positive electrode con

ductivity, thereby enhancing its performance capability. Several crit1cal 

problems related to the cathode in this system must yet be resolved. The 
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first is the definition of a suitable, low-cost, electrochemically stable 

cathode current collector. Work is presently in progress to define a 

stable current collector. Candidate materials are steel, carbon, graphite 
:. : ··.· 

and the more expensive but stable materials - molybdenum and tungsten. . . . . . 
~ ~. . . 

A more serious problem with this particular cathode is its ·inability to 

sustain limited amounts of overcharge. At cell potentials above about 
.• 

2.2 volts, chlorine from the electrolyte can react with the cathode, iron 
. '. ·- ... 

sulfide, and some of the current collectors (Fe, Ni) to form soluble 

compounds which result in eventual loss of the cathode. This type of 

overcharge can easily occur when cells are series connected, and some 

imbalance in performance exists to permit overcharge to occur. A pro

posed solution to this problem has been to monitor the charging potential 

of each cell. When the cell approaches the cathode dissolution potential, 

the electrical monitoring system would shunt the current through an ex

ternal load, protecting the cell. This solution could prove to be very 

complicated and expensive. 

The separator material for use in the molten salt cells must be 

stable in a.very hos-ti1e environment. It must be stable to both the 

anode and cathode materials, as well as the electolyte at temperatures 

between 350-500°C. The material presently" used as the separator material·· 

is boron nitride. In a purified state, with the oxid~ film removed, 
.. 

this material has shown stability in the cell for tests past 1000 hours. 

At this point i~ the cingoing research program, the separator can be 

assumed to be a stable component in systems available during the 1985-2000 

perfod. 
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In the molten salt cells, the rigorous elimination of moisture 

must be satisfied. The electrolyte is extremely hygroscopic, with ~·xygen 

and water being serious cell contaminants which, if allewed to slowly 

enter the system, will eventually con~ume the available lithium causing 

loss of anode capacity. In a finalized molten salt ceil, the system 

must be hermetically seaie·d ·e-ither at the individual cell housings, 

or in groups of connect~d cells. 

Since the cells will be hermetically sealed~ and no lo~ses can 

occur, the maintenance of molten salt cells and batteries will be minimal. 

Thermal problems associated with keeping the electolyte salt molten 

will not be serious and in most cases additional. ~oolin~ wf~l probably 

be necessary to prevent overheating under high drain rates. 

The proposed designs for the molten salt Li-Al/FeS battery are 

for two applications: electric vehicle and.cells for off-peak energy 

storage. Both of the designs differ in their energy and power character

_istltS. The vehicle design is intended to. deliver more power per unit 
. . . ~ 

weight with 1 ower energy density than the off-peak design. The battery · 
., ( 

for the off-peak energy storage has a projected energy density of about 

75 watt-hours per pound. The projected materials cost for the off-peak 

energy cell is $8.20 per kilowatt-hou/4). We would assume then a 

selling price of about $16 per .kilowatt-hour for mass produced cells 

using readily avai1ab·le compur1ents·ba~ed on tcchnolo!)}t"pro.iections between 

4P.A. Nelson, et. al., ANL, High-Performance Batteries for Off-Peak 

Energy Storage and Electric Vehicle Propulsion, Progress Report; 

January-June, 1974, ANL--8109, Argonne Labor~tories, January, 1975. 
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I 
) 

1985-2000 .. In this cost analysis,the battery life is assumed to be 5 

years, oper~ting at 300. days per year. At this point we will make two 

further assumptions projected to the era 1985-2000 that molten salt, high 

energy density cells and batteries will be available with longer lifetimes. 

The consequence of the longer lifetime.will be a decrease in the 
. ' . . ~ .... _,,·· . ' :· . : . ·. ')!~ 'j,~ ".! -~:!.,;. : 

overall energy density with a modest premium in materials cost to permit 

the extended life. In brder to achieve 15 year )ife, we predict that the 

energy density will be reduced to 50 .watt-hours per pound with a twenty 

percent increase in cost of materials, or the materials cost will be 

$9.80 per kilowatt-:hour with a selling price of $20 per kilowatt-hour .. 
. ' 

In both of these design considerations, 80% depth-of-discharge is assumed. 

In the final design consideration, we assume thirty year life ·will be 

accomplished at 40% increase in cost of materials and a 60% depth-of

disc:harge. This results in a material cost of $11.50 per kilowatt-;hour 

and a selling p~ice of $23.00 per kilowatt-hour. These assumptio~s are 
' 

made wi_th full recognition· that much research, development.·and engineering 

. are necessary before ser1ous consideration can be given to ·the cost a·nd 

life projections of molten salt batteries. The time sc~le· in whicH ··· 

credibility can be established is directly proportional to the amount of 

sustained effort devoted to solving the problems related to the molten 

salt battery whether it be the LiAl/FeS or others which use the basic 

related technology. Table l.G.2 y1ves our assumptions based·on projections 

of today's technology as to the pt'a<.:tical capability of·molten salt 

batteries in the era 1985-2000. 
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Table 1.6.2 

Molten Salt Batteries (Li-Al/FeS) 

Energy 
Densit:t Matls. Cost Sell. Price Life 

% Disch._ 
.capacity 

75 Wh/# $ $16/kW 
•. · ... (,/.. '~ 

Design I 8.20/kWh 5 yrs. 

Design II 50 Wh/# $ 9.00/kWh $20/kWh 15 yrs. 

Design I I I 50 Wh/# $11.50/kWh $23/kWh 30 yrs. 

Electricity Storage in .Solid Electrolyte~ Sodium-Sulfur Batteries 

Work on the electrochemical couple of sodium and sulfur, for 

secondary batteries started in 1965, and has been ongoing at several 

research laboratories. The battery mechanism is accomplished in this 

system by the transport of sodium ions through a solid electrolyte to 

the sulfur cathode to form a series of sodium polysulfide compounds. 

The ceramic electrolyte is the key to the use of the two liquid·ele~t~ode~, 

sodium and sulfur. The electrolyte is B alumina in which sod1um ions 

are quite mobile and free to selectively move along the conduction planes. 

The resistivity of:.the electrolyte varies due to manufacturing procedures 

and techniques but is generally in the range of 5 to 30 n-cm at the cell 

operating temperature of about 350°C. 

The theoretical enP.rgy density of the sodium-sulfur couple is 

about 350 watt-hours per pound, based on a complete· sodium-sulfur reac-

tion. The open circuit voltage is about 2.0 volts. In practice, complete · 

reaction of the sodium and sulfur does not occur and some intermediate 

composition is arrived at. The average voltage during discharge.is 

somewhat less, dependinq upon the depth-of-discharge. 
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The sodium-sulfu,r system suffers from many of the same types of 

problems related to molten salt ,batteries. It must be hermetically 

sealed from the atmosphere, and materials corrosion problems related to 

the sodium and sulfur containment must be solved. Additional performance 

problems arise with t~e sulfur cathode in that it is basically a poor 

conductor of electricity and suitable current collectors must be inter

spersed within the sulfur to permit suitable operation compatible wfth 

the· battery's practical mission. In practice, carbon is used for this 

purpose .. To~date, seripus problems exist with non-conducting films 

deposited in the cathode compartment, as well as incomplete reactions 

resulting in reduced energy density. 

The use of sulfur as the active cathode material limits the 

1 ••• 

upper temperature at which the sodium sulfur system may be used. Sulfur 

vaporizes at about 440°C~ limiting the cell and battery to that upper 

temperature. Means of limiting t~is cell temperature must be provided 

during high power drains and rapid recharge cycles. 

The basic design· of a unit cell using sodium and sulfur falls 

into one of two classes .. The first design uses cylinders of e-alumina 

with the sodium contained within the tube. Cylinders have been made, 

and tested with 1 millimeter wall thickness, a 1 centimeter diameter, 

·and a length of 30 centimeters. The cylindrical design approach would 

simply assemble an array of tubes appropriately sized to provide._:the 

necessary capacity for the particular mission. Further series connections 

would accomplish the voltage level required for the specific application. 

The problems ·related to this design are suitable seals for the tubes 



and cells for the batteries. Presently, various types of glasses are 

being used as well as other materials( 5). 

The primary failure mechanism of tre sodium-sulfur cell with 

a-alumina is metallic transport of sodium through the ceramic, as a result 

of fabrication defects or cracks. It is assumed'that these life limiting 

problems wilT be so·lved and eventual long-time stability will· be achieved. 

The second desiqn of the sodium-sulfur couple uses a-alumina 

in the form of plates or discs( 6). This design approach would lend 

itself to mbre flexible series and parallel connections of cells with 

the eventual possibility of bipolar construction. Once again, the system 

suffers from the same pe~formance and life limitations as previously 

discussed in the cylindrical design cells. 

The problems related to the demonstration of high quality, 

high energy density, low-cost sodium-sulfur cells are dependent on a 

sustained program to achieve its goals. The state of t~e technology 

is presently being advanced at about the same rate as the molten salt 

batteries. Ultimate success of either of the novel high energy batteries 
" . 

is presently very speculative. 

Th~ predicted performance for a finally engineered low-cost 

5 W. L. Winterbottom, et. al., Materials Evaluatibn for the Sodium/ 

Sulfur Cell, Pape·r No. 29, 1975 Electrochemical Society National 

M~eting, Dallas, Texas, October, 1975. 

6 . 
L. S. Marcoux, et. al., Performance of Sodium-S~lfur Test Cells Utilizing 

a-Alumina and Flat Plates, Paper No. 28, 1975 Electrochemical Society 

National Meeting, Dallas, Texas, October, 1975. 
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system using the sodium-sulfur couple is quite similar. to that of the 

molten salt cell. From our conceptual point of view related to the 

photovoltaic power systems, we will use the projected performancesin 

Table 1.6.2 as b~ing synonomous with both the molten saltand sodium

sulfur technology as it might exist between the years 1985,.,.2000. 

·Electricity Storage in Alternate High Energy Density Batteries 

The LiAl-FeS and the sodium-sulfur batteries-previously dis-

cussed are two of the main candidate systems for new high energy density 

low-cost battery systems. There are several other systems also under 

technical investigation which may be viable in the erfi 1985-2000. Without 

going into great detail as to their operational m~chanisms and technical 

problems, we will only list the systems with a brief comment relative to 

each system•s ability to fulfill the energy storage requirements for the 

residential and intermediate site condition. . . 

1. Li-Cl. Molten Salt LiCl-KCl 

This secondary __ couple uses the full potential range of the 
' . 

molten salt, 3.35 vol+s· The cathode stores both alkali and halide ions. 

Its projected cost and performance are very similar to the Li/Al-FeS 

system(?). It alsu suffers from the same problems as the FeS systems with 

the added problem that chlorine gas can be generated during the charge 

mode, within a sealed. cell. This could result in excessive pressure -• 

build-up not compatibl~ with the individual cell design. 

7 . 
J. E. Metcalf III, et. al.~ Characteristics of a Tellurium Lithium/ 

Aluminum Battery, Paper No. 71901, 1971 IECEC Boston, Mass., August, 1971. 
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2. Sodiu~-thloroal~minate 

This ·particular cell uses a low temperature molten salt. 

electrolyte N~Alcl 4 (m~ l20°C) in ~onjunction with·a sodium anod~ and a 

a-alumina separator res.tritting. the s·eparation of the anode froni· the. 

molten· salt electrolyte, cathode(B). The· cathode ·;s ·a·,porous :carbon

graphit'e matrix whfch util'izes its electrochemical· exchange of' lithium 

with the disshlved a~tim6ny chloride (SbCl 3) ·in the ele~trolyte, cathode 

compartment. Problems associated with the intercallation of the complex 

ion AlC1 4.,. with;:the cu.rrent collector may lim~t severely. the useful life 

of the cathode. Problems are also en·countered in this· system because 

the electrolyte sublimes at about 200°C restrictin·g the upper temperature 

to a region where the a-alumina is a rather poor conductor of sodium 

ions. Once again materials compatibility and related design ahd 

engineering prolillems must yet be .solved. This system incorporates the 

problems related to both the molten salt cell and the=a-alumina cells. 

Eventual economi('and te-chnical success ca:n o·nly be··speculated at 

this time. ··. ·· ... ·' 

This low temperature battery (20°C) utilizes the electrochemical 

reaction.·of zinc arid'chloririe to.form the basis of a·.high energy secondary 

battery wherein the chlorine is stored externally as· a so1id, ch-lorine 

octahydrate. In order for the system to perform properly, it requires 

8J. Werth, et. al.; The Sodium Chlori'de Battery,' Paper No. 242, 1975 

Electrochemical Society, National Meeting, Dallas, Texas, October 1975. 
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several auxiliary systems for operation. lt requires elect~olyte cir

culation, reservoir refrigeration, and _possible auxili_ary cooling for the 

battery itself. The cell operates at 2.12 volts with a theoretical energy 

density of about 380 wa.tt:-hou~s per oound. (9} The s.vstem, for lono term 

operation, requires cathode materials which are stable in the chlorine of 

the electrolyte.environment. To date, low-cost carbon electrodes have 

displayed limited stability while the more expensive cathodes with 

various coatinQS on titanium have been used(lO}. 

This particular system can also be viable in the era 1985-2000 

with a projected $20-$30/KWh selling price. 

1.6.2 Battery Storage for the Residential Power System 

The Photovoltaic Power System for the residential site requires 

electrical storage in the form of secondary electrochem1cal batteries. 

The batteries are requ.ired to supplem.ent the output _of the ·solar array 

by providing load mainten~nce at high power drains f~r.short"time · 

periods in addition to providi_ng electrical energy _when the solar 

array output drops off, at night for example. The battery would be 

expected to supply 5-10 KW for periods of s· to 10 minutes ,at, any time. 

The total energy .storage capacity of the· battery i.s 15 to 25 KWh 

dependi~g on the site and the particular mission, espe~ialli.if·air 

conditioning is required. 

9 . 
A. F. Sammels, Electrolyte Stoich1ometric Considerations for Zinc 

Deposition in the Zinc-Chlorine Battery, Paper No. 236, 1975 Electro--· 

chemical Society National Meeting, Dallas, Texas, october 1975. 

10Private communication. P~ Symons, ERDA Detroit, Michigan. 
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The battery system is charged from the array or the supplemental 

energy supply and delivers energy as required to provide power over 

and above what the array itself can supply. The combination of the 

array and battery system provides the ene~gy and power requi~ements 

for a residential site free of or in combination with utility line 

service. For the residential site which can possibly operate without 

line service, an engine generator or fuel cell can be considered to 

supplement inadequate array,power and insufficient storage from the 

battery, should the situation ever occur during extended periods of 

cloud cover or full battery discharge. If line service is available, 

the residence could maintain power in spite of depletion of the battery 

and loss of power from the array. In either of these cases, battery 

system considerations are independent of whether or not line service 

is available or an engine generator is used to provide auxiliary 

charging when loss of power from the array occurs and the battery is 

depleted. 

Battery Systems 

The technological studies of electrochemical systems 

concluded that lead-acid and high temperature battery systems would be 

available in the era 1985-2000. Both of these battery types can be 

c~nsidered for the residential sites with their particular missions 

and use conditions. The batteries projected for use in 1985 are given 1n 

Table 1.6.3. 
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Table 1.6.3 

Lead Acid 

$20/KWh - * Type I 90% DOD 

Type II $30/KWh - 70% DOD -

Type . I II. $30/KWh - 60% DOD -
'' 

.. High TemQerature 

Type I $16/KWh - 80% DOD -

, Type I I $20/KWh 80% DOD 

·Type I I I · , $23/KWh - 60% DOD -

* Depth-of-Discharge 

-· 5 yr. 1 ife 

15 yr. 1 ife 

30 yr. 1 i fe 

5 yr. life 

14 yr. 1 i fe 

30 yr. 1 i fe 

None of the batteries, whether lead-acid or high temperature~ 

is presently available as a high volume, low-cost commercial product. 

In the era 1985-2000, both systems, because of demand and technological 

advancement, are expected to fulfull the cost and performance projections 

given in Table 1.6.3. The basis for these prices and performance 

characteristics have been previously discussed. 

Battery Missions 

The use of secondary hntteries in the residential site, provides 

a means of storing and delivering energy to the residence in co~bination 

with the solar array. The batteries are expected to deliver high power 

for short periods of time to supplement the power output from the array . 
.. ·. 

The high power demands are required for the operation of·app1iances like 

ranges and driers, and in some instances, air conditioners. The mission 

profi 1 e ca 11 s for power 1 eve 1 s of 5 to l 0 KW for periods of 5 to 10 minutes 
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throughout the day. The ·total storage·capacity at the battery system 

will be between 15 and 25 KWh depending on the site location and the 

requirement of the particular residence with its specific appliance 

load. The batteries will be electricaJly charged from the solar array 

during sun~ i ght hours _through the inverter-charger network. The 

inverter will provide on end-of-charge voltage of 400 volts, with a 

lower r.ut-off voltage of 260 volts during discharge.· An alternate 

means of charging the battery would be d1rect line charging at night, or 

if no line service were included in the system, an engine generator 

used when the output of the array was inadequate for charging. In 

any of these configurations,·the battery is insensitive to the charging 

means. 

The battery and its related equipment are designed to be 

essentially maintenance-free, requiring only periodic visual inspection 

for proper operation. In operation, the battery and its related systems 

·must also be fail-safe with little or- no hazard to other eQuipment or 

the surroundings. 

The overall life of the energy storage system is expected to be 

30 years. The economics, which are considered for the various batteries, 

will use 30 year life as a common basis for evaluation of the various· 

battery types even if the adual battery life is less. 

Lead-Acid Batteries 

Lead-acidcells have an average discharge voltage of about 2.0 volts, 

with an end-of-charge voltage of 2.5 volts. The energy efficiency of the 

cells is ·about 80% with approximately 10% coulomb inefficiency. The 10% 
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coulomb inefficiency appears near the end of charge resulting from the'·.·: 

dissociation ()'f water to produce hydrogen gas·.· During discharge~ 

the state-of-charge of thecell is characterized by the.spedfic 

gravity of the electrolyte, which participates in,th.e electrode reactions. 

The preferred t~niperature:·for operation. of ·lead-acid c~ils. is about· 
' '· . ( 

At temperatures of l25°F the life of a lead acia cell is reduced 
:, . 

by a factor of a_bout 2. 
: l 

To provide fo~ the ~afe arid reliable op~r~ti~n of the m~intenan~e~· 

free lead:.:aci-d battery, several auxiliary systems mu·st be'incorporated 

into the energy storage system as it interfaces with the solar array 

and the inverter-charging network. The philosophy used in the conceptual 

design of the residential site wns to provide a low cost, maintenance· 

free system, inherently highly reliable and fail-safe with little or no 

hazard to the residence~ associated equipment, and residents. In the. 

event of a failure within the battery system, action taken by the 

homeowner s·hould be ~dmple and sufficient to.keep the··overall.systein hi': 

a safe mode of operation for some extended period of time until a'· 

service man could provide necessary rP.pairs. To acC:umplish this,''several 

au.xiliary systems must be designed into·thebattery systeni. 'The module 

of a batterY will consist of eight cells and will have an average ·· · 

discharge voltage of 16 volts, with an'~nd of char~e.voltage.of·20 vol~s. 

The eight cell module will be the basic battery unit. Each eight cell· 

~odule will include a voltage sensor to act .as a Go~N6-GO indi~~tor. 

Sh~uld the voltage of the module ever go below· a predetermined lower limit 

("- lO.volts), the control·sensor at the modu'lE!·would activate a warning 
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alarm. The alarm can be audible or inaudible, such as a horn or a 

warning light, on a master control panel or at the battery itself. 

The alarm of a fai·lure of one module will alert the resident, ot the 

condition. ·In this sit~ation, the required action would be to short-out 

(bypass) the appropriate cell, disengage the Go-No-Go alarm, and · 

continu·e in"operation with 5% less capacity until the malfunctioning 

module could be re!Jlaced.· This type of failure will occur when one or 

more of the cells:within the module cannot maintain proper voltage 

ch~racteristits as a result of an internal short o~ current 6ollector 

failure. 

Electrolyte maintenance will be accomplished by an automated 

water make-up system which will periodically add predetermined amounts 

of water to the circulating electrolyte. The necessary water will be 

drawn from the house supply. The electrolyte circulating system 

necessary to maintain proper temperature for the cells would ci·rculate 

the electro-lyte through a cooler to insure nearly constant temperature 

operation around 70°F. Once again an alann system within the electrolyte 

maintenance and circulating system will indicate either pump failure 

or an extreme temperature above a set range. In the residential 

mission,' the batteries are expected to provide high power (5-10 KW) for 

~hart per·iods. The electrolyte circulating system will prP.vent severe 

overheating of the cells. 

The greatest hazard, with respect to the residential use of lead

acid cells, is evolution of hydrogen· at the end of the charging cycle. 

Approximately 10% of the coulombic input to the cell results in 
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hydrogen gas. Concentrations of between 4 and 70% hydrogen air, a 

potentially explosive mixture exists. There are several means of removing 

and handling the evolved hydrogen gas, the simplest of which would be 

to locate the battery outdoors and dilute the hydrogen in a flowing 

air stream. If the battery is situated indoors, a hydrogen removal 

system within the residence will be required. Several alternate methods 

may be considered. The. re~ommended procedure is to convert the hydrogen 

to water via a catalytic converter, and return the water to the 

electrolyte makeup system. One possibility would be to locate a 

catalytic converter in the vent cap of each individual cell, making 

the system safe from the ~ydrogen preble~. The amount of hydrooen 

which will result from a normal daily cycle can be handled by the 

converter. 

To be successful, this type of recombination system will have 

to be designed within the overall module assembly to provide the 

necessary safety factor within the context of the electrolyte circulating 

and maintenance system so that no possibility of ~n explosive situation 

could exist as a result of hydro~en concentr~tinn within the sy~tcm. 

Another added precaution to insure complete removal. of hydrogen would 

be to circulate the electrolyte through circulating tubes, which contain 

a porous network with the necessary catalysts (Pt•Rh) dispersed on the 

network surface to recombine the hydrogen contained in the electrolyte. 

A more accurate prediction based on this concept would require an 

experimental evaluation of an actual circulating system as well as an 

evaluation of cell vent caps which could recombine hydrogen. Further 
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information with respect to this system life and reliab.ility would also 

have to be determined to provide a highly reliable and fail safe system. 

A state of charge indicator must also be incorporated into the 

battery system to prevent significant discharge or overcharge. A 

coulometer, or state of charge indicator, can be included in the system 

in such a way that it can cause the battery charger during char9e 

and the inverter during discharge to keep battery state-of-charge 

within predetermined limits. 

Size of Lead-Acid Battery 

The size of a 20 KWh lead acid battery will be determined by 

combining the appropriate number of battery modules in ·series to provide 

the daily residential mission. A· typical cell size will be 211 x 711 x 911 

(w x 1 x h) to provide about 65 amp hours of capacity. A battery module 

then will consist of 8 cells within one container. The energy contained 

within a module will then be (6o amp hours x 16 vults). about looow~tt

hours. If the module has a gravametric energy density of 12 Wh per 

pound, a module will weight about 90 pounds. The total battery 

consisting of 20 modules with 8 cells per' module will weigh about 

1800 pounds. The 20 KWh battery wi 11 require about 25 square feet of 

floor area with a height of abuut one foot, including the auxiliary 

equipment. The size of other residential batteries will vary 

accordingly. 

High lemperature BaLLeries 

At this present time, the probability of any one of the .candidate 

high temperature batteries being used in a practical system in 1985 
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is low. For this reason we have generalized what a typical system 

might be, in terms of performance, life, and operating characteristics. 

·A high temperature battery will most probably have an end-of-charge

voltage of about 2.0 volts and an average discharge voltage of 1.5 volts. 

It will have e~cellent power characteristics and will operate at about 

350°C. The cells will be hermetically sealed and will not have gassing 

problems or hazards. The cells will be about 80% energy efficient, with 

nearly 100% coulomb efficiency. The cell temperature will be maintained 

at 350°C by air coolin·g which is required to prevent overheating. The 

battery itself will be encapsulated with insulating material to provide 

an exterior surface temperature of about 30°C. At this time the waste 

heat from the high temperature battery is not being considered as a 

useful source of energy. It will amount to about 3-5 KWh of energy@ 

350°C per day. Should further studies indicate that the energy in the 

form of heat can be useful, then a design to utilize it could be in

corporated into the residential site. 

Central control systems similar to those used on the lead acid 

system will also be used in the high temperature system, GO-NO-GO 

and subsystem failure alarms. In the high temperature systems, overcharge -

as voltage raises above 2.0 volts - can cause irreversible damage to 

the cell, and possibly an explosive hazard due to gas pressure bui~d-up. 

For this reason a somewhat more elaborate control system to prevent 

overcharge will be incorporated into the high temperature battery. It 

will sense the terminal voltage of battery modules, and be used as a control 

signal .f~r the electronic circuitry.which controls charging current. 
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.. 
The high temperature battery will require no electrolyte maintehance 

I 

Ahd the syst~m will be essentially maintenance free except in the cas~~~ 

of cell or mdd~le failure. Should this occur, corrective action would 

be required. Because of these maintenance free characteristics and 

and the 1solated nature of the cell components from the environment, 

the high temperature· battery could easily be installed within the 

residenr.e. 

The high temperature battery will consist of 20 battery modules 

with ten cells per module to be.charged from the i~verter at 400 volts. 

The average discharge voltage of the battery.wi.ll be 300 volts, with a 

1 ower cutoff at 260 volts. Should the deve l op.ment of a practi ca 1 high 

temperature cell have voltage cha racteri s tics different from those 

assumed, alternate configurations compatible with the inverter would 

be considered.· 

Size of the High Temperature Battery 

·A 20 KWh high temperature battery with a gravairn:~tdc energy den5ity 

of about 50 watt-hours per pound will weigh about 500 pounds as a full 

battery. Each 20 volt module in the battery will weight about 20 

pounds. At the present time~ there is no well defined size for a high 

.. temperature unit cell as ~possible module. But, based on today's research 

projections, the volume of a 20 KWh battery will be about 2.5 cubic feet 

with a floor area of about 2. 5 · square feet. Once again thesE! projections 

are quite speculative and will have to be further verified as progress 
. . 

is made towards the development of.a viuble high temperature battery. The 
. ' ' 

high temperature battery will require .about 10% of the volume of a comparable 

lead-acid system. : ~' 
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1.6.3 Battery Storage for the Intermediate Power System 

Two options are possible choices for the battery.mission of the 

intermediate site. The first one involves the installation of a battery 
. ', '• 

system with a storage capacity of 10 MWh. In this configuration the .... 
battery will be discharged 300 times a year at 5 MWh .for load leveling, 

and twenty times a year at 10 MWh for both load leveling .and poor 

weather solar plant assistance. A second and preferred configuration 

includes the instatlation of one battery with a capacity of only 5 MWh 

fulfilling the .300 cycle per year mission, while available utility 

line service supplies the 20 cycle per year drain to deliver·5 MWh. 

Battery·system life expectancy ·iS 30 years. 

The batteries needed for the IPS are presently unavailable. Two 

types of batteries are considered; an advanced technology lead-acid 

system and a high temperature system. It is assumed that, in the time 

period from 1985 to 2000~ these batteries could be made available, 

and furthermore, their costs would be: minimized by high volume mass 

production and cost reduction techniques. This assumption, which for 

both battery systems is quite specula.tive, is especially so for the 

high temperature systems which are presently only in the ~esearch phase. 

The assumption has more credibility for the lead-acid system because 

of its long commercial history, and because available techn·ical information 

can be projected to use conditions compatible with-the photovoltaic 

energy storage mfssi.on. 
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The battery system for the intermediate site wfl 1 have ·a maximum 

power level of ·1 MW in both the charge and discharge mode. In the 

discharge mode, the time can vary from one to ten· hours. · The charge· 

time can be as long as eight hours, once again at a power level not 

to exceed 1 MW. ·The requirements ·imposed by the interf~ce ~ith th~ 

power conditioning system include a top-of-charge voltage of 730 volts,· 

which can be lowered, and a low battery cutoff voltage of 430 volts. 

The preferred voltage range for operation of the batteries from start to 

end-of-discharge is 565 to 430 volts. If the battery goes below 

430 volts, it will be removed from the circuit by the control system. 

The charging circuit is current and power controlled with a maximum 

current of 2300 amps and power level of 1 MW. 

Further considerations relative to the use of the battery in 

the IPS are its safety to individuals and equipmen~ as well as the 

· envi'ronmental impact of the battery ·on the surroundings. The battery 

must minimize any hazard or potential hazards as well as being fail-safe 

should any malfunction occur within the battery complex as it interfaces 

with other systems within the IPS. 

The battery system must also be designed to operate unattended 

and with·a mini~um of maintenance for extended periods. Within the 

overall IPS, the battery system. will be controlled by a computer or 

-- --:oth;~-;;t~r~-~-,--~a~~g~~ent system, whether remote or on-site, which would 

. take action in the event of impending hazard or f'ailure of the battery, 

a battery module, or battery subsystem necessary for proper and safe operation. 
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Lead Acid Systems 

The lead .acid cells have charging voltages .of 2.5 volts and. 

averag,e .discharge _voJtages of 2.0 volts with a lower .voltage cutofif 

of 1.8 volts. The lead acid system is assumed to be 80% energy ... 

efficient with about 90% coulomb efficiency. The three lead acid 

cells considered are listed in Table 1.6.4 
Table 1.6.4 

Lead Acid Cells 
Energy Selling Dischg. 
Density Price Life Ca~. 

Type I 12 Wh/lb $20/KWh 5 years 90% 
1500 cycles 

Type II 12 Wh/1 b $30/KWh 15 years 70% 
4000 cycles ; . ·;.:.,. ·. 

. Type I I I 10 Wh/lb $30/KWh 30 years 60% 
9000 cycles 

-· Type I lead acid batteries are considered to be state-of-the-art 

technology. Although the specific configuration necessary for this . 

particular mission is presently unavailable, the lead acid technology, as 

it exi_sts today, is compatible with a l-ife of 1500 cycles at about 90% 

depth of -discharge. The projected selling price of $20 per kilowatt hour 

is based on several assumptions which tend to minimize this s~lling price~ 

In a projected Type I battery, ·80% of the c~ll would be lead a't; an energy 

density of 12 watt-hours per pound. The present se 11 i ng price of 1 ead :j_s_ 

about $.20 per pound. We have assumed that future demands and requirements 

will reduce this cost by encouraging the development of new and improv~d : 

technologies for the refining and reprocessing of used lead acid batteries. 
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This will reduce the cost of lead to about $.14 per pound. At these 

levels the cost of lead per KWh of energy storage capacity will be 

about $11.60. By postulating other cost reductions and mass production 

techniques, we have projected a $20 per kilowatt-hour selling price. 

If a lead acid battery of this type were purchased today at the present 

leve'l of technology and product·ion, the selling price would most likely 

be in the range of $40-$60 per KWh with a tendency towards the higher 

value. The salvage value for lead from used lead acid batteries will 

b~ assumed to be $.05 per pound for use in all economic calculations for 

all the lead-acid batteries considered. 

The Type II improved lead acid battery has a 

projected selling price of $30 per KWh with a 15 year life including 

4000 cycles at 70% depth-of-discharge. The increased se 111 ng price . 

is based on the. assumption that the increased life will require more 

material additives and possibly more expensive processing and fabrication 

than a 1500 cycle battery. 

The Type III improved battery·is expected to sell 

for $30 per KWh with a 30 year life including 9000 cycles at 60% depth-

of-discharge. In this instance, the energy density of the system is 

lowered to 10 Wh per pound. Once again the selling price is based on 

added costs necessary to extend the cycle 11fe. 

Figure 1.6.3 shows the life characteristics of the three types 

of lead-acid batteries as a fun~tion of DOD. Clearly, 

Types II and III show significant improvements over state-of-the art 

lead-acid batteries. 
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. ·In the evaluation of the lead-acid system, we have assumed 

the lifetime to be a direct function of the depth-of-discharge and 

the number of cycles completed. We have not assumed useful life to be 

dependent on.time in service.· As a consequence of this assumption, a· 

Type.! lead acid battery which would be cycled 20 times per year would 

be expect~d to last 75 year.s. Based on today•s technology, certain 

standby lead-acid systems have typical lifetimes in excess of 20 years 

making a projected 30 year life at 20 cycles per year a reasonable. 

assumption. 

The lead-acid battery ,requires a certain amount of maintenance 

to insure proper performance and life. The preferred .operating 

temperature is betwe~n 70-80°F, with life deteriorating to about 45%· 

at 125°F and less as the temperature increases. This decrease in 

life at higher temperature will require the use of an auxiliary.system 

for temperature.control. Water lost due to dissociation of the electro

lyte near the end of .charge must be made up by an automated electrolyte 

maintenance system. Further maintenance in terms of visual inspection 

an.d preventive maintenance of interconnections, cell cases, and hardware 

will ·be required as a standard operating procedure. 

There are severa 1 potentia 1 safety hazards a.ssoci a ted with 

the lead-acid battery system. Safety hazards with respect to the use 

'and handling of the sulfuric acid electrolyte can be ~dequately handled. 

Precautions to prevent accidental short circuiting of modules within 

the system must be considered. There does not appear to be any 

special hazard associated with the connection of lead acid cells at 
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terminal Voltages as high as 700 volti, ave~ and above the hazard of 

the large amount of energy stored and capable of total electrical 

discharge in a short period of time. 

The electrical dissociation .• of water which occurs towards .. : 

the· end of discharge produces a large quantity of hydrogen gas. ·At 

hydrogen ·con centra ti ons · in air of between 4 and 70%, an exp 1 os i ve 

condition exists. Several procedures can be usedto reduce the 

concentration of hydrogen to less tha·n .1%. ·rt appears that the 

simplest solution would be to dilute the hydrogen as it evolves from 

the cells· by mixing· it with a flowing air stream. A ·strategically 

positioned alarm system which will indicate excessive buildup of 

hydrogen as well as a failure of the air supply· stream will be ·located 

in the air stream of the hydrogen removal system. 

Other alternative means of handling the hydrogen would 

be storage for chemical reuse, metal hydri-de formation, catalytk 

conversion, or flame combustion. In li~ht of the economics and potential 

hazards involved with these alternate solutions, hydrogen removal by 

air stream dilution is the preferred· choice. 

The economics of the lead-acid battery are determined by the 

depth-of-discharge, and the cycle life. we-have· assumed three levels 

of technology with respect to·the lead-acid system; tne Type I· battery· 

being state-of-the-art technology with the Type II and Type III being 

improved systems presently unavailable. Figure 1.6.3 shows----

the relationship between life of the three types of batteries depth

of-discharge. 
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At 100%.depth-of-discharge, life ·expectancy is assumed to be 

similar for the three battery types. This is·based on:an actual battery 

mechanism which predicts certain failure of the electrode structures 

primarily due to grid failures after. ~~out 1000 cycles, with littl.~ 

hope that an advanced technology will increase the life significantly. 

The advances in the technology of the lead-acid system are expected 

to increase the life at 60 to 70% depth-of-discharge as indicated 

in the figure. 

High Temperature Batteries 

Several high temperature cells were studied and are being 

considered for use in the IPS. At the present time, no one system 

can be chosen as the best candidate for use in the 1985-2000 era. 

As a consequence, w~ have generalized what may be a feas~b1e system,· 

and have specified probable performance and costs which can be used 

for ~ompnri~nn with lead-acid batteries. We have not assumed a· 

specific electrochemical couple, instead are considering a generalized, 

mass produced, high temperature battery u·sing low-cost materials. 

The voltage characteristics'of the high temperature cell are 

2.0 volts at full charge, 1.0 volts at discharge cutoff, and an average 

voltage during discharQe of 1.5 volts. The operating temperatuf~ 

of the cell is 35ouc with 80% energy eff1C1ency an·d 100%. coulomb · 

efficiency. The cells will. be totally self-contained with no pro.vision 

for gas evolution. Three conceptual designs for hi~h temperature 

batteries are considered as listed in Table 1.6.5 . 
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Table 1.6.5 

High TemEerature Cells 

Selling Depth of. 
Price Life Discharge 

Design I is Wh/lb $16iKWh '· s years 80% 
' ~ . . 

1100 tytl~$ 

Design II 50 Wh/lb $20/KWh 15 ye~rs 80% 
4500 cycles 

Design III 50 Wh/lb $23/KWh 30 years 60% 
9000 cycJes 

Design I assumes a 75 Wh/lb battery with a 1ife expectancy of 

_1500 cycles over a. 5:-year period at 80% depth-of~discharge. In this 

design we have predicted a selling price of $16 per kWh based on the 

use of various ]ow-cost materials and_componpnts w~ich could be ,used 

in a_ high temperature_system. These ~re sodium, lithium, sulfur, 

~ r :., 

and molten salt electrolytes, low-cost separators, and cell containers.· 

The life of a high temperature system is expected to be based on the 

time in use rather than the number of cycles as in the case for the 

lead-acid batteries. The expected electrode reactions in the high 

temperature systems should be more compa_tible with long c,ycle life, 

while the materials problems associated with pperation at 350°C is 

certainl~ time dependent. As a result of thes.e ~-~~umptions, battery 

designs II and III incorporate somewhathigher cost materials at a 

lower energy density with an expected increase, in life. Presently' 

available information on the performance characteristics of these 

high temperature sys terns indicates that severa 1 thousand cycles may 

·be feasible if the inherent materials problems can be solved with 

low-cost materials. 
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The application of the h.i 9h. temperature battery as· a means of 

energy storag~ in. the IPS di:ffe.rs somewhat from that of the lead-acid 

battery. The ~lectrical.inefficiency of the high temperature system 

will be about: 20%,,. and-;th_e; w~sted energy will be available as useable 

heat at 3.~0°C. The tempe-rature will be maintained at 350°C by air ..... . . . . . ~ 

cooling. The s.uccessful.:high temperature ~attery will b.e a hermetically 

sealed unit requiring essentially no maintenance except for periodic 

visual inspectio~ .. Sin~a:the cells and modules are sealed, there a.re 

no problems with. g~s ._remov~·l sh_ould gasing ever occur.. Howeve,r, an 

added problem c!oes exi s.t. with the high .temperature battery because 

it is.sealed. ·High temperature batteries will not tolerate l9ng 

periods of sustained overcharge. A control system to maintain cell 

voltage below a certain maximum charging level will have to be incorporated 

in the system to· prevent overcharge. A lower voltage cutoff control 

system will also be inco.rporated into the system similar to that included 

with lead ~cid, to.p~event-~eep discharge. 

The .~harge~discharge-.rates and voltage limits _of the charging 

system for the lead-acid battery are f~lt to be compa.tible with both 

the.lead-acid and the high temperature systems. In most cases a high 

temperature cell ~an accept and deliver charge mo~e rapidly than the 

lead acid cell., so, that· a power conditioning system designed for a 

lead. acid system will easily accommodate a high temperature system as 

well. 

The safety-hazards of· the high temperature battery system are 

related principally to the high voltage and.the high temperature. The 

voltage hazards are similar to those experienced in the lead acid 
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batterY system. The thermal hazard will be minimi'zed by designing 

the case fo·r the high temperature cells to maintain a surface 

temperature of JOOC. This can easily be accomplished with low· cost 

insulating materials. If a case containing'·~a molten- salt cell · ·- , 

ruptures, i"t presents a potential hazard to pers·oniiel and equipment·. 

In general, the molten salts would be expected' to solidify almost 

immediately upon case rupture owing·to rapid cooling.·· In order to 

minimi"Ze the hazard of this occurrence, a system~ sensing· cell rupture 

should ·be incorporated into the voltage inonitorin·g anif.control system. 

The projections made based on the ·use· of ;high .temperatur~ · · 

secondary batteries for energy storage are much more speculative than 

those made for the lead-acid system. The probability of success of any 

of the-three high temperature designs described is difficult t6 assess. 

A considerable amount of research and engineering must be done before a 

realistic design can be obtained. The reason they were included in 

this conceptual design was to make possible the evaluation of a 

technology which may be available in the 1985 to 2000 era offering 

low-cost energy storage, and to make poss1ble a comparison of its cost 

with those .of the lead-acid systems . 

. The cost to deve 1 op a high temperature. battery sys tern to· 

fulfill this mission is expected to be significantly·greater than that 

of extending the life of the lead-acid system. ·The development of a· · 

long-1 ife lead-acid system may cost $.5 x 106 whereas the cost to 

develop a high temperature system may be on the order of $10 x 107 

or more if one can ever be developed. 
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Preliminary Battery Sizing 

The preliminary size of a lead-acid battery for the IPS is 

based on a design wherein the cells will be placed on one level without 

stacking. Placement, movement and replacement of cells will be-

accomplished by a movable overhead crane which can be operated by one 

man. The weight of a battery module will be less than 3000 pounds for 

the lead acid system. lhe un1t cell size will be (4 11 x 1411 x 40 11
), 

(wxlxh) with a 1300amp-hour capacity. Assuming a nominal cell voltage 
. ' ·~ 

0 ft 

of 2 volts and a battery voltage of 500 volts, we will require a 

series .connection of250 battery modules. A battery moduleYJill 

consist of 8 cells connected in parallel to give a capacity of about 

lO,OOO~mpere-hours per battery module. A 5 MWh installation will be 

made up of 250 battery modules, with eight cells paralleled per module, 

making the total battery 2000 cells. A unit cell in this system will 

have a storage capacity of 2600 watt hours and weighs about 215 pounds. 

The weight of a 5 MWh battery will be (250 x 1700) or about 430,000 

pounds. The floor area required for an eight cell battery module with 

interspaces for cooling will be about 3 ft2. For 250 modules, we will 

require about 750 square feet of floor space with no provision for 

aisles or walkways between modules. .· . ";i. 

The cell height will be 40 11 plus 

1211 head· height, moreover with sufficient space for cell removal 

and replacement, we will require about a 10 feet ceiling height in the 

battery placement area. Because of the weight of the lead acid battery, 

placement on any structure above ground level will be cost prohibitive. 
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In order to generalize the floor space required for the lead

acid battery, we can say that within limits, 150 square feet will be 

required per MWh of installed capacity. The number of M~!h•s of installed 

capacity will be directly dependent on the type of lead acid battery 

used. If a Type II lead-acid battery is used and operated at 70% 

depth-of-discharge to deliver 5 MWh, we wili ·h~v~ to install .~ = 7.14 MWh 
' ' . 

of battery capacity. In order to deliver the proper terminal voltage, 

more paralleled cells will have to be added to the battery module, 
; • "1._ . ,= . 

or a different cell design will have to be employed for the type of 

cell used. The use of cells connected in parallel as opposed to one 

large cell will provide an added degree of protection because 

should one cell in an 8 cell module fail, the other cells will carry 

the load for a period of time before shut-down of the battery occurs. 

As an example of a battery size for the IPS, consider a 

Type I battery installed to deliver 5 MWh, 300 cycles per year. The 

battery installed will be capable of 90% depth-of-discharge. In terms 

of our previous cell design, this can be accomplished by paralleling 9 

unit cells to form a battery module with cell dimensions 411 x 14 11 x 38 11
• 

A 5% height decrease will lower the capacity slightly to provide the 

proper module capacity. A 250 module battery then will have an 

installed capacity of 5.5 MWh requiring a floor area of about 825 square 

feet. A variety of lead-acid battery couples can be postulated, with 

this example requiring minimum space because of the la~ge depth-of

discharge and high energy density. 
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Economic Comparisons 

The initial ,results of the conceptual systemdesign of the 

baseline IPS included def_inition of a battery subsystem comprising a 

5 MWh,battery to be discharged 300 times per year for load leveling, 
' ' • . . ~ ! • . ' . . . ·• . -

and .a second 5 MWh ba~tery to be discharged 20 times per year to , . 
. . . . . ·. . ... . . . .... : . . 

provide power on clo~dy d~,ys. The three types of lead acid an~ high-. ,; 

temperature batteries,considered, each h~ving a different cost and 

life, presented a nl!rnb~r, of. options for the construction of a 30 year. 
. . ·,·.! . '. . 

life battery system·.; 

In· order to seek cost/pe-rformance optima, four different 

analy$es were performed .. These analyses were limited. in scope and· 

were not comprehensive, they were performed to provide a means to 

evaluate various alternatives, and therefore, were not intended to 

include all cost factors. Included in tha ~nalyses were: 

1. Computation of net 30 year savings of a 1 MWh load 

leveling battery operating 300 cycles/year. 

2. Comparison of capital cost/kWh of 7 options for 

construction of a 5 MWh, 300 cycles/year, and 5 MWh, 

20 cycles/year battery subsystem. 

3. Comparison of the net 30 year cost of a 5 MWh, 300 

cycle~/year load leveling battery; together with 

either a 5 MWh, 20 cycles/year battery, or with 

5 MWh of energy purchased from the utility 20. 

times/year. 
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4 •. Compar·ison of capital cost/kWh of 3 options for con

struction of a 5 MWh, 300 cycles/year battery alone. 

The ana lyses progressed· 1 ogi ca lly from. tine to· another i ri 

the fril'lowin·g way~ The result ;of Analysis #1-·was:·-that,-a load:'leveli"ng 

battery is 'econoinica1ly attra~tive··e:ompared ~it'ti·power drawn directiy 

from the utility· line as long as the night rate\ is ~ufficiently small 

and the· day-to-night rate ratio sufficientl.fTarge. · This positive 

result lead to Analysis #2, which sought a cost/petformance optimum 

for a 30 year battery subsystem supplying both the 5 MWh·, 300 cycles/year, 

and 5 MWh~ 20 cycles/year loads. Although Analysis #1 verified the 

economic attract'iveness ·of the 1 MWh, 300 cycles/year load leveling 

battery, it was not concerned with the economic viability of the 5 

MWh, 20-cycle battery. Analysis #3 was thim performed to compare·a. 

5 MWh, 20 cycle/year battery with the alternative of drawing the 

other 5 MWh of energy from the utility line. The result was that 

. p.ower drawn from the utility line presented a 'less expens-ive alternative 

than using a 5 MWh, 20 cycles/year· battery.· This result lead to 

Analysis #4, which sought a cost/performance opti~um for the. 5 MWh, 

300 cycles/year battery alone. 

Summaries of these analyses are pr.esented'ih the following· 

sections. 

Load Leve 1 i ng Battery Cost Sa vi n_ss 

One strategy used for control of the IPS. includes charging 

the battery during the night when the utilities operate lowest cost 

base load equipment. Then, late in the day, battery subsystem discharge 
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is initiated as the solar array output drops off. Power from the solar 

array is not used to charge the batteries during the day because of the 

high economic value which can be assigned to· solar power generated 

durf~~ s;un l i ~ht hours. 
~ I • 

The cost of el'ed:ricity delivered from storage is made up 

of several factors. Oh'e ·ur these is related to the 20% inefficiency 

owing to energy losses in the battery during charge and discharge. 

Because of this loss, battery storage would not be economical under 

any normal circumstances if the utilities could generate all needed 

electrical energy at a constant base load rate. Because this is not 

the case, and because the cost of electricity to the utility does 

vary with time of use, batteries may be considered. 

In this analysis, the battery was assumed to u·ndergo 300 

discharge cycles per year. It was also assumed that the batteries 

are discharged 60% of their installed capacity, deliver 1 MWh with 

80% efficiency and have a 30 year 11te. The evdluation was ba~ed 

on 1 MWh of battery capacity, but the results can be scaled for any 

size battery installation by simple multiplication. A comparison was 

made between electrical power furnished from battery energy storage, 

and electrical power drawn dir~ctly from the utility .line at various 

generation costs based on nighttime ~ower production Gosts of 10 and 

50 mills/kWh. Battery costs from $20 to $80/kWh were considered. The 

costs, though not specific for any battery, are i.llustrative of the 

savings provided by using electrochemical energy storage. 
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The results· of the analysis showed tha~for the set of·a~sump-· 

ti on.s us~d, the cost of the battery is not a s i gnj fi cant factor in ·the 
. ' .... ·-:~~ 

overall cost of.storage-supplied electricity, but the ratio of electricity 
' . 

cost during the day to that a night is significant. The results of the 
' ' . \ . 

analysis show alsothat electrochemical energy storage can provide a . ' . 

saving to. the utility by storing energy gener~te9 at low nighttime 

base rates, and delivering it back into the system during the day as 

alternati.ve to generating electricity with intermediate or peaking· 

equipment. 

Battery Subsystem Capital Cost Comparison 

One battery subsystemconsidered for use with the IPS located 

in tile Phoenix area includes 5 MWh of energy s:torage discharged 300 -days 
I . . .! ;. .• 

a year for load leveling, and an additional 5 MWh of energy storage 

discharged 20 days a year due to weather variations. The 20 day mission 

occurs because of cloud cover where radiation falling on: the solar 

array is insufficient to meet average daily loads. Thesix battery 

types considered for this analysis in various modes of operation and 

in various confi~urations are li~ted in Table 1.6.6 

Table 1.6.6 

Description of Battery Cells Analyzed ·,;,: 

Type I 

Type II 

Type II I 

* 

Lead Acid 

$20/kWh-1500 cycles-90% DOn* 

$30/kWh-45.00 cycles-70% DOD · 

$30/kWh-9000 cycles-60% DOD 

Depth of Discharge 
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High Temperc:1ture 

$16/kWh-1500 cycles~80%·DOD 

$20/kWh-4500 cycles-80% DOD 

$23/~Wh-9000 cycles-60% DOD 



Seven cases for both lead acid and high tempera tur_e battery 

combinations were considered to satisfy the annual load profile. ·In 

each case, only the cost of the battery subsystem was determined 
' excluding the O&M cost or the cost of additional auxiliary equipment 

necessary for safe and proper operation. The purpose of this analysis 

Wu5 to determine whjch battery or combination of batteries offered 

the lowest cost over a ~0 year j.H:!r·iod. 

The results· of the analysis of lead acid batteries show that 

the life of the battery is not a significant factor in the cost of a 

subsystem ~ith a 30 year life when the discount rate is high. On 

the other hand, depth-of-discharge appeared to be a parameter which 

correlated to some degree with cost/performance optima. Similar analyses 

were performed using molten salt batteries with similar results. 

Cost Comparison of Battery and Utility Options 

The an~lysis just described which sought optima for a battery 

system which included batteries discharged 300 days per year for load 

leveling, and 20 days per year to take into account the occurrence of 

cloudy weather in the Phoenix area. Because the utilization of a~ MWh 

battery subsystem discharged only 20 days per year is poor, it seemed 

appropriate to explore other options available to provide power .during 

the 20 cloudy days. 

The photovoltaic power system is designed to provide a 

portion of the power required by an industrial load t.ogether with power 

supplied by the utility. A second option to provide power for the in

dustrial loads on cloudy days, would be to draw it directly from the 
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utility line eliminating the need for the 20 cycle per year battery. 

An economic comparison of -the two options was performed for the supply · 

of power to industrial loads. The total cost of providing this 

power ·was'1'calculated for a 30 year plant life~ 

In the first case, two lead acid batteries were assumed; one 

with a 5 MWh capacity discharged 300 times per year, and the second with 

the same capacity, but cycled 20 times per year. The second case varied· 

from the first by eliminating the 20 cycle per year battery and assuming 

that the' power formerly supplied by it is drawn from the utility line. 

As a point of comparison, a third ·case was evaluated assuming that ~o 

batteries were used and all power was drawn directly from the utility 

line. · 

In comparing the results of the three cases, the lowest cost 

occurs when a 5 MWh battery is used 300 times a year, and direct service 

from the utility line is used 20 times a year. 

A ~ecision based on this analysis would indicate that 

batteries can economically be used, but the exact-choice and the 

economk impact ure clearly }'t:!ldted to the cost of electricity to· the 

utility· itself. The cost of generating electricity is a function of 

many variables such as season, time of day, and, in the case of a 

photovoltaic power system, weather conditions. As the cost differential 

increases between operating base, intermediat& and peaking equipment, 

the ecohomi c advantage more strongly favored el ectromechani ca 1 energy 

storage. When the differential decrease~-the advantage of battery storage 

is less .. In the 1985-2000 era, the ratio of day-to-night costs 
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of generating electricity may range from 2:1 to as high as 10:1 or 

higher for peak loads .. Therefore, battery storage appears to be 

economically attractive in this time period. 

As the IPS is presently envisioned, it would include a 

battery with an installed capacity of 5 MWh to be cycled 300 times 

per year, and it would draw an additional 5 MWh from the utility line 

20 times per year. This configuration is preferred based 6n projections 

which indicate that the differential between the day and night generation 

cost of electricity will be equivalent to or greater than present ratios 

but most probably not large enough to warrant battery storage for the 

20 cycle p'er year mission. 

Revised Battery Subsystem Capital Cost Comparison 

The conclusion of the preceding analysis was that although batteries 

can economically be used to supply 5 MWh of lead leveling, the additional 

5 MWh needed for the industrial loads on the 20 cloudy days can most 

economically be drawn directly from the utility line. 

The 30 year battery system power cost calculation presented 

earlier included the use of batteries to supply both the 300 cycles/ 

year and 20 cycles/year loads. Because it now appears best to eliminate 

the 20 cycles/year battery, a revised battery system cost optimization is 

required. 

Costs were determined for battery storage systems which supply 

5 MWh 300 times per year for 30 years using three types of lead acid 

and three types of high temperature batteries. Three cases were 

analyzed and in each case only capital costs were considered, while 
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operating and maintenance costs as well as the costs of auxiliaries 

were excluded. 

The preferred economic choices are Type I II 1 ead-aci d battery 

and a Type· II high temperature battery, both of which have the 

lowest total costs compatible with the mission; Additional·costs related 

to installation must yet be included for both systems to i~corpo~ate 

them into the IPS. 
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1.7 Power Conditioning· 

1.7. 1 Residential Power System 

1.7.1. l Power Conditioning Subsystem Requirements 

For the residential system to have isolated operating capability, 

a force-commutated inverter is needed as the major power processing 

element. In addition, energy storage in the form of a battery will be 

needed in the system, and therefore, battery charging from the solar 

array will be required. 

It is essential to minimize to the greatest extent possible. 

the use of conventional passive components in the power conversion 

equipment. The specific cost of small capacitors, inductors, and 

transformers is high and, to a large extent, irreducible by·expans1on 

of production volume because their costs are largely determined by 

basic raw material requirements. Th_us, a_transformerless.tie.to the .. 
- - • • - - ---- ~-- - - w-----

230/115 volt distribution in the residence appears to.be optimum, 

although it does seem that a simple center-tapped autotransformer may 

be the best way to derive ll5V from the 230Voutput. 

The residential load, no matter what its ·total magnitude. 

(i.e., whether heating, air ~onditioning, or range are included or not), 

can be regarded as composed of three basic types. 
·. 

First~ there are machines - mainly split phase ind~ction 

motors in freezers, refrigerators, furnace blowers, washing machines, 

and dryers. The machines exhibit performance sensitivity largely to 

the fundamental component of the applied voltage, but in general are so 

tightly designed from a thennal standpoint, that they cannot tolerate 
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l~rge amounts of harmo~ic distortion in the exciting supply unless the 

harmonics are of such high order that machine impedance limits resulting 

harmonic currents to negligible amplitude. 

Second, there is linear loading which is mostly p~rely, 

resisti~e in the form of incandescent lights, and heating elements 

for dryers, water heaters, irons, toasters, etc. (and, of course, 

electric heating and range, where present). These artifacts exhibit 

performance sensitivity to the total rms value of the ac line voltage,. 

and to a first order are not affected by its spectral characteristics. 

Third, there are peak sensitive loads, mainly capacitive 

input filter rectifiers, in TV sets, radio receivers, and other home 

entertainment products. Such devices are sensitive only to the crest 

value of an applied voltage, and are largely unaffected by .spectral 

aberrations. 

If the output voltage characteristics of any type of simple 

self-commutated inverter are examined, the fundamental component of 

the output will be. found to vary with variations in de input, but it 

can be controlled by appropriate inverter operation (pulse patterning, 

phase shift between two inverters, etc.). However, neither the total rms 

value nor the crest value of the total wave is subject to that control. 

The crest value is never controlled, always reflecting whatever the 

de voltage may be. In many instances (a PWM inverter with a 11 non- . 

commutated 11 waveform, for e.xample}, the rms value is also uncontrolled 

and simply reflects the de voltage. Even in those instances where the 

total rms value does vary with fundamental component control, it never 

obeys the same law. 
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Hence., the requirements of the three types of loads which 

must be satisfied cannot be simultaneously accommodated unless either 

the de voltage supplied to the inverter is kept constant, or sufficient 

filtering i~ applied at the inverter output to extract the fundamental 

component of its voltage. If the first path suggested is adopted, an 

output wave c6ntaining appreciable harmonics only of such high order 

that the machine loads will be run safely must be produced either by 

filtering or inverter compli~ation, or both. 

For the residential system, EMI considerations in the ac 

distribution are of much more concern than for the larger syste~s. The 

character of the distribution buses is almost totally beyond our control, 

and the potential for interference with home entertainment m~dia and 

telephone service exists to a very marked degree. Thus, even if the 

loads could tolerate a relatively c~ude inverter waveform, it is unlikely 

that system performance would be satisfactory in regard to EMI. In 

addition, ~ny inverter with inherently high harmonic content in tts 

output voltage faces difficulties when parallel tie operation is 

considered. for the resultant harmonic currents would be harmful both 

to inverte'r operation and to the utility ac feeder system, with, once 

again, EMI 'looming as a further concern. 

From these considerations, it appears that the inverter used 

must deliver a relatively clean sinusoidal waveform to the ac system. 

Since no voltage wave which is produced by simple switching .action from 

a de source can be categorized as 11 relatively clean 11
, filtering is .mandated. 

The size (and hence cost) of the filter needed at a given power level 
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is a function of both the total harmonic distortion to be removed and 

the spectral character thereof. The more distortion, the bigger the 

filter; the higher the frequencies of the distortion components, the 

smaller the filter. Unfortunately; it is a.fundamental fact of .. 

inverter technology that increasing the switching rate to create an 

upward frequency shift in the harmonic spectrum (as in a pulse-width 

modulated system, for example) necessarily 1ncreases the total harmonic 

distortion.· There is, in consequence, no possibility of eventually 
' ', 

reducing filter requirements to the 11 vani shi ng poi nt 11
• 

A corrollary consequence of increasing the switching rate to 

shift the spectrum upward is a decrease .in the fundamenta 1, wanted 

component of the output voltage produced from a given de inpu~. Hence, 

the de source voltage required for transformerless coupling to a fixed 

ac voltage steadily increases as attempts are made to continue reducing 

filter size. Obviously, there are constraints,particularly in the 

residentia·l system where safety is a pronounced consideration,on the de 

voltage which can be employed. 

The study does, then, consider designs 1n which attempts.are 

made to optimize the inverter design as· regards the compromise between 

switching rate and filter requirements. However, the optimum is·a 

shifting target, highly dependcnl on active device performance' capabilities 

and prices, and thus while the basic design concepts examined are lik~ly 

to remain valid over the long haul, the specific configurations 

predicated now may not be used at a later date·. 
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So far, we have considered for the most part only the ac 

interface of the.conversion equ1pment. At the dt interface, we have 

to contend with the solar photovoltaic array, battery, and inverter 

interconnection ins.uch a way as to achieve .sa_tisfactory-system · 

performance. 

It was noted previously that battery chargi~g from the 

array is needed in the residential system. The battery might also. be 

charged from the incoming utility line at times. A force-commutated 

'· 

inverter, being a two quadrant~ unidirectional de vo)tage, bidirectional. 

de current device, is eminently capable of .performing the charging 
' ~ 

function without introducing additional elements (provided, of course, 

it is designed with a sufficient de voltage. range capability to erf!braf,e, 

both charge and discharge voltage ranges of the battery)_. I,f, however, 

we insert a de regulator ahead of· the inverter, switching from charge 

to discharge or vice vers~ will entail re-configuration of the subsystem 

because the de regulator is essentially a si~ngle quadrq.n~ enti-ty. 

Because de regulators~ whether linear or switching, are one.quadrant, 

unidirectional voltage and current devices,. it is ~nl1kely, in our view,. 

that. the chopper r.egulated de voltage a_pproach can be econ,omical_ly 

competitive. . r · ... c' 

An examination of solar a~ray characteristics reveals that 

such a source does in fact make a reasonably efficient battery .charger 

without the interposition of power control equipment (oth~r than 

perhaps a si.mple disconnect switch) between its terminals ~nd 

those of the battery. Thus, it appears that a preferred configuration 
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might well be one where the battery is floated directly across the 

array, and the inverter·has sufficient voltage range to embrace the 

full charge and discharge variations. During array operation when the 

battery needs· charging and the array can produce more power -than is 

required by the loads, the inverter can be controlled so as to sustain 

the de 11nk voltage needed for proper array matchin~. This type of 

op·eration will approximate constant voltage charging frorn Lhearray. 

When charging from the line is underway, some means is needed 

to prevent.delivery of energy to the ~rray. This is easily and cheaply 

accomplished by inserting a blocking diode in series with the array; 

however, there is a slight increase in loss during array operation 

unless a shorting swticW is ·incorporated in shunt with the diod~. During 

battery discharge, the array may continue to. supply power, but at 

considerable mismatch, if insolated. If not, then it will play no 

part in the operation sinr.e its terminal voltage will be below that of 

the batte.ry, and the ser·ies ·diode will block. ~lhile this configuration 

is likely to be preferred for residences with Case I loads, i.e., 

without electric range or air conditioning, it may not be the optimum 

economic solution for those with greater demands. 

1. 7. 1. 2 Subsy_s tern Cost/Performance Analysis 

A voltage fed, s!::!ll'-commutated inverter, which is the best 

choice to meet all requirements of the RPS, can be realized using a 

variety of power devices. Included as possible candidate devices 

are conventional thyristors, gate-assisted thyristors, gate-controlled 

switches·, and transistors. Because~ in principle, each of the devices 
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listed could be used to construct a voltage-fed inverter, the choice 

between devices must be based on differences in device performance 

and circuit complexity as reflected by cost. 

rin order to interface with a 220V ac line, a transformerless 

inverter must operate from a minimum de voltage of 244V. If the battery 

is floated !lc;;ross the array and the 244V de input is assumed to be the 

battery end-of-discharge voltage, then the top-of-charge voltage to which 

the switching devices will be subjected will be about 400V. 

If the inverter is rated at 5 kW, the average de ~urrent 

at 244V is 20.5 A. The peak 60 Hz current per device is then 32 A, 

and the RMS and average current per device are 16 A and 10.2 A, respectively. 

In general, safety factors· of 2 for blocking voltage and 1.5: .· '•. 

for current are used to arrive at device requirements for a given 

circuit application. In this case, assuming no de regulator, the 

rated device maximum voltage should be 800V and peak current 48 A. 

Conventional thyristors are readily available at the present 

time with the required voltage and current ratings. However, thei-r 

switching speed limitations, creating a need for passive components of 

substantial rating in the commutating circuit, render then unattractive 

in the long view. 

Improved switching speed results from use of the gate-assisted 

turn-off thyristor (GATT) structure, which in all other respects, 

performs in similar fashion to the conventional thyristor. The improved 

switching speed is obtained at the expense of some add.itional .complexity, 

and tif cour~e cost, in the gate drive circuit. Gate-assisted turn-off 
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thyristors have been developed and manufactured in both sm~ller and 

larger current ratings than the application calls for (though, i'ronically, 

not in the rating range needed here) with characteristics offering 

considerable improvement.over conventional- thyristors. 

The gate-controlled switch (GCS) is a thyristor structure 

wherein the gate-can exert sufficient influence to cause the device· 

to turn off whi.le flowing fun rated load cur-rent. Although GCS devices 

in ~izes both smaller and larger than that required for the application·· 

have appeared on the market from time-to-time, the overall performance 

of circuits in which they were used always suffered relative to 

circuits designed to do the same job using thydstors or transistors. 

Although the GCS cannot be ruled out as a potential candidate device, 

it appears doubtful at this time that a circuit using it will be the 

most cost effective of all the alternatives possible for the RPS inverter 

in the 1985-2000 era: 

Of the three candidate latching devices, namely the thyristor, 

the GATT, and the GCS, the best candidate appears to be the GATT device. 

However, .it requires the use of an auxiliary commutating circuit which 

contains expensive passive components. On the other hand, the transistor 

flows a current which ·is base-controlled, and can be interrupted-without 

the aid of aux1liary commutating components. The transistor inverter is 

then an appropriate candidate to compare against that using GATT devi~es. 

Although transistors with the required ratings of 800V and 50 A 

with appropriately fast switching speeds are not presently available, 

it is safe to assume that such a device will be developed and manufactured 
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for sale by .the t-ime needed, the·l985 to 2000 era. Assuming then that 

both GATT and transistor-devices of requisite performance are availaole, 

the choice between the two must be made on the basis of other factors. 

Some of the key .factors to be considered are· as follows: -r ··<··r-

1. Voltage Safety Factor- General practice for thyristor 

circuit design is to derate by a factor of two with. respect to voltage 

for. circuits where long life and high reliability are required. On 

this basis, devices which block 800V are required for this circuit. A 

GATT device which blocks 800V is not difficult ·to make, but it may · 

be considerably more difficult to·make a transistor with such a rating 

without affecting other parameters. If that is the case, it would 

appear that the GATT device .has an advantage here unless it can be shown 

that the factor of two voltage safety factor used for thyristors. 

does not apply equally to transistors for a comparable level of reliability. 

2. _Drive. Circuitry vs. Commutation Circuitry Cost- Because 

the transistor is not a latching type device as is the GAT~ it 

requires continuous base drive when. in conduction. Therefore, the cost· 

of base drive circuitry is greater than the corresponding gate dr1ve 

circuitry of the GATT dev.ice. However, because the transistor does not 

latch, the·commutation circuitry necessary for use of the GATT device 

is not needed for the transistor circuit. When costs of the two are· 

compared, it appears that the transistor has the advantage because 

the cost of the ·base drive circuitry is less than that of the commutating 

circuit. 
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.3. ·Fault Survival -When a load fault occurs tending to draw 

excessive outpu"t current, or when a 1 ogi c error occu.rs owing to noise 

or some other cause, the active devices must iimit the resulting surge 

current to a survivable level, or else turn on to a surge of current 

which will blow a fuse before device failure occurs. 

In the casP. of the GATT device, it turns on when a commutation 

fault occurs and nondestructively flows a fault cun·ent until a fuse. 

blows. The transistor would be unable to flow a surge of current large 

enough tq -~low a fus~, but it may be able to turn off quickly before 

the fault current reaches a nondestructive limit. Fault survival in 

the transistor circuit requires greater study before a judgment can be ·. . 

made. 

4. Efficiency - For a given peak current, the losses owing 

to forward current dissipation should be lower for the transistor. than 

for the GATT device because, everything else being equal, the forward 

drop of the transistor should be lower than that of the.GATT device. More 

work must be done to determine how much lower the losses are in an equivalent 

sized transisto~ to determine the difference in cost cred1ts resulting 

-from it. 

5~ -Cost- The cost of transistor and GATT devices of equivalent 

performance must be determined. Using flat pack construction wi:th double 

sided cooling, it is anticipated that the cost~ of equivalent devices 

should be roughly .equal for equal production volumes. Thi~ point must 

be investigated further. 

, . ~ \ 
'· . 
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"The results of the discussion of the five factors in relation 

to GATT and transistor device performance and cost show that the choice 

between the ·two is di ffi cult to make. In fact, a firm decision cannot 

be made until some points are investigated further. However, a choice 
' must be made here because it is impossible to carry along two separate 

designs ·within the limits of effort allocated to this task. t.JP.on 

summarizing all of the discussions regarding both devices, _it appears 

that the GATT device offers a somewhat better and less risky overall 

compromise of cost and P.erformance at. this time. Therefore, the design 

will proceed based upon the use of the GATT device. This conclusion in 

no way diminishes the potential of the transistor for use in this application, 

but is simply an indication of our feeling that more effort is needed 

on the transistor itself and on associated circuitry before a final 

choice can be made. In fact, many of the general design considerations, 

will be appli~able to a transiitorized circuit as well as one using 

GATT devices. 

In assessing the basic power conditioning scheme selected 

shown in Fig. 1.7.1 and the alternate shown in ·Fig. 1.7.2,there are two 

basic questions. First, what is the optimum compromise between inverter 

commutation rate (for intrinsic low order harmonic reduction) and output 

filter? Second, what type of commutation circuit sh_ould be used in 

the i·nverter? 

To a considerable degree, these are not independent choices, 

since commutation circuit losses and turn-~round time have a profound 

influence on the determination. ·o·f an upper bound to the switching rate. 
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However, we can divorce these provided the switching rate resulting from 

cross-optimization with the output filter is not so high as to cast 

doubts on its acceptability when practical commutation circuits are 

employed. 

~n beginning considerations of the inverter switching rate 
. . 

versus output filter, let us· first lay to rest the possibility of full 

. ·····dre.ss pulse width modul,ation used for both wavetorm qua11ty Improvement 
,·,.: 

and voltage control. Usually, PWM is approached·analytically from the 

standpoint of a· high 11 Carrier" switching frequency suitably modulated .. ., . ~ 

to produce the 11 desired 11 output wave. We believe this approach obscures 

important fundamental properties of the PWM inverter and prefer the 

opposite view, that a PWM waveform, as depicted in various stages of . 

sophistication in Fig .. J.7.3, consist~ of a basic square ~ave intb 

which a number of 11 notches 11
, or periods of voltage polarity reversal, 

have bein introduced. 

Because;the RMS value of a voltage is derived usin9 its square, 

it is easy to see that the total rms value of the waveforms shown in 

Fig. L7.3, is constant regardless of the number, positioning, or.widths 
•·. 

of the notches ( i . e. , in' conventi.onal PWM terminology, regardless of 

the carrier to output fr~qu~ncy ratio and the depth of modulation). 

This seemingly trivial obse~vat1on can l~ad to some interesting conclusions, 

as will be seen shortly. 

It can be readily verified, also, that if the total voltage 

excursions are 2E (i.e., the amplitude of the base square is E) and 

there are N notches, with angular displacements from a reference angle 
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TI/2 radians from the base square wave zero crossing, of a1, a2, a3 ... N 

and half duration angles of o1, o2, o3 ... N radians at the fundamental 

(output frequency), the amplitude of the fundamental component of the 

waveform is given by: 

A = 4E [1 - ! 2 cos a. sin o 
1
.] 

1 TI f=l 1 
(1.7.1) 

Now a 11 a; 's must 1 i e between 0 and +TI I 2, and hence a 11 .cos 

a; 's lie between +1 and 0; similarly, all o; 's must lie between 0 and 

TI /2, and hence a 11 sin o . 's 1 i e between 0 and + 1. Therefore, it fo 11 ows 
1 ' 

that 

N 
. I 2 cos a; sin oi 
i=l 

must be a positive quantity .. The term in the parentheses in,Equation (1.7.1) 

will then be a maximum when .. the summation is zero. Therefore, 

. [l -. r 2 cos a; sin 0; l < 1 
i=l 

and as a result, we can say that, .in general, the amplitude of the 

fundamental component of any notched wave is less than that contained 

in the original unnotched square wave fron1 which 1t 1s desired. 

Because the total rms voltage of the wave is constant, if 

the fundamental is reduced as a result of inserting the notches, then 

the tota 1 rms distortion must rise, or in other words, for any PWM or 
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pulse patterned waveform, the total rms distortion is worse·than that 

existing for a simple square wave having the ·same voltage excursions. 

This is a very fundamental (and absolutely unavoidable) consequence 
. . 

of adopting PWM or pulse-patterning 11 Waveshaping 11 techniques. 

This being so, we are bound~ naturally, to inquire as to 

the motivation for using such schemes. The answer.li'es, of course,· 

in the upward frequency shift of the distortion spectrum that can be 

obtained, and the possibility then of reducing output filter size 

despite the inevitable increase in total rms distortion. 

Just as for the fundamental, the amplitude of the Mth 

order harmonic, M = 2k+l, k = 1 ,2,3 ... co, can be written 

Now the restrictions on (li do not apply to Mai nor those on 0. 
1 

and in general the only restrictions on 

N 
I 2 cos M Cl. sin M oi 

i=l 1 

become 

N 
-2N < I 2 cos M (l. sin Mo; < 2N 

-i=l 1 -

to Moi' 

Thus the amplitud~ of any individual harmonic, with N 

notches, can range from 0, when the (l. 1 S and o. 1 S are such that the 
1 . . 1 . 

summation cancels (·-l)M2l , to (1+2N) times its amplitude in the basic 
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square wave when the a.'s and o
1
.'s are such that the summation equals 

.1 

+2N. Viewed as a synchronous PWM system, 2N+l is in fact the ratio 

of carrier to fundamental output frequency, aF'Jd we have the conclusion 

that the higryer the carrier frequency~ the higher can be the ~mplitude 
. . . . 

of any individu~l harmonic of the output frequency. 

The accurate mathematical analysis of the spectrum of an 

asynchronous PWM waveform is somewhat more compiex, since the carrier 
,. 

side bands no longer coincide with the harmonics of th~ output frequency 

and vice versa. . 1 2 3 
However~ an examination of the r~sults ' ' reveals 

that the same basic conclusions are valid - total rms distortion is higher 

and fundamental component lower than those of the elemental square wave, 

and the maximum attainable amplitude of any unwanted component increases 

with the carrier-to-output frequency ratio. 

In order t.o achiey~the spectral shift required, we need to 

make AM for the low order harmonics, or lower frequency unwanted 

components, zero or very close to it. If we wish to do this over a 

range of fundamental component amplitudes i.e., with varying a1 's 

and o.'s3 we find that the conditions can only be satisfied if we insert . 1 

2 notches for each harmonic to be .. neutralized", or increase the 

carrier frequency by quadruples for each unwanted component frequencv 

we wish to eliminate. If we are prepared to accept a "fixed" amplitude 

fundamental component as a consequence of attempts to shift the 

harmonic/unwanted component spectrum, then only one notch per unwanted 

harmonic or output frequency doubling per unwanted component is 

required. Of course, the more harmonics/components we eliminate, the 
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.. 
lower will be the fundamental ~omponent relative to.that in the elemental 

square wave. 

In the synchronous case, elimination of M harmonics for a 
( . ·. . . .. · .. ' . 

fixed fundamental component requires selection of a1•s 

simultaneously satisfy .... ; "' .-,:. 

and o. •s to ,. 

for the M harmoni_cs .~9 b.7 ~11~1nated, the result~nt fundamental being 

of course, 
·•·. 

N l l ·2 cos sin o
1
. i =1 a; 

For simultaneo~s voltage control, 2N notches are needed and 

the fundamental equation is·embraced in the simultaneous sets. In 

either'event, th• resulting sets of simultaneous equations are 

treacherous indeed. A. set-may possess multiple solutions, ·o~ no real 

solutions at all,· and exact:·determination of the criteria establishing 

the a.-o. combinations satisfying any given requirements. can on·ly 
1 1 

be done through numeric~l approaches on a digital computer. 

However, we can draw some basic conclus-ions· from the rather 

sketchy results quoted· above .. If we wish to use PWM for both vo1 tage 

and hannonic control, then the. following series of facts are elicited. 

(1) To eliminate the 3rd harmonic only, a carrier frequency of 

at least SX, or 300 Hz for 60 Hz output, is required and the 5th 

harmonic (carrier frequency), 7th, or 9th can assume a magnitude 5 
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times that it possesses in a simple square wave for some condition of 

de voltage in/ac voltage·out. 

(2)" To eliminate the 5th as well, ·the carrier frequency must 

go to 9X, or 540Hz at :least, and the 7th thru 13th harmonics can 

assume 9X their square wave· amplitudes. 

(3) Eliminatin~ in addition the 7th calls f6r a .carrier 

of at least 13X, or 780 Hz .and. the 9th through 17th:\h~rmonics can 

assume amplitudes 13 times their square wave. 

It can be seen that this process can be conii nued by increasing

the carrier 4X for each additional harmonic to be removed.· Further, as 

we go through this process~ the available fundamental is progressively 

reduced. In a theoretically perfect system, i.e_ .. , one without 

constraints,on notch durations, this would not be true- the fundamental 

amplitude could be n/4 that of the fundamental in a basic square·wave 

for all carrier frequencies (i.e., the peak of the modulating fundamental 

can equal the basic square wave voltage if a modulation index of 1 .is- .. 

attainable). However, if we postulate a minimum no.tch width at. 

fundamental of 2~, then the maximum poss~ble attainable modulation 
4po. · '· -

index becomes Mm = 1 ~~where p is the ratio o:f.carr.i.er to modulaUng 

·frequency, and this factor is the amount by which the maximum· 

fundamental component is reduced. It should be noted that f~r relativelJ 

low values of p, say..:: 20., further reduction, due-to c~ncellations. from

coincident side band components, ·can occur. 
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The consequences are pretty clear - as we increase carrier 

frequency, reducing .low ord~r harmonics, the fundamental attainable 

rapidly decreases. Thus, the de voltage minimum needed for transformerless 

intertie to a given ac li~~ yoltage rapidly increases, consequently, 

increasing the cost ,of; an~· lpsse$ in the inverter poles. Further, .. 

the·output filter s1z.e (p.nd.cost) d·iminishes rather slowly, since the 

amp 1 i tudes of unwant~d.,.components _.LQwer in frequency than the carrier 

can reach values o{:PX::-Jhg;ir,basic square wave values. It should be 

apparent that PWM (~;;.not .a._ particularly attractive proposition unless 

the costs and losses of the .inverter poles are not significant.ly affected 

by either de voltage level or switching rate. For poles using thyristors, 

this is distinctly not the case, and PWM must be considered an inappropriate 

approach. 

If we do not.attempt control of the fundamental but merely 

~'neutralize 11 some harmonics using pulse patterning and accept· the 

fundamental component re~ulting, then the consequences are: 

(1) eliminating the third, the 11 Carrier 11 frequency is 3X, .and 

the 5th, 7th ... can assume 3X their basic square wave amplitudes. 

(2) eliminating 5th as well, the 11 Carrier 11 frequency is SX.,. 

and the 7th, 9th ... can assume 5X their basic square wave amplitudes: 

{3) eliminating 7th as wei I, the 11 carr1er frequency is 7X, 

and the 9th, 11th ... can assume 7X their basic square wave amplitudes 

and so on. The fl1nrl~m~ntal is reduced from that obtained from ~ basic 

square wave by progress·ively increasing amounts. 
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· Two things are evident fro~ the above. · First, in contrast to 

the results for PWM listed earlier, only components above the 11 Carrier 11 

f"requency can possess· enhanced magnitude; second, the cost in attainable 

fundamenta 1· is much 1 ower for a given degree of, 1 ow or<:Jer harmonic' 

.removal, since the required 11 carr1er 11 ·frequency· is.'much lower.··· In.·vieW· 

of the character of the inverter poles insofaf·~s t9sts and losses go,. 

this is a significant benefit. It should stilrbeJnoted that filter 

size \decreases rather slowly with increasing s~{itching rate (and low 

order harmonic removal), leading to the suspicio~ th~t the optimum· 

compro~ise between the two may occur at a relatively low switching 

rate. As previously stated, except for very simple pulse patterns 

involving low switching rates and neutralization of only one or two 

harmonics, computer assistanc.e must be called on in determining the 

proper combinations of a's and o's to effect any given end. 

Opting to use this approach, and to· use ~ithet de regulati~~ 

or phase shift between two inverter poles for voltage control, analysis 

revealed that the optimum balance betweenoutput·filter size and 

switching rate (output waveform with no more than- 3% of any harmonic· 

deemed adequate) bccurred for the latter equ~l to ~X, i.e., with 3rd and 

5th only neutralized. This happens-because a simple pulse pattern 

neutralizing 3rd and 5th harmonics, shown in Fig. 1.7.4·, also substantially 

reduces th~ 7th and 9th harmonics and leaves the 11th as the dominant,: 

filter determining component. Increasing the switc~ing rate to neutralize 

the 7th causes the 9th to become dominant and ~ctually increases the 

filter size required. Increasing switching rate further to eliminate 
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the 9th causes no reduction in filtering from that needed when only the 

3rd and 5th are neutralized, and further increases in switching rate 

add more cost and loss,than reductions in filtering can offset. 

With the inverter parameters established thus we find a 

mini.nnJ~, dc.'voltage of 260V is needed.~to interface directly with the 220V 

ac line (assuming a maximum line voltage 5% high), when .the slight 

voltage magnification caused by the output fil.ter:·is,taken into·. 

acco·unt. Thus the maximum voltage would be about 400V de, u·sing a 

lead-acid battery)or.energy s~orage. The economic.c~mtest between a 

de chopper-regulator feeding a "constant voltage" inverter, ·and inverter·· 

poles phase shifted for output voltage regulation was won, albeit rather 

narrowly the margin·. being only about 10%, by .the phase shifted. inverter· 

pole approach despite its requiring a center-tapped auto transformer 

to produce the llOV split phase output required. The efficiency contest 

was also won by the phase shifted pole approach, equally narrowly, and 

both these factors coupled with its better reliability and reduced 

comp 1 exi ty indicated the choice of the configuration depicted .in Fig. 1. 7. 5 

as best for the application. 

Once the configuration is accepted, there remains only the 

determination of. inverter pole designs. The· wide variety of commutating . .· . . •. . . . ' . . ( 

circuits which might be used fall into two major classes: 

(1) a~xiliary .i!!!EUl~e C.Q.mrn.Utated, ·requiring the USe of 

switching devices other than the main load,bearing thyristors to 

effect commutation. An example is depicted in Fig. 1.7.6. 
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(2) auto-commutating poles, in which one load bearing switch 

is commutated off by switching on another. An example is depicted 

in Figure 1.7.7. 

There exists a third class of inverter poles which may be described' 

as "resonantly commutated" in which the load bearing switches are 

turned off via a 11 natura1" reversal of current there·in. This class 

is considered both too expensive and too inefficient at 60 Hz or 

low multiples thereof. 

Auxiliary impulse commutated poles suffer, as compared to 

autocommutating poles, from their complexity, which obviously tends 

to increase cost and decrease reliability. They benefit, as compared 

to auto-commutating poles, from smaller passive commutating components, 

generally lower losses and substantially shorter turn-around times 

(turn-around time is defined as the minimum permissible interval between 

successive commutat1ons). The IJUIIIL ur cost balance between the two 

types is a function-' of switching rate and device recovery time requirements. 

For the 300 Hz rate here predicated, it occurs for a device with tq 

somewhere between 5 and 10 ~s. The auto-cpmmutating pole is never as 

efficient as an auxiliary impulse cornrnutated pole can be, given the 

same devices in each. 

Thus in designing today, we would inevitably select an 

auxiliary impulse commutated pole as being both cheaper and more 

efficient with available·~hyristor tq•s of 10-15 ~sec at the 800-1000 

volt (voltage safety factor of at least 2) /15.2 amps rms (at 5 kW 

inverter power) device requirements. 
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Looking into the future, with 5 ~sec devices we probably 

still choose this configuration·.becaus~ its slight cost disadvantage 

is counterbalanced by its substantially better efficiency. Only if tq 

drops to about 2 ~s (or less), can we develop sufficient cost margin' 

f~r the auto-commutating pole to consider that its lower efficien.cy ,c~n~ 

be tolerated. 

Figure 1.7.8 shows anticipated selling prices for 5, 10, 15 

and 20 kw· inverters ·using auxiliary impulse commutated poles with 

devices having tq 1
S of 15~ 10~ 5 and 2 ~sec, with today 1 s manufacturing 

approach. Figure·l.7.9 shows how volume manufacture would affect these· 

costs, for the 2 wsec device which we presume will be or can be made 

available in 1985, and also how an auto-commutated pole will affect 

pricing. Table 1.7. l shows the full load efficiencies anticipated. 

Table 1.7.1 

Calculat~d Full load Efficienc·i~s 

Power Rating 15 ~s Aux-Com. 2 ~s Aux-Com. 2 ~s Auto-Com. 

5 kW 92.6% 93.1% 89.4% 

10 kW 92.4% 92.8% 89.2% 

15 kW 93.2% 93.5% 89.9% 

20 kW 93. 5~6 93.8% 90.3% 

. All force-commutated, voltage fed inverters exhibit relatively 

poor efficiencies at part load because of the 11 fixed 11 contribution from 

the co~mutation process. The higher the switching rate and the longer 
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the device tq, the more pronounced this behavior becomes {and of_course, 

it is worse for the relatively high loss auto-commutating poles than 

for· thos~ auxiliary commutated). 

Typically, of the 7% average full load loss of auxiliary 

commutated poles with 15 ~s devices, some 1% is a fixed commutation, 

loss, 3% active device loss and 3% 11 I2r 11 loss. Thus we can estimate 

·a loss at ~0% load of approximately 6-l/2% and at 25% load of 9.75%, 

figures which are not too discouraging. For the 2 ~s auto-commutating 

pole, the 10% average loss is 4% commutation, 3% device and 3% 11 I2r 11 

and estimates of approximately 12.5% loss at half load and 19.75% at qua~ter 

load are obtained - figures which give considerably more cause for 

·. concern. 

The costs in Figs. 1.7.8 and 1.7.9 indicate that little 

benefit is obtained from improving device technology unless the 

sign.ificantly higher· losses inherent in ·auto-commutating poles are 

-~ccepted. In the light of this, it should be obsefv~d tha~ tq is not 

the only parameter which must improve for these ·gain~ to materialize -

dV/dt and dl/dt capability must both increase at least as fast as tq 

decreases, else it will prove impossible in practice to utilize 

the :i ncreas~d speed of the device. In the comparison· made, we have. 

assumed such simultaneous improvements, .coupled with nn degradation of 

for-Ward drop and therm'al resistance parameters from·those in today's. 

15 ~sec devices. 

·There are, as we had anticipated, relatively small increases 

in absolute cost as· one progresses from 5 .kW to 20.kW rating, with 
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20 kW costing less than twice as much as (i.e., exhibiting a specific 

cost less than 1/2 that of) the 5 kW designs. This fact points up 

the desirability of establishing large volume manufacture of a·single 

type of inverter for the application, and strongly suggests that 

the most acceptable solution to the various power needs exhibited·in 

rP.sidential systems may well be an adoption of single: design satisfying 

all even though it is over-sized for many. 

The estimated sizes and weights for the designs considered 

are given in Table 1.7.2. we.see.that as was the. case for cost, size 

and weight are not linear functions of rctLing .. The:;c C!;timates rtrP. 

based on inverters using 15 ~s (present day) thyristors and would not 

change significantly with the use of faster devices, including the 

application of 2 ~s devices in auto-commutating poles. As can be seen,· 

neither the volumes nor the weights should present any significant 

problems regarding application. 

Tab 1 e ·l . 7 . 2 

Calculate Weights and Volumes 

Probable Cabinet 
Rating Weight, 1 bs. Volume, cu. ft. w X D X H, ft. 

5 kW 269 8.6 2 X 2 X 2.5 

10 kW 368 17.0 3 X 3 X 2 

15 kW 438 21.7 3 X 3 X 2.5 

20 kW 501 25.9 3 X 3 X 3 
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-Fault clearing normally presents some problems with voltage

fed, self-commutated inverters. ·The commutation capability designed in 

must be sufficient to handle load faults, else there will be an unaccept

able rate of commutation fault occurrence. Commutation faults, when they 

occur, must obviously be cleared on the .de side. This calls for forcible 

interruption of de:: fault current with, in general, a very high peak 

value and a very rapid rate of increase toward that value. Conventional 

electro-mechanical switchgear of any size is totally unable to meet the 

demands of this situation. Electronic switching can be employed, but 

suffers from-economic disadvantages -- it is expensive, introduces addi

tional losses and is itself prone to commutation failure, a factor 

which forces the designer to provide a positive back-up system anyway.· 

Fusing, with high speed current limiting elements, is viable protection 

provided that the inverter's commutation capability is adequate for 

riding through or shutting down on~ aJl load faults. 

When fusing is selected as the primary protection mechanism, 

human intervention is required to restore service following a commutation 

fault. In view of the fact that a properly designed inverter w1ll not 

experience such faults except as a result of equipment malfunctions or com

ponent failures, this is not an unreasonable requirements. The cost of 

high speed fuses is now somewhat high, and as currently fabricated, they 

do not lend themselves well to replacement by unskilled personnel. How

ever, ddaptation for consumer use, perhaps including the development of 

suitable safety interlocks, should present no problems. 
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A summary of the results of the RPS power conditioning system 

including estimated costs for 5, 10, and 20 kW units at various levels 

of manufacturing volume is shown in Table 1 .7.3. Included also are 

full load efficiency, weight and size. 

Table 1.7.3 L ,, ~ • -· • 

RPS· Power Conditionina 

Price (1975 $} 

Power 1000 100,000 Efficienc~ · Weight Size 

!1 kW . $600/kW . $i80/kW 89 - 92% 269 lb 8.6 Ft3 

10 . $450/kW $120/kW 89 - 92% 368 lb 17.0 Ft3 

20 $300/kW $ 75jkW 90 - 93% 501 lb 26.0 Ft3 
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1.7.2 Intermediate ~ower System 

1.7.2.1 General Considerations 

The lowest cost power conversi.on equipment for any particular 

installation is achieved by a custom design made specifically for that 

location. However, this is not an attractive overall approach, largely 

because of the number of installations predicated, and because we seek a, 

"modular" power conversion technique. In view of.the span of installed 

power contemplated, ·from 100 kW to 10 MW, a single prodyct line does· 

not appear ·feasible to cover all usage, although a common. technology· 

would undoubtedly be employed. Hence the sample design for.a 1 MW 

installation does not represent what would be done for lower power 

applications, from 100 kW to 500 kW, which would use smaller modules; 

nor does it embrace the higher power installations, say for 4 MW to 

10 MW, which would use higher power modules. 

At the interface with the utility, parallel tie. ~P~~ation 

will be the dominant mode even for those insta11ations,.where isolated 

operating capability is deemed desirable, or even mandatory. Th4s 

similar constraints on operating power factor and harmonic injectio~ 

pertain here as they do to the central station. . . In fact, the generally 

more uncontrolled geometry of the ac distribution and the close proximity . ' ., . 

of sensitive loads at an intermediate size installation make P.limination 

of potential EMI causing components more pressing in this _case. Also, 

we face utility voltage variations and transients of the same order 

as those seen by the central station. 
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The·harmoni.c injection requiremen~s, therefore,. call for :12-

pulse inverter operation (i.e., fabricatio~ of an output ~ave which before 

filtering contains no harmonics of order less than 11). The significance 

of conventional passive component cost~ in the .. total price of power . 

conversion .equipmentmakes it imperative that we minimize sue~. G,ost?,,, 
• ~" ; .•'' t 

at the ac.interface. If.possible, we would prefer to operat~ transformer

less into the loc~l 449/480, 3 phase, 60 Hz network, but t,;annot do so 

without extensive inverter complications if 12 pulse operation is needed. 

However, a phase shifting"autotransformer can be used to minimize inter

face costs and deliver the proper sets of. line voltages for a 12-pulse 

inverter. The phase shift required is ~15 degrees electrical, so.that 

the inverter line voltages become nominally 540 volts when connecting 
' 

to 440 volt distribution. 

The inverters to be used. for the basic conversion required could, 

1 n pr· i m .• i p le, be any of a numher of type~. However, cons 1 de rations 

of cost, losses {particulary at part load), and conventionality lead 

us to co~clu9e that a current-fed, line-commutated approach is the 

* lowest cost where isolated operation is not planned. Should isolated 

operating capability be.required,the premium paid for this when using 

a current-fed inverter is s.ubs tanti a 1 , and a. vo 1 tage-fed. sel f-commutated .. 

inverter becomes the Rreferred approach. 

* A complete discussion of inverter types and tradeoffs is presented 

in Section 1.7.3. 
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For the power range 1nvolved in the IPS, to employ a· 

refrigerated liquid cooling system for the inverter is not econ9mic. 

For most of the range, 100 kW.to 4 MW, forced air cooling of the active 

power semiconductors should be employed. From 4 MW to 10 MW, assuming 

individual module sizes of l...;l/2 to 2 MW., liquid cooling with direct ,, ·" · 

heat exchange to a~bient ~ir is the cheapest approach, but the cost·· 

margi~ over forced air is not great and we could consider air cooled 

design throughout. 

At· the de interface, the presence of both: the battery'. and 

solar array must be considered. The battery will in. general .only 

be charged from the utility line.(i.e., when·array power is ava.ilable, it 

will all be delivered to the line because the cost of power from 

conventional sources is greater. during the day than at night).· When. 

there is a need to use the battery in its discharge mode, maintaining 

proper array matching is not important. This permits the use of very· 
' simple power conversion configurations in which the inverter is also 

used a5 the baLL~ry charger. fhe battery, when connected for either 

·charge cir discharge, is placed in direct parallel conneCtion with the 

array as shown in Fig. 1.7.10. A protective diode, which may be.internal 

to the array, is used to prevent delivery of charging energy to the array. 

When using a current-fed inverter, which is a two quadrant 

device with unidirectional current and bidirectional voltage capabilities, 

de reversing switchgear is required to allow both charge and discharge of 

the battery. This can be either electro-mechanical or solid-state. The 

latter holds a decided speed advantage and is marginally lower in cost 
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if a simple thyristor bridge configuration, depicted in Fig. 1.7.ll(a) 

is used. Bearing in mind that~ high speed de interrupter is needed to 

clear inverter commutation faults, and that this device can be used to 

quench the battery: current at any time, the solid-state interrupter 

arrangement is both viable and preferred. 

Where a· voltage-fed, self-commutated inverter is employed, no 

de reversing switchgear is needed, only a simple battery isolating switch. 

This is because a voltage-fed inverter is a two-quadrant device having 

unidirectional voltage and bidirectional GUrrent capability. This 

isolating switch can again be either eiectro-mechanical or solid-state, 

the latter via an inverse parallel connected thyristor pair as depicted 

in Fig. 1.7.ll(b). This is more expensive than the electro-mechanical 

single pole, single throw contactor by a factor approaching 2, and 

since operating speed would appear not to be a major consideration, we 

would in this instance favor the more conventional electro-mechanical 

approach. 

As mentioned~ there is a need.for the hi~h speed de interrupting 

capability to contend with commutation faults when a current~fed inverter 

is used. With the introduction of the battery, the need is even more 

definite, for the low source impedance exhibited by lead acid cells makes 

it impossible to attempt 11 ride.through 11 of a·commutation fault without 

the use of prohibitively large and expensive· de reactor. Even the 

considerably higher impedances anticipated for .high temperature couples 

do not significantly improve the situation -- they do not approach the 

current limiting inherent in the solar photovoltaic array. 
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For a voltage' fed-inverter, high speed de interruption .can· 

only _be· effected by interposing additional dev.ices in the de current path. 

Fortunately, in a proper,ly design_ed and controlled system, commutation· 

failures shbuld be infrequent, being related to equipment malfun~tions 

and/or component fai.lures rather th'an to utility voltage transients.' 

Theref6re, high ~peed fusi~~ will be considered as a viable m~ans of 

protection-for voltage-fed-inverters. 

· The possibility of EMI emanating from the· solar arrays in the,. 

intermediate size installations is a concern as it is for the'central · 

station .. ~ase. · Both current-fed and voltage-fed inverters are prolific· 

generators of ripple currents at their d~ terminals; howeve~, the latter 

are the worst offenders. Avoiding the delivery of these harmonics to 

the array pan~ls', which can prove to be very effective antennae, may 

present a formidable ta~k. Passive filtering may prove overly costly 
. . 

it is di ffi cu'l t t'o determine whether this is indeed so unti 1 a more - ' 

precise char~cterizati6n 6f solar array and de bus·w6rk ac impedances 

is available~- and active filtering, while deemed possible, presents 

significant technical difficulties and would require a substantial 

development effort for successful implementation. 

On the ac side, we are concerned with EMI because we view 

the low voltage ac distribution to which we tie as being not physically 

entirely under our control. Furthermore, harmonic sensitive loads 

will be directly connected to this distribution network. Here.~ active 

filtering does not offer a readily feasibl~·techn~cal solutio~, ~rid 

passive filtering seems to be the only approach ayailabl~. Fortunate1y~ 
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no part of the ac. network is required. to car~y unfjlt~red inverter 

current, a fact which does h~Jp the situation .. 

There is considerable uncertainty regardi.ng the best long-tenn 

.. power conversion technology for the IPS. In particul~r, fast switching 

d~vice· .improvements which _can reasonably be predict.ed {switching ~peed 

and/or blo.cki.ng voltage upgrad~~ by factors of 1.5 .to 2) will mak~. the 

voltage-fed,s~lf-commu,tated approach economically superior to the. si!'lple· 

current-fed technology, and will improve its efficiency suffi.ciently to 
' . . . . ' . . . . . 

offset its inevitably wor.se part load efficiency. Further, it 1s likely 

that other applications in this power range will cause development of 

both compl e~entary current-fed inverters. and HF base power .conversion 

equipment which may prove superior.to either inverter !iPProach so. far 

discussed. AlsQ, the impact of ~emiconductor device improvements on. 

equi.pment cost ,is likely to. be more marked at these intennediate system 

power levels than 1n.the. t:~ntl"al station, si.nr:P. the active circuitry. 

represents a higher fractio~ of total cost. Note that in .neithe~ case, 

centra 1 s~ation nor i.ntermedi ate, are reductfons in semiconductor prices 

considered .1 ike_ly to affect. future power conversion costs significantly. 

This is because inverter cost, .defined as the.cost of active circuitry, 

is. a much more p.run~unced. function of hath dev.i.ce perfor'!l~nc~ and the 

required,number of devices than it is of the price~~ 1ndividu~l.devices. 

So far, we have.discussed only the simplest·b~sic power 

conversion approaches for.the IPS. With the re%trictions on.aperatian 

_.previously established,, i.e., charging the .battery only fr.om the utility 

.and allowi.ng solar array mismatch when the battery is discharged·, they. 
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are the preferred approaches. Should it be necessary or desirable to 

remove either or both of· these restrictions, then it is necessary_ to 

make· the· power conversion equipment more complex and more ·expensive. 

Both restri~tion~ can be r~moved by ins~~ting a charge/di~~harge 
. . 

·regulator between the battery and the inverter-solar array iriterface"as 

shown·in Fig. 1.7.12. ·This regulato·r could take· the for~ of a de chopp~r, 

b~t if it ·does, there are two detri~ental factors. ·First, reversi~~ 

switchgear is required at the battery regardless of the type' of inverter 

·used. Second, the cost premium is.appr·oximately one-half of the 'inve·rter 

cost. 

A lower.cost approach is to make the ~harge/discharge regulator 

a line.commutated converter/inverter. The cost premium is still sub

stantial, h~wever, (about 2/3 that for the chopper) and reversing 

switchgear is still required. This approach does ·not mate ~s well with 

a voltage-fed inverter, either, and is perhaps ·only marginally preferable 

where that is the power conversion approach·used. 

For both of these regulator configu~ations, the total power 

deliverable t9 the load when both battery and array' are used as sources 

is inverter 1 inii ted.· Thus the only benefits gained for the very h 1 gh 

cost premiums are to charge the battery·with array.power when desired 

and·to minimize the use of battery energy wheri array power is available. 

It appears that more sist~m benefiis re~ult, despite further 

increased costs, by adopting the type of scheme shown in Fig'. ·1.7.13. 

Here the inverter is. essentially duplicated, and ·battery charging from 

the array is indirect.· However, such a scheme, 'costing 75-80% more than 
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the simplest inverter only scheme, permits both battery and array to 

jointly deliver maximum power to the loads when needed. Thus, at a 

relatively small cost premium over the arrangement shown in· Fig. 1.7.12,. 

substantial emergency operating benefits are obtained. In particular, 

'the miiing bf a voltage~fed inverter and a current-fed inverter/charger, 

using the former to s~pport the r~active VA demands of the latter, 

affords considerable economies by elim1naLing mu.jor passive components 

at the ac interface while preserving full isolated operating capability. 

The permanent connection of the battery in this case may also significantly 

enhance ·its life, since charging would probably be at a slower r.ate and 

operation would be continuous (i.e., the battery would permanently 

float on the system). 

Finally, the power factor correction needed for the simple 

current-fed approach must be considered. In the central station, 

conventional electro-mechanical switchgear was chosen to achieve 

the vari a·tron needed as inverter operating conditions change. 

At-distribution voltag~s, the cost 6f solid state switchgear is 

several times (perhaps 4 to 5) that of vacuum or oil breakers. In the 

IPS, the output connects into 440/480 volt lines, and the switchgear·· 

required~ being low-voltage high-current equipment, is only slightly· 

cheaper ·than soli~-state equivdlents. The perform~n~e benefits obtained 

with solid-state switchgear, coupled with the strong possibility it will 

ultimately prove the lowest cost approach to capacitor switching at these 

low voltages, lead to.the conclusion·that while conventional switchgt!ar 

·is the:best choi~e for the present, static switches are probably the 

best for·future de~igns. 
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·1.7.2.2 ·Sample Designs for a 1 MW Installation 

·Current-Fed, Line-Commutated Inverter .. 

An elementary schematic for this.~qui-pment is shown in Fig. 

1 .. 7.14. Two 500 KW module~ ar~ chosen for the 1 MW IPS,. anticipating 

·the use of these modules in other installations from 1 MW·to about 4 MW 

in power rating. Each module is completely independent including its 

autotransformer. Power factor correction and ha.rmonic fi:ltering .are 

appli·ed to the total installation. 

The battery and/or the solar arrays may feed both. modules 

· together or independently, as desired. It is ·slightly preferable to 

split the battery, from the conversion equipment's ·viewpoint, and avoid 

parallel connection of the reversing switches. 

In each of the two 500 KW modules, the autotransformer produces 

two 3-phase volt&ge sets, mutually displaced by 30 electrical degrees, 

from the 440 volt bus. In so do~ng, the nominal line voltage applied to 

the inverter is increased to 540 volts by the 11forked .. yu arrangement ., 
shown.· Alternative autotransformer arrangements. are the extended delta 

and closed polygon which give inverter nominal. 1ine voltages of,850V 

and 456V respectively; the former is not favored because of.the large 

voltage transformation, the latter because it js a v,ery unusual con

figuration in power transformers due to the very large difference 

betw~en current levels in the main and branch windings. 

A nominal _inverter line voltage of 540V leads to a maximum de 

voltage, in inverter operation, of 562.5V. Thts then is the peak l9aded 

operating array voltage, and the corresponding l!linimum array operating 

voltage is 432.7V, using the ratio of 1.3 previo~sli_established.· 
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These values are obtained using a minimum extinction angle of 15 electrical 

degrees at 0.8 X nominal line voltage in the inverter design. 

For 1 MW to be delivered at minimum voltage, the de current 

required is 2311 amps, i.e., 1155 amps per 500 ~W module or 578 amps 

p~r=b~idg~.· Th~ 193·amps average req~ired p~~ ~~~~~e is easily ~ttained 

using.T7 (33 n:un) devices with forced air cool.in~ .. By using voltraps of 

app~opriate rating at the 440 volt intertie, the inverter device 

blocking yoltage requirements can be held at 1600 volts, again readilj. 

obtainable. 

On this basis, using a rectification ~hd-stop of 10 electrical 

deg·rees, the equipment is capab 1 e of de 1 i veri ng charge to the battery 

up to 731 volts de from jn ac line at 95% of the 440 volt nominal, more 

than adequate for a stack of lead acid cells with discharge cut-off 

rated to the 433 volt minimum array voltage and still satisfactory if 

molten salt cells are projected. 

The worst case op~rating power factpr is about 0.5, so thi 
. . 

required phase-shifting autotransformer rating is apout 250 kVA 

{equiv~lent double wound transformer) per 500 kW moduie, and 1.7 per 

unit, or 1700 kVA per MW, of power factor-correction is needed. 

Harmonic filters for the 11th, 13th and higher order comp.onents will 

supply about .58 pu or 580 kVA per MW with remainder furnished by 5 

switched capacitor banks. Comparison of solid-state and electro-mechanical 

switchgear for these at present indicates the latter to be slightly 

lower in cost, and for the long term the static approach is preferred. 
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The. high speed de interrupter is a. ~caled model of that proposed 

for use with the. central station inverters. However, the use of an 
- • • # \ 

electro-mechanical breaker as back~up would be prohibitively expensive . . ., ,, . 

for. the. interm~d.ia~e. ~ys~e_!fl:·· Since the location is not re~note from 

maintenance pe,rsonn.el,,1J~U,r?Jng is. chos.en as, ~h~ back-up. Furthermor~, 
;, 

fuses Ciln readily b~ OPoj~rined .. with the requisite capabilities, whereas 

for the central station inverters, such devices do not exist. 

The overall fuJJ. load efficiency of this current-fed inverter 

approach, one-way, iS,f:a,lculated to lie in the range 94-95%; at P,art 
. . . . ·-- . ' . - . . . . ~ . 

load, down to 20-25% of rating, it will maintain close to this level of 

one-way efficiency,. but below about 20% load, the fixed loss contributions 

of device "threshold" voltages, snubber networks, control and gate drive 

power and magnetization.losses in magnetic components cause a.steady 

degradation in efficiency. 

Th~ total cost, in 1975 $, 6f this approach designed strictly 

for parallel tie operation, is estimated at about $128 per kW; 'the 

breakdown for the several major elements is as.follows: 

*Inverters $25.5/kW 

de Interrupter $42.1/kW 
·.(Including de reactor) 

de 5Witches' $14.4/kW 

Power factor correction $26.4/kW 
and filters 

Transformers $16.4/kW 

Breakers $ 3.1/kW 

*Devices with heat sinks,. snubbers, controls, etc. 
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It is perhaps not generally recognized that a current-fed line 

commutated inverter is capable of isolated operation with appropriate 

additions to the output network and provision of means:·for starting. The 

design for parallel tie can be ·adopted for 'isolated ·operation into loads 

of no wbrse than 0.8 power factor by' adding the· C'apac•itive VA required. 

to compensate the load and by r.eplacing the capadilf~r switching by a 

continuously variable (thyristor controlledf~hurit reacto~~ Startin~ is 

achieved· by adding temporary series capacitor commutation, which is 

switched dut as the load/output network combinatior{develops sufficient · 

voltage fo'r successful "line" commutation to occu·r. 

The additional cost involved amounts to some $31 per .kW. 

With isolated operational capability then, the simple current-fed line 

commutated inverter cost estimate is increased to $159/kW. 

Voltage-Fed, Self-Commutated Inverter 

This alternative, for w~ich the schematic is shown in Fig. 

1.7. 15, calls for considerably more complexity in the inverter, but 

dispenses with the power factor correction and r~petitive de interrupting 

capability requ1rements imposed by current-fed technology. 

There are three means of voltage contr6J .available for use with 

self-commutated inverters; the .first, phase displacement of two inverters 

with phasor summation by series connection of transformer windings, 

mandates the use of double wound transformers and is, therefore, because 

of the cost of those items, dismissed for this application. The second, 

a method of control of the conduction angles of the main load bearing 

thyristors in the inverter, proved the most economic and was selected as 
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the preferred technique. The third, pulse width modulation (of which the 

second method described may be considered the ~rudest example) permits a 

completely transformerless intertie to the 440 von·-ac linebut 

nonetheless proved overly costly. . 
. ... , .• . 

With conduction angle cont.rol, we must ·and! more use phas~ .. i . . 
. . I . . 

shifting autotransformers for. 12 pulse operaticrrt.l Thei'r rating is now 
. . :r' ~ : . ' . 

only that required for power throughput, or some 125 kVA (equivalent . ' ... 

do~ble wound transformer) per 500 kW module. · ."}. : 

The dc-ac voltage relationships are con~i~erably different for 
~ ~ . 

the voltage-fed inverter than they are for the, .. cu~ren.t-.fed Circuit. 

Connecting to the same nominal 540 volt lines produced by the phase 

shifting autotransformers from a 440 volt supply, .requires a minimum 

array/battery voltage of 846.5 volts. Thus the peak full load array 

voltage becomes 1100 volts, and the peak battery ·charging voltage (using 

the same relationship as for the current-fed line-commutated scheme)· 

is 1430 vo 1 ts . 

Thus, the de current per 500 kW module is 590 amperes, 295. 

amperes per inverter bridge. The 98 ampere average ·current per device is 

easily handled by T6 (.25 mm) devices using forced air cooling; at this 

size, devices with 25 ~S guaranteed recovery time can be obtained, but, 

the present restriction of blocking voltage to 1200 vo_lts calls for 

3 devices in series for each switching position when commutation over-

. voltage and adequate safety margins are considered. While it is anticipated 

that the switch blocking requirement of about 3000 volts can ultimately 

be met by two series devices, it would be even m6re desirable if a single 
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fast switching silicon device with this capability would become available 

in the future. 

The commutation circuit could take any one of a number of 

well-known forms. There is little variation between them in terms of 

overall economics, and we have chosen for the arrangement shown in Fig. 
. . . -·-·-~;;.,. '· ... 

1.7.16 which is familia.r_t~.rus and known to be competitiv~, both in '-

price and performance, with its. possible rivals. 

The interphase r~actors are a relatively minor item in the 

current-fed· scheme previously described, but assume major significance 
. . ., ,,_: 

in the voltage-feq design. They must supply, in addition to their 

harmonic supporting capability, the necessary line tie reactance. This 

impedance is needed for two purposes; first to ease the control of real 

and reactive current flow between the inverters and line by adjustment 

of inverter voltage phase and magnitude respectively, and sec9~~ to 

provide the series arm of the harmonic voltage attenuating fi.-lters 

required with this type of inverter. 

The final major system component in this scheme is the input 
. . 

filter capacitor. Voltage-fed inverters, particularly with conduction 

angle voltage control, impose very heavy rippl~ current demands on their · 

de sources. The demands in this instance are well beyond the capabilities 

of either the solar array or the battery to sustain without excessive 

joule heating. Further, if the source impedance to the ripple current 

is not low enough, serious disturbances of inverter operation (to the 

point of possible malfunction) can occur. Hence, the input capacitor 

bank is provided within the inverter to create an adequately low ac 
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impedance at the de terminals and to divert ripple current from the de 

'source. It should be observed that economics forces the use of electro.., 

lytic capacitors in this position, and thus there is no effective 

filtering provided by the input capacitor bank for those ripple components 

of sufficiently high frequ;en.cy to pose an EM! threat ~ these frequenci;es/ 
' . 

are well above the sel1-resonant frequericy of large electrolytic capacitors . . . 
The calculated full load efficiency for this system is about 

the same as for the current-fed approach, i.e., 94-95%. However, 11 fixed 11 

losses are substantia1ly higher in this instance ·because of the perpet~al 

contribution of commutation circuit losses, and part load losses are much 

worse than for the current-fed scheme. Figure 1.7.17 shows typical 

efficiency versus load curves for both current and voltage-fed schemes. 

The total cost for this scheme designed for paralle\ ti~ 

operation is estimated at $137/kW (in 1975 $). The self-commutated 

inverter has, of course, the inherent abil Hy to operate in the isolated 

mode, but.slight commutating circuit design changes are necessary for 

.... successful accommodation of load switching transients in the event of a 

11 black $tart, 11 and the premium for isolated operation is about $5/kW. 

The cost of the approach is proportioned to the major system 

components as follows: 

11 Inverters 11 $106.8 

Interphase Reactors 11.4 
., , .. ~ 

Transformers 12.2 

Output Filters 3.9 

Breakers. 3. 1 
" .. 
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The inverter costs break down into: 

Main Devices with Heat Sinks, etc. 

Auxiliary Commutating Dev1ces 

Commutating Circuit Passive C_omponents 

Input Filter Capacitors 

de Switch (for battery connection) 

$54.9 

15.8 

18.8 

9.8 

7.5 

Voltage-Fed, Self-Commutated Inverter with Auxiliary 
Rectifier for Battery Charging 

An elementary schematic for this arrangement is shown in 

Fig. 1.7.18. Because the inverter now sees only the array de volt~ge 

variation, voltage requirements and costs are reduced. However, the 

added cost of the rectifier plus the increment in transformer costs more 

than offsets these reductions, and the total cost for parallel tie 

operation is estimated,- in 1975 $, at $143/kW. The changes are: 

InvertP.rs from $10n.A to $A~/kW 

Rectifier and de switchgear adds $21.8/kW 

.Transformers increase from $12.2 to $20.9/kW 

Interphase reactors decrease from $11.4 to $9.5/kW 

Filters increase from $3.9 to $4.6/kW 

Net increase $5.5/kW 

Double Inverter Scheme 

This scheme is shown in block diagram form in- Fig. 1.7.13. 

The voltage-fed inverter is run from the solar array only, and thus 

benefits from reduced voltage requirements. However, its volt-ampere 

rating is increased so that it can sustain the demands of the current-
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fed converter/inverter used to charge and· discharge the battery. When 

a~ray power is not available, the voltage-fed unit is connected to the 

battery (discharge mode only) in order to support the current-fed unit. 

Total cost is estimated as $213/kW on the 1 MW base, but note that the 

system is capable of delivering 2 MW when both battery and·array'power 

are available and is capable of isolated operation. 
. } 

Hence, the premium 

of $70-80/kW for such an arrangement over the s1mple power conversion 

schemes is paid primarily for enhanced emergency operating capability. 

There may ·be circumstances where this cost can be justified. 

The cost breakdown for this scheme is:. 

Voltage-fed self-commutated inverter 

Current-fed 1 i ne-cuuunutated inverters 
(including de interrupter and 
switchgear) 

Transformers 

Interphase reactors 

Breakers 

Filters 

$83.5 

83.~ 

23.7 

9.5 

9.1 

A summary of the costs of the four inverter a~proaches 

discussed is sho~n in Table 1.7.4. 
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.. 
Table 1.7.4 -- IPS POWER CONDITIONING SUMMARY 

5.00 kW Modules 
Cost includes Inverter, de Interrupter, de Switch, PF Correction 
·, · Cap. and Fi 1 ters ;·Transformers, ac Breakers 

( ·1975 $) 

1. Current-Fed,· LC Inverter .$128/kW 

2~ Voltage-Fed, sc Inverter .. 137 

3. Voltage-Fed, sc Inverter with Aux. Batt. Chg~ 143 

4. Double Inverter (Twi~e Capacity} 213 

Full Load Efficiency 95% 
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1.7.3 Central Power System 

T~e CPS comprises a number of inverter substation modules with 

dedicated array areas surrounding each inverter substation unit. The 

outputs of these units ( 17.6MW per unit) are transmitted through a 

subtransmission network to a single CPS transmission substation. At this 

substation, the outputs of dll i nveder'-modules are combined und the 
.• 

voltage transformed to.the required transmission level to interface 
. . . ' 

with the electric utility, transmission network. The plant central or 

supervisory control facility may or may not be co-located with the plant 
'. ~· . 

transmission substation. 

For baseline design purposes, we have assumed that a number of 

individual ·array units will be paralleled onto a common busbar to feed .a 

single 4.4 MW inverter module. Assuming the availability of a 3 kV, 50 mm 

thyristor, the maximum array voltage should be in the neighborhood of 1 kV 

if individual semiconductor devices are not connected in series. We have 

chosen 750 V as the mini~um de collection bus. voltage to feed each . .. . . . 
:. 

inverter modu.le. An adequate number of arrays must be paralleled onto 
. : .·. ,., .. 

each bus to provide the total input current to an inverter bridge. At 

750 V, the de collection bus current will be 8800 A. It is likely that 

arrays will be served by a tree-like bus branching arrangement, so the 
. . 

maximum current will only be seen at the final summing po1nt prior to 

entering the inverter unit. 

l. 7. 3.1 Inverter Tradeoffs 

It is impossible to consider the requirements, trade-offs and 

optimal configurations.for power conversion without considering the . . 

overa 11 system arrangement. The active portion of the power conversion 
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equipment (or inverter) is but a small part, both phys1cally and i.n 

economic terms, of the installation needed to interface solar photovoltafc 

arrays and utility networks, regardless of which of the many available 

circuit technologies is adopted. The economics and performance of the 
'~~ . . ~. 

power conve.rsion process are vitally affected by the 11 conventional 11 

: ; ... 

components which must be used both at the array-inverter qnd inverter-

utility interfaces. These elements depend on the total system config

uration and geometry as well as the inverter characteristfcs, and hence 

any attempt to define an inverter apart from these is misleading at 

best. 

As mentioned, there are many possibilities insofar as inverter 

technology is concerned. From the viewpoint of equipment performance 

and economics, the best realizati6n of any of them for a central ·station· 

of any size in the 50-1000 MW rang~ considered is a single in~t~llation 

of 2 11 inverters 11 working from balanced de buses as a pair of 6 pulse 

groups, which is the classic HVDC configuration delivering 12 pulse output 

waves to the utility via a pair of transformers or transformer banks. 

(Dependent on the size, single phase transformer banks· may be preferred 

to three phase transformers).· The operating de voltage of inverters so 

designed for minimum inverter cost per kW would range .from about 11.4 kV 

at 40 MW to some 228 kV at 1000 Mw. These numbers do not, apparently, 

fit well with realistic solar photovoltaic array concepts.· ··Also, such 

designs are normally customi.zed to each installation, which is a dis-

advantage if a large number are to be built. 

Array and de bus considerations will. effectively limit the· 
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source voltage to about 1 to 1.5 kV. Under these circumstances, the 

optimum inverter size is about 4-l/2· to 9 MW, depending on. the technology 

used and assuming that the direct parallel connection ·of semiconductor 

devices is avoided. From the conversion equipment,view, then, a central 

station.becomes a collection of. such 12-pulse.i.nverters each fed.by: , . ·.·;·:..· 

its own photovoltaic arrays and all feeding a common ac collection point. 

A de voltage of 1 to. 1 . 5 kV will produce an inverter 1 i ne 

voltage of from 900 to 1350' volts. At power levels from 50-1000 MW, 

the intertie to the utility will be at intermediate or prime trqnsmission 

levels; from 50 to about 150 M'..J, we would normally expect to tie to lower 

transmission voltages in the 69 to 161 kV range, from 150-300 MW to 

intermediate transmission in the 115-345 kV range and from 300 to 1000 

~1W to prime transmission in the 230 to 500 kV (or above) range. In any 

event, such tie voltages prohibit the use of a single transformation 

between inverters and the utility -- transformers of the required ratio 

with the required characteristics simply cannot be fabricated. 

The result indicates the use of transformers with individual 

inverters or small groups thereof, avoiding any attempt at direct · . 

parallel connection of inverter bridges (which is the same as direct 

parallel connection of devices). Further, it allows the ac voltage at 

which final collection will occur, i.e,, the volta~e of the interm~diate 

ac network between inverters and utility tie point, to,.be elevated to 

a convenient level in the normal distribution range, say 6.9, 13.8 or 

34.5 kV. l"his permits the use of a standard station transformer as the 

fin~l interface, and allows good utilization of conventional switchgear 

and other components {including feeders) in this network. Finally, the 
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station transformer. used as a final interface can be equipped with a 

load tap. changer. Such a step, grossly uneconomic if applied to individual 

inverter transformers in the 5-20 MVA size range, can become cost 

effective ·on a. large .conventional transformer, the cost of tap changing 

equipment ·being offset by reduced costs .in the inverters themse 1 ves , .. 

their associated-transformers, and other conventional components. 

Now· that the avera 11 conversion concept has taken. shape, we 

can address the specific requirements of the application as they pertain 

to the lOO;MW baseline central station. Most co~siderations will apply· 

equally to s ta ti ons of any size in the 50-1000 MW range, but exceptions 

will be noted as they arise. 

Since no on-site storage is included, reversibility of power 

flow through the conversion equipment is not a consideration in selecting 

the technology. to be employed. \4e do not believe that the capability 

to operate isolated, i.e., without the support of conventional generation 

(which would usually be geographically remote) is an important consid

eration either. Hence any technology which permits controlled uni• 

directional power flow while connected to a load consisting essentially 

of a balanced set of three phase sinusoidal voltages is satisfactory. 

The conclusion can hardly be said to limit the.field of potential 

candidate inverter schemes-- we can readily list several, given below:(l) 

(1) The conventional current-fed line-commutated fnverteri 

as used -for HVDC terminals but with firing delay angle control to 

accommodate array load matching and utility voltage variations. 

(2) A variant of (l).using two inverters, one with fixed 
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extinction angle and the other used, as source and line voltage in 

combination demand, at delay angles .anywhere from rectification end stop 

to inversion end stop. This is termed a 11 buck-boost 11 inverter scheme. 

(3) Another variant of (1) using two inverters of equal 

rating·; one of whi.ch is. force-commutated at:Jd run at an advance ang1e·. · ·

equal to the;delay anyle of the load-commutate.d half at all times. Termed 

11 COmple.mentary inver:ters 11
, this arrangem'ent has the distinction of 

running at unity power factor under all combinations of source voltage, 

1 i ne voltage and power throughput. 

... (4) A variant of (1) in \'lhich a de choppe·r is used between 

the source and the inverter, the latter being run at constant extinction 

angle and the·former•s voltage control capability being used to effect 

source-line matching. 

'( 5) Vo 1 tage-fed, force- (or se 1 f, dependent on ~me • s pre

ference in terminology) commutated inverters using e~ther phase angle 

or conduction angle control of the de source-ac line voltage ratio to 

match existing conditions at any time. 

(6) The HF base -- a relatively little known concept in power 

, conversion technology which involves using a current-fed inverter as in 

(1) which feeds a high frequency passive resonant load; this in turn is 

the source for a naturally counnutated cycloconver-ter which interhces 

with the uti 1 i ty: 

An analysis of the economics of these diverse technologies 

reveals that whereas the 11 inverters 11 differ substantially in cost., the 

total power. conversion equipment does not. The e~timated costs differ 
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by less than the anticipated errors in these es·timates. Thus we must·. 

use criteria other than cost in making our selection, and the·most 

obviously significant of these are efficiency (full and part load since 

the inverters are anticipated to spend a good part of ·their existence 

deHvering les·s than peak capacit.YL -and'prbjed:ed·'reliabili·ty ... ·; Showri""i 

in Figure j,7.19, are the variations in inverter losses with lo~d for 

several of the candidate inverter circuit configurations. ' ... , · · · 

Efficiency, particularly part load efficiency, can ·be· used· , . 

to eliminate the HF base, voltage-fed, force-·commutated inverters,· 

and dc.:.chopper current-fed inverter approaches .. :The· projected re 1 i

ability of the approaches ·of (5) and (6) is low, further pointing toward 

their elimination from consideration. 

The buck-boost system of (2) cannot be eliminated for these 

reasons, nor does conventionality rule it out. However, it is more 

complex and fragmented than ( 1) . and ( 3) without offering anY benefits 

in price or performance in return for these complic.ations·, now or··in 

the foreseeable future. As a result, it will be eliminated from con

sideration. 

The simple current-fed· inverter of (1) and ·the complementary 

scheme of (3) are so close that a decision is impossible. However, 

practical realizations of (3) at high power levels do not yet exi!it, 

while for (1) they do. Therefore, at least for the time frame through 

1985, we select the simple current-fed load (or line, or ~aturally) 

corilmutated inverters.:. Beyond this time frame, the: decision becomes

much·inore difficult. ·Not only is it likely. that (3)'will by then be .. 
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an existing competitivetechnology, improvements in fast switching 

device technology ·and developments and in related peripheral compone11ts 

may well make voltage-fed, force-commutated .and HF base te_chniques 

equally attractive candidates. We must, therefore, conclude that ~hile 

we can make a clear cut and readily justifiable decision as ·to th~ best'' 

approach for the short .term, we cannot do so for the long term view. 

It is not possible, by projecting device developments along re~so~able 

paths, to eliminate the long term uncertainty. 

1 .7.3.2 Design Considerations 

Having selected (1) as our present candidate, we may proceed 

to examine the interface parameters and design criteria which determine 

the inverter specifications, and also the specifications'for associated 

major passive components. 

The range of de voltage anticipated, under normal operating 

conditions, is about 1.3:1 at the array terminals. Thus, if a peak 

array voltage of 1 kV is chosen, the minimum will be 'V 750 volts. 

Allowing for! 10% normal line voltage variation and maintaining in

verter operation down to -20% of normal line voltage before commutation 

failure occurs, the nominal inverter bridge output voltage becomes 

940 volts ac and the.worst case operating power .. faCtor is 0.6 (i.e., 

at worst, 1.33 per unit compensating reactive volt-amperes will .. be 

required by the inverter). 

Using liquid cooled 211 thyristors, the de current rating for 

a 6 pulse Graetz bridge is 2200 amperes. Thus a pair of such bridges, 

run in parallel on the d~ side .and displaced i~ phase by 7T/6 radians 
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(30°) on the ac side to provide 12 pulse operation, will handle 4400 

amperes and have a power rating of.3.3 MW at 750 volts de. 

The most economic arrangement for the power conversion equipment 

is obtained when two of these 12 pulse inverters feed a conmon transformer 

having 4 low voltage windings (2 wye and 2 delta) as shmi.fn·in FfgUre 1.7.20. 

It is not practical, because of physical limitations in the transformers, 

to have more than 4 low voltage windings brought out for connection. 

A nominal ac output voltage of 940 volts requires the use of 

thyristors with forward/reverse voltage blocking ratings of 2900 ,volts 
. ~ . 

when the effects of arrester-limited transients ori the transmissi6n 

and local distribution networks are considered. Such devices are not 

currently available in quantity from major US manufacturers, and are 

not available with the requisite current ratings from foreign sources; 

However, we would anticipate that such devices will be available before 

1985. For the present,. costing 1s done for a rangt! uf dr·h:ty peak de 

voltages from 775 V, requiring one 2200 V device and with power rating 

2.55 MW per 12 pulse bridge pair at minimum array voltage, oto 1800 volts, 

requiring 3 series connected 1800 volt devices and with power .rati!lg 6 

MW per 12 pulse ~ridge pair. 

The basic interface between array and inverter consists simply 

of a reactor. From an operational view, the sole function of this com-

ponent is to support the ripple voltage at the inverter de terminals 

while maintaining the peak ripple current within reasonable bounds. 

However, there a~e other constraints.which cause the reactor 

to be nearly an order of magnitude larger than would be dictated by 
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rippie· considerations~ \~e anticipate that inverter commutation faults 

will be a relatively frequent possibility despite the design margins used: 

The obvious first protection tactic, in view of the limited short cir

cuit current of the array (which is estimated to be less than 1.5 times 

normal operating maximum) is to attempt a 11 ride-through 11
• This is done 

by suspending normal gate firing of the thyristors, thus causing a 

double commutation fault and locking on to one converter line voltage 

for one cycle_, the inverter swinging into the rectification region of 

. operation for a full half cycle. The fault current, of course, increases 

by an amount corresponding to the volt-seconds impressed on the de filter 

reactor. As the invert.er re-enters the inversion region, the corimutation 

which·. failed is -reattempted. Should commutation now succeed, normal 

operation can be restored very quickly and the maximum time of outage 

is about 1 cycle·. Should it fail once more, we must conclude that a 

serious problem e'xists ·and shut the inverter down bY means of a high 

speed solid state de interrupter taking the form of a ringing bypass 

vaive connected in parallel with the de reactor. Although an electro

mechanical breaker could perform the function, the life of such a com

ponent is short, and maintenance costs would be inordinately high. 

Thus, the reactor's sizing is determined bythe permissible 

rise of fault current when ride-through is attempted and/or the ringing 

bypass valve interrupter's requirements, rather than ·by ripple consider

ations. 

Of ·course, we cannot rely on the solid-state interrupter alone 

to effec't fault clearing· under any and all circumstances. It ·may fail 
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itself, and so must be backed either by a fuse or an electromechanical:. 

,breaker. 

We observe that the increase in fault current. during an 

attempted commutation failure ride through may carry the de loop current 

beyond the short circuit Gapacity of the solar array. In that event, 

the array can be protected by connection of an inverse shunt diode, of 

suitabie vOlt~ge and current rating, at the de input terminals of the 

'inverter equipment (i.e., effectively in parallel with the array de 

terminals). 

The only other component in the ~c interface is an interphase 

transformer between the de termin~ls· of the two 6 pulse bridges for~ing 

a 12 pulse system. This element supports the difference in ripple voltage 

between the two inverters (i.e., it supports the 6 pulse constituents of 
. •..-· ,<·· . 

the de voltage ripple). We do not use series connection of the brfdges, 

\'lhich would not require such a component, because to do so would halve the 

power rating per bridge.at a given de source voltage. Such a move, 

therefore, halves the ratings of the associated transformer and de 

reactor, with ;:~ rAsulting pronounced increase in their specific cost. 
. I 

\ 

Between inverters and inverter transformer, we would use 

simple disconnects (motor driven, so that remote operation is possible) 

to isolate faulted units; thus any single fault would only reduce to 50% 

the capacity of ·any sub-system comprising 2- 12 pulse inverters feeding 

a single transformer. 

The high side voltage of ·the inverter transformer could be 

chosen anywhere in th.e distribution voltage range. 13.8 kV is the most 
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logical choice, since it permits a number of economic goals to be readily 

realized, at least up to power lev.els of 'IJ. 300 MW for the total installa-
. . ' 

tion. ·Above this, or·more accurately when finally interfacing with 

transmission v"oltages above 230 kV, we would normally choose 34.5 kV as 

being best suited. 

All harmonic filtering and power factor correction is appiiec:t 

at the inte.rmediate voltage. A voltage of 13.8 kV permits most economical 

use of i~e capacitor banks, switchgear and reactor~ needed (the filt~~ing 

being via conventional shunt-connected tuned traps);· 34.5 kV is siightly 

more expensive for these items, but" at higher transmission voltage ievels 

we need to adopt 34.5 kV to make a reasonable central substation trans

former design available. From the viewpoint of electromagnetic inter-
I 

ference potential of the intermediate ac collection, it is obviously 

preferrable that filtering and power factor correct1on be distributed, 

i.e., thateach of the two x 12 pulse inverter sub-systems have local 

filtering and power factor correction. This is, how~ver, uneconomic, and 

we are constrained to locate all filters and power factor correction 

banks at the central collection point. EMI can be minimized by using 

suitably shielded and transposed feeders in the ac collection netowrk. 

If it proves necessary to distribute the filters and/or power factor· 

correction for any particular in~tallation. the co5t penulty will be 

severe. 
. . 

The final transformation is entirely c·onventional, as are the 

high side line tie breaker and arresters. Arresters will also be used 
. . 

at each inverter transformer high voltage tie point. 
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The cost of such equipment, fulfilling all required conversion 

and protection functions and including telemetered status and control 

functions to a remote dispatch center, is estimated in 1975 dollars at 

~ $82/kW for 775 volt peak arrays to ~ $70/kW for 1800 volt peak arrays 

at the 100 MW level. Costs would reduce slightly at higher powers, up 

to about ~ $2/kW less at 1000 MW (because of steadily reducing ce~tral 

transformer specified cost). It should be noted that these are costs 

per peak kW; the conversion equipment price is peak power.sensiti\,/e, 

provided peak power is to be sustained for periods ~reater ~han 1-2 hours. 

Peak load efficiency of the power conversion process is cal-:

culated to range from 93% to 93.5% over the array peak voltage_span 

considered. These figures include allowances for the intermediate ac 

feeder network and the central transformer, but do not include de bus.; 

losses. At reduced load, efficiency actually will remain at about 93% 

until in the vicinity of 50% load. This behavior results from the largely 

resistive. nature of system losses, with greater heating. and higher com

ponent resistance at high current levels. 

The foregoing exposition of interface parameters and_syst~m 

design is based on a system not involving load tap changing on any 

transformer. If a standard:!:_ 10% voltage regulating tap changer were 

used on the central transformer, we would get improvement of the worst 

case operating power factor to .72, reducing the power factor correciing 

VARs required to.0.96 per unit, and reducing inverter device voltage 

requirements and inverter ~ransformer size by about 20%. Thes~ factors 

would obviously reduce costs in these areas, but such reductions.are at 
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least partially offset by an increase in the cost of the central trans

former and the cost of the tap changing equipment added thereto. 

If a wider range, ~ 23%, voltage regulating transformer is 

applied, then the worst case operating power factor increases to~ 0.87. 

Substantial further sa~1n~s ar~ possible in inverters, inverter trans

formers and power factor correction but, of course, the premium for 

the central transformer and its tap changing equipment increases marked'Jy. 

The results of the economic evaluation are listed in Table 1.7.5 

for the three alternative system configurations. It can be seen that 

there is only a marginal advantage to a + 10% or + 23% tap-changing 

trans former. 

There is one potential major drawback to the u·se of load tap 

changing gear which must not be overlooked when assaying the economic 

benefits attributed thereto. Large tap changing switches for trans

mission voltage applications have a life, typically, of between 105 and 

3 x 105 operations. This is perfectly adequate for normal applications 

predicating a 20-30 year life, and would be satisfactory in our appli

cation should the standard + 10% regulating device be employed solely to 

compensate for transmission voltage fluctuations. However, should the 

extended range regulator prove attractive, or indeed should the use of 

either transformer be proposed for part of the so1ar arr·ay load matching 

duty, then the increased frequency of operation would shorten the life 

and increase the maintenance requirements on the equipment. 

1.7.3.3 de Buswork Considerations 

One of the considerations which must be dealt with in the 

design of the solar plant is the means \'>/hereby the power generated by 
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TABLE 1. 7. 5 

Comparison of Costs for Three Alternative 
CPS Power Conditioning Systems 

Substation Transformer $ 606,480 $ 906,480 

Inverter Transformers 2,557,860 i,277 ,860 . 

Filters & Power Factor 1,796,090 1,742,090 
Capacitors 

Other 5,899,120 5,899,120 

TOTAL $10,859,550 $10,825,550 

$/kWOUT 108.6 108.3 
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-
$ 1,056,480 

: 1 ,999,860 

1,669,090 

5,899,120 

$10,624,550 
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the·indiv1dual arrays is collected and delivered to the inverter. · 

Th~ opti~um 12-pulse inverter size is 4.4 Mw.· For example, if 

land usage of 30% and conversion efficiency of 10% are assumed, the 

approximate land area required for a 4.4 MW array field is 1.47 x. 105 m2 

or a s~ua~e 383m o~·a side. It is visualized that the inverter module 

would be located at one corner, so that a 17.6 MW 1nverter module station 

composed of 4 12-pulse inv~rters would be located at the center ~f 

a 766m x 766m array ffeld. 

·The collection a·rrangement visualized is one in which the·4.4 MW 

array field is divided into 4 equal areas. The arrays alorig a diagonal 

within each area would have their leads buried together in a shallow 

trench. At the end of the diagonal closest to the inverter, the leads 

waul d be fed ·into a pad- or post-mounted box cont~li ni ng breakers and 

protective devices. At this 11 SUmming point 11
, the_y would be connected 

to a heavier 11 Spine 11 conductor which would feed directly into the 

inverter. The ·size ·of the spine conductor is assumed to be selecte.d so 

that the current density is the same as in the lead wires. With this 

busing arrangement, th~ average distance over which the power from a 

10 kW array flows is approximately 322 m, with the maximum distance 

be i 11y 542 m. 

The losses encounte~ed with 9 AWG conductors (or their equiva

lent in the case o¥ spine conductors) would be approximately 55 kW or 

1.4% of the 4.4 MW array field output. With 8 AWG wires, the lossP.s 

~'lould b'e 40 kW or 1% of the 4.4 MW array field output. The voltage drop 

from the most distant array to the inverter would be 46 volts for the 9 
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AWG conductor and 36 volts for 8 AWG. This may have_. some ar_ray design 

implications in that special voltage compensating ar:ay panels may be 

required for the most distant arra.ys .in order that all of the arrays 

.con~ribute an equal amount of power .. . -

The amount of trenching required- waul d _be approxi.ma~~ly 

7,:740 m/4.4 MW of a·rray field. A~ an in.stallati~n .cost of $2/foot,. 

the cost of ~renching translates to $J3/kW. The cost.of.the conductors 

will be about $12/kW (9 AWG), while the de circuit breakers,. isolating 

diodes, etc., will add another $3/kW. The .total c_ost .of the de collection 

system will then be approximately $28/kW for the CP~. 

Harmonic Radiation 

From preliminary ca.lculations, it ~ppears that the electro

magnetic interference problem will not be too severe on the ac side of 

the inverter, because of the balanced nature of the three phase ac 

system. If the problem should be significant, .however, it can be 

minimizeq through the use of shielded_ ac overhead .cable. or by putting 

the conductors underground. 

The electromagnetic interference problem is much mo.re pronounced 

on the de side where even small harmonic ripple .voltages can be radiated 

rather efficiently by the arrays serving as antennas. In an effort to 

avoidexpensive_ filtering of the de side, it.may be ne:cessary to have 

· ungrounded arrays with .,~al anced 1 eads to cance 1 hi ghe.r order harmonics 

·which .would interfere at communications and navigation frequencies .. 

Such an approach would eliminate the possibility .of using the return 

conductor as a part of the ar.ray·field grounding mat and might ultimately 
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result in higher costs than would be incurred by placing filters on 

the de ~ollection bus. 

Power Conditioning Subsystem Cbst Example 

The. power conditioning subsyst·e·m is· one of two major sub-

syst~ms comprising the 100 MW baseline CPS. The other, of course, is 

the array subsystem. A sample component cost summary for the power 

conditioning subsystem is included here for purpose$ of illustration of 

typical costs of the components and how they compare with the total· sub

system cost. We have defined the power conditioning subsyste~ as including 

all components between the array output terminals and the ac. transmission 

line leaving the CPS. 

The costs shown in Table 1.7.6 are in 1975 dollars an.d are 

based on the design parameters assumed for the baseline 100 ~W CPS. 

Although the nominal station output is 100 ~1We' the iilaximum· inverter 

output is about 106 MW. The maximum output can only be realized when 

the array de b~s voltage is at design maximum, however, so a.realistic 

derating factor is used to arrive at the 100 MWe ~1e~trical output rating. 

It is interesting to note that of the total $109 per kW cost, 

the inverter element (minus transformer) accounts for less than $30 per 

kW, dr about 27% as shown ih Table 1.7.7. The rema1nder of the power 

conditioning costs are divided among a number of elements. As can be 

seen from Table 1.7.6, the most significant of these are inverter trans-

formers, de power collection, and power factor correction. 
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TABLE l. 7.6 

100 t-M CPS POWER CONDITIONING SUBS.YSTEt1 COMPONENT . e . .· .... · .... :'· ··.· · ... 

CAPITAL COSTS (1975 DOLLA~sj 

,. Inverters (24 required@ $123,380 each) 

.Transformers (12@ $213,155 each). 
Harmonic Filters at Substation (13.8 kV assumed) 

' ~r' - . ,• 

Power Fa'ctor 'Correction Cap·acitors and Switchgear 
(Substation) 

Substation Transmission Transformer 
. OH ac Inverter Station Feeder Conductors 

ac Spine Conductor 
Inverter Station Line Breakers (6 @ $3,000 each) 
Hjgh Side,PCB at Substation 
de Coll~ction Cable Trenching ($2 per foot) 
dc.Collection Cohductors (9 AWG) 
Miscellaneous de Kardware (Isolat~on Diode~, 

Switches; Circ~it Breakers). 
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$2,961,120 

~,557,860 

699,580 
1 '126 ,510 

606,480 
25,000 
35,000 
18,000 
40,000 

1,290,000 
1 ,200,000 

300,000-

$10,859,550 



TABLE1.7.7 

CPS POWER CONDITIONING 

Inverters 

Remaining Equipment 

TOTAL 

FL Efficiency 

384. 

(1975 $.) 

$ 29.60/kW 

78.90/kW 

$108.50 

93% 

·~ ... 
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1.8 RPS Architectural Designs 

1.8.1 General Architectural Considerations 

1.8.1.1 Climatic Considerations 

Because the largest element of residential energy consumption 

is space heating and air conditioning, a building which is to receive 

a photovoltaic system should be designed to be compatible with its local 

climatic situation to minimize energy consumption. ·A first step 1n the 

mating of climate and building is perhaps best approached by establishing 

regional climate zones and generating a form for the buildings, which 

by taking advantage of natural conditions, saves energy in space 

heating. For this study, three general climate zones were established -

Hot, Humid (Atlanta, Georgia; Mobile, Alabama), Hot, Dry (Santa Maria, 

California; Phoenix Arizona), Moderate (Madison Wisconsin; Wilmington, 

Delaware; Cleveland, Ohio). 

These zones relate favorably to the climate zones established 

by Victor Olgyay in his book Design With Climate. In each of these 

zones, Olgyay relates average daily temperature and humidity ranges 

to hl!man comfort. When temper·ature or humidity conditions are such 

that human comfort cannot be maintained, then he determines what 

percentage of available wind during cooling periods and solar flux 

during heating periods are needed to return the space back within the 

comfort zone established. These relationships then generate orientation 

requirements for buildings in the specific regional areas. This 

combined effort generates a building which carefully uses wind and 

solar forces to minimize energy consumption (see Figure 1.8.1). 
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Further study of solar impact on building facades and roofs by Olgyay 

produced forms which balanced the overall effect of heat gain and 

loss so that gains are minimized when cooling for comfort conditioning 

is required and maximized when heating is required. Once these 

basic parameters have been established, a climate oriented building 

schematic can be designed. 

Another approach would be to review existing mass-marketing 

housing plans and pick those which meet both the basic climatic 

characteristics and are acceptable for interfacing with a photovoltaic 

system. An example is a pre-fab house marketed by Innovative Building 

Systems of Buffalo, New York. Figure 1.8.2 shows how in elevation the 

original residence appeared. Figures 1.8.3 and 1.8.4 show how, without 

any structural modifications, small size arrays could be accommodated 

assuming the residence would have the proper orientation. Figures 

1.8.5 through 1.8.7 show how a large roof surface could be provided 

and how the plan and sections might appear. 

1.8.1.2 Building Configuration In Relation To Array Tilt 

Since the photovoltaic system output will be utilized year 

round with an increase in the summer due to the added air conditioning 

load, a vertical tilt would not be acceptable because this would severely 

reduce either the system output during summer months when the 

largest demand occurs, or require large array sizes thus increasing 

initial costs. 

Therefore, if initial considerations required a tilted surface 

and a large market application is desired, it i~ nppropriate to assume 
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North View Figure 1.8.3 
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North View 

I 

Figure 1.8.4 
South View 
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North View 

South View 
Figure 1.8.5 
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a roof mounted array, as stated previously in the RPS Design Section 

1.3.4, of some configuration may be the best option _ allowing variations 

in roof pitch to accommodate varying latitudes and building thermal 

and electrical load situations. 

Some acceptable building cross-sections are as follows. 

A double-pitched roof allows for 180° rotation of the building with 

respect to the orientation of the collector. This would give some 

plan flexibility with respect to environmental restrictions of the 

site. 

A double-pitched roof with a wing addition allows for 90° 

incremental changes in the orientation. The collector could be placed 

on any one of the four roof pitches allowing for better accommodation 

of environmental and site restrictions. One restriction of this method, 

however, is that large array areas cannot be achieved without 

considerable roof areas on one of the four orientations. Therefore, 

this consideration is probably not reasonable for photovoltaic systems 

with collectors that supply a large percentage of the thermal load. 

If a residence has a detached garage, its roof pitch and 

orientation can vary to accommodate environmental restrictions of the 

side while the garage can accommodate the collector array and be 

oriented to maximize the output of the thermal load. (see Figure 1.8.8) 

If at this point, all the climate and site conditions have been 

met by the chosen design, further investigation into the actual building 

can be done in relation to the interface of the photovoltaic system. 
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1.8.1.3 General System Placement 

This section will deal in general with six particular options 

of arranging the photovoltaic array, the electrical power conditioning 

system,and the thermal storage system. 

Option 1, as illustrated in Figure l.8.9,is a residence with. 

a roof mounted collector and both thermal and electric;:~l systems in 

the attic. Because of the relation~hip of the collector array to th~ 

. thermal storage and other accompanying systems, a possibility exists 

to design a thermosiphon system to transfer the heat from the collector·· 

to the storage tank. The storage tank, however, would be expensive 

in relation .to a ground or basement positioned tank. The positioning 

of the storage tank in the attic space poses th~ee specific problems. 

The first is that the weight of the storage tank and the water contained 

in it will add additional structural costs to the support system. 

Potenti~l leakage problems in the storage tanks are critical because 

leakage would be to a finished ceiling of an interior space, thereby, 

causing costly structural damage. Any heat loss which would also 

occur from the storage tank would be to an unheated space. The advantages 

set forth by this particular option for the electrical system are that 

the gases expelled during a charging mode could be easily vented; that 

the electrical system is in Close proximity to the collector; and that 

the batteries are not occupying useable floor spac~ and a~so are not 

occupying area in a heated space. Again, as with the thermai system, 

the major disadvantage with placing the electrical system in the 

attaic space is that loads on the ceiling structural system would 
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1.0 
1.0 

ROOF MOUNTID COLLECTOR 
THERMAL STORAGE IN ATTIC 

POSSIBILITY TO D_ESIGN A THERMAL SIPHON SYSTEM TO TRANSFER 
HEAT FRCM COLLECTOR TO STORAGE TANK 

STORAGE TANK WOULD BE EXPENSIVE IN RELATION TO A GROOND 
OR BASEMENT MOUNTED UNIT 

EARTHQUAKE PROBLEMS IN AFFECTED AREAS 

ADDHIONAL STRUCTURAL COST TO SUPPORT ADDED WEIGHT OF 
STORAGE TANK 

ACCESS PROBLEMS 

POTENTIAL LEAKAGE PROBLEMS- DMIAGE TO INTERIOR STRUCTURE 
OR FINISHES 

GOOD RELATION OF COLLECTOR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM TO SPACE 
HEAT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

HEAT LOSS FRCM STORAGE TANK IS TOAN UNHEATED SPACE 

ROOF MOUNTED COLLECTOR 
ELECTRICAL SYSTIM IN ATTIC SPACE 

GASES EXPELLED DURING CHARGING MODE CAN BE EASILY VENTED 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM IS APPROXIMATE TO COLLECTOR 

LOADS ON CEILING REQUIRE ADDITIONAL STRUCTURAL MATERIAL 

ACCESS TO STORAGE SYSTEM IS A PROBLEM 

LEAKAGE BECAUSE OF OVERCHA1RGE OR DMIAGE IS A PROBLEM 

EXPLOSIONS COULD CX:CUR IF GASES ARE NOT PROPERLY VENTID 

NOT CX:CUPYING USABLE FLOOR SPACE IN A HEATED SPACE 

FREEZING DURING DEEP CYCLING MIGHT BE A PROBLEM 

Figure 1.8.9- General system placement, option 1 



require additional ·materials. Further problems are access; battery 

fluid leakage, and potential freezing during deep cycling. 

Option 2 is a roof mounted collector with thermal and 

electrical storage in the garage truss space (see Figu~e 1.8.10). 

In this option, the possib.ility also exists to design a thermosyphon 

system to transfer heat from the collector to the storage tank, if 

the collector· system is mounted close to the Lhennal storage on the 

garage roof. As opposed to the last option, access to the thermal 

system is much more accep~able, and. leakage of water from the tank 

is minimized because it i~ in an unfinished space. The disadvantages 

a~e as follows: the· thermal storage tank would be again more expensive 

than a ground or basement positioned unit; additional structural cost 

is required to support the added weight of the storage tank, and heat 

loss from the storage tank is again, as in the last option, to an 

unheated space. The advantages for the electrical·system in this 

option are that the .gases can be expelled very easily during a charging 

mode, there is good access for servicing or replacement of any of the 

components of the system, and ·that the system is not occupying .usable 

floor space in a conditioned or heated area. The disadvantages of this 

option are that long wiring runs are required from the collector to the 

electrical system, again add1tiunal loads on the structural materials 

require a greater cost investment, leakage of any of the fluid from 

the battery system during an overcharge mode or due to damage is still 

a problem, and explosions could occur if gases from.the battery 

charging mode are not properly vented. 
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ROOF MOUNTED COLLECTOR 
THERMAL STORAGE IN G.ORAGE TRUSS SPACE 

POSSIBILITY TO DESIGN A THERMAL SIPHON SYSTEM ro TRANSHR 
HEAT FR~ COLLECTOR TO STORAGE TANK PROVIDED COLLEC
TOR IS MOUNTED ON GARAGE ROOF 

STORAGE TANK WOULD BE EXPENSIVE IN RELATION TO' A GROUND 
OR BASEMENT MOUNTED UNIT 

EARTHQUAKE PROBLEMS IN AFFECTED AREAS 

ADDITIONAL STRUCTURAL COST TO SUPPORT ADDED WEIGHT OF 
STO!AGE TANK 

ACCESS IS ACCEPTABLE 

LEAKAGE PROBLEM IS MINIMIZED 

ACCEPTABLE RELATION OF COLLECT01 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM TO 
SPACE HEAT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

HEAT LOSS FR~. STORAGE TANK IS TO AN UNHEATED SPACE 

ROOF MOUNTED COLLECTOR 
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM IN GARAGE TRUSS SPACE 

GASES EXPELLED DURING CHARGING MODE CAN BE VENTED 

LONG WIRING RUNS FR~ COLLECTOR TO ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

LOADS ON TRUSS REQUIRE ADDITIONAL STRUCTURE MATERIAL 

GOOD ACCESS FOR SERVICING OR REPLACEMENT 

LEAKAGE BECAUSE OF OVERCHAR9E 01 DAMAGE IS A PROBLEM 

EXPLOSIONS COULD OCCUR IF GASES ARE NOT PROPERLY VENTED 

NOT OCCUPYING.USABLE FLOOR SPACE IN A HEATED S.PACE 

FREEZING DURING DEEP CYCLING·MIGI-!f BE A P~OBLEM 

Fi~ure 1.8.10- General system platement, option 2 



Option 3 is a collec~or system mounted on the roo~ but the 

thermal and electrical systems are in place on the garage floor (see 

Figure 1.8.11). The advantages of this placement for the thermal 

system are that the cost ·Of the building structure and storage tank are 

reduced in relation to the attic and garage truss system, access· 

is much improved, and potential leakage problems could now be easily 

handled. The large disadvantage is that the heat loss from the 

storage tank is still to an unheated space. The advantages for the 

electrical conditioning system in this option are that the gases 

created during the ch~rg~ng mode could be easily vented~ str~ctural 

problems and additional structural costs due to the weight of the 

electrical system are reduced, access is good for servicing or replacement 

of the components, and any leakage problems which might occur could 

be easily handled. The disadvantages of the system are that long 

wiring runs from the collector to the electrical system are required, 

explosions still could ~ccur if the gases are not properly vented, 

the system now occupies usable floor space in the garage, freezing 

still could occur during deep charging or deep cycling, and that 

potential damage by vehicles might be a problem. 

Option 4 is ·a roof mounted collector with thermal and electrical 

systems in the basement of the residence (see Figure l.t:.1~). · 1 he 

advantages of this arrangement with the thermal system are 'that the 

costs of the building structure and storage tank ar~ again reduced 

in relation to the attic and garage truss system, potential 1eakage 

of the thermal storage tank could be easily handled, relation of the 
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ROOF MOUNTED COLLECTOR 
THERMAL STOAAGE ON GARJ\GE FLOOR 

COSTS Of STRUCTURE AND STOAAGE TANK ARE REDUCED IN RELA
TION TO ATTIC AND GARAGE TRUSS SYSTEMS 

ACCESS IS GOOD 

POTENTIAL LEAKAGE PROBLEMS COULD BE HANDLED EASILY 

RELATION OF STOAAGE SYSTEM TO COLLECTOR AND SPACE HEAT 
SYSTEMS BECOMES A PROBLEM 

HEAT LOSS FRCM STQAAGE TANK IS TO AN UNHEATED SPACE 

ROOF MOUNTED COLLECTOR 
ElECTRICAl SYSTEM IN GAAAGE FLOOR 

GASES EXPELLED DURING CHARGING MODE CAN BE EASILY VENTED 

LONG WIRING RUNS FRCM COLLECTOR TO ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

NO STRUCTURAL PROBLEMS 

GOOO ACCESS FOR SERVICING OR REPLACEMENT 

NO LEAKAGE PROBLEMS 

EXPLOSIONS COULD OCCUR If GASES ARE NOT PROPERLY VENTED 

OCCUPIES USABLE FLOOR SPACE IN GARAGE 

FREEZING DURING DEEP CYCLING MIGHT BE A PROBLEM 

DAMAGE BY VEHICLES COULD BE A PROBLEM 

Figure 1.8.11 -General system placement, option 3 



ROOf MOUNTED COLLECfo:)R 
THERMAL STORAGE IN BASEt.'ENT 

COSTS Of STRUCTURE AND STORAGE TAt-:K ARE REDUCED IN 
RELATION TO ATIIC AND GARAGE TRUSS ;ysJEMS 

ACCESS IS A PROSLEM-

POTENTIAL LEAKAGE PROBLEMS COULD BE HANDLED EASILY_ 

RELATION OF ST~AGE SYSTEM TO COLLECT~ AND SPACE HEAl
ING SYSTEMS IS GOOD 

HEAT LOSS FROV. STORAGE TANK IS TO A ~OTENTIALL Y HEATED 
SPACE 

ROOF MOUNTED COL !:ECTOR 
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM IN BASEMENT 

GASES ElCPELLED DURING CHARGING MODE MUST BE MECHANI
CALLY VENTED 

WIRING RUNS FROV. COLLECTOR TO ELECTRICAL SYSltM ARE 
REDUCED 

NO STRUCTURAL PROSlfMS 

ACCESS COULD BE A PROBLEM 

NO LEAKAGE PROBLEMS 

EXPLOSIONS COULD OCCUR IF GASES ARE NOT PRO!'ERLY VENltD 

OCCUPIES USABLE FLOOR ARlA IN A HU.TEP INTERIOR SPACE 

Figure 1.8.12- General system placement, option 4 



storage system to the collector in space heating system is good, and 

heat loss from the storage tank, is to a potentially heated space. 

The only problem that exists is access or maintenance of the storage 

system. The only advantage that the electrical system incurs by 

this placement:is the decrease in building structure costs,that 

occurred in previous options. The disadvantages are as follows: 

the gases expelled during the charging mode of the batteries must be 

mechanically vented, access to the system for replacement or repairs 

could be a problem, explosions could occur if the batteries are not 

properly vented, and the entire system occupies usable· floor area in 

a heated interior space. 

Option 5 is a roof mounted collector with the thermal system 

and electrical system on ground level outside the structure (see 

Figure 1.8.13). The major advantages forth~ thermal system are that 

access to all of the thermal system components is excEHlent, and all 

leakage problems from the storage tank are completely eliminated. The 

major drawback for this particular option· i~ that additional structural 

costs are required for the exterior support pad and exterior enclosures. 

The relation of the storage system and mechanical components 

to the collector and interior space heat system does become a preble~ 

nor does heat· loss from· the storage· tank to outside air. 

Other problems such as vandalism, severe architectural design resttictions 

and doubtful client acceptability occur in this option. The 

advantages for the electrical system in this option are as follows: 

gases that are expelled by the batteries during the charging mode can 
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b~ easily vented, access for all the electrical system componerit~ is 

excellent, any leakage problem which might occur due ·to fr~cturing 
.. 

o( battery cases is eliminated, and explosions are· less of a problem 

due to the ease of the venting in the placement of the components 

outside the structure. The ·primary disadvantage with the electrical 

system like the thermal system is the additional construction costs 

required for a co~crete platform and structural enclosure. Additional 

disadvantages are as follows: long wiring runs from the collector to 

the electrical system are required because of the electrical system 

placement, freezing of the batteries during deep winter time cycling 

could become a problem. 

Option 6 is a roof mounted collector with the thermal 

system and the elect~ical system below grade (see Figure 1.8.14). The 

advantages and disidvantages of both the thermal and electrical systems 

are similar: to Option 5 with the exception that excavation costs 

replace the additional costs for the exterior support and pad enclosure. 

The problems with vandalism, severe architectural design restrictions, 

and client acceptability. are eliminated because there is no visual 

contact With the elements. 

1.8.2 General System Descriptions 

In this particular category, both the direct solar heating 

system and the solar-assisted heat pump sy~tem will be discussed. Under 

each of these systems, variations will be d~scribed and all of the 

pe~tatning operational modes will be discussed. 
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1.8.2.1 Direct Solar Heating Systems 

This section will deal with those photovoltaic systems in 

which the photovoltaic array cooling fluid is used only in a direct solar 

heating mode. The decision to use the reject heat directly was based 

on the fact that small array sizes; 30 square meters; could satisfy 

a large percentage of the yearly residential heating load. 

1.8.2.1.1 HYQrid Silicon Water-Cooled and Air
Cooled Array with a Fossil Fuel 
Backup 

This system, used in both Phoenix and Santa Maria with only 

minor variations, consists of a water-cooled silicon array coupled with 

a direct solar heating system modified somewhat to adapt it to a 

temperature limit of the photovoltaic array and an air-cooled silicon 

array. The thermal system provides, in each region, nearly 100% 

of the total heating requirement of the schematic residence with an 

accompanying fossil fuel backup system providing the remainder 

(see Figure 1.8.15). The thermal storage tank (see Figure 1.8. 16) will 

either be a 60-mil butyl rubber or a 20-mil reinforced elasticized 

~ulyolefin sheeting formed as a bladder container. In each of the two 

residential applications, the bladder will be placed in an excavated· 

trench within the perimeter foundations of the residence, and lined 

with styrofoam insulation. The bladder will then be filled with water 

while in this hole, capped and therefore maintain its shape. Then 

a concrete slab will be poured in such a way as to cover the top 

of the bladder and so formed as to provide a grade beam around the 

tank opening . In most cases the accompanying mechanical components: 
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pumps, hot water tank, and hot water booster, will be mounted above 

the tank on the concrete slab. 

For water to circulate through the solar system, Pump #1 

as seen in Figure 1.8.15, and with the appear·ance and physical 

characteristics shown in Figure 1.8.17, will be in operation. The 

fluid whose path will be determined by a control valve (see Figure 

1.8.18), will either pass through a plate fin coil .(see Figure 1.8.19) 

or go directly to the roof top array structure. The fluid pathway 

through the plate fin coil waul~ 0e used if the storage tank water 

temperature from the previous day•s solar collection had risen above 

l20°F. This circuit was provided because the photovoltaic array•s 

efficiency begins to drop at array temperatures exceeding l30°F. With 

a 10° 6. designed to occur across the plate, one can see that if the 

water coming into the collector array from the storage tank were 

any higher than l20°F the outgoing water could be above 130°F, thus 

reducing the electric performance of the array. 

The rooftop portion of these systems is defined as a hybrid 

because it involves botha water-cooled, fully integrated silicon 

array and an air-cooled, roof mounted silicon array (see Section 1.5 . 1 -

RPS Array Structure, for design details). 

From the rooftop array,the fluid would ~a~~ through a heut 

exchanger coil contained within the fan unit of the backup heating 

system. If the residence were in a heating mode, the fan would be 

operational and heat would be transferred from the water to the return 

air side of the auxiliary heating system air ductwork to satisfy the 

residential heating load. 
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CIRCULATOR Sll[ 

RC·O 3" 
RC·I 3" 
RC-2 3" 

RCB-0 3" 
RCB·I 3" 
RCB·2 3" 

SHIPPINC DIMENSIONS 
WEICHT A I 

66 lbs. 21~· 14'h" 
74 lbs. 23" 14W 
80 lbs. 24'h" 14'h" 
66 lbs. 21~· 14W 
74 lbs. 23" 14\lz" 
80 lbs. m~· u~.~ · 

REPLACEABLE 
SEAL ASSEMBLY 

I 
I 
I 
1 
I 

\ 
\ 

\, 
' 

Specifications 
Motors-'ll and * H.P.' 

1750 RPM, 115/230 volt, 60 cycle, 1 phase. 
~. 'h or ~ 1750 RPM, 208 volt or 230/460 
volt, 60 cycle, 3 phase 
~ H.P.* 
1750 RPM, 115 volt, or 230 volt, 60 cycle, 
1 phase 
•special characteristic motors elso available 

Impeller Shaft-Sta inless Steel 
Size-3" 
Maximum suggested operatihg temperature-250' F. 
Maximum suggested operating pressure-125 psi. 
Mechanical Water Seal 
cru.~c.l hn(Jt!ller 

RC-0 RC·l RC-2 RCB·O RCB·l RCB·2 
Motor lfl H.P. lfl H.P. ~ H.P. lfl H.P. lfl HP ~ H.P. 

Bronze Fitted'' All· All· All· 
or All·lron Bronze Bronze · Bronze Construction 

••Must specify 

Replacement RC.Q RC·l RC·2 B-8 B-6 8-7 
Bracket No. 
Replacement RC RC RC RC RC RC 
Seal Kit No. 

' ..-" --...._ ~/ 

'-...... --· .._____ .. - ·--

Figure 1.8.17- Water pump specifications 
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Figure 1.8.19- Plate fin coil 
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The domestic hot water (DHW) circuit is hydronically separated 

from the collector fluid circuit. Heat is transferred from the main 

storage tank to the DHW storage tank by pumping water through a heat 

exchanger (see Figure 1.8.20) nested in the main storage tank and then 

back into the domestic hot water tank. If,upon demand, the domestic 

hot water is not hot enough~ the electric hot water booster will 

automatically to be activated and raise the water temperature to the preset 

temperature level. 

.l.8.2.1.2 Hybrid Silicon Water-Cooled Array and 
Roof Membrane Cadmium Sulfide Array 

This particular hybrid system, used only in the Atlanta 

Design Schematic, uses the same mechanical equipment as does Phoenix. 

The only difference is that the hybrid array is made up of approximately 

450 sq. ft. of water-cooled silicon integrated array structure and 

approximately 1200 sq. ft. of cadmium sulfide rolled roofing array. 

This could be replaced by 700 sq. ft. of air-cooled silicon at higher 

cost. The modes are identical to those shown in Section 1.8.2.1. 1-

Hybrid Silicon Water-Cooled and Air-cooled Array with Fossil Fuel 

Backup. The construction details are the same as those described in 

Section 1.5.1 - RPS Array Structure. 

1.8.2.1.3 Total Silicon Water-CoolP-d Array 

This particular system, used only in the Cleveland design . 

schematic, uses the same mechanical equipment as does Phoenix and 

Atlanta, but has only a thermal array area of approximately 330 sq. ft. 

which is being used in a direct heating mode. It supplies the nominal 

115 volt load and has a fossil-fuel backup. 
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Figure 1.8.20- Residential heat exchanger 
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1.8.2.1.4 Mode Descriptions of the Direct Solar 
Heating Systems 

The following descriptions illustrate more specifically the 

actual mode conditions which would occur in the all-silicon non-heat-

pump system. 

~~~!_!_:_~e!!!£!er_~!r£~!!_QE!r~!!~~=~e!_~~!!r_~!r£~!!_Qe~r~!!e~ 

This mode illustrates the operation of the collector cooling 

circuit in conjunction with the domestic hot water circuit. Pump #1 

is activated by a differential thermostat which senses the temperature 

difference between the photovoltaic module substrate and the water in 

the storage tank. If the array requires cooling, water is circulated 

through the module fluid passages until the thermostat registers an 

insufficient temperature difference to collect solar energy, or no 

thermal cooling of the array is required. Pump #l then shuts down 

thus allowing· the fluid in the array, supply, and return pipes to 

drain down providing freeze protection for the system. To operate the 

domestic hot water circuit,a differential thermostat would sense a 

temperature difference sufficient to transfer heat from the main storage 

tank to the domestic hot water storage tank. Pump #2 would then begin 

operation and continue until the domestic hot water tank reaches 

the desired temperature, or until an insufficient temperature difference 

exists preventing transfer of heat . The hot water circuit can also work 

when the collector cooling circuit is not functioning {see Figure 1.8.21). 

~2~!_g_:_~!gb!:Ii~!-~E~S~-~~~~i~g 

In this mode, the residential space heating thermostat senses 

a night-time heating requirement. If the storage tank water temperature 
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is sufficiently warm to effect a heat boost to the auxiliary heating 

system or to provide all the space heating required, Pump #1 begins 

operation and the control valves are so positioned as to produce the flow 

illustrated (see Figure 1.8.22). 

~~~~-~-=-g~~:Ii~~-~e~~~-~~~~1~9 
In thi~ mode the residential ~pace heating thermostat senses 

a daytime heating requirement. Assuming that the domestic hot water 

load has been satisfied, Pump #1 begins operation, with the valves 

positioned to route the fluid from the storage tank through .the collector 

and the fan coil unit and then back to the storage tank. The fan coil 

unit also begins operation to extract heat from the solar water coil 

placed in the residential supply duct (see Figure 1.8.23). The collector 

circuit could already have been operating to keep the photovoltaic 

array cool. 

~~~~-~-=-~b~!~~~l!~!~-~rr~~-Er2~~£~i~D 
This mode is used to assure that the photovoltaic cell 

temperature rarely exceeds 130°F (see Figure 1.8.24). If this condition 

occurs in the daytime while the system is collecting heat, the 

differential thermostat signals the control valve to switch and to 

re-route the fluid through the plate fin coil before it enters the array. 

This assures that the entering water temperature will always be below 

120°F, thereby allowing for a 10° temperature rise across the plate 

without affecting the photovoltaic array•s electrical performance. The 

tank temperature can also be reduced at night by using the same 

circuit and re-radiating heat to the night sky. 
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1 .8.2.1.5 Modes of the Non-Heat Pump Hybrid Silicon 
and Cadmium Sulfide Array Systems 

These mode diagrams (see Figure 1.8.25 through 1.8.28) illustrate 

the same conditions as the mode diagrams in Section 1.8.2.1.4. However, 

the array consists of a combination of a water-cooled silicon array and a 

cadmium sulfide array which is acting as a roofing material. 

1.8.2 .1.6 Modes of Silir.on WntPr-Cooled Non-Heat
Pump System 

These mode diagrams (see Figures 1.8.29 through 1.8.32) are 

identical to the diagrams in Section 1.8.2.1.4 and 1.8.2.1.5, but show 

the use of a non-hybrid all-silicon water-cooled array. This system is 

used only in the Cleveland, Ohio example. 

1.8 . 2.2 Water Cooled Photovoltaic Array Used in Conjunction 
with a Solar-Assisted Heat Pump 

1.8. 2.2 .1 General Description 

In the cities of Madison, Wisconsin and Wilmington, Delaware, 

direct space heating by using the water which has cooled the photovoltaic 

array was less practical because of the high requirements and relatively 

low average yearly insolation levels. Therefore, a system was designed 

to combine the water-cooled array with a water-to-air heat pump with 

the solar system used to boost the heat pump COP. This allowed the use 

of solar heated water whose temperature has dropped below thp point 

at which it was useful for direct space heating, thereby making the useful 

temperature range of the waste heat of the array larger, producing 

significant economic benefits over a simple direct space heating 

system. 
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1.8.2.2.2 Water-Cooled Photovoltaic Array Used 
In Conjunction with the Solar Heat Pump 
Mode Definition 

~~~~-!-=-~~!!~~~~r-~ir~~i~_Qe~r~~i2Q_:_~2~-~~~~r-~ir~~i~_Qe~r~~i2Q 

~2~~-f-:-~i9b~:Iilli~-~P~£~-~~~!iD9 

Modes 1 and 2 are identical to Modes l and 2 in Section 

1.8.2.1.4 and will not be discussed further (see Figures 1.8.33 and 

1.8.34) . 

~~~~-~-=-~~~:Iilli~-~E~£~-~~~!iD9 
Mode 3 corresponds to Mode 3 in Section 1.8.2.1.4 with the 

exception that Pump #3 circulates the hot water from the storage tank 

through a solar water coil placed in the air handling or indoor unit 

of the split heat arrangement. The backup heating system is 

provided with an electrical resistance coil mounted in the indoor 

unit (see Figure 1.3.35). 

~2~~-~-=-~2l~r=~~~i~!~~-~~~!-~~~E 

This mode illustrates the operation of an air-to-air heat 

pump with solar input from the water storage tank. In this mode, 

Pump #3 circulates the water from the solar storage tank through 

the solar water coil located in the ductwork of the evaporator or 

outdoor unit of the air-to-air heat pump. The operable damper is 

positioned in this unit to re-circulate· the stream of air from the 

centrifugal fan of the evaporator refrigerant coil. No outdoor air 

is taken in during this mode. The heat is transferred to the 
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condenser refrigerant coil in the other section of the heat pump where 

the centrifugal fan circulates the house supply air through the coil. 

In this mode the automatic control valve is positioned to return water 

from the solar coil to the water storage tank. An outdoor air sensor 

operates and air solenoid valve (not shown) to permit draining of the 

solar water coil when freezing is a possibility (see Figure 1.8.36). 

~Q~~-~-:_fQ~Y~~!iQD~l-~~~!_E~~E-QE~r~!iQD 

This mode indicates the operation of the air-to-air heat 

pump in a conventional mode using outside air as the heat source. The 

operable damper moves to admit outdoor air which is circulated by the 

centrifugal fan in the evaporator section of the heat pump through the 

evaporator refrigerant coil and exhausted to the outside. The heat is 

transferred to the condenser refrigerant coil in the other section of 

the heat pump where the centrifugal fan circulates the house supply 

.air through the coil. There is no solar input in this mode of 

operation {see Figure 1.8.37). 

~Q~~-~-=-~b2!2Y2l!~i~-~rr~~-~r2!~s!i2~ 
This mode illustrates the photovoltaic array protection 

which corresponds directly to Mode 4 in Section 1.8.2.1.4 and need not 

be discussed again (see Figure 1.8.38). 

1.8.3 Madison Residential Schematic 

1.8.3.1 Form !n Relation to Climate 

As mentioned in Section 1.8.1.1 -General Climatic Considerations, 

Madison, Cleve 1 and, and Wilmington a 11 fa 11 into the genera 1 

category of moderate climate zone. This doesn•t mean, however, that 
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each location is identical, but for our purposes of general design 

considerations, the schematic design can be the same. 

The optimum residential orientation suggested by Victor Olgyay 

in Design with Climate for a moderate climate zone is 17.5° east of 

south. Although this is not due south, its divergence is not significant 

enough to affect the performance of photovoltaic collector. The 

residential square footage is about 1600 ft2, approximately equal to a 

Westinghouse Phase 0 house in the same region. The heating and cooling 
' loads will be equal to or less than the Phase 0 house because of the 

following design considerations. 

The initial design schematic study gave rise to the concept 

of dividing the internal spaces into two definite divisions or sections. 

The private or night-time spaces are to the north and bermed (see 

Figure 1.8.42), thus reducing heating requirements. The more social 

spaces or public spaces are on the southern side of the residence, 

and with the accompanying south windows,receive passive solar heating 

during the underheated periods of the year. Beyond the social spaces -

living room, dining room. and kitchen - is a deck. Outside the living 

room the deck is exposed to outdoor climate variations, but outside the 

dining room and kitchen the deck is covered with a cylindrical 

acrylic glazing cover to create both a -green-house for plant prnrluction 

and an additional barrier against heat loss in the winter. The entrance 

to the residence is on the leeward side and below the ground level to 

protect against cold air infiltration during the operation of the 
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entrance door in cold weather (see Figure 1.8.40). Further protection 

against heat loss is achieved by reducing exposed window surface on 

the north facade. 

1.8.3.2 RPS - Madison System Integration 

This schematic residence, because it was proposed for various 

regions, was d~signed to accommorlnte a variety of array sizes depending 

on what part of the residential load could be e~onomically satisfi~d. 

The particular region illustrated is Madison (see Figure 1.8.39). 

Because it was decided that placing the collector system on the roof 

as an integral building component would produce the best economic 

profile, the roof must then have the proper pitch to accommodate the 

entire collector array. It was determined that a pitch of +10° from 

the latitude would be acceptable. Therefore, a 45° pitch for Madison, 

Cleveland and Wilmington was chosen because of its relation to current 

uuiluing practices, anrl P.ast of construction. The accompanying mechanical 

systems were placed in the basement of this residence for two reasons. 

First, the garage in the scheme is completely detached, thereby making 

all interconnect·ions between garage mechanical systems and the residential 

rooftop array extremely expensive. Second, the basement area on the 

east side of the residence is above grade (see Figure 1.8.41) allowing 

for the air intake of lhe heat pump dnd the pxhaust fan from the fin 

plate coil to have access to outside air. The storage tank is located 

as shown in the Madison section (see Figure 1.8.42) and is a 60-mil 

butyl rubber or a 20-mil reinforced elasticized polyolefin sheeting 

formed as a bladder. The concrete floor is then poured on top of 
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Figure 1.8.39- Artists sketch of a residence suitable for the region represented by 
Cleveland, Madison and Wilmington 
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this water-filled bag and so formed to provide a g_rade beam around 

the tank opening. All accompanying mechanical components -- pumps, 

hot water tank, and hot water booster -- are mounted above the tank on 

the concrete slab. The heat pump, power conditioning equipment and 

controls and batteries are adjoining the tank in the same room. 

This space will not be heated, thereby allowing for a battery 

venting system to operate when the batteries are in a charging mode. 

Therefore, additional insulation will be required to isolate this 

particular mechanical system room from the rest of the residence, 

so as not to increase the residence's overall heating requirement. 

The array piping and manifolding system will be discus~~d and 

illustrated in the Madison, Wilmington and Cleveland schematic only. 

Each of the remaining residential schematics uses primarily the same 

system with only minor changes in piping lengths. 

The supply manifold, illustrated by Figure 1.8.43 shows an 

insulated 2" collector supply pipe connected to the fitting at the 

bottom of each collector module with a high temperature silicone hose 

and clamps. Care must be taken to assure that the hose connection 

point at the collector module is higher than the supply manifold. 

It is also important that the hose is not kinked or bent because 

collector draindown. which prevents thP. c.ollector from freezing. 

will be impaired. The supply manifold must also be pitched to allow 

for drainage. The manifold is placed in the eave space and is 

accessible along its entire length through interior access panels. 

The two inch return manifold illustrated by Figure 1.8.44 is connected 
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to the collector module in the same way as the feed manifold, with care 

being taken again to assure proper draindown can occur. The return 

manifold is accessed through a perforated translucent acrylic panel. 

In conclusion, the Madison system relates to Option 4 

discussed in Section ].8.1.3- General System Placement, and exhibits 
r 

the same benefits and rawbacks already discussed. (see Figure 1.8.45) 

1.8.4 Phoenix Residential Schematic 

1.8.4. 1 Form in Relation to Climate 

The Phoenix residential schematic, as mentioned in Section 

1.8.1.1 -Climate Considerations, is in the hot-dry climatic r~gion. 

Olgyay identifies the best orientation for this region as being 25° 

east of south which for our case is too far from the best solar 

orientation to be used. Therefore, an orientation that falls somewhere 

between 25° east of south and true south is more desirable. 

The greatest problem faced in Phoenix was to protect the 

residents from exessive heat gains incurred by solar flux and outside 

air temperature. Large roof overhangs in conjunction with wing walls 

provide the window shading required during most of the heating season. 

This eliminates solar gain through the south glass surfaces (see 

illustration 1.8.46). 

Mass. in the form of simple stonebeds retained by wood curbs, 

provides thermal lag in the roof - the most critical region - (see 

Figure 1.8.47) thereby reducing the air conditioning load. The room 

locations are again separated as in the previous schematic into private 

and social zones. The private zones on the north side - or that area 
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PHOENIX 

Fi;Jure 1.8.4€ -Artists concept sketch of a residence suitable for construction in the Phoenix area 
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of the house not normally requiring heat during the day- and 'the social 

or public zones of the house on the south side do benefit from passive 

solar heating - sunlight passing through the south windows during the 

heating season. 

1.8.4.2 RPS System Integration- Phoenix 

Agcdu, in the Phoenix system as in the Madison systemt the 

decision was made to integrate the photovoltaic array into the roof 

structure based on economic considerations. Therefore, the roof pitch 

of the Phoenix residence must also relate to the proper orientation 

of the solar array. In this case, the decision was made to orient the 

array at latitude minus 12° to 21° to bring the array more normal to the 

sun in the summer to increase the electrical production and allow it 

to coincide with the highest electrical load - air conditioning - during 

the overheat period. 

Because the thermal load is small) w~tPr c.ooling the entire 

array would not produce the best economic profile for the photovoltaic 

system. Therefore, a hybrid system ·was chosen. Out of a total of 70 sq. 

meters (approximately 800 sq. ft.), 30 square meters of the array will be 

water cooled and 40 square meters will be air cooled (see Figure 1.8.50). 

The water-cooled array was placed above the garage area to eliminate 

any potential structural damage which might be incurred by system 

leakage, and because the piping runs could be reduced significantly by 

placing the accompanying equipment, thermal storage, pumps, domestic 

hot water tank and booste·r, and plate fin coil in the garage area 

(see Figure 1.8.48 and Figure 1.8.49). Since 100% of the heating load 
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can be satisfied with the water-cooled photovoltaic array, no backup 

heating system will be requ i red here. The electric air conditioning 

syst em i s placed in a central mechanical equipment room to reduce air 

distribution duct sizes and length. The accompanying air conditioning 

fan coil unit will also be used to distribute heat extracted from the 

solar water storage tank during a heating mode condition, therefore 

piping runs are required from the storage tank to the fan coil unit. 

All electrical equipment - battery storage, power conditioning equipment, 

and controls - will be in the garage. In conclusion, the Phoenix 

system relates to Option 3 discussed in Section 1.8.1.3- General· System 

Placement, and exhibits the same benefits and drawbacks already 

discussed . 

1.8.5 Santa Maria Residential Schematic 

1.8.5.1 Form in Relation to Climate 

Santa Maria was placed in the dry region in Section 1.8.1.1 -

General Climate Considerations, however, 1t du~~ have a fu.irly distinct 

weather profile which combines characteristics of the hot dry climate 

and an evenly divided yearly heating and cooling load situation. This 

particular set of circumstances gives rise to a necessity to give the 

residence nearly due south orientation with berming on the east, north 

and west walls (see Figure 1.8.51}. The south wall receives partial 

berming in the form of window boxes. 

The roof surfaces, not covered by collector arrays, are 

reflective. and massive in natur·e. Reflectivity will cause low roof 

surface temperatures, thus reducing day time heating loads. The added 
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SANTA MARIA 

Figure 1.8.51 -Artist's concept sketch of a residence suitable for construction in the Santa Maria area 



mass creates a thermal time lag which reduces the daytime air conditioning 

load and the evening heating load. 

Room types or activity zones are again divided into two 

categories. The private and service type spaces such as bedrooms, 

bathrooms, and kitchens are placed upon the north side of th~ residence 

to reduc~ their heating and cooling requirements during the daytime 

period. And, social spaces su~.;h as the living and dining rooms are 

placed on the south side of the residence to benefit from passive 

daytime solar heating during the heating season. The garage was 

positioned on the west side of the residence to buffer all the interior 

spaces from the heat gain contributed by late afternoon solar insolation. 

The south facade undulates (see Figure 1.8.52) allowing the building 

elements themselves to ,become shading devices. Overhangs are further 

_provided to shade the south wall from the mid-day sun, thus reducing 

thP daytime air conditioning loads. 

1.8.5.2 Santa Maria System Integration 

~n Santa Maria, like Phoenix, the heating load of the residence 

requires far less solar thermal array area than the electrical load 

requires photovoltaic array area. Therefore, a ~ybrid system of a 

water-cooled integrated array - approximately 210 sq. ft. - and an 

air-cooled non-integraL~d array approximately 357 s~. ft. was used 

(see Figure 1.8.54). Both of these systems were placed on a roof, 

pitched at latitude (34°) and placed in such a way as to appear visually 

integrated. The mechanical systems, electrical and thermal, are all 

placed in the garage area to allow for ease of access. The water-cooled 

collector feed pipe is placed below grade to facilitate installation 
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and assure proper pitch for collector drainage during shutdown. The 

collector return pipe is placed in a notch under the top of the roof 

rafters and ru.ns across the ridge and down into the garage space 

for its final return in the storage tank (see Figure 1.8.53). 

In conclusion, the Santa Maria system relates to Option 3 

as discussed in Section 1.8.1.3- General System Placements,and 

exhibits the same benefits and drawbacks already discussed. 

1.8.6 Atlanta Residential Schematic 

1.8.6.1 Form in Relation to Climate 

Atlanta falls into Victor Olgyag's general climate category 

of hot, humid, that i~ a region fn which buildings should be basically 

shaded structures with the primary protection on the south wall 

(see Figure 1.8.55). The building should also have an east-west plan 

longation (see Figure 1.8.56) with massive walls occuring on the east 

and west ends to dampen early morning and late evening thermal gains 

due to the solar insolation which is normal to these wall surfaces. 

Deep overhangs are provided on the south wall to prevent solar insolation 

from passing through the glass surfaces during periods when air conditioning 

is required. All of the south and north walls have very low heat 

capacity to allow any heat which the residence gains during the day to be 

radiated quickly to the night sky thus reducing n1ght-tirne cooling loads. 

The interior floors are elevated above grade to permit air flow between 

the ground and the underside of the structure. This helps to dissipate 

or dampen any daytime thermal gains in the building's floor system again 

reducing cooling loads. The interior plan is primarily open across the 
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Figure 1.8.55- Artist's sketch of a residence suitab1e for the region represented bY At1anta 
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east-west axis (see Figure 1.8.56) allowing for natural ventilation 

to assist in cooling when outside conditions are approximate to the 

interior desired temperature and humidity range. 

1.8.6.2 Atlanta System Integration 

In Atlanta, like Phoenix and Santa Maria, the residence 

has a much larger electrical load than a thermal load. Therefore, 

a hybrid array is again used. This time approximately 450 sq. ft. of 

thermal array tilted at latitude is electrically coupled with a 

cadmium sulfide (CdS) sheet array which covers the remainder of what 

is nearly a flat roof (see Figure 1.8.55). 

This residence demonstrates how this juxtaposition of two 

arrays, very dissimilar in construction requirements and in purpose, 

can work together. The best tilt for averaging electrical and thermal 

production on a yearly basis is close to latitude. Therefore, the water

cooled silicon array is mounted on aroof area pitched at latitute (33°) 

in the rear of the structure. The underside of this trussed space then 

provides for central location of some of the mechanical equipment required 

for heating ar1d air conditioning (see Figure 1.8.57). The cadmium 

sulfide array, being only an electrical production array, is then 

oriented to intercept the most solar insolation during the time when 

the residence has the greatest electrical load. This yr·eatest electri cal 

load in Atlanta occurs during the summer air conditioning season when 

the sun reaches its highest daily altitude. The cadmium sulfide is 

therefore almost horizontal acting as a roof membrane and a relfector 

to augment the water-cooled array while still ,providing significant 

electrical power to satisfy the air conditioning load. 
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The thermal storage tank and electrical power conditioning equipment 

controls are placed on grade in a mechanical area as opposed to truss 

space because of weight and ventilation problems (see Figure 1.8.58). 

In conclusion, Atlanta is a combination of Options 3 and 4 as 

mentioned in Section 1.8.1.3- General System Placement, and exhibits 

all of the benefits and drawbacks that are pertinent from each option. 

1.8.7 Garage Retro-Fit System 

1.8.7.1 General System Description 

The use of the garage allows for integration of a solar system 

into either new or existing homes which lack proper orientation or do 

not adapt easily to solar installations. In such ca~es, the garage 

retro-fit system would be able to assume the proper location and 

orientation and would be adaptable to a variety of situations. The 

system can vary in size to meet a specified load demand, it can be 

a totally se 1 f-conta i ned sys tern, or it can be a supp 1 ement to an 

existing system whether solar or conventional. The garage lends itself 

well to installation of the solar system and all the variety of array 

options since it is a relatively open structure and does not produce 

the problems of installation and operation common to a residence. 

Advantages of the garage retro-fit system include easy venting of 

gases expelled during the battery charging mode, minimal structural 

problems, good access for set~v ·icing and replacement of the thermal 

and electrical components, elimination of damage caused by leakage 

problems occurring in residential construction, and an increase of 

usable floor space in some instances. Disadvantages include heat loss 
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from the storage tank to an unheated space, possible freezing during 

deep cycling of the batteries, long pipe runs to the heating equipment 

in the residence, and the threat of vandalism when the collector 

array is near the ground on the side addition (see Figure 1.8.59). 

1.8.7.2 Garage Options 

Options include a garage with no addition to its roof area, 

an extension to the roof, a side addition, and a combination of roof 

extension and side addition. 

Option 1 (see Figure 1.8.59) is a retro-fit system requiring 

a minimum of construction. It will contain 16 collector panels without 

relying on additions or extensions of the roof area. Thermal and 

electrical storage will be contained within the existing garage thus 

reducing the usable floor space. With this option,vehicular access 

is possible on all four sides of the garage. However, an addition 

{Option 18) can be constructed if space within the garage is limited. 

Due to the small array size, the system can handle only small load 

demands and would, if compared to larger ~rray systems, be an 

inefficient use of the thermal and electrical storage, and other 

required equipment in the system. 

Option 2 is a retro-fit system containing 24 collector panels, 

an increase of 50 percent over Option 1, by addition of a roof extension. 

Thermal and electrical storage will be contained within the existing 

garage~ reducing usable floor space. However, a side addition 

{Option ·28) could house the thermal and electrical storage, but would 

limit vehicular access to only three sides. This is a more efficient use 
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of equipment than in Option 1 due to the increase in collector array 

area. This increase in efficiency is due to the fact that costs such 

as pumps and control equipment remain relatively fixed. Therefore, 

their costs are lower in proportion to the total system cost on the 

larger array .. 

Option 3, by the installation of a side addition, is a 

retro-fit system also containing 24 collector panels. Thermal and 

electrical storage will be contained within the addition, thereby 

not reducing usable floor space. Access to the garage would be limited 

to three sides with no access on the south facade. As in Option 2, 

this is a more efficient use of equipment due to a larger collector 

array area. 

Option 4 is a retro-fit system containing 32 collector panels 

which is an increase of 100 percent over Option 1. This increase is 

achieved by the addition of a roof extension and the installation of a 

side addition. Thermal and electrical storage will be contained within 

the addition, thereby not affecting the useable floor space of the 

existing garage. Access to the garage would be limited to three sides 

with no access on the south facade. This option would contain the 

largest array of the four options and thus would be the most efficient 

use of the thennal, electrical storage·, and related equipment, and would 

be capable of satisfying a larger load demand. 

All the options and their various relationships to the 

adjoining residences are illustrated in Figure 1.8.60. 
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1.8.7.3 Garage Mechanical System 

The garage mechanical system package and particular component 

functioning would be identical to that described in Section 1.8.2 

and would have rooftop array integration details identical to those 

described in Section 1.5.1 - RPS Array Structure. 

The system isometric shown in Figure 1.8.61 is a two pump 

solar assisted heat pump array identical to the system illustrated 

in Section 1.8.2.2 However, a direct solar heating system, identical 

to the one illustrated in Section 1.8.2.1, could also be utilized. 
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1.8.8 RPS.Equipment Lists and Cost Summades 
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TABLE '!. 8.1 

Pricing Data For RPS Systems 

ATLANTA·.:. WATER COOLED ARRAY- 3-33 SQ. FT. 

VARIABLE COSTS 

* Non Mature Market Components 
. . 1985 1990 2000 . t ... 

·Item . Unit Quantity Price/Unit Regiondl Cast Cost Cost 

Glazing Gasket /ft. 220 $ 1.30 s .212 $ ·159 ·s 106 

Glazing Gasket . /unit 4 1.55 5 4 3 

Gl.azing qosket /unit 30 3.25 72 54 36 
, .. 

Glozing Extrusion /ft. 220 .50 81 61 41 

Collector Module 
Less Photovoltaic /sq. ft. 333 8.00 1971 "1478 986 

* Note: Labor Costs for insta II at ion of gaskets are included in 
module installation costs. Extrusion price includes labor. 

Subtotal Costs $2341 $1756 $1172 

Subtotal Costs (-Roof Credit} $2008 $1423 $ 839 

* Mature Market Components 
1985 1990. 2000 

Item Unit Quantity Price/Unit Regional Cost Cost Cost 

Module As~embly /module 16 $ 12.00 $ 142 $ 142 $ 142 

Aluminum Flashing /sq. ft. 200 1.40 260 260 260 

2~11 fiberglass lnsul. /s4. fl • 333 ..23 69 69 .69 . . ~ ·. 

Hos~~ & C l~mps /conn. 32 2.26 75 75 75 

., . 

2" CPVC Plastic /ft. 116 4.76 547 547 547 --
Su btota I Costs $1093 $1093 $1093 

TOTAL WATER COOLED SYSTEM VARIABLE COSTS $3101 $2516 $1932 
--

tlncludei unit price multiplier for the region. 
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TABLE 1.8. 2 

Pricing Data For RPS Systems 

ATlANTA- WATER COOLED ARRAY .. 333 SQ .. FT. 

FIXED COSTS 

* Non Mature Market Components 

...... ~ 1985 
I tern Unit Quantity Price/Unit .Regional Cost t 

t hp ·21," in lei ' - ' 
single phose /unit 2 $387.51 $ 760 

Plate Fin Coi I /unit 300.00 294 

Modu loting Vo lve /unit 339.74 ~33 

Control Vo lve /unit 2 154.87 ~04 

·controls /unit 300.00 294 

Butyl Rubber 
Storage Tank /sq. ft. 334 .60 200 --

Subtota I Costs $2185 

* Mature Market Components 

Item 

Expansion Valve 

Shut Off Valve 

Unit. 

/unit 

Quantity Price/Unjt 

. 

1985 
Regional Cost 

$ 43.53 $ 43 

40.00 39 

Subtota I Costs $ 82 

T ota I Water Coo led System Fixed Costs $2267 
Total Water Cooled System Variable Costs, 3101 

TOTAL WATER COOLED SYSTEM COST $5368 

tIn~ 1 udes unit price mu 1 tIp 11 er for the region. 
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1990 2000 
Cost Cost 

$ 5'70 . s 380 

265 265 

250 167 

228 '152 

147 74 

150 150 --
$1610 $1 H~G 

1990 2000 
Cost Cost 

,, 
$ 43 $ . 43 

.~· .. ·t··., 
39" 39 -- --

$ 82. $ . 82 

$1692. $f270 
2516 1932 

$4208 $3202 -- ·--



Pricing pata For RPS Systems . 

CLEVELAND - WATER COOLED .ARRAY~ 376 SQ. FT. . . ·-· . 

\1ARIABLE COSTS 

* Non Mature Market Components 
f990 ' 1985 . 1' 2000 .. 

. Price/Unit Item Unit~jH Quantity Regional Cost Cost Cost 

Glazing Gasket /ft. 232 $ 1.30 $ 292 $ .219 s ·146 

Glazing Gqsket ·/unit 8 3.50 27 20 14 

·Glazing Gasket /unit 4 1.55 6 5 3 

Glazing Gasket /unit· 18 3.25 57 43 29 

Glazing Extrusion /ft. 232 .50 112 84 56 

Collector Module 
Less Photovoltaic /sq. ft. 376 8.00 2909 2182 1455 

·*Note: Labor Costs for installation of gaskets are included in 
module installation costs. Extrusion price includes labor. 

Subtotal Costs $3403 $2553 $1703 -
Subtotal Costs· (-Roof Credit) $3027 $2177 $1327 

'' 
* Noture Market ComponentS 

. 19~ 1990 2000 
Item Unit Quant it~ Price/Unit Regional Cost Cost -Cost 

Module Asst~mbly /module 18 $ 12.00 . '$ 209 $ 209 $. 209 

. Aluminum Flashing /sq. ft. 160 1.40 224 224. 224 

2! 11 fiberglass lnsu I • /sq. ft. . 375 .23 86 86 86 

Hoses & Clamps /conn. 27 2.26 59 59 59 

211 ·CPVC Plastic /ft. 147 4.76 672 672 672 -- - -·-
Su btota I C()sts $1250 . $.1250 ,$1250 

TOTAL WATER COOLED SYSTEM-VARIABLE COSTS $4277 ·$3427 $2577 

tlncludes unit price multiplier for the 
-- - --

region. 
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TABLE 1.8.4 

Pricing Data For RPS Systems 

CLEVELAND- WATER COOLED ARRAY..: 376 SQ. FT. 

* Mature Market Components 
. 1985 ·1990 2000 

Item Unit Quantity Price/Unit Reg.iona I Cost Cost -Cost 

Expansion Valve /unit $ 43.53 $ 43 $' 43 $ 43 

Shut Off Valve /unit 40.00 40 40 '~ -- --· 
Subtota I Costs $ 83 $ 83 $83 

Total Water Cooled System Fixed Costs $2279 $1700 $1276 
T ota I Water Cool~d System Variable Costs . 4277 3427 25n --... 
TOTAL WATER COOLED SYSTEM COST $6556 $5127 $3853 

--· ·--
. t 

Includes unit price mu 1 tip 1 i e r for the region. 
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TABLE 1. 8. 5 

Pricing Data For RPS Systems 

MADISON- WATER COOLED ARRAY- 807 SQ. FT. 



TABLE 1.8.6 

Pricing Data For RPS Systems 

MADISON- WATER COOLED ARRAY- 807 SQ. FT. 

FIXED COSTS 

* Nor) Mature Market Comoonents 
1.985 1990·. 2000 

I terr. Unit Quantity Price/Unit 
- ·--- .. . t 

Cost Cost Regional Cost 
·' 

~ hp, 2~" inlet 
single phase /unit 3 $387.51 $1125 $ 844 .s 563 

Plate Fin Coil /unit 300.00 290 261 261 

Modulating· .. Va lve /unit 339.74 : 329 247 ·165 

Control Valve /unit 2 150.00 300 ·225 150 

Controls /unit 200.00 290 145 73 

Buty I Rubber 
Storage Tank ;sq. ft. 334 .60 200 150 150 

Subtota I Costs $2534 $1872 $1362 

* Mature Market Components 
1985 1990 2000. 

Item Unit Quantity Price/Unit Regional Cost Cost Cost 

Exponsion Volve /unit $ 43.53 $ 42 $ 42 $ 42 

Shut Off Valve /unit 40.00 39 39 39 .--
Subtota I Costs $ 81 $ 81 $ . 81 

Total Water Cooled System Fixed Costs $2615 $1953 $1443 
Totul Water Cooled System Variable Co~t~ 7253 5672 4091 

TOTAL WATER COOLED SYSTEM COST $9868 $7625 $5534 
t -- ·-.--. 

Includes unit price multiplier for the region. 
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TABLE 1. 8. 7 

Pricing Data For RPS Systems 

PHOENIX- WATER COOLED ARRAY- 322 SQ. FT. 

VARIABLE COSTS 

* Non Mature Market Components 
. 1985 . 1990 2000:. .. 

Price/Unit Regional Cost t · ·Item Unit Quantitl Cost · Cost 
. "J;>t 

Glazing Gasket /ft. 210 $ 1.30 $ 23~ $ f76 $ l18 

Gla~ing GaskP.t /unit 7 3.50 21 16 11 

Glazing Gasket /unit 4 1.55 5 4 3 

Gla.zing Gasket /unit 16 3.25 45 34 23 

Glazing Extrusion /ft. 210 .so 90 6B 45 

Collector Module 
Less Photovoltaics /sq. ft. 322 8.00 2219 1664 1109 

*Note: Labor Costs for installation of gaskets are included in 
module installation costs. Extrusion price includes 
labor. Subtota I Costs $2615 $1962 $1309 --

Subtotal Costs (-Roof Credit) $2293 11640 $ 987 

* Mat~re Market Components 
1985 1990 2000 

Item Unit Quantity Price/Unit · Regiqnal <:ost Cost Cost 

N\odu'le Assembly /module '16 $ 12.00 $ 165 $ 165 $ '165 

Aluminum Flcis.hing /sq. ft. 162 1 .40 210 210 210 

2~" fiberglass lnsul. /sq. ft. 323 .23 69 69 69 

Hoses. & Clamps /conn. 24 2.26 68 68 68 

2" CPVC Plastic /ft .. 174 4.76 1037 1037 1037 -- -- --
v .; ' Subtota I Costs $1549 $1549 $1549 

TOTAL WATER COOLED SYSTEM VARIABLE COSTS $3842 $3189 $2536 
-- -- --

tlncludes unit price multiplier for the region. 
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TABLE. 1. ·a. 8 

· Pricing DatQ For RPS Systems 

PHOENIX- WATER COOLED ARRAY- 322 SQ. FT. 

FIXED COSTS 

* Non Mature Marke! Components 
. ·, 1985 . 

Item ·Unit Quantity · Pric.e/Unit:~. _,_Regionai ·Cost 
. .. 

;!hp, 2~ 11 inlet 
single phase /unit 2 $387.51 

Plate Fin Coil /uni.t 300o00 

Heat Exchanger. & 
Hot Water Booster /unit 339.74 

Control Valve /unit 2 154 o87. 

Controls /uni.t l 300o00 

Butyl Rubber 
Storage Tank /sq o ft o 334 .60 

Subtota I Costs 

* Mature Market Components 

·Item 

Expansion Valve 

Shut Off Valve 

Unit Quantl.ty Price/Unit 

/unit. $ 43.53 

/un.it· 40.00· 

Subtota I Costs 

Total Water Cooled System Fixed Costs 
Total Water Cooled System Variable Co~ts 

TOTAL WATER CbOLED SYSTEM COST 

t . ' . . ' 
Includes unit price multiplier for the region. 
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$ 759 

294 

333 

303 

294 

. 200 --
$2183 

1985 
Regional Cost 

$ 43 

39 -
$ 82 

$2265 
3842 

$6107· 

t 1990' 
Cost 

$ 569 

265 

250 

227 

147 

150. -
$1608 

1990 
Cost 

$ 43 

39 

$ 82 

$1690 
3189 

$4879 

•, 

.2000 
.. Cost · · · 

$ 380. 

265 

167 

152 

74 

150 -
$1188 

2000 
Cost 

$ 43 

39 ··-
$ 82 

$1270 
2536 

$3806 



TABLE 1.8.9 

Pricing Data For R PS Systems 

PHOENIX- AIR COOLED ARRAY- 430 SQ. FT. 

VARIABLE COSTS 

* Mature Market Components 
1985 . t 

Item ·Unit. Quantity Price/Unit Regiono I Cost 

~" PVL Flashing 
Collar /unit 33 s 3.00 $ 92 

Support Tower /unit 33 3.00 92 

Clip & Spacer /unit 33 .30 9 

Module Exfrusion /ft. 79.8 2.50 185 

Subtoto I Costs $ 378 

TOTAL AIR COOLED SYSTEM VARIABLE COSTS $ 949 

.• . 

TOTAL COST- PHOENIX RPS SYSTEM 

Water Cool~d System Cost - 322 Sq. Ft. 
Air Cooled System Cost - 430 Sq. Ft.. 

$6107 
949 

. ; ... . .~ 

1990 ~000 
Cost Cost 

$ 92 

92 

: "9 

185 

$ 378 

$sao 

.$4879 $3806 
580 

$7056 $4879 . $4386 
/ 

t 
Includes unit price m~ltiplier for the region. 
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TABLE 1. 8.10 . 

Pricing Data For RPS Systems 

WILMINGTON- WATER COOLED ARRAY- 807 SQ. FT. 

VARIABle COSTS 

* Non Mature Market Components 
1985 t 1990 ~000 

-:~ ' Item \·Unit Quantity Price/Unit Regional Cost Cost Cost 
r ... .. ~ 

·Glazing Gasket . ' /ft'.. 472 $ 1.30 $572 $ 429 s 286 

Glo~ing Gasket :/unit 24 3.50 78 59 39 

Glazing Gasket /unit 4 1.55 6 5 3 

,:Glazing Gasket /unit 28 3.25 85 64 43 

Glozing Extrusion /ft. 472 .50 220 165 110 

Collector Module 
Less Photovoltaic /sq. ft. 807 8.00 6020 4515 3010 

*Note: Labor costs for ins to I lotion of gaskets ore included in · 
module installation costs. Extrusion price includes labor. 

Su btota I Costs $6981 $5237 $3491 

Subtotal Costs (-Roof Credit) $6174 $4430 $2684 
·.ll ·. 

* Mature Market Components 
1985 1990 2000 

Item Unit Quantity Price/Unit Regional Cost Cost Cost 

Module Asi.l:lmbly /module· 38 $ 12.00 $ 425 $ 425 $ 425 

Aluminum Flashing /sq. ft. 232 1 .40 312 312 312 

2~" fiberglass I nsu I • /sq. ft. 800 .23 177 177 177 

· Ho.ses & Clamps /conn. 52 2.26 112 112 112 
' . 

2" CPVC Plastic /ft. 167 4.76 759 759 759 - -- --
Subtotal Costs $1785 $1785 $1785 

TOTAL WATER COOLED SYSTEM VARIABLE COSTS $7959 $6215 . $4469 
t 

Includes unit price multiplier forth~ region. 
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TABLE 1. 8.11 

Pricing Data For RPS Systems 

WILMINGTON- WATER COOLED ARRAY- 807 SQ. FT. 

FIXED COSTS 

* Non Mature Market Components 

Item Unit Quantity Price/Unit 

~ hp, 2~" inlet 
single phase /unit 3 }3R7 .51 

Plate Fin Coi I /unit 300.00 

Modulating Valve /unit 339.74 

Control Valve /unit 2 154.87 

Controls /unit 300.00 

Butyl Rubber 
·Storage Tank /sq. ft. 334 .60 

Su btota I Costs 

* t-ilature Market Components 

Item 

Expansion Valve 

Shut Off Valve 

Unit 

/unit 

/unit 

Quantity· Price/Unit 

$ 43.53 

40.00 

Su btota I Costs 

Total Water Cooled System ·Fixed Costs 
Total Water Cooled System Variable Costs 

TOTAL WATER COOLED SYSTEM·COST 

t 
Includes unit price multiplier.for the region. 
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1.985 
Regional Cost 

Sll04 

285 

323 

294 

285 

200 

$2491 

1985 
Regiona I Cost 

$. 41 

38 --
$ 79 

$2570 
7959 

$10529 

flf; . 

t 1990 .20CQ .. 
Cost Cos; 

$ 829 s 552 

257 257 

242• 162 

221 147 

143 71 

150 150 

$1842 $1339 

1990 2000 
Cost Cost 

$ 41 $ 41 

38 38 -- --
$ 79 $ 79 

$1921 $141'8 
6215 .4469 

$8136 $5887 



TABLE 1.8.12 

Pricing Data For RPS Systems 

SANTA MARIA- WATER COOLED ARRAY- 215 SQ. FT. 

VARIABLE COSTS 

* Non Mature Market Components 

Item Unit Quantity Price/Unit 

Glazing Gasket /ft. 144 $ 1.30 

G lazinQ Gasket /unit 5 3.50 

Glaz-ing Gasket /unit 4 1.55 

Glazing Gasket /unit 12 3.25 

Glazing Extrusion /ft. 144 .50 

Collector Mqdu le 
Less Photovoltaic /sq. ft. 215 8.00 

*Note: Labor Costs for installation of gaskets are included in 
module installation costs. Extrusion price included labor. 

* M?ture Market ~omponents 

Item Unit 

Module Assembly /module 

... 
Aluminum. Flashing /sq. ft. 

2~" fiberglass lnsul. /sq. ft. 

Hoses & Clamps . /conn. 

2" CPVC Plastic /ft. 

· Subtotal Costs 

Subtota I Costs {-Roof Credit) 
/ 

Quantity Price/Unit 

12 $ 12.00 

128 1 .40 

215 .23 

18 2.26 

128 4.76 

Su btota I Costs 

TOTAL WATER COOLED SYSTEM VARIABLE COSTS. 

tlncludes unit price multiplier for the region. 

1985 
Reg.iona I Cost 

$ 146 

14 

5 

31 

57 

1350 

$1603 

$1388 

1985 
Regiona! Cost 

$ 113 

173 

48 

40 

606 

$ 980 

$2368 

t 1990 
Cost 

$ 11 0 

10 

4 

23 

42 

1013 

$1202 

$ 987 

1990 
Cost 

$ 113 

173 

48 

40 

606 

$ 980 

$1967 
--

2000 
Cost 

$ 73 

7 

3 

1.5 

28 

-675 

$ 801 

$ 586 

2000 
Cost 

$ 113 

173 

48 

40 

606 

. $ 980 

$1566 
--· 



TABLE l. 8. i3 

Pricing Data For RPS Systems 

SANTA tv\ARIA- WATER COOLED ARRAY- 215 SQ. FT. 

FIXED COSTS 

* Non Mature Market Components 
1985 1990' 2000 

Item Unit Quantity Price/Unit Regional Cost t Cost Cost 

~ hp, 2~" inlet 
single phose /unit :l. $387.51 $7n . $ 582 $ :366 

Plate Fin Coil /unit 300.00 301 271 271 

Modulating Valve /unit 339.74 340 255 170 
(' 

Control Valve /unit 2 154.87 310. 233 155 

' Controls /unit 300.00 300 150 75 

Butyl Rubber 
Storage Tonk /sq. ft. 334 .60 200 150 150 --

Subtota I Costs $2228 $1641 $1209 

* Mature Market Components 
1985 1990 2000 

Item Unit Quantity Price/Unit Regional Cost Cost Cost 

Expansion Vo lve /unit $ 43.53 $ 44 $ 44 $ '44 

Shut Off Valve /unit 40.00 40 40 40 

Subtoto I Costs $ 84 $ 84 . $ 84 

Total Water Cooled System Fixed Costs · $2312 $1725 $1293 
Total Water Cooled System Variable Costs 2368 .1967 1566 

TOTAL WATER COOLED SYSTEM COST $4680 $3692 $2859 
-- --

t 
Includes unit price mu It i pI i e r for the region. 
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TABLE 1. 8. 14 

Pricing Data For RPS Systems 

SANTA MARIA- AIR COOLED ARRAY- 405 SQ. FT. 

VARIABLE COSTS 

, . 

*':Mature Market Components 
1985 ,, 

Item Unit Quantity Price/Unit Regional Cost 

3''.PVL Flashing 
Collar /unit 36 $ 3.00 $ 108 

Support Tower /unit 36 3.00 108 
. ' 

Clip & Spa~er /unit 16 .30 5 

Module Extrusion /ft. 80 2.50 193 

Subtotal Costs $ 414 

* Non Mature Market Components 
1985 

Item Unit Quantity Price/Unit Regiona I Cost 

Alum. Roll Form /sq. ft. 405 $ 1.55 $ 628 

TOTAL AIR COOLED SYSTEM VARIABLE COSTS $1042 

TOTAL COST- SANTA MARIA RPS SYSTEM 

Water Cooled System Cost- 215 Sq. Ft. 
Air Cooled System Cost - 405 Sq. Ft. 

491 

$4680 
1042 

$5722 

1990 
Cost 

$ 108 

108 

,5 ... 

193 

$ 414 

1990 
Cost 

$ 345 

$ 759 

$3692 
759 

$4451 

2000 
Cost 

$ 108 

108 

5 

193 

$ 414 

2000 
Cost 

$ :345 

$ 759 

$2859 
759 

$3618 
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1.9 IPS Structural Design 

For all of the intermediate power systems considered, the ~alar 

cell arrays were assumed to be mounted on the roofs of an existing 

structures. -Furthermore, except for moveable collectors rieeded for 

certain types of arrays, tracking was not considered. Because the 

supports of the fix~d arrays considered were discussed together with the 

arrays, and because no other structure is needed, there is· no need for 

a discussion of IPS structural design. 

. . . . 
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1.10 CPS Site Survey 

A survey was made by Ford, Bacon, and Davis Utah of sites in 

the vacinity of Phoenix Arizona which might be potentially suitable for 

CPS plant lOcation. The results of this survey are presented in this 

section. 
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LOCATJON OF JHE SOLAR ARRAY 

GENERAL CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF A SOLAR ARRAY SITE 

Factors that will influence the selection of a site for a solar 
array include the solar ~roperties of the area, the availability of 
support f~cilities, and the compatability of the solar array with the 
natural ecosystem. 

Some of these criteria have been generalized and applied by other 
researchers to the southwestern United States (see Figure 1 and 2). 
Using these criteria and others applicable to this project, areas within 
100 miles of Phoenix were examined as potential solar array sites. 
These criteria are listed in Table 1. 

Although many areas within a 100-mile radius of Phoenix have ex
cellent site characteristics, three in particular combine advantageous 
characteristics in a manner that makes them more suitable as locations 
of a solar facility (see Figure 3.) These three sites listed in 
preferential order are: The Vulture Mountain site, The Rainbow Valley 
site, and The Maricopa Mountain site. Each is described in this section 
of the report. Co.st estimates in other sections of the rE!port are based 
on the Vulture Mountain location. 

VULTURE MOUNTAIN SITE 

The proposed Vulture Mountain site is located 50 miles northwest of 
Phoenix on the southern slope of the east-west irending Vulture Mountains. 
It lies in sections 8 and 9 of TSN R6W of the Gila Bend Salt River Coor
dinate System (see Figure V-1). 

The comparative advantages of the Vulture Mountain site to the other 
potential sites include its southern exposure, remote location from resource 
development and population centers, its proximity to power trensmi~slon 
lines and Lu an existing road network, and its distance from croplands and 
other major sources of dust and sand. Its comparative disadvantages include 
the questionable availability of water and the site's distance from Phoenix. 

SOLAR PROPERTIES OF THE SITE 

The site faces south with no apparant sha·Cfi'rig from. mountains, man-made 
structures, or clouds. Although insolation studies have not been performed 
at .the site, it lies in a favorable locale that receives greater than 3;800 
and less than 4,000 annual mean total hours of sunshine (Langleys) and. 
greater than 500 (Langleys} of annual daily mean solar radiation (see 
Appendix Figures 2 and 3). It is .located near radi~tion iristruments of 
Desert Sunshine Exposure Testing. Normal annual precipitation averages 
8-12 inches, 60 percent of which falls in the winter. Evaporation and 
evapotransperation are very high (annual pan evaporation exceeds 110 inches) 
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and temperatures are high (July maximum temperatures average 105 degrees 
Fahrenheit, July minimum· temperatures average 75 degrees Fahrenheit). 

SUPPORT FACILITIES FOR THE SITE 

The Vulture Mountain site is located 50 miles northwest of Phoenix, 
l5 'niiles''southwest' of Wickenburg, 15 miles west-·souttiwest fr.om Morris't'own 
and 15 miles northwest of Tonopah. Two transmission systems.traverse the 
immediate area: the Parker Dam - Phoenix 161 KV power transmission· 1 ine 
lies th·ree miles from the·site, and the Mead Liberty 345 KV power trans
mission line lies tangent to the northeast corner of the site. The 
proposed Liberty- Parker Dam 230 KV power line also would use the Parker 
Dam - Phoenix corridor. 

Access to the site wou 1 d be from Wickenburg, Morr i s·tdwn or from 
Interstate 1-10 (when road construction is completed). Access roads to 
the Parker Dam- Phcienix utili.iy corridor would provid~ ~lternate access ·to 
the north (highways 60 & 70 at Aguila). An unimproved road borders the 
site ori the south and connects with an all weather road H miles to the 
west. No new construction roads would be necessitated, nevertheless the 
site is.isolated from·populated areas. The land is federally controlled. 
and ~d~inistered by the Bureau of Land Management. The sections.surrounding 
the tract are BLM land except fo~ se~tion 16 ~o the south which is a state 
section (~ee Figure V-2). 

Water availability may be a problem, but according to a recent publica
tion by the Arizona Water Commision, the area 'is one of 11 pbssible potential 
for-groundwater development"· (see Appendix Figure 4). A more reliable 
source could be the proposed Granite Reef Aqueduct which'will.be located 
12 miles south of the site (see Figure V-3). 

The site area and its environs are of doubtful agricultural,. residential, 
or natural resource potential although there has· been some mining_5 miles 
northeast of the site and a dry wildcat well drilled 4 miles west of the site. 

COMPATIBILITY WITH THE LOCAL ENVIRONS 

The site appears to be stable with virtuall~· no seismi~ activity, 
subsidence caused by water withdrawal or mining activities, sifting · 
sand dunes or·evidence of landslides. Severe wind erosion or gullying 
from water erosion is not evident from aerial photographs and the land 
has not been disturbed ex~~pt for the transmission line and dirt road 
(see Figure V-4). Major dust producers such as cropland ·lie over 15 miles·. 
to the northwest (see Figure V~4). A buffer of at least 1 mile could easily 
be established to isolate the site from further (but unlikely) development. 
The slope is gentle (<200ft/mile) and stabilized by vegetation. Disruption 
of the soil structure, loss of vegetation, and th~ impermeable nature of 
the photo-electric structures on or above the surface of the land will 
alter the erosional characteristics of the area. Necessarily, extreme 
precautions taken during construction could reduce future problems of 
wind blown particles, increased soil erosion and encourage stabilization. 
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RAINBOW VALLEY 

The Rainbow Valley site is located southwest of Phoenix on the 
southwestern slope of the Sierra Estrella in T3S R1E Sections 4, 5, 8 
and 9 (see Figure R-1). Its unique characteristic is that it is located 
near a proposed pumped storage power plant, the Salt River Montezuma Plant 
and could be operated in conjunction with it. 

Compared to the other two sites it is closer to Phoenix, its potent.ia~ 
for water availabi.lity is high and it could feed directly into a power· 
generating site. Its disadvantages include its southwestern exposure, 
possible mountain shadows very late in the day, the chance of ·residential 
development, potential windblown sand and dust, and .potential land 
subsidence due to groundwater withdrawal. 

SOLAR PROPERTIES 

The Rainbow Valley site is on a southwestern exposure in an area of 
high insolation that receives greater than 3,800 but less than 4,000 annual 
mean total hours of sunshine (Langleys) and greater than 500 (Langleys) of 
annual daily mean solar radiation (see Appendix Figures 2 and 3) .. It is 
located within 15 miles of a radiation instrument station in Phoenix. 
Normal annual precipitation averages 8 inches, 55-60 percent of which falls 
in the winter. Evaporation and evapotranspiration are very high (annual pan 
evaporation exceeds 105 inches) and temperatures are high (July maximum 
temperatures average above 105 degrees Fahrenheit, July minimum temperatures 
average above 75 degrees Fahrenheit). 

The site has an uninterrupted view to 10 degrees above the local 
horizon, but because it faces west-southwest, it may lose some sunlight 
hours from shadows off the Sie'rra Estrella. The array could be located 
farther west to minimize such shadows, but the farther west the structure is 
located, the farther its distance from the power plant, and the increased 
potential of conflicting land uses. 

SUPPORT FACiliTIES 

The Rainbow Valley site is located 20.miles southwest of Phoenix; 
12 mil~s north of Mobile, and 4 miles due west of Montezuma Peak. 

There is no major transmission line in the immediate vicinity although 
there is a proposed 345 KV transmission corridor through the v.alley and a 
proposed power project at the southea~tern foot of the Sierra Estrella. 
This hydroelectric plant, th~ Salt kiver Montezuma Project, is licensed, 
has begun construction and is scheduled for completion in 1982. The 
plant's two pu~ped storage reservoirs will be located approximately 6 
miles east-southeast of the site, the power plant itself would be loc~ted 
undergrounJ (see Figure k-2). 

The Phoenix area has experienced a continued high rate of growth 
some of which has expanded to neighboring valleys. The Rainbow Valley 
site may be protected from this growth by its location behind the Sierra· 
Estrella from Phoenix. The distance from the site to Phoenix as the crow 
flies is 20 miles,. but by ear the Jistance wou.ld be at least 30. miles. Land 
use planners do not expect residential or subdivision growthalong the 
Sierra Estrella foothills, ajthough there is such growth expected further 
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east in Rainbow Valley. Cropland lies 5 miles to the west of the site i.n 
Rainbow Valley, and the nearest town is Mobile, 8 miles to the south. 
Mining activity has been limited to quarry prospects in the Sierra Estrella. 
lhe site is located on Federal land administered by the BLM (se~ Figure ~-3). 
Two quarter-sections of private land lie within 1 mile of the site to the 
east. 

Accessibility to water might be dependent. upon an arrangement with the 
Salt River· Project and their well field or from potenti.al groundwater 
aq~i~ers in the Sierra Estrella foothill deposits. 

Access to the site could be provided by existing unimproved roads 
(see Figrue R-1) that join Mobile with ranching properties, the quarri 
prospects in the mountains and eventually connect to Liberty to the 
northwest. One of these roads crosses the potential tract and another 
runs tangent to it at the southeastern corner. 

There has been considerable groundwater withdrawal ·in the Phoenix area 
and in Rainbow Valley.· Although 'the foothills of the Sierra Estrella have 
not yet been affected, they ~ill likely be subject to subsidence should 
extensive groundwater withdrawal continue in Rainbow Valley. In other 
respects the site is apparently stable with little chance of seismic, 
landslide or sand dune activity. 

Photographs of the area show no evidence of excessive wind or water 
erosion and roads in the area are limited, although they will increase in 
density with future development (see Figure R-4). Cropland is relatively 
I imited and distant (over 6 mil~~ r"n:JI'thwest) from the &ite (&e~ Figure R-5). 
The Sierra Estrella might provide some protection from winds from the north, 
northeast, east, and southeast. 

Extreme care during construction would have to be taken .to disturb 
the site as little as possible, in order to avoid later wind and water 
erosion. The slope of the site is gentle (see Figure R-6), but the 
impermeab'le nature of the sheet array structure:; wi 11 tend to promotP. 
erosion. Pit structures would tend to retard erosion, but act as .sediment 
basins. 

MARICOPA MOUNTAIN SITE 

The Maricopa Mountain site Is located southeast of Phoenix In sections 
31 and 32 of T5S R3W on the southern slope of the Maricopa Mountains (see 
Figure M-1). Compared to the other two sites, it has the best solar 
characteristics. It also is in a·n area that is un 1 ike ly to be developed 
but is accessible to population centers. Disadvantages are: it is not 
near· to major transmission lines, it might be visible from a highway, water 
availability may be limited, and the site could be subject to· high winds and 
consequent pitting and dust deposition. 

SOLAR PROPERTIES 

The site has a western exposure, even though It borders the. ~outhern 
section of the Maricopa Mountains. There is an uninterrupted view to the 
south down to an angle. of 10 degrees above the h9rizon; and also there is 
no shading from mountains or man-made structures. The insolatio·n potential 
.is high. The Maricopa Valley site lies in an area of well above 3,800 
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-·annual mean total hours of sunshine (Langley~) and greater than 500 
·(Langleys) of ~nn~al daily mean solaf radiation (see Appendix Figures 
~and 3). It is not located near solar radiation instrumentation, although 
data can be extrapolated from that gathered from the Phoenix .and Yuma areas. 
Normal annuaF preCipitation averages less· than 8 inches, 55-60 percent of 
which falls in the winter. Evaporation and evapotranspiration are very 
high (annual pan evaporation averages 110 inches) and temperatures are high 
(July maximum temperatures average above 105 degrees Fahrenheit, July 
mlntmum temperatures average 75 degrees Fahrenheit. 

SUPPORT FACILITIES 

The Maricopa Mountain site is located 45 miles southwest of Phoenix, 
8 miles northeast of Gila Bend, and 5 miles southeast of Cotton Center. 

The Gila Bend 60 KV power transmission line runs north~south approx
Imately 3 miles west of the site, but there are no large tra~~mis~ion 
lines In-the immediate vicinity of the site •. Arizona State Highway 80 runs 
north- south, less than two miles from the site, but there is no easy 
access from the site to it. Access to the site is afforded by unimproved 
roads that serve local ranches and the Gila Southern Pacific Company's 
tracks which originate in Gila Bend or Estrefla." The road that wo.uld most 
likely service the site terminates at the site (see Figure M-1). There 
Is a corral and wind mill one mile south of the site, but otherwise it is 
desolate country. (The site may be visible from highway 80 - depending 
on the array 1 s co·nformat ion). 

The BLM administers this Federal land and all the sections surrounding 
it, except the state section to· the southwest (see Figure M-2). 

There is extensive agricultural land cultivated in the Gila River Valley 
north of Gila Bend ·(see Figure M-3). These lands 1 ie 2! miles west of the 
site and could ·serve as a source· of windblown sand and soi 1 that could coat 
or damage the solar array during westerly, northwesterly, or southwesterly 
wind storms. A buffer of at least one mile of undisturbed land could be 
established around the site, but this might not be sufficient for severe 
$torms. 

The Painted Rock Dam, 25 miles downstream from the solar site, was 
constructed by the Corps of Engineers as a flood control project on the 
Gila River. The reservoir area Is rarely Inundated and Is extensively 
farmed. Groundwater for development In the Immediate vicinity only has 
potential In wells deeper than 500 feet (see Appendix Figure 4) .-

Land uses In the invnediate area are for ranching with little prospect 
for expanded agricultural use, residential, subdivision, or mining 
development. The site was selected because of the convenience of an existing 
road to the area and to minimize distance from a transmission line. However, 
~he site could be relocated to the east in order to achieve greater isolation 
and protection· from wind problems. 
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COM~ATIBILITY WITH THE LOCAL ENVIRONS 

. · The area is not seismically active, nor is groundwater withdrawa1 
a problem. There is no potential for landslides al)d the subsurface appears 
stable. 

·As discussed previously, wind blown sand and d.ust from croplands to 
the west could be a problem even if a one mile buffer of undisturbed land 
were established. There is no evidence of sand dunes or excessive wind 
or water erosion on photographs (see Figure M-4). The slope is gentle 
(-50 ft/mi I e) with some steeper areas such as near a "bump" north of the 
site (see Figuie M-1). Revegetation and rehabilitat~ori of the natural 
site conditions would be extremely difficult, but could be facilitated 
by careful planning and extreme care during construction. Without such 

·care, wind and w~ter erosion will be a probl~m . 

. . ~. : 
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TABLE I 

SOLAR ARRAY SITE CRITERIA 

SOLAR ·PROPERTIES 

·OBJECTIVES 

a) Maximize direct sunlight. 
b) Maximiz~ period of time exposed to surilight. 
c) Hinimize shadows from mo~ntains, clouds or structures. 

SITING CRITERIA 

a) Areas west and south of Phoenix. 
b) Southern exposures preferable with an uninterrupted view 

to the south down to an angle of 10 degrees above the 
local horizon. 

c) Absence of shading. 

SUPPORT FACILITIES 

OBJECTIVES 

a) -Supplement the Phoenix electric system. 
b) Reduce costs of construction (travel, cost of land). 
c) Minimiie disruption of the countryside and minimize 

visibility from population centers. 
d) Sufficient water availability for cooling purposes. 
e) Limited alternative land uses for site. 

SITING CR ITER lA 

a) ·Location within 100 miles of Phoenix. 
b) Location within 10 miles of a power transmission line. 
c) Location not visible from major highways, but located within 

5 miles of a road. 
d) Location on Federal land (prefer~bly land administered by 

the BLM). 
e) Accessibility to a water supply of 10 million gallons/year. 
f) Agricultural areas, residential areas, and subdivisions 

unacceptable. 
g) Major resource areas unacceptable (agricultural, forest,or 

mining). 
h) Areas underlying aviation flight paths unacceptable. 

COMPATIBILITY WITH THE LOCAL ENVIRONS 

OBJECTIVES 

a) Once installed the s~lar arrcay alignment should not.shift. 
b) Pitting of the cells by wind blown sand o·r coating by dust 

should b~·minimi~ed. 
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c) Disruption of the local environment should be minimal 
and the array should not adversely affect the 
environment near the site over the long term. 
Factor~ to be considered include: 

destruction cif veget~tion 
loss of ·soil structu~~. 
·increased wind and water erosion 

SITING CRITERIA 

a) Seismically active ar~a~, areas prone to. sub~ldence, 
landslfde areas~ and unstable $Ubsurfaces are un~ccept~ble. 

-b) Ar:eas prone to wind storms should "be avoided and areas 
known to produ~e dust (roads, cropland). should be remote. 
A buffer of 1 ~ile of und~sturbed land should be able to 
be established around the array . 

. c) Avoid ~lopes greater than ~5 d~grecs. 
d) Avoid areas of endangered.pl~nt or anim~l spe6ies. 

'. 
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Known Potential 

~ Possible Potential 

D No Potential ARIZONA WATER COMMISSION 

* 
PROPOSED SOLAR 
SITE 

Suitability of Groundwater for Development of 

Municipal and Industrial Water Supplies 
(SOUTHWESTERN ARIZONA) 

In Areas Of Known Potential For Development The Depth To Water Is 

Leu Than 1.000 Feet, The Water Co,.;tains Les.s Than 1.000 mg II Of Dis

solved Solids, And Most Wells Are Capabl• Of Yielding 200 gpm. 
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1.11 CPS Facilities 

A conceptua 1 design was made. by Ford., Bacon, . and Davis Utah 

of the facilities necessary for a 100 MW CPS installation .. The results 

of this work are presented in this section. 
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i.d PURPOSE 

The purpose of this portion of the study is to determine the ·costs 
for selected portions ·of a· laO megawatt photovoltaic central power ·station 
as fc>ilows: 

A. Site preparation and foundations 

B. Array erection 

c. Array power collection and supply network 

o. Array cooling system 

E. Support buildings 

Array installation costs included in the report are for field erection 
only. · Costs of fabricating and assembling the arrays a't ·a field fabrication 
shop are not included. 

Four potential photovoltaic collection arrays were ·examinedi a two axis 
tracking array, a fixed array, a one axis tracking trough array, and a 
cadmium sulfide mylar film array .• 
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2.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Installed costs for the following portions of a 100 megawatt photo
voltaic central power station have been estimated: 

A. Site preparations and foundations 

B. Array installation 

C. .Array power collection and supply network 

D. Array cooling system 

E. Support buildings 

Costs of the above faciiities ~ere estimated for a two axis tracking 
silicon array system, a fixed axis silicon array system, a one axis track
ing (trough) silicon array system and a cadmium sulfide., mylar film array . 
system. Cost summaries are presented in Table 2-1. This table also · 
presents the effect of various cooling methods on the installed cost of 
the above listed facilities. 

The ,cost summary indicates that the most economical method for 
cooling the arrays is an air-fin heat exchanger designed to operate on 
a continuous basis. Storage tanks for both hot. and cold water are re-. 
quired for this cooling system, since enough water must be stored at the 
end.of the production day to allow the air cooled heat-exchanger to.operate 
during the night. The use of a cooling system sized for a 40° F. rise i.n 
cooling water temperature across the arrays costs approximately 17% less 
than a system sized for a 20° F. rise in cooling water temperature. In 
addition, the parasitic power load for the 40° F. system· is approximately 
60% less than for the 20° F. system. Total cooling water storage capacity, 
and peak and average parasitic power loads for the different cooling systems 
are presented in Table 2-2. 
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METHOD 
OF 

COOLING 

Natural Radiation & 
U'1 Convective Night-Time. 
~ Cooling From Arrays 

Forced Air Cooling 
Night Time Only 

Forced Air Coolir.~. 
Day-Time Only 
(No Storage) 

Combination 
Fo~ced Air Cooling 
Day &·Night Operation 
(Some Stora9e Req'd) 

Passive Cooling 

., •' . : 

TABLE 2-1 

PBOTO'/OLTAIC POWER SYSTEM 
SYSTEM COST ESTIMATES SIDOmRY 

(All Costs in 1976 Thousands of ·Dollars) 

TWO AXIS TRACKING A..~Y FIXED AXIS ARRAY 
COOLING WATER TEMP. CBANr.E COOLINt; WATER TEP1P. CHANGE 

20°F f:lT· 40°?6T 20°F ,O.T 40°F f:lT 

Not $87,722 Not $76,808 
Practical. Practical 

$134,460 $105,781 $115,531 $90,998 

$116,718 Not $108,940 Not 
Practical Practical 

$117,167 $95;141 $105,996 $84,732 

21,130 '17,493 

Cadmium Sulfide 

Flexible Mylar Film 

$18,089 

TROooil ARRAY 

COOLINt; WATER :rJ:i~ 1 CBANs;B 

20°F i:lT 40°F l:lT 

Not Not 
Practical Practical 

$118,267 $99,610 

$115,723 Not 
Practical 

$112,778 $93,342 

Not Practical 



TABLE .2-2 . . . 
.. '"· 

WATER 'STORAGE & PARASITIC POWER REQUIREMENTS 

TYPE OF ARRAY SYSTEM 

METHOD' .. sYSTEM TRACKING ARRAY FIXED ARRAY TROUGH ARRAY 

OF COOLING REQUIREMENT$ COOLINt; WATER TEMP. CHANr>E .COOLINr. WATER TE~fi>. CHANt;E COOLING .WATER TE~. CHANt;E 

Forced-Air Storage 20°F 6T 40°F AT 20°F AT 40°F 6T 20°F 6T 40°F AT 

Cooling Req'd (('..J\L) 129·1 000, 000 64,500,000 90,300,000 45,150,000 90,300,000 45,150,000 

Night-:-Time Para- Peak (HP) 34;400 24,800 25,300 17,400 25,300 17,400 

Only sitic Avg. (HP) 20,683 11,400 14.500 8,000 14.500 8,000 Power 
.. ·· Load 

Forced-Air Storage 

Coc·ling Req'.d (GAL) 18 800,000 NP 18,800 000 NP 18.800.01)0 NP 

Day-Time Para- Peak (HP) 71,800 71,800 . 71,800 
Only si:tic 

Avg. (HP) 50~600 NP N!' NP Power 35,400 35,400 
Load .. .. - I 

Forced-Air ' Storage 

Cooling Req'd (C.AL) 71,000,000 35,500,000 71,000,000 35,500,000 71,000,000 35,500,000 
Day & Night Para- Peak (HP) 52,200 24,100 36,600 19,000 36,600 19,000 
Time sitic· 

Avg. (HP) 41,200 ' 12,000 29, 000· 8,400 29~000 8,400 Power 
Combination Load 

.. . . 

Natural Storage 

Radiation & Req'd (GAL) NP 64,500,000 NP 45,150~000 NP 45,150,000 
Convec.ti ve -

Para- Peak (HP) 11,400 8,000 8,000 
Night-Time sitic Avg. (HP) NP 10,354 NP 7,250 NP 7,250 Power 
Cooling Load 

NP - Not Practical 



3. 0 DESIGN CRITERIA 

The study was made on the basis of the following power plant criteria. 

1. The plant shall produce 100 megawatts of peak power. 

2. Four array systems were considered 

a) Tracking array (two axis) - arrays are 10 meters X 10 meters 

b) Fixed array - arrays are 10 meters X 10 meters 

c) Trough array (or axis· trackers) - troughs are 9.1· meters wide with 
a.radius of 6.1 meters, and a length of 7.6 ~eters. 

d) Cadmium Sulfide- thin flexible mylar sheet 1.2 to 2.4 meters 
wide, and of any convenient length. 

3. Annual average solar energy input to the tracking array is 10 KW-HR/m2/day. 
The peak summer input is 11. 9 KW-HR/m2 I day. 

4. Solar energy input to the fixed array, the trough array and the cadmium 
sulfide collector is 70% of the two axis tracking array. 

5. "'"For the tracking and fixed arrays, 1/3 of the available land area is 
covered by arrays, while for the trough system, 1/2 of the land area 
is covered by trough arrays. 

6. Of the solar energy striking the arrays, 15% is converted to electricity, 
5% is reflected and 80% is assumed to be absorbed and must be removed 
as waste heaL. 

7. Maximum desired temperature for cooling water is 1300,F. 

8. Two cooling water system temperature differentials across the arrays 
were considered: 200F 6T, and 40°F 6T. 
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4.0 STATION DESCRIPTION 

Power stations with four types of arrays were examined: two axis 
tracking array, fixed array, trough array, and cadmium sulfide flexible 
film. 

4.1 Tracking Array 

The tracking array power station is an assembly of 6600 ten meter 
by ten meter square arrays. The arrays are grouped together in six 
identical sections with each section containing 1100 individual array 
units and one inverter located in the center of each section. The site 
for the total systems including support facilities. is 1470 meters wide 
by 1925 meters long for a total area of 2.8 square kilometers. To mini
mize shadowing problems, the system is oriented with the longer dimension 
in the east-west direction. See Figure 4-1. 

Access roads are provided to all array locations. Roads in the north
south direction are major access roads ten meters wide and spaced 210 
meters apart beginning at the western boundry of the arrays. 'East-west 
access.roads seven meters wide are also provided. These roads a~e spaced 
35 meters apart beginning at the northern array boundry. The center of 
the sections are void of arrays and ~re used for the inverter building and 
equipment parking. The roads provide direct equipment access to all arrays 
for ease of installation and maintenance. 

Drainage ditches are provided around the plant site to prevent off
site surface water from entering the site boundaries. '·Within the site·, 
drainage ditches are provided along all roadways to collect and direct 
surface water off the site in a controlled manner. 

Electrical lines and cooling water lines are routed east-west through 
each sUbsection above ground between the two rows of arrays. At the 
north-souuh roads the lines are buried and route4 north or south as necessary 
to their respective distribution or collection centers. The north-south 
lines are buried to allow unrestricted equipment access to all arrays with 
no overhead or above ground obstructions. 

Cooling water storage tanks, air-fin heat exchangers, pump houses, 
and other necessary equipment are located to the north of the array. sections. 
This location will prevent any decrease in array output from shadows caused 
by these structures. 

Minimal lighting is provided near all buildings, pumps and heat exchanger 
systems. A 2,4 neter high security fence with a limited number of access gates 
is also provided. Power supply lines are supplied to each array for 
t~e 2 one-HP motors needed to provide two axis tracking capability. 
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4.2 Fixed Array 

The fixsed array power station is an assembly of 6600 ten meter by 
ten meter square arrays. The station is layed out in the same manner 
a? the two axis tracking array power station, and is the same physical 
size• See<Figure 4-1. 

The fixed arrays will not follow the track of the sun during the 
day and as a result will produce approximately 70% of the power produced 
by the tracking arrays. No power is supplied to the arrays since track
ing capability is not included. 

4. 3 'l':rnn<Jh Array . 

The trough array power station is an assembly of 9486 trough arrays 
7.6 meters< long. The trough for each array is 9.1 meters wide, 8.8 meters 
long and 1.5 meters deep. Seventeen array units are connected together 
to form a continuous trough 151 meters long. The site is divided into 
six identical s.ections, each section measures 455 meters north to south 
and 473 meters east to west and contains 1581 array units. An inverter 
building is located at the center of each section. The overall site 
including support facilities is 1365 meters by 1158 meters for a total 
area of 1.6 square kilometers. See Figure 4-2. 

Access roads are provided to all array locations. The main access 
roads run north to south and are 6.1 meters wide and spaced 158 meters 
apart, centerline to centerline. East-west roads are 4.6 meters wide 
and are spaced 27.4 meters apart. The roads provide direct access 
to each array unit for ease of installation and maintenance. 

Drainage ditches are provided around the exterior.of the plant site 
to prevent offsite surface water from entering the site boundaries. Within 
the site, drainage ditches are provided along all roadways to collect and 
direct surface water off the site in a controlled manner. Troughs are 
sloped slightly to <the east or west (depending on site contour) to provide 
trough drainage. Culverts are installed beneath the lower end of all 
troughs to provide trough drainage. The culverts will discharge offsite 
in natural drainage channels. 

Electrical lines and cooling water lines are routed throughout the 
site in the same manner as used for the tracking and fixed arrays. All 
north-south lines will be buried to provide unobst:t·ucted access by main
tenance equipment to all array units. 

Array cooling is provided by pumping cooling water throughout the 
station. The trough arrays are mounted on a rectangular tube through which 
the cooling water· flows. The tube has a cross-section· 7.6 centimeters by 
15.2 centimeters and is 7.6 meters long. All 17 array units in each 
trough of<a subsection are cooled in series. 
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As with the other array systems all water storage tanks_, pump 
houses, cooling towers etc. are located on the north side of the power 
station to eliminate shadows on the arrays. 

Lighting is provided for the· inverters·. Also, an· electrical distri
bution system is included to provide power for 2 one Hp motors needed . 
to move each of the array units. A security fence 2.4 meters high surrounds 

. the site area. 

4.4 Cadmium Sulfide Collectors-Mylar Film 

The potential methods evaluated for structurally supporting the 
cadmium sulfide on mylar film arrays are summarized below:· 

1. The mylar film could be supported by a wire mesh backing, 
which would be attached to metal or wood posts. This method 
was discarded because it lacked the structural strength re
quired to withstand the expected wind loads. 

2. The mylar film could be laid on an earth windrow, and secured . 
to wood tie down rails along both edges of the windrow. This 
method is low in cost and structurally sound. 

3. The mylar film could be atta¢hed to a light plywood or metal 
backing, which would be supported on a concrete or steel struc
ture. This approach would require a continuous "A" .frame support, 
with both sides covered to provide the required wind load support. 
This method was discarded because of high costs. 

4. A continuous concrete support system would provide the necessary 
wind load strength. This method was discarded· because 
of high costs. 

Of~he support systems evaluated, placing the·cadmium sulfide array 
on an e·arth windrow offered the lowest cost, while meeting wind load 
requirements. Therefore, cost estimates are based on this approach. 

The cadmium sulfide power station is made· up of 2064 groups of arrays 
supported on windrows of soil compacted to provide a smooth support surface. 
The windrows are 3 meters wide at. the base, 1 meter high, and run east
west to provide a southern exposure surface. The array is supported on the 
south surface which slopes at 34° to the horizon. 

The rows of array are grouped to9ether into six identical sect-.. i.nns 
853 meters wide by 629 meters long. An inverter building is located at 
the center of each section. The six sections are positioned together to 
form a plant array area including support facilities; 1707 meters long 
in the north-south direction by 1887 meters wide in the east-west direc
tion for a total area of 3.2 square kilometers. see Figure 4-3. 
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Each section is further divided into three smaller subsections by 
6.1 meters wide north-south access. roads. The east and west subsections 
of each section are 234 meters wide while the center subsection is 162 
meters wide. Secondary access roads 3.7 meters wide are also provided 
in the east-west direction after every two 1<!ind:!'ows ... The +:wo- windrows· 
a~e spaced 2.4 meters apart. 

~· .•:··· .. ;· !' .. 

Drainage ditches are provided around the site to prevent offsite. 
surface w~tei:: from entering. Ditches are provided along all roadways 
and between the rows to allow site 'drainage 'in a controlled manner. 

No cooling system is needed for this array system. Electrical.pow'er 
collection lines are rputed between the rows above ground in the east
west dire~tion and are buried parallel to the roadways in the n.orth-south 
direction·. 

The cadmium suifide arrays are held in place upon wood and concrete 
foundations by redwood slates over the edge of the array sheet, and by 
slats placed on top of the array surface at three meter intervals. 

The electrical substation· is located along the western site boundary 
at the site centerline. A 2.4 meter high security fence is also provided 
around the site. 

As with the other array systems, roads are included to allow access 
to. each array for ease of construction and maintenance. 
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5.0 COOLING SYSTEMS 

Array cooling is necessary to allow the photovoltaic system to operate 
at· it's highest efficiency. Fifteen percent· of· the energy striking the arrays 
is converted to electricity, 5% is reflected and 80% is absorbed and must 
be removed as excess heat. · Four cooling wa:.er systems or combinations of 
systems have been examined that will provide the required cooling. These 
systems are: . ' 

Nighttime back flow~through arrays 

Forced Draft Nigh.tti'Irie Air-Fin Heat Exchanger (HX) 

Forced Dr~ft Daytime Air-F]n Heat Exchanger (HX) 

Forced Draft Day-Night Air-Fin Heat Exchanger (HX) 

Where practical each of these four systems is sized with the cooling water 
entering the arrays at goo F. Cooling systems of two sizes are considered.; 
the first sized for·~-· ~ater temperature increase of 20° F. , while the 
second is sized for a water temperature increase of 40° F. The systems 
are designed for·peak summer load. Table 1-2 shows the water storage 
capacity required, and the peak and averageparasitic power required for 
circulating the cooling water and forcing air over the air cooled heat 
exchangers. 

~ : '\ t· ' ',', .. 

5.1 Nightime Backflow Through Arrays 

During the daytime operation, the cooling water is pumped from the 
cold water storage tank through the arrays where it absorbs heat and cools 
the photgvoltai~ ~PllR. This water is then stored in the hot water storage 
tank. During the night the hot water is pumped from the hot water storage 
tank through the arrays where it is cooled by natural convection and radia
tion to the night sky. The cooled water is then stored in the cold water 
storage tank to be available for cooling during the following· day. The 
same equipment is used for both day and night pumping operations. Figure 
5-l illustrates this system, while Table 2-2 lists the tankage volume and 
power requirements. 

During summer months, the nighttime cooling period is so short and 
the ambhmt. temperature is so high, that the necessary nighttime cooling 
capacity is not available from the arrays. Summer night array cooling 
must be augmented by the addition of air .. fin heat exchangero to mainta&.i.u 
goo F. cooling water. The large amounts of water that must be pumped 
through the arrays makes operation with a daytime water temperature in
crease of 20° F. impractiCal. Controls and electrical equipment are 
located in the cooling water pump house. 
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5.2. Forced Draft Air-Fin Heat Exchanger - Night Qperations 

For this system, the arrays are cooled during the daylight hours 
by cool water pumped from the cold water storage tanks through the arrays 
and back to the hot water storage tanks. This hot water is then cooled 
during the night by pumping it from the hot water storage :.:ariks through 
an air-fin heat exchanger and back to the cold water storage tanks •. The· 
air-fin heat exchanger is supplied with pumps to move the water from the 
hot water storage tanks through the heat exchanger back to the cold water 
storage tanks. Heat exchangers of different .. sizes can be provided to allow 
the cooling water temperature to increase 20° or 40° F. as it passes through 
the array cooling system. Figure 5-2 illustr~toE!~?ithis system, while Table 
2-2 lists the tankage and power requirements. 

Three heat exchangers are required, each servicing two array sections. 
A pump house is furnished for each air-fin heat exchanger. Pumps, valves, 
electrical equipment, and controls. are located in this builqing .• 

5.3 Forced Draft Air-Fin Heat Exchanger- Day.Operations 

Cooling water is pumped from the storage tank through the arrays, to the 
air-fin heat exchanger, and back to the storage tank. 

The heat exchangers are sized to remove peak heat input during a summer 
day when air temperatures are at maximum levels. This requires a large 
amount of air to be moved since the higher daytime air temperatures provides 
little heat transfer potential at the desired cooling water operatinq 
temperatures. Therefore, the day operation heat exchanger has a much larger. 
surface area and requires many more cooling fans than does the night heat 
exchanger. However, only one small storage tank is necessary rather than . 
. the two or four large tanks that are required with the night heat exchanger 
system. For these reasons, the minimum summer daytime temperature of the 
water leaving the air-fin heat exchanger will be about 115° F. Therefore, 
for a 20°.F. increase across the arrays, the system must operate between 
115° F. and 135° F. 

. . 
. Oper~tion of this system in months when the air temperature does not 

reach high levels·will allow array cooling water temperatures to be 
lowered. 

Three heat exchanger systems are required. Each system is furnished 
with one single tank and a pump house where pumps, valves, electrical 
equipment and controls are housed. Each heat exchanger cools tw.o array 
sections. Refer to Figure 5-3. 

5.4 Forced Draft Air-Fin Heat Exchanger - Day-Night Operation 

The arrays are cooled by water that is pumped from a cold water 
storage tank through the arrays where it absorbs the excess heat and cools 
the photovoltaic cells. The heated water then leaves the arrays and is 
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stored in the hot water storage tanks. The hot water is pumped from the 
hot w~ter storage tanks through the air-fin heat exchanger, where it is 
cooled to the original cooling water temperature, then pumped to the cold water 
storage tank. Cooling water is pumped through the arrays only during the 
daylight hours, while the heated water is pumped through the air-fin 
exchanger on a continuous operation, except for a few hours a day in hot 
summer months when the air reaches its maximum temperature. Figure 5-4 
illustrates this cooling system, while tankage and power requirements 
are · shown fn Table i-2 • 

. . . Three heat exchangers with the associated pump houses and st;.orage 
tanks are provided. Each of these cooling systems is used to cool two 
array sections. Two pump houses are provided with each system to house 
the required pumps, valves, electrical equipment and controls. 

These. systems can be sized to allow cooling with either a 20° F. or 
40° F. increase in the cooling water temperature as it passes through 
the arrays. 

This system, althq11gh not eliminating the storage tanks; offer savings 
in overall equipment size. The air-fin heat exchanger can be smaller than 
the night only heat exchanger si1 ~e it will operate.over a longer period 
of time. The heat exchanger is much smaller than the day heat exchanger 
since average ambie.nt air temperatures are much lower than the daytime 
maximums. ·. · Storage tanks are also smaller than those required for night 
only operations. 
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6.0 COST ESTIMATES 

The following costs have been estimated for each of the array systems 
considered: 

A. Site preparation and foundations 

B. Array erection 

c. Array power collection and supply network 

D. Array cooling system 

E. Support buildings. 

Tables 6-1 through 6-6 summarize the estimated costs of the above for each 
of the array systems. The costs for each of the potential cooling 
systems are also incl~ded in these Tables. 

Costs have been included for the erection of the arrays. The ~ost 
for installation of the reflective surface needed for the trough system has 
not been included. Also, no costs have been included for installation of 
a transmission line or access roads since these both exist for the 
recommended Vulture: Mountain Site. Items included in the estimates are as follows: 

6.1 Site Preparation 

·Site preparation includes the cost to level the site, prepare and 
construct access roads and drainage ditches, prepare parking and equipment 
storage areas, and all other earth moving work. Also, included is the con
struction of a drainage ditch around the periphery of the site, and the 
construction of a 2.4 meter high chain link security fence on the site 
boundar}'. 

6.2 · Foundations 

This co&t includes fonllny and pouring foundations for all equipment 
and buildings except those needed for heat exchanger installation. 
All building foundations and floors are included as weil as array support 
foundations, and foundations for the water storage tanks. The cost for 
trough construction is also included for the trough array system. 

6.3 Buildings 

The cost of materials and construction of the cooling water pump 
houses;_and the central electrical control station and inverter buildings 
are inc~uded under this heading. The heat exchanger pump house building 
is incl~ded with the heat exchanger cost. Prefabricated metal buildings 
are used. 
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TABLE 6-1 

. PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER SYSTEM 
. TWO AXIS TRACJUNG ARRAY 

.(All Figures in 1976. Thousands of Dollars) 

COOLING. SYSTEM NATURAL RADIATION AIR FIN COOLERS AIR FIN COOLERS ' AIR FIN COOLERS 
· DESCRIPTION FROM ARRAY NIGHT OPERATION DAY OPERATION NIGHT. & DAY .. OPERATION 

· COOLING WATER 
6T Op 20 40 20 40 20 40 20 40 ---

Estimate Item 

Site.Preparation NP 800 800 800 800 NP 800 800 
·Foundations NP 4,458 4,458 4,458 4, 458 NP 4;458 4,458 

U1 Buildings and 
U1 Structures NP 500 500 500 . 500 -· NP ·500 500 ~ 

Cooling Water 
· Piping System NP 12,470 20,295 12,470 20,295 RP 20,295 12,470 
Cooiing Water 
Pump.Hse. Equip. UP 1,940 5;497 1,940 5,497 RP 5,497 1,940 

.. Storage Tanks NP 7,998 15,996 7,998 789 NP 8,351 4,380 
Air-Fin Heat 
Exchanger NP 14,366' 11,978 16,754 NP 9·, 399 7,836 
HX Pwnp House 

.. , Equipment NP 5·, 202. 3,202 3,236 NP 3,403 2 ,09·5 
Electical 
Collection 
System NP Incl. Incl. Incl. Incl. HP Incl. Incl. 
Electrical Dis-
tribution System NP 9,917 9,917 9,786 9,917 NP 9,917 9,186 
Array In:stallation NP 9,404 9,404 9,404 9,404 NP 9,404 9,404 
. Sub Total 47,487 86,453 62,536 71,650 72,024 53,669 

20% Contingency 9.497 17.287 12,507 14,330 14, 40.'i 10,734 
TOTAL 56,984 103,722 75,043 85,~80 86,429 64,403 

NP - Not Practical 
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TABLE .6-2 · 

~ 

' .~ .. . .. '• 
PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER SYSTEM 

\. ~. FIXED ARRAY 

(All Figures in 1976 Thousands of Dollars) 

COOLING SYSTEM NATURAL FADIATION AIR FIN COOLERS AIR FIN COOLERS AIR FIN COOLERS 
DESCRIPTION FROf.l JtRRAY NIGHT OPERATION 'DAY OPERATION NIGHT & DAY OPERATION 

COOLING WATER 
AT.OF 20 40 20 40 '20 40 20 40 

Estimate Item 

Site Preparation Not Practical BOO 800 800 800 Not Practical 800 BOO 
Foundations Not Practic:ll 4,458 4,458 4,458 4,458 Not Practical 4,458 4,458 
3uildings and 

U1 Structures Not 
U1 

Practical 500 500 500 500 Not Practical 500 500 
U1 Cooling Water 

Piping System Not Practical 12,470 20,295 12,470 20,295 Not Practical 20,295 12,470 
·cooling water 
Pump Hse. Equip. Not Practical 1,940 5,497 1,940 5,497 Not Practical 5,497 1,940 
Storage Tanks Not Practical 5,513 11,026 5,513 789 Not Practical 8,351 4,380 
Air;...Fin Heat 
Exchanger Not Practice:! 11,191 9,331 16,754 Not Practical .7,322 6,104 
EX Pump.House 
& Equipment t{ot Practical 4,053 2,494 - .3, 235 .Not Practical. 2,651 1,632 
Electrical : -·:~l 
Collection 
System Not Practical Incl. Incl. Incl. Incl. Not Practical Incl. Incl. 
Electrical Dis-
tribution System Not Practical 5,188 5, 318 5,188 5,318 Not Practical 5,318 5,188 
Array Installation Not Practica~ 7,523 7 ~ 523 . 7' 523 . · .. 7,523 Not Practical 7,523 7,523 

Bub Total 38,392 70~661 50,217 65~169 62.715 44,995 
20% Contingency 7,678 14,132 10,043 13,034 12,543 8,999 
'l'OTAL 46,070 84,793 60,260 78,203 75,258 53,994 
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COOLING SYSTEM 
DESCRIPTION 

COOLING WATER 
6T OF 

Estimate Item 

Site Preparation 

Foundations 

Buildings and 
·Structures 

Cooling Water 
.Piping System 

Cooling Water 
Pump Hse. Equip. 

Storage Tanks 

·Air-Fin Heat 
Exchanger 

· HX Pump_ House 
& Equipment 

Electrical 
Collection 
System 

.Electrical Dis
tribution s.ystem 

Array Installation 

Sub Total 

20% Contingency 

TOTAL 

NP - Not Practical 

TABLE 6-3 

PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER SYSTEM 
TROUC7H ARRAY 

(All Figure3 in 1976 Thousands of Dollars) 

NATURAL RADIATION 
FROM ARRAY . , 

20 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

40 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

AIR FIN COOLERS 
NIGHT OPERATION 

20 

1,661 

25,042 

8,784 

20,627 

2,587 

7,654 

11,191 

4,053 

Incl. 

9,917 

7,040 

98,556 .: 

19,711 

$118,267 

40 

.1,661 

25,042 

8,784 

11,923 

1,433 

5, 514 

9, 331 

2,494 

Incl. 

9,786 

7, 040 

83,008 

16,602 

$99,610 

AIR FIN COOLERS 
DAY OPERATIOR 

20 

1,661 

25,042 

8,784 

20,627 

2,587 

789 

16,754 

3, 235. 

Incl. 

9,917 

7,040 

96,436 

19,287 

$115,723 
' , ~. . . 

40 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

AIR FIN COOLERS 
NIGHT & DAY OPERATION 

20 

1,661 

25,042 

8,784 

20,627 

2,587 

8,351 

7,322 

2,651 

Incl. 

9,917 

7,040 

93,982 

18,796 

$112,778 

40 

1,661 

25,042 

8,784 

11,923 

1,433 

4,380 

6,104 

1,632 

Incl. 

9,786 

7,040 

77,785 

15,557 

$93,342 
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TABLE 6-4 

PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER SYSTEM 
CADMIUt-1 SULFIDE MYLAR FILr1 ARRAY 

(All Figures in 1976 Thousands of Dollars) 

Estimate Item 

Site Preparation 

Foundations 

Buildings and 
Structures 

Cooling Water 
Piping System 

Cooling Water 
Pump House Equi~. 

Storage •ranks 

Air~ Fin 
Heat Exchanger 

HX Pump House 
& Equipment 

Electrical 
Collection 
System 

Electrical Dis
tr~bution System 

Array Installation 

Sub Total 

20% Contingency 

TOTAL 

N.R. - Not Required 

$1,467 

376 

1,603 

N.R. 

N.R. 

N.·R. 

N.R. 

N._R. 

INCL. 

3,378 

8,250 
$15,074" 

3,015 

$18,089 



TABLE 6-5 

PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER SYSTEM WITHOUT LIQUID COOLING 
TWO-AXIS TRACKING ARRAY . 

·(All Figures in 1976 Thousands.of.Dollars) 

Estimate ltem 

Site Preparation 

· Foundations 

Buildings 

Electrical Distribution 
System 

Ar:ray Installation 

Sub-Total 

20% Contingency 

Total 

558 

$ 500 

$. 2,450 

$. 9,404 

$17,480 

$ 3,436-

$20,976 
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TABLE 6-6 

PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER SYSTEM WITHOUT LIQUID 'COOLING 
FIXED .... ARRAY .. 

(All. Figures.' in 1976 Thousands of Dollars) 

Estimate Item 

Site ·Preparation $ 670 

Foundations $ 4,458 

Buildings $ 500 

Electrical Distribution 
System $ 1,297 

Array Installation $ 7,523 

Sub-Total $14,448 

20% .c'oriti'ngency $ 2,890 

· · Total $17,338 
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6.4 ·cooling System Piping 

The cooling water piping includes the costs for materials and con
struction of all cooling water piping, pipP fittings, arr~v isolation 
valves, fl~xible hose, etc. Also included are all pipe supports in the 
array areas.· 

6. 5 · Cooling Water Pump House Equipment 

These costs include pumps, piping, shut-off valves, and the flow 
·control valves installed in the pumphouse. 

6.6 Storage Tanks 

All water cooling systems require either hot and cold water storage 
tanks or a single tank. The cost of construction of these tanks is 
included under this heading. 

6.7 Air-Fin Heat Exchangers 

All costs associated with ~he heat exchangers are included under this 
heading. Items considered are the heat exchangers, all,. structural s1.1pports 
and foundations, fans and fan drivers, and piping headers, which are part 
of the heat exchanger. The cost of shipment, assembly and construction 
as well as material costs are also included. 

6.8 Heat Exchanger Pump House and Equipment 

Costs included are:· 

1. All piping between the water storage tank and the heat exchanger. 

2. All pumps and shut-off valves located inside the pump house. 

3. Pump house construction and materials, including foundations. 

6.9 Electrical Power Collection Network 

All arrays require a network of conductors to route the power qeneraLed 
in the photovoltaic cells to the inverters. The cost of the collection 
network is included under this heading. 

Costs· for equipment needed in the inverter buildintj·, the inverter 
to the main.substation network, or control center are not included in 
this estimate. 
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6.10 Electrical Power Distribution Network 

Power is needed throughout the facility to provide.operating capability. 
This power is used by the cooling water pumps, the heat exchanger ··fans, and 
the motors used to position the tracking ar 1ys. Mini::~al :~ighting systems 
also must be provided with power. Equipment and construction costs for 
these facilities are included under this heading. 

6.11 Array Installation 

The array sections are assumed to be assembled on site·, in an .assembly 
shop. The assembled arrays will then be moved by truck and crane to their 
final location and installed on the support structures. The cos.t for material 
and shop assembly of the arrays is not included ih this st~dy. The costs 
for installing the arrays, including transport·ation from the assembly shop 
to the final location are included. Tables 6-1 through 6-4 list the · 
estimate,d costs of each of the systems. studied. 
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